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Participants in the conference included: uniformed representatives of
each of the Services; civilian scientists and research managers from the
main DOD personnel and manpower laboratories; academic scientists; and
contractors currently working on attrition-related matters. The meeting
consisted of five types of sessions: a) a keynote address; b) general
sessions in which technical papers were presented; c) small workshop
meetings providing the opportunity for informal discussion; d) a roundtable
discussion by flag officers; and e) a final session in two parts: comments
by a half-dozen discussant-critics and papers by representatives of the two
principal sponsors within OSD, i.e., the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering.

This Is the first of two reports on the conference. it contains an
abstract of the keynote address, the technical papers that were presented, and
summaries of the OSD talks. A second volume summarizes the observations and
recommendations coming out of the papers, the discussants' remarks, and the
workshop sessions.
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PREFACE

During April 4-7, 1977, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and .
the Office of Naval Research co-sponsored a Conference on First Term
Enlisted Attrition. The purposes of the meeting were: a) to review
what is known about attrition in the Services-its magnitude, current
trends and costs, and how it is managed; b) to learn about relevant
research-both inside and outside of the DOD-that deals with attrition;
and c) to identify gaps in our knowledge that could be addressed by• ~new R&D. !

Participants in the conference included uniformed representatives
"of each of the Services; civilian scientists and research managers from
the main DOD personnel and manpower laboratories; academic scientists;
and contractors currently working on attrition-related matters. The
meeting consisted of five types of sessions: a) a keynote address; b)
general sessions In which technical papers were presented; c) small
workshop meetings providing the opportunity for informal discussion; d)
a roundtable discussion by flag officers; and e) a final session In two
parts: comnments by a half-dozen discussant-critics and papers by repre-
sentatives of the two principal sponsors within OSD, 1,e., the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Director of

. ,Defense Research and Engineering.

"Two reports are being published. The first-this volume-contains
the papers that were presented and summaries of the 00 talks. The
technical papers, in the interest of an expeditious schedule, are 'I
reprinted exactly as they were submitted, The order of their appear-
ance heri follows that of the meeting. (The conference agenda is
reprodukid on the next pages; In a few cases, titles have been modified -
slightly subsequent to the meeting.)

The second volume summarizes the research and policy recommnenda-
tions that come out of the conference.

"H1. WALLACE SINAIKO
"Smit hsonian Insti tut ion
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DOD/ONR Conference on First Term Enlisted Attrition

Xerox International Training Center, Leesburg, Virginia -April 4-7, 1977

PROG RAM

Monday, April 4

PM

4:30 Registration

5:30 Dinner

8:30 Keynoeaddress

It's a new ball game: changing Prof. Charles E. Moskos
expectations of military service -Northwestern University

Tuesday, April 5

AM Chairman: Dr. Glenn L. Bryan, Office of Naval Research

8:30 Introduction, welcome, Dr. HI. Wallace Sinalko
objectives. modus operandi Smithsonian Institution

FrtTerm Enlisted Attrition In the DOD

8:45 Trends In DOD attrition Dr. A, J. Martin
Office of the Assst'ant

Secretary of Defense .M6RA)
9:45 Gatekeepers: first term onlisted Mr. Craig Foch and

attrition policic' practices Dr. Nicki King
The Rand Corporation

10.30 BREAK

10-.45 Tite Army and attrition 14AJ Arthur A. Schulez, USA
Training and Doctrine Cowtind*

11015 Canadian forces.' solutions to KAJ 1. N. Evanle
attrition Canadian Persontiol Applied

Researh Unit

12:00 LUNCH

P14 Organ (zat Iona Lactor% Chairmati. Dr. Bort T. King, ONR

1030 Attrition, the absorption and Dean David Cottlieb
Integration of newcomers University of Houston
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Tuesday, April 5, continued

PM Organizational Factors, continued

2:00 Organizational commitment and Prof. Richard M. Steers
personnel attrition University of Oregon and

Dean Lyman W. Porter
U. of California, Irvine

2:30 Post high-school drop-outs Prof'. David R. Segal
(and stayers) University of Maryland, and

Dr.; Jerald G. Bachman
University of Michigan

3:00 BREAK

3:15 Individual differences, organiza- Prof. Charles L. Hulin
tional characteristics, and University of Illinois
environmental influences on
voluntary termination decisions

3:5 A longitudinal study of enlisted Pof.Wlim.Moey
personnel attrition in the U.S. Herbert H. Hand, and
Marine Corps: preliminary John E. Logan
recruit training results University of South Carolina

4:15 Exploratory development research Dr. Marshall G. Greenberg and
of U.S. Navy/Marine Corps Mr. Jerry McConeghy
personnel - Phase I: factors Booz, Allen Applied Research
affecting attrition

4.45 ADJOURN

7:30 Workshops

Wednesday,_April 6

AN Job Factors -Chairmant Dr. Robert W. Stephens"on, Air Fc'rce Human
Resources Laboratory, Lackland APO

8:30 Job changing behavior of young men Prof.. 4.drew I. Kohon
In the civilian labor rmarket Madison College

9,-00 An Industrial experience: what Mr. William Belknap
*drives attrition? Xerox Corporation

9.30 Organizational effectiveness and Dr. Ralph R.. Canter
mil 1itary persoinnel attrition. Army Research Institute
000 managweniit, polllcy, reseaech
Issues, and sawe military service

* altarnatives

10-.00 BREAK

10015 Iiinityizinij adjustiwitt problems and Prof. Louis I. jedik n%
attrlitiot rates of minority Poppardine Univeetity
military first term olisted awn
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Wednesday, April 6, continued

AM Job Factors, continued

10:45 Psychological coping skills and the Prof. Irwin G. Sarason
reduction of attrition among University of Washington
military personnel

11:15 Quality and requirements -a step lLT Jack R. Dempsey and
toward reconciliation CPT Jonathan C. Fast

AF Military Personnel Center

11:45 LUNCH

PM

1:30 Round Table; Management Actions to Control Attrition -Chairman:

Dr. Robert J. Lundegard, Office of Naval Research

Major General Bennie L. Davis, USAF
Director of Personnel Plans

Vice Admiral John 6. Finneran, USN
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Military Personnel Policy)

Brigadier General Richard C. Schulze, USMC
Director, Manpower Plans and Policy Division

Rear Admiral William R. Smedberg, IV, USN
Deputy Chief of Naval Personnel for Personnel Planning and
Programming

Major General Paul S. Williams. USA
Director of Military Personnel Management

3:30 BREAK.

Cost Factors and Field Studies -Chairman: COL Tyree Newton, Air
Force H~uman Resources Laboratory, Brooks AFB

.3.45 Navy voluntary release pilot Dr. Robert V. Guthrie
1) rog rafo Navy Personnel R&O Conter

4~5 Personnel effectiveness In the D.E .Ei udro n
all volunteer Navy Ms. Anne Hoibero

Navy 11ihdlih Reerch Center
t4.45 Attrition costs In the Navy and 14r. Daniel F, "tuck and

"Ma r Iies Mr. Dale Midla~ftl
General Muese-arch Corporation

5:115ADJOURN

7.30 Workisltop%



Thursday, April 7

AM Individual Factors -Chairman: Dr. Jay Uhianer, Army Research
Institute

8:30 Selective overview of NPRDC Dr. Martin F. Wiskoff
enlisted attrition R&D Navy Personnel R&D Center

9:00 USAF attrition trends and identifi - Dr. Nancy Guinn
cation of high-risk personnel AF Human Resources Laboratory

9:30 Predicting attrition: a test of Dr. Robert F. Lockman and
alternative approaches Dr. John T. Warner

Center for Naval Analyses

10:00 BREAK

10:15 Research developments and new Dr. Myron A. Fisch)lý
dimensions of potential Army Army Research Institute
attrition

10.45 Quality of Marines: test scores, D.Wre .Mthw

per sonalI data, and performance Center for Naval Analyses
11:15 Increasing the retention of Army Dr. Robert F. Holz and

volunteers: meaningful work may Dr. E. M. Schreiber
be an answer Army Research Institute

11:45 LUNCH

* PM

1:30 Wrap-Up -Chairman: COL Henry L, Taylor. Office of the Director of
Defense Research and Enigineering

Dr. E. Ralphi Dusek, Army Research I
Armay Research Institute

Prof. George M. Guthrie
The Peoiinsylvania State University

Prof. Jack Ladlnsky
Ths. Untiversity of Wisconsin

D. '. Howard Met~ann
Human IResooces Resarch Of anlat Ion

Prof. R~obert 0. Pritchard
P'urdue Univer~ity

Dr. Lontnie 0, V,,Oent~ine, Jr.
Ale foeo Hawan Resources Laboratory

workii~op Reports

3030 Floa-I -Roffi'll f ir- lev H. Ctre herq, Depkity A~sskhint S ~r*etary of
Duna(Manp~wer and Heý,estivf Affams)
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IT'"S A NEW{ BALL GAME: CHMGING EXPLCTATIONS OF MILITARY SERVICE

Char'.es C. Moskos, Jr.
Northwestern University

":)he of the main presumptions of the all-volunteer force was that,

v with longer-term enlistments and professionally committed service members,
there would be less personnel turnover than in a military system which was
heavily reliant on conscriptees and draft-motivated volunteers. This has
turned out not to be the case. In a sense, the all-volunteer force has
become something of a revolving door. Five years after the termination of
-selective service, the armed forcesare confronting what they regard as
unacceptably high rates of attrition-that is, enlistees who do not com-

plete their. first term of service.

Our understanding of military attrition may be informed by noting
.ecotrasts in the attitudes of the typical draftee in the peacetime era of

the late 1950's and early 1960's with those of the typical volunteer of the
Q late 1970's. In somewhat overstated, terms, the salient differences can be

described as follows:

Peacetime Draftee New Volunteer
Entered military reluctantly Enters military as an alterna-

and thereby not subject to tive to limited options in
profound disillusionment civilian life; regards military
"after service entry; accepted in instrumental terms of "what
military service on its own can it do for me?," e.g., skill
terms. training, education; subject to

post-entry disillussonment if
expectations are not met.

Highly valued clean record If disillusioned, wants out
and good discharge. regardles3 of type of discharge

(though may later regret lack
of good discharge).

Willinig to put up with petty More concerned with ,elf-
harrasoment. dignity; quicker to take

exception to harrasament.

,-.gardecd overseau assignment Regard2 overseaa assignmient as
as potentially enriching, an imposition,

The sum of the above typology is to direct attention toward the kinds o-f
"expeoctationo and behaviwr of the new volunteer which can lead to high
levels of attrition.

EahFour perspet.tvcs have boen advanced to explain military attritio•.

•" Each of the pe•rspectives augge certain avenues Of dealing with the

* Abstract of' keynote addreso

C. , • . . .. . 4. Q . . ...,, I '~



attrition issue. (1) A cultural view suggests that there have been funda-
mental changes in the larger Anerican society which impinge on the
likelihood of attriti3n, e.g., the lessened appeal of military service, a
less tractable youth. (2) A sociological perspective emphasizes the differ-
ing propensities of subgroups in the population-e.g., regional, economic,
educational, racial-to have higher or lower probabilities of attrition
(and therefore suggests target areas for recruiting). (3) A psychological
approach seeks to identify individual traits which can predict the likeli-
hood of attrition. (4) An organizational perspective focuses on the
qualitiez 2f the military system which exacerbate or reduce the likelihood
of attrizion. Of course, all four perspectives can be usefully employed,
but observers and students of military personnel typically tend to empha-
size one approach over the others.

Whatever the explanations and remedies of attrition, it is essential
also to remember that the attrition phenomenon is at least as much an out.
come of changing policies and procedures of military separation as it is a8
reflection of objective changes in the quality and composition of the
entering enlisted force. Finally, a sense of' perspective is required to
remind us that the consequences of attrition are not necessarily always

negative.

-'-
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TRENDS IN DoD FIRST-TERN ATTRITION .

A. J. Martin
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Manpower and Reserve Affairsa)

This paper discusses Department of MDefense (DoD) attrition in
temsof DoD-~wide attrition trends, costs of frttr trto

'and Its relation 'to All-Volunteer Force (MEF) prospects as the

recruiting chal2.engezbecomes more difficult in the l980s. The

emphasis wili:be on.'attrition statistics, DoD-wide.1 1

The Congressional Budget Office recently released a report on

Defense "manpower. One>issue addressed In some detail was first-

term attrition:

t ~"Reduced First-Term-Attrition

A principal reason for Increased turnover is attrition
.'during the hirat-term of scervi ce, which.-tes increased from.
approximately 25.to 37 percent in the last four. years. The
bigrost increane oqcurred inf4seal year 1974,.

The increase QV irst-termn attrition results from -he' -~ .now administrative discharge procedure. .that makc- 1rt noqsl:ble
t~ epaateperaonnel'prier' to the end Af the tort of service.ý

The npw proeedurps were prompted -py the report an the fiveal
~.oa .1Th hC~artone f efense appropriatiorib hi 21 bry thin

;jfeutw.eAppraprlfiatons CMAMiAe that uxw'ed ompkl~fed -procdures
f~rdisehr.tig "trcnn Thfotnes"who have vervicý tar ie-aa2t

orfci.yar after inl'.tul trafning.' Eadh of A¾ corvlcecs hao now
~dotm ts~hpi ~rc~c, houh dw~nltratv? rovisigonsdlffor ,

bysevtoo and 'Also di1f2or to7 some degrep £rdp the 'Coms4.ttev,

.,wie~h dmnpratpprovisionsdferi minp '".,
tYhe siyte of th& prourrn dif rays inA aaj or wa 'fom tho orintira1

f- e w A i tdl te~hd to..Dr. Eli -Flyer! OASD(M&A), 0AOMP
woot ienr>allr wspu:? b Va the tyailabilty -of the'.attrition

. .. .. . . . .t



intent of' the Appropriations Conmmittee. TeCommiittee suý-r-ested
a goal for marginal performer dischar.-es of 6,500 for fiscal
year 1974. The increased loSses durir.n, the first term' for DoD
are estimated to be in excess of 40,000 per year for fiscal 2
yars 1977-1982, more than six times the Committee guidelines. -

The Department of Defense agrees with OBO that reducing

enlisted turnover is an important objective. However, we disagree

concerning the extent to which turnover can be improved.

It is true that more military people are being released

before completion of their initial enlistment obligation now than

during the draft. This attrition is expensive and disruptive, but

represents a serious manpower dilemma. In an all-volunteer force,

it often does not make sense to force people to stay in a service.

We have found that such practices are more expensive than releasing

trouble makers early in their military career and recruit.Lnc and

trainlnig replaoements. Yet, an "easy-out" policy encourages many

people who are not happy in the military, but do a good job during

their tour, to seek releaae before tour completion. This adds

costs and reduces readineas.

The Ch~allcen o of the_1980o

Attrition -- i.e., high first-term attrition -- must be viewed

in thQ coaitext, of its -coots and the ch~allenges to OVF recruitinrg

1restQbyrt declining youth population in the 1,9802- and

the, 11, lots% of"..at J,,,vrovinr economy. makin-; kaire ,crliiting more

21 "Th Coo tl of Do Vne rw 110 awO r lssuo for 1977" , Conjgveaoional
Budgqt O sie ud&'t aper, -January M.97, p. 26.
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The future active force recruiting picture appears

increasingly challenging. The declining youth population projected

for the 1980s has focused attention on the question of the viability

of the volunteer force during the next decade. The main questions

appear to center on the Services' ability to recruit in the face or

a declining youth population base and possible lower unemployment

rates in the 1980s.

We know that the number of Pighteen year old men in the

United States will decline after 1980. BY 1985, the number of

eighteen year old males will have declined gradually by about one-

third of a million, or 15% less than in 1976. By 1992, the decline

will have totalled more than one-half mi-llion, or 25%;.

Morce intenae competition for high school diploma graduatez is

likely.

High school graduates are the preferred recruits. lion-

graduates are twice as likely to be zseparated early than are high

school graduates. Accession quality is an important dot~erminnnt

of first-term attrition. It takes more recruiting effort to

recruit quality diploaru graduates. A principal reazon that the

Servicez are requesting added recruiting resources in FY77 and PY78

is to increase the recruitment of high school gxraduatoz now. The

objective is to take advantage of t~he market that iu still available,

*before the declines in the youth population take full effect. If

successful, this should tond to reduce future accesuion requiraments.



Beyond improving accession input quality, all management

options will continue to be evaluated to reduce accession require-

ments. Obviously, our attrition rates are a matter of serious

concern, and our efforts to reduce them are continuing.

In view of the high attrition and high accession quality, the

hard question is, "Why pay more in recruiting costs to at tract quality

enlistees?"

Clearly, recruiting quality enlistees is becoming marginally

very expensive; and this will increase dramatically unless the require-

ment for high quality male accessions can be reduced as the market

declineA. Reduction in attrition is one management option that

must be add-e,'d.

Attrition Costs

lBeyond direct budret costs associated with high attrition,

indlrect, but real, costs in the form of an additional "1f-ilure

experience" for young people and in the form of negative attitudes

. held by prior service personnel must not be overlooked. Nergtive

and credible Information about military serviee experience- amnonr,

large number• of prior 3ervice personnel can only make recruiter

* and advertizine efforts that much more difficult.

I...
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Preliminary work done in my office points to sizeable potential

cost avoidance if attrition can be lowered substantially. Cost

avoidance would come in training, unrecovered pay, transportation

and recruiting. If man-year yields per enlistee could be achieved

comparable to the average of today's yields (with high attrition)

and yields of the pre-Vietnam period (with low attrition), the

cost avoidance would be about $180 million per year.

Beyond these sizeable attrition cost implications, the

sustainability of the AVF in the face of the declining market

is obviously related to our ability to implement effectively

some mix of management options to reduce male accezsion requirenients

and/or increase supply by:

-- increased use of women,

-- increased use of civilians,

-= increased use of career force personnel,

-- improved recruiting efficiency,

S-- lower mental/physecal standards,

and importantly, if not most important,
! [. -- reduced first-term enlisted attrition.

71.
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Attrition Trends

Turning to DoD-wide first-term attrition statistics, the

first chart provides information on the causes --

CHART 1

for attrition during the first two years of service for four

fiscal year entry groups. Note that we have excluded attrition

associated with completion of term of service, as well as entries

into officer programs. In this and other charts you will see,

"percent attrition" is based upon two things: first, the number

of people who make up the entry cohort, and secondly, the number

attritint from this entry group after entry into service. These

data are current as of 30 June 1976.

As you can see from the first chart, "Behavior and Performance"

reasons are the primary cause for attrition among men, but among

women "Other Attrition", which is principally for marriage and

, pregnancy, is an important factor.

Among FY71 enlistees, the attrition rate at the two year mark

for women was about double that of men. The risie in male attrition

over the next three fiscal years, however, and the decline for

females over the same period, have succeeded in bringing the rateu

- ,- --- pretty close toge' ,r for the two groups.

.' 9



It should be noted,, however, that the decrease in attrition

among women has been primarily in respect to marriage and pregnancy.

It is possible that part of this type of attrition may have been

moved into the third year of service due to changes in attrition

policy which now permit pregnant service women to stay on in service

if they so desire.

Medical attrition for males and fem~ales has remained fairly

stable over the four fiscal year entry group. The primary reason

for discharge in this category is for conditions existing prior to

service -- EPTS discharge. It may also include a number of

individuals who show behavorial problems, but for who:,- It Is miore

convenient to use medical reasons for dischar;;re purpcsez. Note

that ulalo attritlon for medical reasons, haz been about double

that of femalozi. Wedo riot know why this is the case. It should

be an area of research attentI-on.

The relationahip between attrition and length of oervice is

shown in the next chart.

CHIART 2

While attrition rates have been increasinr, for males duritir the

first six months of aervice, it does not 5eem to have resulted in

reduced attrition during eithezr the Gecond six mionths- of Uervice, or

in the zecond year. Amnonr women, the trend is not too clear -- but

suggeota that whatever iz ausociated with reduced attrition amolng

womien appearj to be occurring souiewhat later in uervice.

9A
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The relationship between high school graduate status and attrition

is well known for males. The next chart shows a similar relationship

for females as well.

CHART 3 '1

NI

GED entrants have been combined with non-high school graduates,

since most studies show that they generally perform and behave

more like this group than high school graduates. Most of the non-

high school graduate women entered service with a GED.

These data generally support the hypothesis that the ratio for

attrition between non-high school graduates and graduates is about

2-to-1 -- regardless of the overall attrition rate. The minor

deviation from this for women (after looking at more detailed data)

would appear to result from the fact that attrition for pregnancy

and marriage occurs with about equal frequency among high school

graduates and non-graduates. When attrition for behavior and perfor-

mance reasons is looked at separately for women, the hypothesis

appears to hold true.

In any case, thses data clearly show that the trend for increased

attrition among men and decreased attrition among women occurs after

control for educational level. Increasing male attrition is also

seen when we control for AFQT aptitude score and educational level

simultaneously, as shown in the next chart.

10
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CHART 4

Results from attrition research of the 1950s are relevant

today in at least one respect -- male attrition rates among the

highest aptitude non-high school graduates are higher than that of

the lowest aptitude high school graduates.

In the next two charts, we are controlling simultaneously for

educational level, sex, race, and AFQT. Withonly a few irregularities,

the increased attrition over time persists -- even after control for

all these variables.

CHART 5

CHART 6

SThe next chart provides some comparative data from the previous

CHART 7

The relationship between AFQT and attrition appears stronger amongr

V~ non-blacks than blacks.

Analysis of aptitude data for women has not yet been completed,

sowe do not know what will be found here.

111
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In respect to attrition trends when sex and race are both

taken into-account,

CHART

we see that attrition, rates amolng wom.aen rLun higher for non-blacks

than blacks.

More detailed analysis of' these data show that black women

are being discharged less frequently than non-black women for'

marriage, pregnancy, behavior, and:'pLrformance reasons.

CHART 9

Chart 9 shows the importance of' 2o _,y a s a factor relating to

attrition -- a more Im-portant variable than edlucational level o r

apitude. In a regrerusion equation (if we were only forturt

enough to have the data available to us), it is quite poassble that

Lerof ontiy would emerge as the num,,ber one varlable in pvetl C title

attrition -- and the most reasonable explanation for, thiz; finding

;..i.would appear to be that different management polic~kes toward

attrition have been in ef'fect over the yeara. An aucezsion under

Project 100.,000 durinr, 1967 had a highr-o probability ol' complotingr

two years of' service than an acce~sion during FY4 As a matter

of' ract, the Project 100,000 man with an attrition rate of 1:1.2r,

waa more X~~yto finish two years of survice than a E-Y74 acceession



w . . .. r

•'!;'•• ~who was a high school graduate AFT Category I and II. The rate i.

for the latter accession was 16.3%. This 6ould only be accounted .

* for by policy differences.

So, what appears to have happened, is that management philosophy, .

policy, and practice have changed markedly over the years in the

handling of motivational, behavioral, and performance problens araon,', A
enlisted personnel. Personnel quality control through a -trit.'.on z.

rather than other management techniqueo, appears to be becom..h{..;

dominant. While this approachwould be costly even if the manpower 41
supply were unlimited, under current and projeoted mnrpower pool

conditions, it can be extremely damaging.

Where do we go from here? Our researchers would prr!bably AN

want to concentrate their resourcos on the personnel ,•eleutc - e,

lookinr for the unmined varlarce ztIll to be a.cou.to•- or y"

prv-service predictors, or more sophlaticated ttati.tIcui .tre.ý,tnent

of the data already available, There probably is some tin o be .

accomplished here, and these efforts should be enoouxar:ed The .Q

inost pro~mivingr approach7 of t-his type would be to look amorr7 tY h

who do not m-eet ourrent entry standavda to see If wQe re exol,..x
....... .

-"osome who do have etual, or higher potontial than th•ae now co•m-inj . I

ill, hegardinfg the devolopmient of additional selelction itns tz'w'.erts

to out down the available manpower oupply, this would appear to . .

have limited utility in an Incroasingly tight ,ecruiting mairkt. tI

44
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The major contribution to reducing attrition most likely

cmes from the organizational side. I slkl htwe teto

is focused on units, we will find sizeable differences among the

units with respect to attriti~on, misbehavior, and poor- performance;

aria this will be over* arid above differences ar,"ong the units in the

quality of people that t1hey have. The identificat'.-n c'f factors

differentiating, between high and low attriting unit.s, and use of"

this information for doevelopine, i-Mproved manag~ement techniques would

seem to be an important and logical. way to go. The Military

Sorvicet; have always emphasized the impo.-tance of rood leadership

at all manarvemen*t levels. Lat'8 cet ttu-riQd on to this t.,1rt o"' the

Problem. It is whore. we stand to galn conL~de, aU1.y.

"hai~nk you.

AI



CHART 1

MALE AND FEMALE ENLISTED PERSONNEL, ALL MILITARY
SERVICES: ATTRITION RATES DURING FIRST TWO YEARS OF

MILITARY SERVICE-BY SEX AND CAUSE OF ATTRITION

(FISCAL YEARS OF A CCESSION: 1971-1974)
PERCENT ATTRITION

"BY YEAR OF ACCESSION
CAUSE OF ATTRITION FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1973 I FY 1974

MALE iI
TOTAL 20.7 21.3 23.6 29.1

MEDICAL 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.4

DEPENDENCY OR HARDSHIP 1.3 1.1 1.1 0.6
DEATHS 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 A
FAILURE TO MEET MINIMUMI- BEHAVIORAL OR PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA 14.0 14.7 17.3 22.9

OTHER 2.0 2.0 1.7 2.0

FEMALE

TOTAL 40.8 35.1 30.8 28.7
MEDICAL 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.6
DEPENDENCY OR HARDSHIP 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.0
DEATHS 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1
FAILURE 10D MEET MINIMUM
BEHAVIORAL OR PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA 17.8 18.6 13.2 14.8
OTHER* 20.6 17.4 14.9 11.1

*PRIMARILY MARRIAGE AND PREGNANCY,
SOURCE: DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER TABULATIONS FROM COHORT FILE.
NOTE: INDUCTEES ARE NOT INULUDED.
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CHART 4

-MALE ENLISTED PERSONNEL, ALL MILITARY SERVICES
ATTRITION RATES DURING FIRST TWO YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICE-

BY RACE, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, AND AFQT MENTAL CATEGORY

(FISCAL YEARS OFACCESSION: 1971-1974)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL PERCENT ATTRITION
AND BY YEAR OF ACCESSION

AFOT MENTAL CATEGORY FY 1971T FY 1972 F FY 1973 I FY 1974

ALL RACES

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: TOTAL 20.7 21.3 23.6 29.1
AFQT MENTAL CATEGORIES:

I AND II 14.3 15.9 17.8 21,8
III 22.3 22.9 26.0 32.0
IV 28.7 27.9 29.4 35.0

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES: TOTAL 14.3 15.5 17.1 19.9

AFQT MENTAL CATEGORIES:
I AND II 11,9 12.7 14.0 16.3
III 15.4 17,0 19.0 21.8

IV 19.7 20.0 21.4 24.9
NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES:* TOTAL 32.2 32.4 35.2 4137

AFQT MENTAL CATEGORIES:

I AND II 27.2 29.2 32.0 36.4
III 31.7 32.0 35.5 42.9
IV 35.5 36.1 37.7 43.6

SOURCE: DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER TABULATIONS FROM COHORT FILE,
"INCLUDES THOSE WITH GED CERTIFICATES.
NOTE: INDUCTEES ARE NOT INCLUDED.
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CHART 6

MALE ENLISTED PERSONNEL, ALL MILITARY SERVICES
ATTRITION RATES DURING FIRST TWO YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICE-

BY RACE, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, AND AFQT MENTAL CATEGORY

(FISCAL YEARS OF ACCESSlOA/: 1871-1974)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL PERCENT ATTRITION
AND BY YEAR OF ACCESSION

AFOT MENTAL CATEGORY FY 1971] FY 19721 FY 1973 I FY 1974

BLACK

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: TOTAL 24.8 22.9 25.2 30.2

AFQT MENTAL CATEGORIES:

I AND II 20.2 19.2 22.0 28.0
I!1 24.1 22.5 25.8 31.3
IV 26.1 23.8 25.0 30.0

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES: TOTAL 18.7 17.8 19.8 22.4

AFOT MENTAL CATEGORIES:
I AND II 16.4 15.4 17.1 20.4
III 18.4 17.8 20.2 22.9
IV 19.3 18.1 19.8 22.0

NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES:* TOTAL 34.1 31.7 33.6 40.5
AFOT MENTAL GATEGORIES:

I AND II 32.4 27.6 31.1 37.6
II! 33.2 30.7 33.9 41.6
IV 35.0 33.6 33.5 39.0

SOURCE: DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER TABULATIONS FROM COHORT FILE.
$INCLUDES THOSE WITH GED CERTIFICATES.

i i •NOTE: INDUCTEES ARE NOT INCLUDED.
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MALE..NLISTED...RSONNEL,..LL..ILITARY..ERVICES

ATRIIO RAE-DRN FIS TW ER FMLIAYSRIE

BY RCEEDUATIOAL EVE, AN AFT MNTALCATGOR

MALE ENISE PESNEYEL IIARY SERVICESSO
ATTRINTION RATESGDRIN FIRS TWO1 YER FY MILITARY SER3 VICE-7

NON-BLACK

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: TOTAL 20.1 21.0 23.3 28.7
AFOT MENTAL CATEGORIES:

I AND 11 14.2 15.8 17.6 21.2
111 22.0 23.0 26.1 32.3
IV 30.0 30.2 32.1 38.9

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES: TOTAL 13.7 15.2 16.6 19.3
AFOT MENTAL CATEGORIES:

I AND 11 11.8 12.6 13.8 16.0
II14.9 16.8 18.7 21.5

IV 20.1 21.5 22.9 27.9
NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES:* TOTAL 31.8 32.5 35.6 42.0

AFOT MENTAL CATEGORIES:
I AND 11 27.0 29.2 32.1 36.3
111 31.5 32.2 35.9 43.3
IV 35.6 37.0 39.4 46.4

* SOURCE: DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER TABULATIONS FROM COHORT FILE.
*INCLUDES THOSE WITH GED CERTIFICATES.
NOTE: INDUCTEES ARE NOT INCLUDED.
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The Gatekeepers: First-Term Enlisted Attrition

Policies and Practices

Craig Foch and Nikki King

Rand Corporation

Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of concern

among the services about early separations. This is reflective of

a larger concern about the maintenance of the armed forces to meet defense

preparedness requirements in a cost-effective manner. The services
control early separations through the administration of various

policies which may be regarded as the "gatekeepers" of attrition.

This paper is intended to shed some light on the operation of

these "gatekeepers". This will be done inthree general. sections.

The first section will establish a common definition of attrition,

and provide a somewhat different perspective on attrition policies

by proposing conceptual categories which group reasons for separa-

tion. It is hoped that this vehicle can be used to provoke thought

about the nature of separations policies. The next section will

describe the major differences between the services in separations

policies. This will be done by describing the relationships and

dissimilarities between service polIcies in particular areas, which

on the whole are quite similar in eheir wording and interpretation.

Implementation of policy is a major determinant of outcome,

and the third section will describe the differences in the imple-

mentation of separations policy butween the services.

Attrition.,.What is it?

.." One of the first problems encountered in any study of attrition

is how it will be defined. Everyone generally agrees on Web-

ster's definition of attrition, as a wearing down or reduction,

chiefly as a result of resignation, rekiroment or death, but the

interpretations of that definItion vwry from ser\,ic to service.

As a result, this paper will bo vling the delinitiun offered in

DoD directive #1315.7, which rofers to atLrition as ",epartion

24
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prior to completion of the contractual active duty obligation." Dis-

cussions of "manageable" and "unmangeable" attrition will not
'appear here; the use of these terms by the various services is too

varied to have a consistent or useful definition in a description

of attrition policies.

Similarly, the typical categories used for Administrative Sepa-

rations policies, such as "Convenience of the Government", "Unsui-

tability" or "Misconduct" will not be heavily relied upon here

because they tend to oversimplify the realities of an extremely

complex set of personnel policies. Instead, we will be using three

general categories which are descriptive of the reasons for

which a service member may be discharged early. These categories

include:

o Clearly unavoidable separationsl

o Separations due to attributes for whioh the member may

separate at his or her option; and

o Separations due to member oharacteris tics., behaviors,, or

lev.els of perfoxinance which the servoices find unacceptable.

It should be pointed out that these categories are not intended

to replace any of the presently existing DoD or NARDAC separations

codes. IdLLr primary function is to l.end cogency to the descrip-

tion of separations policies which will follow. A secondary func-
tion is to illustrate for the services which areas of separations

policy are relatively fixed and which are more flexible.

Cieaviiy uavoidable c;warationv are those which occur because

of somec set of circumnstances which are out of the control of the

* '1services, and also for which the services have no legal or admnin-

istrative recourse ot~hl.r than Reparation. Examples of these

Include~: death, security, permanent disabili ty (including disabling

-lpersonality diodr) and void enlistiients.

801101'at?-oni dua to atty~bute's jJI. which th'a morlbor may vpa razIeC

Lat his or hor opt ion include stuchi th~ug.s aspentc or chi ldbirth,

hardship , depende~ncy. sole survivorsh~ip, oil~ other early separationI

progratm; under' Which d membnior may lie released near the end of his

.............................



or her service obligation. The distinction between this category

and the previous one is that these attributes are typically brought

to the attention of the service for the purpose of obtaining an

early separation; as sqch, they are generally exercised at the op-

tion of the service member.

Separations because of member character~istics, behaviors., or

levels of perfoymn?,ce which the services find unacceptable include qualities

exhibited by service members subsequent to entry into the military.

A These separations are typically the result of the member commit-

ting some overt act or series of acts which indicate that he or

she cannot be a productive service member. This category includes

the full range of separations policies from marginal performance

to misconduct separations.

Reasons for separations of this type fit into one or more of

the following three categories: (1) job performance, (2) social behavior,

or (3) general military standards. Table 1 illustrates these categories with

reasons for separation listed left to right, in order of severity.

It should be noted that unacceptable job performance or social behavior

are reasons for which any employer might release! an employee. Only the last

dimension, general military standards is unique to an environment where morale
is very important, such as the military.

Separations Policies.. .DOT) and the Services

General guidance in separations policy is provided by DoD

directive 1i1332.14, which outlines broad areas and reasons for

adminlctrative separations. Most of the, changes in service reguilations

occur as a result 6f somL ehange, in DoD) directive #1332.14, after

Which thle serviceB are normally given sixty days to Make printed

changes in their Individual directivess. Complilance with the

spirit of the ch~anged DolD direc~ive gradually occurs as soon as

the services can notify their rvsprtrwtve administering officials.

Onl the whole, IDoI) policy governing separations is very broad

and gives the serviceR mtore latitude U% sepairations authlority

than any one of tbep, taken. on of clhe nillitavy ,wrvlcof; has

vepzavat ions poll ie~s io o'ffevt uindr 0.1 of' the Pot) va egories,

but they rwneralIly Iinterpret thet e ewn caegori~es broadly enoutgh

to envoillpats anly omviitted D~ot) category. Vor examiple. 01~i332.114

-isiti a retison fo itteha~rge wilhS ~h-41ts: "Ct(:id 11ion, not a

phlysical disjj~lity, whitel Interfooreti withi the. perfoillanie (if
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duty." Only the Marine Corps lists this as reason for separa-

tion, but all of thu2 other branches appear to have provided for

it in somec way.

Differences between Services Primar~~~y in Interpretatioii; Administrative Detail

The general guidance provided by DoD is an attempt to give

service separations policy a commuon framework. The individual

service policies do not mirror the language of the DoD directive,

but they generally capture the intent, while maintaining thle in-

dividuality of the services. Tbe DoD directive does not generally

contain individual explanations ofl wha-t a particular reason in-

cludes, but it gives general guidelines as to the applicability of

potentially controversial sections, This flexibility makes it

possible for the services to develop their own interpretations of

generally prescribed reasons, and often result-- in sulse differ-

ences betweenl the various service branches. Other instances of

differences between the servIce seem to be due to variations in

administrative detail of a general policy, such as with the

Marginal Perf1ormer Programs.

Marginal Verforiper Program's

Margina 1 Porfot er P'rogams reproe~en a major area of varia-

bility betvwecni the srvice branches. These programs tire 'ire
cent ad~iJton to UOD separatio -4Plicy, Amnd thle). establish Ion-

puaitive and e,,xpo~itiouu intaou of oim~itatinP rvi~burs w)o

1.) Ci~tinot or will llot moet requivo.d jtA prof if~kyStl

2) oanto ait udninistraitive burdent to the ei:isn 4due

ITiti z var Iali iI k as. w~tetd lit i tOtpokh tit by th al -Acoun-
Whig (fiev 'it Awei I , -1975. ("Unr1lioit Necil 'IOr a I*, ~rtt"Vt of

* IiIIL tiMV, bUu goWlo Varib. 1,At 14till roiqwt-



minor disciplinary or military infractions; or

3) have performance levels which do niot contribute to the

efficiency or effectiveness of their units.

As a rule, these programs apply to personnel who have less than

three years of service and are in pay grade E-3 or below (usually

without any prospects for advancement beyond E-3 by the end of

their term). The services believe that the presence of these

programs is beneficial in two general ways:

o in the short-run, the marginal performer program improves

the effectiveness of the force by:

1) relieving supervisors of spending disproportionate

amounts of time in directing non-productive members,
-and

2) improving the morale of those individuals who are

productive.

o in the long run, the marginal performer program reduces

administrative costs and the probability of more sepa-

rations for Unsuitability and Misconduct reasons.

The overall intent of the service programs is the same, although

they differ in several respects. Table 1 illustrates some of the
differences in key characteristics of each of the service programs.

The primary benefit of the Marginal Performer programs indi-

cated by the services is'that they are expeditious and less costly

than other types of administrative separations. The services

recognize that this benefit is potentially the largest drawback

of the Marginal Performer programs. Therein lies the paradox of V

these programs and the genesis of much of the controversy that

surrounds them. The services are caught between the often con-

flicting needs of increasing efficiency by ridding themselves of

potential troublemakers and non-productive members while main-

taining an adequate opportunity for potentially prnductivo members

to adjust. To make the paradox even more difficult, the unit

29
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commanders who have authority to initiate these discharges are

making decisions in the field, which leaves policymakers in

Washington with very little control over how many people will be

separated. There are costs associated with every early discharge

as well as the chance of higher costs which may be incurred when

necessary discharges do not occur. The services are in the unen-

viable position of designing programs which maximize the benefits

of these programs while minimizing the disbenefits, and hoping

that their decentralized unit commanders who have discharge

authority will make the correct intevpretations and decisions

relative to separations policy.

Characterization of Service Specified by DoD

The type of discharge granted with each administrative sepa-

ration is again up to the discretion of the services. In this

instance, DoD is somewhat more explicit about the amount of

latitude in service characterization. Table 2 illustrates the

discharge characterization designated by DoD for each of the

major separations categories.

In general, then, only separations for misconduct, security,

or request for discharge for the good of the service are eligible

for discharges under other than honorubie conditico. This cate-
gory of discharges has been used as a rough indicator of the

extent of service problems with indiscipline. General discharges

have been used as a rough indicator of the extent to which service

members are somewhat unsuitable to military service. The problem

with using these discharges as yardsticks by which to compare in-

discipline and unsuitability over time is that DoD and individual

service policy governing these discharges has shifted significantly

* in recent years. As a result, the counts are not merely meaSuring

* .increases or decreases in cortain types of discharges; they are also

measuring shifts in service and DoD policy.

What this mwans for the services is that they can Make Io
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Table 2

Discharge Characterization

Authorized for Various Separations Categories

Resn for Sepaation Type of Discharge Authorized

1. Expiration of Enlistment honorable or general

2. Convenience of the Government honorable or general

3. Dependency or Hardship honorable or general

4. Mlinority void enlistment;

honorable or general

5. Disability honorable or general

6. Personal Abuse of Drugs ahonable

7. Unsuitabilityb honorable or general

8. Security honorable, general
other than honorable
conditions

90 misconduct normally other than
honorable conditions
(unless otherwise indicated by
service record)

10. R~equest for Discharge for the other than honorable

Good ofT Lhe service conditions

4 Prior to the creation of this category in 1973, theo services
separated members for "Drug Abuse" which was subject to an Unde-
sirobie Discharge.

One of the reasons in this category, tns~antrary habits, was
once in a oate~ory subject to an Undesirable Discharge.
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accurate comparative statements over time about the degree of

problems with member indiscipline without taking into account

that indiscipline as a concept has changed significantly in the

services. An example of the impact of this policy shift on the

individual service member can be demonstrated if one examines

separations for unsanitary habits. This separation reason was

at one time part of the general "Unfitness" category (most of

which has now been transferred to the "Misconduct" category.)

Unsanitary habits, however, now is a part of the "Unsuitability"

category, which means that the member who separates for this

reason is now eligible for an Honorable or General discharge

only, while prior to the change, he or she would normally have

received an Undesirable Discharge.

Separations Policy Implementation

How the Services Make tbe Policies Work

Just as each branch of the service has a somewhat different

set of separations policies and interpretations of DoD policies,

each branch has a different method of implementing the policies.

The linkage between policymaking and policy implementation is

crucial in any consideration of separations policy. For the pur-

pose of this paper, when policymaking and implementation take place

in the same location, the locus of authority will be considered

centralized. Whei the two functions take place in increasing num-

bers of locations (and are controlled by different levels of per-

sonnol) the locus of authority will be considered increasingly

decentralized. Figure 1 illustrates this point schematically.

4 .... . .
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Figure 1

Centralized ).• Decentralized

Navy Air Force Marine Corps Army

As Figure 1 indicates the Navy is the most centralized, with a

majority of separations decisions being processed at the Bureau

of Naval Personnel in Arlington, Va. This is the center for both

policymaking and implementation. The next, in descending order

of centralization is the Air Force, whose separations are pro-

cessed at the personnel center at Randolph Air Force Base in

Texas, while policy is administered at the Pentagon. The majority

of discharges are finalized at the installation command, except

for those resulting in a discharge characterization of other than

honorable conditions. These separations are normally approved at

higher levels. Next is the Marine Corps, which has decentralized

separations, with discharge authority vested in commanding Gene-

Lirals, and policymaking centralized in Arlington. Because the

Marine Corps is a smaller service, with only major commands, it

is somewhat less decentralized than the Army, which has policy, ad-

ministration at the Pentagon, but authorizes separations of per-

"sonnel by unit Commanders, Commanders with general Court-Martial

jurisdiction, and some commanders of medical treatment facilities.

All Army discharges are reviewed by the staff Judge Advocate for
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legal sufficiency at the level at which they are initiated.

The Role of the Service Member

Being Considerea for Separation

Also important to the implementation of separations policy in

each branch of the service is the role of the service member being

considered for separation. In the case of dependency or hardship,

pregnancy or childbirth, sole survivorship and the elective early

separation programs which allow separation up to 90 days before

expiration of the term of service, separation is voluntary and

often initiated by the service member. A member may request dis-

charge for the good of the service under other than honorable con-

ditions to avoid trial by court-martial. This action is voluntary

on his or her part. Disability discharges may be voluntary or

Involuntary, and as mentioned earlier, the Army and Navy expedi-

. tious discharge categories can only be used if the member agrees

to separation.

It appears that due process of the member is considered in

involuntary separations. In many cases, separations are initiated

only after attempts at counseling and changes of duty assignments

have not ameliorated the service member's original problem. He

"or she is notified that a separations action is being initiated,

and given an opportunity to respond. In all cases, which may

result in separation under other than honorable conditions, mi-

litary counsel is made available free of charge to the service

member upon request.

An Administrative Discharge Board is not normally called when

a Marginal Performance separation is challenged by the member.

Instead, the member is notified of the action, and given time to

make statements on his or her behalf, as to why he or she should be

retained. These statements are optional, but should the member

elect to respond, military counsel is made available in the

Counsel is often made availabIe in all separationw if the mem-
Sber Irecetias it, btut it is mandatory when the s.paratioil involves a•. • discharge under other" than• honorable conditilons.
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preparation of the statements. Service members processed for other

administrative separations, particularly if the member is subject

to a discharge under less than honorable conditions or has eight

years or more of service may request the appointment of an Admin-

istrative Discharge Board. The board may recommend retention or

separation, and the recommendation is referred back to the discharge

-authority. The member may submit a written statement on his or her

own behalf which may lead the discharge authority to take any of

the courses of action outline in Figure 2.

I.J1i'K
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As Figure 2 indicates, the discharge authority hap the power to

act according to the recommendation of the Administrative Discharge

Board, or to select any option which is more favorable to the mem-

ber. A small percentage of separations (less than 1% per calendar

year) result from Court Martial. These represent a separate cate-

gory of separations from those considered here.

Timing of Separations

A final component to be considered in the implementation of

separations policy is the timing of separation. Marginal Perfor-

mance separations typically take less time than other separations,

as was their original intention. If the service member is agree-

able, they may take as little as two working days in the case of
the Navy, to an average of one to two weeks foi the other services.

Other separations reasons typically take more time than the Mar-

ginal Performance discharges, but this depends in large measures

on:

1) the amount of paperwork and documentation required by the

service, and

2) whether the member requests an Administrative Review Board.

In the case of an Administrative Discharge Board, the process

V can be lengthened by an additional week to three months, depending

on the complexity of the reason for separation and the member's

amenability to discharge
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CONCLUSION

This paper has illustrated that separations policies are deter-

mined in large measure by the framework est.blished in DoD direc-

tive #1332.14; although the services have their own interpretations

* of those policies, their own organizational networks, and their

own implementation practices. On balance, though, the services are

much more alike in these areas than they are disparate. They have

a common need to keep force strengths at certain desired levels and

to control costs. Each of the services recognizes that they are

facing a reducing pool of male high school graduates from which to
"recruit. From this perspective, every loss prior to expiration of

the term of service reduces their ability to maintain force strength.

On the other hand, they see themselves as having to walk a thin line

between the size of the force and the quality of the force, and this

is what they maintain as an overall goal. All of the services

echoed the desire of the Air Force that its primary goal was "that

the individual who came in would serve well and separate honorably,

if possible.t

At the same time, OSD has instituted attrition goals for each

branch of the service. These goals apply only to post-training

attrition, so the services goal statistics are kept after the first

six months. The goals vary from a low of fifteen percent of annual

accessions for the Air Force and Navy to a high of twenty-five

percent for the Army and Marine Corps.

It is not clear what effect these goals will have on attrition

rates of the services. It is apparent, however, that any under-

"standing of current attrition mechanisms and leverage points should

be based on an examination of service policies, implementation

practices, and DoD goals.

It is generally agreed upon that these are the most desirable
accessions, having lower attrition rates and possibly better on
the,4ob perfonmance.

The original memo, by ASD (M&RA), dated December 24, 19-5 out-
lined post-training attrition goals of fifteen percent for all four
services. This was later modified by a memo titled: "Amended Pro-
gram Decision Momurandtu" (pp. 78-82), dated September 7, 1976.
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THE ARMY & ATTRITION

MAJ Arthur A. Schulcz
Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia

MY PRESENTATION TODAY WILL ADDRESS THREE POINTS; FIRST, TODAY'S ARMY IS

AN EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS ORIENTED FORCE REQUIRING HIGH QUALITY SOLDIERS

WITH NO ROOM FOR THOSE WHO CAN NOT CONTRIBUTE OR OPERATE IN A SYSTEM

ORIENTED ENVIRONMENT; SECOND, ATTRITION HAS BOTH GOOD AND BAD EFFECTS

Nrk;
AND THUS REQUIRES A BALANCED APPROACH; AND FINALLY WHAT WE NEED FROM

THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY.

LET ME START BY SAYING TODAY'S ARMY IS NOT WHAT MANY PEOPLE PERCEIVE IT

TO BE. DUE TO THIS MISCONCEPTION, PEOPLE DO NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND THE

NEED FOR A QUALITY SOLDIER, PEOPLE ASSOCIATE NAVY WITH SHIPS AND AIR

FORCE WITH PLANES. THE WORD ARMY OFTEN EVOKES ((SLIDE 1 ON)) A SOMEWHAT

DIFFERENT RESPONSE. A DIRTY SOLDIER WALKING DOWN A DUSTY ROAD. THIS

PERCEPTION IS NOT TRUE. MY ((SLIDE 1 OFF)) NEXT CHART ((SLIDE 2 ON))

WILL SHOW WHY IT IS NOT TRUE. NOW I'M NOT GOING TO EXPLAIN WHAT ALL THESE

ABBREVIATIONS AND NEMONICS MEAN; THAT'S NOT IMPORTANT. WHAT IS

IMPORTANT, IS THAT EACH ONE OF THESE ABBREVIATIONS REPRESENTS A SYSTEM THAT IS

!Ai UNDER DEVELOPMENT OR ABOUT TO ENTER THE ARMY. THESE SYSTEMS ARE COMPLEX

AND SOPHISTICATED AND THEY IMPOSE ADDITIONAL DEMANDS ON ((SLIDE 2 OF))

THE OPERATOR6. THE NEXT SLIDE WILL SHOW WHAT I HEM' BY THESE ADDITIONAL

DEMANDS IMOSED BY TECHNOLOGY. ((SLIDE 3 ON)) IN THE OLD INFANTRY qQDAD THE

INDIVIDUAL HAD ONLY TO TAKE CARE OF HIS INDIVIDUAL WEAPON. MOST OF TODAY'S
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INFANTRY AND MECHANIZED INFANTRY. THE MECHANIZED INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE

(MICV) WILL SHORTLY BE ISSUED TO OUR UNITS. IN ADDITION TO THEIR

INDIVIDUAL WEAPONS THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MECHANIZED INFANTRY

VEHICLE, WHICH HAS A BUSHMASTER AUTOMATIC CANNON, A TOW ANTI-TANK MISSILE,

NIGHT VISSION DEVICES, RADIO/INTER-CON SYSTEM, SHORT & MEDIUM RANGE AT

MISSILES AND A WEAPONS SYSTEM THAT WILL ALLOW THE SQUAD TO FIRE ON THE

/. , MOVE. WHAT I'M SAYING IS THAT TO DO THE SAME JOB WE HAVE NOW ADDED A

MULTITUDE OF TASKS WHICH REQUIRES MORE FROM THE INDIVIDUAL. THIS SAME

TREND IS TOWARDS COMPLEXITY AND SOPHISTICATION IS FOUND NOT ONLY IN OUR

COMBAT SYSTEMS BUT THROUGHOUT THE ARMY. HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO ATTRITION?

IT RELATES IN TWO WAYS. FIRST WE MUST FIND WAYS TO KEEP THESE INDIVIDUALS

WHO CAN MASTER THESE ADDITIONAL TASKS AND SECOND WE MUST HASTEN THE

IDENTIFICATION OF THOSE WHO CAN NOT CONTRIBUTE OR OPERATE IN THE INCREASINGLY

SYSTEMS ORIENTED ARMY. ((SLIDE 3 OFF))

TO FURTHER ILLUSTRATE WHAT TECHNOLOGY HAS DONE TO THE BATTLEFIELD LET' S

LOOK AT WHAT HAS HAPPENED ((SLIDE 4 ON)) TO THE RANGE OF OUR WEAPONS. -
THIS CHART SHOWS THE AREA IN WHICH THE TANK COMMANDER HAD. A 50-50

PROBABILITY OF HITTING A TARGET WITH HI.S TANK CANNON. THIS THE

""A4 AREA HE CAN AND MUST CONTROL. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 500 MEETERS OF

WWII AND THE THREE THOUSAND METERS OF TODAY IS A THiIRTY SIX FOLD INCREASE

IN AREA. -NOT ONLY CAN WE Sl1OT FURTHER, BUT WE DO 30 WITH A MUC41
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GREATER DEGREE OF ACCURACY AND LETHALITY ((SLIDE 4 OFF)). THE COMBINATION

OF THIS INCREASED ACCURACY/LETHALITY CAN BE SEEN BY ((SLIDE 5 ON))

CONSIDERING THE LOSSES IN THE 1973 ARAB-ISRAELI WAR. THE TOTAL TANK AND

ARTILLERY LOSSES IN 18 DAYS OF COMBAT EQUALLED OUR TOTAL OF TANKS AND

ARTILLERY IN EUROPE. ONE OF THE LESSONS LEARNED FROM THIS SHORT WAR IS THAT

WHAT CAN BE SEEN CAN BE HIT AND WHAT CAN BE HIT CAN BE KILLED. ((SLIDE 5 OFF))

THIS INCREASE IN LETHALITY IS ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT, BECAUSE THE ENVIRONMENT

IN WHICH THE ARMY OPERATES IS SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT ((SLIDE 6 ON)) THAN

OUR SISTER SERVICES. HERE WE SEE THE APPROXIMATE MAJOR MANEUVER ELEMENTS

"OF THE SIXTH FLEET. THE NUMBER OF MANEUVER ELEMENTS IS SMALL AND THE

CONTROL HIGHLY CENTRALIZED. THE ADMIRAL IN COMMAND KNOWS GENERALLY WHERE

HIS SHIPS ARE. THE TASK FORCE COMMANDER USUALLY HAS VISUAL CONTACT WITH

HIS SHIPS, BUT IF NOT, HE CAN SEE THEM ON HIS RADAR. WHEN TIlE ADMIRAL SAYS

RIGHT TURN HE KNOWS IF THE ELEMENTS OF THE FLEET OR TASK FORCE TURNED RIGHT.

WHEN THE CAPTAIN OF A SHIP SAYS 'RIGEIt RUDDER!, EVERY SAILOR ON THE SHIP

((SLIDE 60OFF)) TURNS RIGHT WITHOUT ((SLIDE?7 ON)) BEING TOLD. THE AIR

FORCE ALSO RUNS A FAIRLY CENTRALIZED OPERATION. TIHE MANEUVER ELEMLNTS CAN

BE PLOTTED TO THEIR TARGETS OR THEIR ROUTES CONTROLLED) •Y PREPROGRAW

COMPUTERS. ALL OPERATIONS ARE CENTRALLY CONTROLLED. ((SLIDE 7 OF.))((.LI.E

a ON)) THE EQUIVALENT ARMY ELEMENT, A CORPS, PRESENTS A DIFFERENT PROBLEM.

BOTH THE NUMBEIRS AND VARIL'TY OP MANEUVER ELEMENTS AM SIGNIFICANTLY LARGER.

TO UR RG1~, HECOMMAN MUST 60 TIIRI -SIX ECHELONS, OF COMAN UNTIL

IT 'REACHES A IIVER 1OR SOLDIWER WHO HARES THE TU1N1. ((SLIDE U OFF)) -
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((SLIDE 9 ON)). IN ADDITION THESE ELEMENTS ARE SPREAD OUT OVER GREAT

DISTANCKS; COMMANDERS ARE USUALLY OUT OF SIGHT OF EACH OTHER. TO OPERATE

EFFECTIVELY, THE ARMY MUST BE DECENTRALIZED TO THE LOWEST POSSIBLE LEVEL.

THEREFORE, WE MUST HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT THE SOLDIER WILL TURN RIGHT OR IF

FOR SOME REASON HE CAN NOT HE WILL ANALYZE THE REASON AND RFAOT13N A WAY

"THAT WILL NOT ENDA14GER HIS MISSION OR HIS UNIT. WE EXPECT TO FIGHT THE NEXT

WAR OUT NUMBERED IN MEN AND EQUIPMENT, AND LIFE AND DEATH DECISIONS WILL

-' BE MADE BY LIEUTENANTS AND CAPTAINS, SERGEANTS AND PRIVATES. ((SLIDE ,9•OFF))

'. VHAT I AM SAYING IS THAT THE ARMY THAT MARCHED DOWN THE ROAD HAS MARCHED

INTO HISTORY. WE HAVE NO PLACE FOR THOSE WHO CAN ONLY MARCH. QUALITY IS AS

:.. IMPORTANT IF NOT MORE SO THAN QUANTITY: THE QUALITY TRAINING AND MOTIVATION

OF THE INDIVIDUAL SOLDIER WILL DETERMINE WHETHER HE CAN ACCOMPLISH HIS

" :MISSION AND SURVIVE ON THE MODERN BATTLEFIELD AND COLLECTIVELY WHETHER WE

CAN WIN THE NEXT WAR.

WHICH BRINGS ME TO MY SECOND POINT. ATTRITION'IS LIKE A COIN; IT HAS TWO

SIDES, ONE GOOD, ONE BAD, IN A VOLUNTEER ENVIRONMENT IT MAKES LITTLE SENSE

TO PUT UP WITH MALCONTENTS. WHEN YOU CONSIDER THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH

"WE EXPECT TO FIGHT, IT MAKES NO SENSE TO PUT UP WITH THE INEPT, THE UNMOTIVATED

OR THE UNDISCIPLINED! ON THE BATTLEFIELD THr BECOME LIABILITIES, IN PEACETIME

* !THEY ABSORB THE COMMANDERS TIME AND RESOURCES, ON THE OTHER HAND,

kATTRITION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL RESOURCES TO RECRUIT AND TRAIN REPLACEMENTS

FOR LOSSES. WE FEEL QUITE STRONGLY THAT ANY DISCUSSION OF ATTRITION

MUST ADDRESS .BOTH ASPECTS.
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YM <(SLIDEi0 ON)) NEXT CHART COMPARES LOSS RATES FOR TWO YEAR GROUPS

1A .AND WHERE THEIR LOSSES OCCUR. 1973 IS THE BASE YEAR BECAUSE THIS YEAR

GROUP WAS NOT EXPOSED TO ANY QUALITY SCREENING IN THE TRAINING BASE.

THE SOLID LINE FOR THE 76 YEAR GROUP SHOWS LOSSES TO DATE; THE DOTTED

LINE IS A PROJECTION BASED ON HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE OF OTHER YEAR GROUPS.

WE KNOW THAT LOSSES WILL OCCUR, BUT THE SIGNIFICANT POINT ON THIS CHART

IS THAT WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MOVE THE MOST OF THE ATTRITION FORWARD. ONE

OF THE REASONS ((SLIDE I0 OFF)) FOR THIS IS OUR QUALITY SCREENING PROGRAM

IN THE TRAINING BASE. WE CALL IT THE ((SLIDE 11 ON)) TRAINEE DISCHARGE

PROGRAM. THERE ARE TWO IMPORTANT THINGS ABOUT THIS PROGRAM. FIRST, THE

PROGRAM'S PURPOSE IS QUALITY CONTROL, THE BASIC CRITERIA IS A DEMONSTRATED
,INABILITY TO BECOM A PRODUCTIVE SOLDIER DUE TO LACK OF APTITUDE, ABILITY,

MOTIVATION OR SELF DISCIPLINE. SECOND, THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO FOCUS

REHABILITATIVE EFFORTS ON THE MARGINAL OR POOR PERFORMER. I'VE ((SLIDE 11

OFF)) TOLD YOU HOW WE'VE MOVED OUR LOSSES FORWARD, LET ME EXPLAIN WHY. THE

FIRST REASON IS THAT WE'VE BEEN ABLE TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF SERVICE LIFE.

THE NEXT SERIES OF CHARTS, WILL SHOW WHAT HAS 1HAPPENED WITHIN THE ARMY SINCE

WE INTRODUCED ((SLIDE 12 ON)) OUR QUALITY SCREENING PROGRAMS. HERE WE SEE

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE NUMBER OF SOLDIERS DROPPED FROM THE ROLLS FOR

DESERTION FOR YEAR GROUPS 73 THRL 76. THE BLUE REPRLESENTS HISTORICAL FACT,

THE ESTIMATE IS WHAT WE PREDICT THE FINAL TOTAL WILL BE BASED ON PE4VORMANGE

TO DATE, THIS ALSO REFLECTS THE DECREASE IN AWOL SINCE THERE IS A RATIO OF

* ~ABOUT 4 AWOL VOR ((SLIDE 12 OFF?)) EVERY DFR. ((SLIDE 13 ON)) NEXT WE SEE
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THAT COURTS MARTIAL RATES HAVE DROPPED TO ABOUT ONE HALF. FOR EVERY COURT

MARTIAL THERE IS A COST IN TIME, IN MANPOWER, IN ADMINISTRATIVE WORKLOAD.

FOR THOSE CONVICTED, IT ALSO REPRESENTS A SCAR THAT MUST BE CARRIED THE

REMAINDER OF THEIR LIVES. THIS ((SLIDE -13 OFF)) ALSO REFLECTS THE LOWERED

CRIME INCIDENCE RATES. ((SLIDE 14 ON)) WE ALSO SEE THAT OUR PRISONER

POPULATION HAS BEEN REDUCED SIGNIFICANTLY. ON 1 SEPTEMBER 1973 WHEN WE BEGAN

OUR QUALITY SCREENING IN THE TRAINING BASE, THERE WERE 1,536 PRISONERS ON

K TRADOC INSTALLATIONS; ON I SEP ((SLIDE 14 OFF)) 76 THERE WERE 191. WE

((SLIDE 15 ON)) HAVE A REHABILITATIVE INSTITUTION CALLED THE ARMY RETRAINING

BRIGADE. THE NUMBERS OF PRISONERS HAS DECREASED WHILE THE CRITERIA FOR

ATTENDANCE HAS BECOME LESS STRICT. ((SLIDE 15 OFF)) THE SUM THAT OF THESE

FACTS IS THAT WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO REDUCE THE EIME, MONEY AND MANPOWER

DEVOTED TO CORRECTIONS AND MILITARY JUSTICE AND SHIFT THESE RESOURCES

INTO INCREASED COMBAT POWER OR OTHER ARMY NEEDS. COMMANDERS AND SUPERVISORS

HAVE HAD MORE TIME TO DEVOTE TO TRAINING AND READINESS RATHER THAN COPING

WITH PROBLEMS PRODUCED BY DISRUPTERS.

THE SECOND REASON WE'VE ((SLIDE 16 ON)) MOVED OUR LOSSES FORWARD IS

ECONOMY. THIS CHART SHOWS THE ARMY'S INVESfMENT IN A SOLDIER AS A FUNCTION

OF HIS TIME IN SERVICE (SHOWN ALONG THE BOTTOM). WHLAT THIS CHART SHOWS

IS THAT THE LONGER A SOLDIER IS IN THE SERVICE THE HIGHER 1S TIHE INYVISTMENT.

THEREFORE IF YOU ARE GOING TO LOSE PEOPLE THE MOST ECONOMICAL POINT FOR
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THESE LOSSES IS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE TN THEIR CAREERS WHILE OUR INVESTMENT

IS STILL SMALL. IF WE SEPARATE A SOLDIER AT THE END OF BASIC COMBAT

TRAINING WE'VE INVESTED ABOUT $24100. AFTER ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING,

THIS INCREASES TO $5,100. WE WANT TO MAXIMIZE OUR LOSSES WHERE OUR

INVESTMENT IS LEAST.

THE FINAL ((SLIDE 16 OFF)) REASON THAT WE WANT TO MOVE ATTRITION FORWARD

IS THAT LOSSES OCCURING AFTER TRAINING NOT ONLY REPRESENTS A LOST

INVESTMENT BUT ((SLIDE 17: ON)) IT ALSO CAUSES A SKILL DRAIN. THIS CHART

SHOWS WHAT HAPPENED TO 100 SOLDIERS IN EACH OF THESE FOUR ARMY SKILL

CATEGORIES WHO COMPLETED INITIAL ENTRY TRAINING. (THE COLOR CODED NUMBERS

ARE KEYED TO THE COLORS REPRESENTING THESE SKILLS.) THE RIGHT SIDE

REPRESENTS THOSE WHO, COMPLETED THEIR ENLISTMENT AND EITHER LEFT THE SERVICE

OR REENLISTED. THE BOTTOM SHOWS THE PERCENTAGE OF THOSE WHO LEFT THE

SERVICE BEFORE COMPLETING THEIR ENLISTMENT. TiE PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF THIS

SKILL DRAIN ARE DECREASED READINESS AND UNIT TURBULENCE. SINCE MOST OF THE

ARMY OPERATES ON TEAMWORK, WHEN YOU CHANGE THE TEAM PLAYERS ((SLIDE 17 OFF))

YOU AFFECT TEAM PLRFOiNANCE.

I'VE TALKED ABOUT OUR MAJOR ATTRITION PROGRAMS. NOW ((SLIDE la ON)) LET
SME GIVE YOU AN 1)EA OF THEIR IMPACT. THIS CHART SHOWS OUR MAJOR SOURCE

OF LOSSES IN FY 76. TDP LOSSES AMOUNTED TO ABOUT 21,0000 11% OF OUR

TRAINING INPUT. *W4 LOST ABOUT ANOTHER FIVE THOUSAND TH1ROUGiH MEDICAL LOSSES

DUE TO CONDITIONS TiHAT SlOVEDTHEMSELVES ONLY ALAtR TRAINiNG HApD BEGUN.
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THE EDP LOSSES THIS PAST YEAR AMOUNTED TO ALMOST 20,000 SLIGHTLY LESS

THAN OUR LOSSES FROM THE TDP. THESE REPRESENT THE MAJOR SOURCES OF

ATTRITION. A LARGER PORTION OF THE ((SLIDE 18 OFF)) ((SLIDE 19 ON))

OF THIS ATTRITION IS ATTRIBUTED TO LACK OF MOTIVATION, WHICH BRINGS ME

TO 'WHAT WE NEED FROM THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY.

I'VE TALKED ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF LOSSES. WE NEED A gETTER. UNDERSTANDING OF

THE CAUSES. THIS NEXT SLIDE WILL SHOW WHAT IS ALL TOO OFTEN A TYPICAL

APPROACH TO ESTABLISHING A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAUSE AND EFFECT ((SLIDE

19 OFF)) ((SLIDE 20 ON)) - PAUSE - IF WE APPROACH ATTRITION IN THE SAME

MANNER WE'RE ALL IN TROUBLE ((SLIDE 20 OFF)) ((SLIDE 21 ON))

FROM THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY WE NEED A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE CAUSES

OF ATTRITION AND BETTER DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES TO PREDICT AND TREAT THESE

CAUSES. FIDST OF ALL MUCH OF WHAT WE DO WITH PEOPLE IS DONE INTUITIVELY OR

BASED ON EXPERIENCE. ((SLIDE 21 OFF)) WE WOULD LIKE A MORE SCIENTIFIC AND

FACTUAL APPROACH. LET ME GO BACK TO THE SLIDE ((SLIDE 17 ON)) ADDRESSED

SKILL DRAIN. IN THIS ARMY SKILL, 63C, A TRACK VEHICLE MECHANIC, WE HAVE

BEEN ABLE TO CUT OUR TRAINING ATTRITION FROM 21% TO 8% BY INTRODUCING SELF-PACED

INSTRUCTION. WE FEEL THAT THESE SOLDIERS ARE BETTER MOTIVATED AND BETTER

.,MECHANICS. BUT W14AT HAVE WE GAINED IF THESE GUYS WIND UP WITH4 THE SAME LOSS RATES

THAT THIS GROUP EXPERIENCED. WE NEEt) TO KNOW WHAT CAUSES THESE GUYS TO

BECOME LOSSES ((SLIDE 17 0W)).I
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THE OTHER THING ((SLIDE 21 ON)) WE NEED IS BETTER DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL WAY TO CUT ATTRITION WOULD BE TO DEVELOP A PREDICTOR

THAT WOULD TELL YOU WHO WAS NOT GOING TO BECOME A PRODUCTIVE SOLDIER AND PREVENT

THEM FROM ENLISTING. WE RECOGNIZE THAT THE STATE OF THE ART IS SUCH THAT

THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE AND MAY NEVER BE POSSIBLE. HOWEVER IT SHOULD BE

POSSIBLE TO DEVELOP A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL THAT LETS 'US. KNOW IF JOHNNY IS GOING

TO HAVE A PROBLEM, WHAT THE PROBLEM MAY BE AND HOW WE CAN PREVENT OR TREAT

IT. THE MEDICAL PROFESSION HAS DEVELOPED PREDICTORS TO INDICATE DISEASE

OR MEDICAL PROBLEMS. MOST OF US HAVE HAD A TINE TEST - A POSITIVE REACTION

DOES NOT MEAN THAT YOU HAVE TB - IT MEANS YOU NEED A CLOSER EXAMINATION. WE

WOULD LIKE A SIMILAR TOOL THAT'S EASY, SIMPLE AND RELIABLE. IN THIS WAY WE COULD

PREVENT THE PROBLEM OR IF A PROBLEM SURFACES TREAT IT. EITHER WAY WE GET

A PRODUCTIVE SOLDIER AND WE DO SOMETHING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AS WELL AS THE

ARMY. IF HE/SHE DOES NOT RESPOND TO TREATMENT THEN WE SEPARATE THEM. I

WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THE WORDS SIMPLE AND EASY. THE PEOPLE WHO MUST

DO THE PREVENTIVE TREATMENT ARE DRILL SERGEANTS, NOT PSYCHOLOGISTS. (SLIDE 21 OFF))

THIS BRINGS ME TO TIlE END OF MY PRESENTATION. BEFORE I OPEN IT UP FOR

((SLIDE 22 ON)) QUESTIONS, LET ME SUMMARIZE. TODAY'S ARMY IS AN EQUIPMENT AND

SYSTEMS ORIENTED ORGANIZATION. BECAUSE ATTRITION PRODUCES GOOD AND BAD

EFFECTS WE NEED A BALANCED APPROACH TO PREVENT THE ATTRITION WE NEED AND

HASTEN TIlE ATTRITION OF THOSE WE DON'T NEED. FINALLY, TO DEAL WITH

ATTRITION WE MUST KNOW WHY WE LOSE PEOPLE AND DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS SO THAT

WE CAN PREDliCT THESE CAUSES AND TREAT TH.0 IBEFORE THEY OCCUR. ((SLID)F 22 OFF))

4.6
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CAINADIAN lXACTES MRSONIM APPLTED RE-;SENZCI If UNIT:
APPLICA2TION OF PI42i)f-i ON A'ITRITICN AND FETAMXLCXJ

lAOOR J. FJVC2JC, 5 APRIL 1977.

1. The Canadian lorces Prorsonnel Applied Pe-search Unit (PATIT) ex-ists to
nrovadoa nz-sow~c and advice to Canadlian Forces' rxolicy-plan-ners on a).l aspeccts
of imannInel tliz Foccras. PARU advlises on the selecction anid classi~fication- 0r
pen sonriol, and, also on their trainjing., eir.loylamt and managerrent. Ovaar pe su t
cbz'en years, VAP.U has finterpreted this mandate to nocan that any factor w.'11i
affects the recruitrecnt of a Canadian sa-le or fem~ale, or the xuinltena:we of

p~rovnncrof a Canadtian i'orc~as servicenan or woman is within it- ta~hi Of
inbrut nd research. l n other words, this imaans Chat our ril .. t horizons
C~W'IWdSSth vc-rv voý~ Czuadlian as potential ser-vicennai and Cesenior

citison as retired s21-vo~4uU1.

2. The unit. is relatively suvill1; theare are- only ahauL- 14 reseQarch oflbýecŽ5ý
IcW teexbis.rnt wihcariet-y of hzackgrotnxLi, Ixvth mid itar', and aybi

thus nutý"ina for an- i.ntndsnl? gro. This is tnktdinto an nnrw~~
~A~losphyWIt cart'41n chu-nctor~istics. Fir:st, %ve try to work~ as, oneoun ii
oneovrall rov arch rrv)hlol ncuwoly, 1an~nnxn thle Forces. Sp ci'f ic 4btirs.

htdwdloi 14y sub-group-.S, Which have a highi doarce of inter-actionad czhwj:
iir.:Y'orsbl~p. V>cend, thea reseaivc is( ba-iically prcblezroric'nt;ed; it is ani

App .t l! re-rnh unit. This dai'wa-tds thlat tbrrYc We a nRix OfUw otcl i
w,&iecticd caouts. Bc(aw7Q rcr-oucces aro limited, all rose"Crch C-CU.i

must Ixn t vld to Scire bind of: th yd oornn chmad resozrh fcus ;

c41 'pnor~tty tzm.kS. 'AIec'ry weITnLand research are usuzal): contluctj n;
to~xmmc 0a pret-=Al pvblsn tis -in turn d"'~iam& a high c~r~of! itter-

aci ' ith sniv P0' icy-plxnr: in ordar to identify theQ piroblu11S, dnotirl' CutxI
and ijono.rato solution andixri~nd'.inpas

3. 'Thus "f irst tornV' attition is novt thle winI focus of personnel rdtnc
t and p orwnco ?ctivi vis at T'ftUj; vuther the Unit is cena'rned withI

at all stages of cawrs,'i stnvwt or long. That is, rcMnatinglc, wcki
cato, tain~~, o~imt an n-smtdleint, luke up? me1 01"'stiek2

t0e1-1 c of- Uig "01lo-p)$OlePV oincept. %he piroctss, naiturcl ly, w~n h1"ve I:-W
romutS1 Or Sjy¶TtcMs: aIýxitim i P buv one f? rOlt Picau I i lluntrates oe,

pir½lew undar uxaaiiactivn by mne pt cuc svkxwoups hil PARU. It As C4 t!1L-)r'zrct 0e
* ~vioew of ow. re'nitrnent Nýstv for vorth ml fhe C~1nadiam roeaas. %v'dr mm ?;di

)XWS311.'I 1Ot4M2s of qjuality Foc~ti krces jtrrwwnel. It Uw~~mis ma sxvr 4c&
ziaisaele cloit or yc:q -r ninl f% udNo lend tAo iticreasioz at!Athn

and Ctu3a afho eM'Vnmtribt W t'ho hio- hwtae/lmqwkliity Spiral. ; -ttrd OVWr'IisW1
ir-khc '41,61 vv'uld kNlrrrt1v t~uwTtily of the extenal. (rbiln:; It 5 ~tns~

WhOMJ,4 t9 OfA1t 1xt tUe( tI 4,murtca a eir9aO) of zli¶Aicwxtt WAO,jjJ w~'
be nero' uwtitcal; wuid notez ~rdtI'411 of jueb Saivaisikioi, ill va.rly fm'otwtm tn$J
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Su.h factors also act to ii~crease attrition. Nevertheless, the principal lesson
of Figure 1 is that PARU research ccnmn•ncxs with a practical problem in the
Canadian Forces, .;,hich is identified and defined in terms of sore theoretical
constructs, and then research fccusses developed. Without some sense of theoretical.
connection, it would be .i.m.ossibl.e to develop priorities for research projects,
relate research results obtained from other PARU projects or from other agencies,
or to develop the un0erstandings crucial to the developnpnt of the working relation-
ships between researcher and policy-planner.

4. I will be discussing, this rorning, scr.e aspects of our work. I will. speak
about three research ccamriltrrnts: "analytic" work, used to develop sore of our
theoretical constructs as well as to advise policy-planners on recruit potcntial;
.sae empirical work, used to develop specific answers to research questions and to
understand the "psychology" of mezbership in the Canadian Forces; and finally,
sczie practical applications of our work, to illustrate the interaction between our
research and Headquarters' policy.

"SURVEY OF PESULTS

Out! j ne

,5. intend to cover attrition in the Canadian Forces in two main areas. First
.1 will present a quick sunmary of the results of some of our research, and then .1
will speak very briefly about Uhe applications of somn of these research re:ilts.
I intend to dismuss attrition at key po.b; s across a "service career". This is
obviously a theoretical notion - individu, s usually leave the Forces on) y once.
I will try to draw attention to the principal reasons expressed by leavers at differ-
ent stages in a thirty-year span which approximates a full-term career. I will try
to identify "constellations" of reasons and show hcY they vary frem period to rericOd.
It is obvious that individuals leave every year, but there appear to be tU:es in
which these "migrations" seem to increase. During this discussion I will tCc to
separate out the reasons for release as clearly as possible and I will trý, to dwell 'o
som-what inore on the early stages of the service career. I will finish with a

Lf-w examples of kinds of interaction between researchers and planners which are
geared to enhance our ability to attract, stimulate and ultimately retain di' vidup3•c
to niirbership in the Canadian Forces. My theoretical departure is that mxsL of our
work in. attrition/retention centres upon the concepts of job satisfaction and l
.canitinent. PARU has done a nunhber of studies concerned with job-satisfaction and
has recently begun work on conimitmant (a la Dr. Porter). Our principal hyp:othesis
is that job satisfaction is ,a short-tinn phenomenon whicic affects the develoimnt
of conmitment. 1his in turn is related to tenure, to "stay in", if you will,

Results

6. Figure 2 is cn overview of losses by years of service up to 30 yea4:3. "-he
bulk of departures occurs early, but there are two or three other periods \,heln the
probability of release rises. You are cautioned that this being a "snapshot" tai:en -
"during 1976, the mdalities can shift from time to tiire (for example, due to ecrno.mic
conditions and personnel policy, and also to the conditions of service in diffurolit.
trades).

7. I will be making a few remarks about sore points or nrodes along this graph,
uider the follc(Aing headings,

a. Recruiting exits, ie., in the first year or so'
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b. Contract Termnaion, iteedthe he intainggret perod

c. Early Reset~tle.Tent; and

d. Retixeaent.

r~ecruiting Exits and Contract Termination may bE.r thought of as "first term",
or to use Qqen 's expression, "assimilation phase" atrito.Teet~gop
account for the majority of Canadian Forces' losses. ln fact 58%c of all. enrolled
depart for one reason or another in the first 4 years of service; we hit 50i%
by the end of t1he third year.

Pecraiting Exits

8. Social T'rends. To understand the losses here, we must examine sonya
social trends, which occur %rall before enrolmhmit. These may be regjarded as pre-
conditions of enrolmant or societal factors which biflxence. the develoument of
con~aitamut during the early stages of meirbership. PARU has done a nunber of

studies Which attemcpt to identify these factors. First, Capt Frank Pinch' s
Vreport 75-~ shcyqed how societal supports for enrolment and ma-mbership in the

Canadian Forces varies fran n part of the country to another. Capt Cotton,
(who addressed this mreeting last year) , has showni that precisely the group oar

41 ~recruitment is airfted at (the young, inexpVerienced worker) , is chaacterized by
high job turnovers. For example, he reported that the under-2 5 age group tenids
to change jobs two-and-a-half times in V- - first f ive years of emnployment, 50%7ý
turnover occurs in the first year. Ile at....buted this to a "poor" woxk, ethiic,
ie., poor comnitrmnt to work in general. Yri another report (7-5) hie pointed
cut the Limited supply of "unskilledt' manlixer. Wie are recruiting from a
decreasing batse while our quotas are going uip. More and more Canadians are
staving in school longer, and tend to educate themselves out of our recruitmant
market. Cotton & Pinch (Report 75-8) showed that. our actual applicants soeem to
Ie cming increasingly from the young, inexperienced., marginally-enrvlo)'cJ, aUid
perhaps academically-marginal segnmnts of the population. In other words, we
seem to be bringing into the. Forces a group of people drawn from the lovxr end[of the "success" scale. The succes-sful ones tend to stay in schiool and th4en
seek specialized employment. We are getting a lot of drif ters. That is, we
should expect thiem to leave, or to develop cctnrnitment more slowly.

9. Recruit School Lozsses. There is a substantial nuTber of releases which
occur Tu.n h rancFrro at. recruit school ("Boot Camp") , whCh co s
the first three months of t' .: bidividual g5 career. T1he losses occur in tiio
principal categories. First, those the Service invites to leave because of
inadequate progress during recruit training, and those who voluitarily withdraw
from the Service. The proportions are these:

Invited to leave 56%
Voluntazy withdrawal 44%

Fairly large nimibers are involved hore., and the reasons cover a fairly wi.0 Ye
slv. ctrum. Lt Mullin of PARU conducted a dotailed excamination of all reloasos
at our l3cot Camrp last sunimmr. lie divided the two main categories furt-her, j~nd
found that the tw~o most im!vx'rtant servicc-ixiitiated reasons to releamprsne
worm "rodical" and "adjustrnrwt". 9lAbtivaitioraltI and requestedl releasus (voluntai~y)
accounted for 36.3% and 4.3%,, resmotc-ively. n11etween January 1976 VrC June 1976
(inclu~sive), 763 mile recruits werue release-d from, OFS Coruwallis for vaia co"s
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reasons prior to coopleting basic training. A breakdc n of release reasons

by categories indicates the following:

Release % Release Cate2go_ Description

36.3 Motivation/Interest lack of effort and desire to be a CF
anvmber

26.9 Medical mwsUy pre-enrollment medical conditions
13.1 Adjustment situational anxiety, personality dis-

•turbance, etc.
7.3 Failure academic or practical weakness in

perfom-ince
5.9 Mixed Medical/Motivation medical problem cosplicated by a lack

of notivation
4.3. Voluntary acceptable performance but lack of inter-•.i est in becming CF nemrber

'3. 7 Other omnpassionate, pregnancy, etc.
2 0 Discipline AWOL, violence, etc.

.5 Drugs wostly pre-enrollment/residual sptows

Toatal 100%

In the areas of poor adjustient or poor interest in recruit school losses, it is
evident that there is a substantial proportion of recruits who enter the Forces with
unr:ealistic expectations. In a nutshell, these individuals expect rapid advance-
ment, a marketable trade and other personal benefits, without much effort and without
much recognition that their nediocre school and eironoyment records are relevant.
(25% have bee-n fired ftom a job; 65% state that most bosses expect more work than
they are willing to pay for, 40% hate getting up early in the morning). 1koiever,
"the main reasons for requesting release, or explaining poor adjustirent, are that
the individual did not know what he was getting into in the Canadian Forces, or that
the recruiter gave him a false impression of what to expect. In other words, the
individual suffered from the recocnition that the reality of recruit training did
not match his expectation. Although the individual experienced only a very narrow
portion of the work the Canadian Forces could offer him, he left the Forces mainly
because we did not offer him challenge, or we deanied him feelings of self-worth,
ie., basically lack of intrinsic satisfaction.
10. Trade Training tosses. Following succssful completion of Boot Cap), indi-

"vidls are sent' to different trade schools to lear the secrets of their military
occquation. This period covers a span from one to one-and-a-half years of the

.... service career. During this period of time the Canadian Forces shifts hin from
a team-training concept to an individual training co-ncept for the nost part. It
also shifti him from a vocational orientation to an occupational one (a la Sega3).
losses c4n be. substantial in nu=bers here, Fournior and Keates (R-port 75-4) shu.'ed
that 32% of all the exits in 1974-75 occurred during the period of recruit and
trade-training, although in a relative sense a ruch smaller proportion left during
"trade training.

11. Here the main reasons for ]ossp (voluntary withdrawal) focus upon il)roper
trade placenont. Mhen the individual is enrolled in the Forces he is assign-d'a
trade at the Recruit Centre, according to his interests wid aptitudes, and to
Forces' quotas. Many leave at trade-traininj stages because "it wasn't what I
wanted", "this was the only trade open", or "it wasn't what I thought it would be".

*. Clearly, here, too, the indictarent is lack of intrinsi.o satisfaction. The focus
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of comments dwells upon lack of stimulation in the work itself, much of which
stems fom an initially weak interest in the work.

Contract Termination

12. Many individuals leave the Canadian Forces near, or at the end of, their
contract period of enrolment. In the Canadian Forces, individuals sign up for aninitial engagement of five years; re-engagemrnt is for an indefinite period. The

span of tine for this group of losses goes from one-and-a-half to five years, and
covers the period in which the individual is assigned to his first unit, and he
begins to put his trade-training into practice. losses during this period are
surprisingly small. Surprising, that is, without the knowledge of Canadian Forces'
release policy. Essentially we let people out at any time; we hold an individual
to his contract only in exceptional circumstances. Normally, we require 90 days'
notice. Thus much of the losses which should occur here have appeared earlier,
so there is no modal point as one might expect. Some are invited to leave, wh.ile
many more l.eave voluntarily. The principal sources of understanding our losses
during this period come from the following reports: Chorney (72-2), Fournier (73-8),
Fournier & Keates (75-4), and Fournier & Franklin (1977). This last study was
conducted to test the relationships between the Job Description Index (Smith,
Kendall & Hulin, 1969) and Porter's Organizational Commitment Scale, in the
Canadian Anred Forces. The relationships were modest, but they shaced that intrinsic
factors lead to the develorztent of commitmtent, with particular emphasis on the
work itself and promotion/self-worth. It also showed, in conjunction with earlier
studies, that the Canadian Forces offer little job challenge in the first post-
training jobs (see also Porter 1973; personnel in lower jobs get mostly extrinsic
satisfaction). in short, it is yet another indictiment of lack of intrinsic satis-
faction anong leavers. Fournier & Franklin concluded their paper thus:

"a. initial post-training (low level) employment offers primarily
extrinsic satisfaction;

b. the majority of military respondents describing their first ewploy-
neat typically describe it as devoid of challenge and opportunities

to use their skills and training; but also that:

c. intrinsic satisfactions are critical to stcgnci Organizational
Ccdmiitment•;

d. intrinsic satisfactions are strongly related to actual tenure
behaviour (ie., quitting or remaining with the employer).

.. inportant ixoplications flow from these data:

a. it appears that the longer term predictor of tenure (Organizational
Conitment) is systematically related to the shorter term job itself); and

b. substantlal attention must be directed tbards improving the intriinsic
aplpcals of initial post-training eoployment in order to capitalize on
the development of )ositive Organizational C=iuutment."

13. iie main kiUds of reasons hivon for leaving include "I did not get the
chance to practice my trade", "thore was no challenge', "I had no responsibility or
authority". Sulu individuals did not like the work in the beging; the trade
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* they wanted wasn't cxn, vwheii tney aptli3 sote cc"t' n le0at .hc
* trnd ut not to tbcir lir'inq, jus as wi trd-traininq lo.&.ses. '1` (c: wca(re,

hcwever, sate reasonc ojtve', esr cý.alby by Land an d sea tradesrrn, vwhichi diffe-e
slightly. Working croi.&iLtJions were viewed as difficultwith no foreseeah-Ae 2:eliref.
Therefore mrny individuals in coitbat arms and sea-going trades felt obliged to
leave the Servic.

14. Thus, the reas3ons for 3ecaving centred upon. intrinsic factors, with smit
exrisi isatisfiers in cvertain -trades. The overall therte of the research
results indicate the need for chlengn, worthwhile work, whiich keels the
individual fully occupied, and. %tich supports a positive self-image. It Seems
apparenit that the Canadian Forces must attczipt to find ways of increasinci intrinsic

satifacionin he first few years of sarvice, if it is to reduce unexpected losses,
(wit therecuiting and training burdens that these imp!yeryi aer

Without such a strategy, the Forces cannot expect the developtrent of organizatiolial
om~itnim-it in a large nunbar of individuals.

Early ReŽsettlovont.

15. T1here are a few places along the graph, well after thie indc, 4 " Ate re-
engageiment pInt at whc oss rise. I refer to these as "ro~Pstteet"
One group of releasses seems to occur at about the tenth year o.' -,ervice, and is
alinost exclusively a voluntary release category, The nu~rers are not gyrat but the~y
seem to recur, reflecting a systematic increase in the probability ofT separaticn
frmi the Service. The reason4-s vary largely, from a desiro to apply on's, trade
1tncwddcje in civilian life (at timvs in spite of a relatively high saitisfaction
with Service en~loymnrt), to a resp)onse to external pressures (e. g. , pamental
illnesses, etc.). 'Ihis suggst a aryee ix of intriaisic and extrinsic
iinflueincs in the decision to separate.

16. At about 18 to 20 years' service, there is a small1 but significamit incrocz~o
in the proablit oreasiceing to about the 23rd year. Tho reasons

seemto e farlyclea. Sm- riburq intend tostart now careers while st~ill
young, but miny cxprzess wishos" to settle dmqn", "children in hi~gh school", "wife
working", "noed geographlic/o-ducationi/emplloyrtnt stability". 14any 1Xersonne01ýl wo
pass the ten-year marX in service fool "locked-in" by the pension provisiions man
thus reAin in the military until they hav 20yas service. At thiat stagý,,
bý-cane of poor promotion proqpects plus fmaily and environim-ntal pressures4, tiley

-ei. hat it is tbima to Qoeek civil exnploymant. Thea indijvidua-l who1 vlI tarily
leaves the militaryý betwoen 1.0 arid 20 years generally doas so for tivo follcjing
reasons:

a. 1Ie is trivnsferred to a place which is not caqpatible with
his fcamily situation or personal desires; or

b. Ile finO", onploywent outsicVe the service whicrh he forels will
bring him greater job satisfaction and/or finwncial rewzards.

Normwtlly, th "t~urno-otf" individual will stay in the military in order to collect
evena pealt-reduced annuityv. In addition, ho imy foel "job-se.cure" if not "job

satisid ndtay in the Canadian Forcos only because of family mnd fin;anci~al.
pressures. For this rmrson tkirem is not a lot ithat cal be" dlone. 11C, lia' lost- his
"1spark" becauseo of years of 0rwhdposn Xperiuence_ in thc' inil1itary and vn-
fortunately his attitucics and lack, of itivatio&)VAave a detrima'ital effýct- on U-:'
new servicqv'nrson. Thlis raises, anot-her pei~nt: "un-Inayors". We are roal.ly coil-
fmonted by throe kindls Of 1XIople: stayers, loavors, and thoLse who arte "vkn tit
Tney have "loft" but not told an11yont' Wi)out it. ;k! haven' t Studied Ur1i~s ouCtaI
An interesting hunch hv; comate out of our rosaarch horn, one that we havc net vot
w-taxined * We think thaL there is a tende~ncy for those whio leam.i at tli eo md-cul
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pitsmy~ infivnnce yc.mgPger servioeiren to leave also. Whcther it's it 'le~adex.-
ship" phen~nvmn.r,-, a demons tration that a fu3.l-LWnn career is not incvitable,
or -rcerly a ftigrent of our irtviagi nation, we don't know. At least wethink, that
we must dcvýý1op an ti.dersti'ndinq of what kinds of things precipitateý leaming.
Again, these co'ncluasions are tentative. It seeirs then thait -the principal
rezoons for Oteparture late in the career are extrinsic ini nature_. Overall,
most exp~ress satisiaction with their work over th eio ft eir mrberip
but. nac, wish to iiove ai to other exnploymants which aUlv them to practice their
trades without d-isruiption of personal life.

17. At anywhere fromi 25 to 30 years, the remrainder of the Canadian Forces
enrollees- depart the Service. Thiis group Constitutes the main corvoncnt of
"Oplaanned attrition", an~d needs no discussion.

18. It seuen11 that, (-;Mno leavers, across the 30--year spa~n no -rl2y considcred
as a fu~ll-tenn rar there exists a systematic shift in reasons for 'releaso.
For the nust *part, we are talking about the volunta-ry withdraqals. Barly ir the
career a proportion of releases are for service reasons, such as ina1 ility t~o

ajst, course failure, etc. Latter in the caxeeir, alnost nonc is r3ea0d. o
t~ervicxo reaeoiis, I notp., hcoqever, -that all across tespan of thino, there is
'relatively little difference bevtween stayers and lexave.rs. it seemsz that tbosor)
of satisfac'Aion and dissatisfaction which affect conroitirent are the swir- for boUh
grou~ps,. Stayers and leaNvers both seemt to ope..rate with the sman~ caintlogwi. of~
tx-nofit adcot and cmn oplit for the Canadiacn Forcer,. '3ho diflfrenc*

-etween stayers and leavers may rest exclusively with inclividual to~lerallm- for
dissatisfaction or lack of satisfaction. Thus it s-Žensai that policies aijwd at
x-ducJiv~ attrition will act to incre~asQ the strength of asivociat.4.on ~mirng tlioso

wir), in theo past, have chosen to remnin a little lon'jer. ThiAs ox roousýc Pviýatcr
neod to unortvu',d the "pro-cipitants" of leaving.

APICUTICS OF 1RESEAi(C aESUT

1.9. A nuiber of intcerchangqes have, Occurred betwee-n PAR i and Nationail Di-z-foncý
IIeaqwre' poiy-p4aner which havo beenj ainiod at in~provinq metrntivn. Dis'-

oussions have~ alwayss uncludod the belief tliat. attritiona colillot KI Oulwi~nate~d. it
is cM"SSary and suifficient to atboempt to decrease! it. III practical l we do0

not talk about o. noturn;ing a loavor to 'itay for a c ree. We, aMtepL tu klfwaio
*Policoi", whlich Wilil en1courage inidividuals to stay CA litt'10 longer.

20. COn are)A that woe had tried to inflm-nca is the. policloie whiich aro affoctad
bwy, or r'est oni as, ijjions axoult, th0 social trends of emsnadian societ~y. ror
exanplo, fin tt'rqlts U.epan our re~cruit mairket(nnxrs uit),Pr.ha

* booni tri~~untal in dovolopiti( a systemn cal led the "I~id 0px ations Ti.e14-!..
Ass it~ntivnt Prorxiniinx' . Borro7.vu1 hoav2ily ftoni Dr. Ws)kos, t1.7 Cmanai an F'orce.)
hlave. recvntly iiqoi en1nted a "f'eeder trade cncerapt" to mnit ilio Cemla)L Aunir'. All

recruts ckstin6 for "land" trados n(,- will bercoui re I o sixnd thii-u ''~i

Infanh, iti iey or Atiiiured -* ploafyuvnts lxefore train inq rdnd (,z)loyIiI-)lt. h.'.
other ~ ~ -lndlosst iac.I d~eoin this sche ),-, 1'AN. xnd '171 ~ky

makors, have workod uxtxroixly closel1y t(Xogethr. The1 scheMa has oly beezm. jin cfccct.



S/

for a very short period of ti.re, but early returns are encouraging.

21. A systi i of "lateral entry" is being developed for use especially in
the sea-going trades. This will enal.e the hiqh-technology "Navy" to take
advantaqge of recruiting anmong those whno graduate from our conuunizty colleges.
'This scheme is still uider development.

22. There has been much discussion betvween PARU and NDEHQ on ways to decrease
disruption at the entrmace and exit of service. life, so that a period of tire•
"out of society" and into the Forces will not seem so frightening. Thr mrinSthrust here is th~e develor�nt of a "re-location" assistance progra.re so that

individual netrixrs of the Forces can exect educational and vocational °evelop-
vent whiich will enhance their probability of success when they retu-n to civilian
life. 11e •u•!ch it resembles your veterans' benefit package remains to be seen;
the project is just now being initiated for study by headquarters.

23. Perhaps a more vigorous approach to increasing job satisfaction is unfier
developtilt at PARU. The concentration here is upon the developmen-t of a more
effective Canadian Forces placement strategy so that individuals can achieoe
better job satisfaction early in their careers. We are worrking or, a new
classification batteW, which should en-ble a much more effective match of idi-
vidual interests, aptitudes and abilities, and this is associated with a more
concentrated career counselling procedure. Tho intent here will be to offer an
individual. the best couiselling he can find in Canada, whether he chooses to join
the Czaadian Forces or riot. Each indivi. .. I will be regarded as enrol la)le,
but with differential probailities of su.7ess in the occupations he wIV-, ,urswx
withijn die Fomvs. I We are well undenxay on this project, and m) are vexy much
interested in the school approach technique of the WNPRDL.

24. Other activities, such as LTRP, are being devetoi'cd as ways of attemptig
to generate suiv kind of vocational oimitment early in the career b•fore
occupational develolAnt.
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ATTRITION: THE ABSORPTION AND INTEGRATION OF NEWCOMERS

David Gottlieb
University of Houston

My primary purpose here is to attempt to point out certain factors and

conditions which have been associated with youthful attrition from school

and employment. Hopefully Identification and understanding of these inter-

vening and contributing variables might be of some practical value to those

seeking to minimize undesirable or unnecessary attrition from the armed

force. Usig, fr themome t, chronological base I am defining youth as

those who are between the a-us of 18 and 24. A% will be noted later, however,

age alone is not the single or even most important criteria which should be

used in defining any particular stage of the human developmental process.

The focus here upon the 18-24 year old age group is of beniefit for two reaisons:

First, it Is the age group which As most likely to fall within the problem

area of first term attrition; secondly, relevant available data are usually

published in a mainner which makes suich anl age Igrouping mtost convenient for

the purposes of this part ivular pleskmitat ion.

Prior to my prvgentiation of these data, I feel it would be heilpful to

provide you with some idea as to thle historicail iidonpual aosdrol

which act to shape my own thinking about thits -erioua anid coiitly problem.

Le ehgin by notinig that my own empirical resiiearch11 h Ch Iee iot

e~luiv~ydeotd to juissue of youth socialization anld yuth behavior. Doe

to these inuterests I have bet-i it part icipant in perhaps; too malty workidhops,

cohfL'reIeea, symposia, and task foreuý--designed to propose' solutions, policieli.

and progr'amst Which might Vilhanvo tile vdu(1iotlonal , empi oymieot , and aoc~ial

aclbiLveWnentS of Lthe younog. I shulj~d add here that whether or not there WaN

or is consensus between Lthe target population (youth) anld policy Planne11rs

* .(adults) asi to what coliNt itultes a4ivcet or sucjess, wau theni atid remtains

stow an unanswered question. *_Su"fie ti) siy lit thle majority of illstanicus



where Judgements arhe beng made as to what Is best for the young, for soc aIa

institutions, and society--those judgements are being made by adults. Whether

such should he the case or whether youth should b~e more or less involved in

matters effecting their destiny is not the central c-oncern of this discussion.

Nor am I proposing that genorational consensus is necessarily desirable or

po)ssible. Rather it is simply an observaLioii and one Which 1I ivQ1 is worthy

of consideration.

My own research and pol icy oxperience leads me to also conclude that the

state of the art--tha-t is the, art of understandling the dyniamics of youthful

attrition from socal-1 orgatILaatitbns as well as the art of effective remediation--

has auvsanved little Iin the course of dhe past twetity years. I elie-i~ve anl

oibject lye revivw of the I ikerature would show, atioing othl,-r things, that vurrent

exp boat imirs offv'red to aiccount. for youthI utuinpl oymcnt . y44utih wobility, school

dropolits. and yout hfual del litultivy, vary onily slightly from explanat ions

of fered inl the( I 5',. Nor thies thk-re tseei to Ihk niucth rcWi t inhat imrA leias

tit yonth at tr it ioo are not limitoted to wA lea, to the pomt or to minority youth.

1, opost'd aM*L t1oativt.y sira1todgitzs. also have i most Intamil rin~ 'g. Tilt) .orrred

ho) itt ions cooiti ti e t o pIacI the burdoen of proof lupoli tilt oitifthfI C I i tet withi

' ud Ld at tevat t oo It to lg pat II t o thelk reslion s Lh 1) 11t I v a and oh Iiwtgnioni; ol thtme

illst I. tit Wtns elpAgedto hek tit trafiiltg, ethICAW11i, Oodt employisnt-i 4f the yountg.

His colleptuiAl v4ew Is 01.11; Wn Mat ltS r Of SOia) tk.ti lo, dttim claoy

anld t railiing, it tauoli two to Vilgo" th tit,1 ' e(W t011t4~ vase Youth) anid

the% fw tt 'oer iwhis-1h Icludellsm kdenlclt~ita lt Itttilt lit iilM, kirgaidtlation wie

f~,tili vi .d 4,Nhploy. endl. thek vu lanesorguiu os whichd vollovt ille thelt* rili iry).

I o ittowf 1114,1. thalt a'tilia at t eu iatki moisite WO(velt to bioth tht! ha-raictoris i es

tit thle rek. mit , st tadeiiL aod c uiip Ieytte and Ithe.caace I li It!* kit thll rocehvislg



-raizt ion. How these recuiving organizations go about the business of

the absorption and integration of newcomers hajs, I maintain, been given only

limited study.

Hopefully this particul~ar disc-ussion willI shted some light upon both

sides of the socializing voin. With regard to the understanding of youth

behavior some progress has been made in recognizing the potential impact of

such variables ats: sex, socio-economic status, age, race, ethnivity, familial

4 structure, and pl ace of residence. Thte tendency, however, is to Continkiv to

view youth as at monolith. Hence, the fifties are seen as the age of yolith

apathy; the sixties as the age 01' youth rebol l ion and aetivi~sw; 'and the

sevetis we it) told represents a returti co the apathy of the. Fifties.

Sweeping statemnitts anid general i at iois are tnade about populIat ion categories

which of'ten) 11mht-r ill thet Millions. We livar statom'entqs ntehI an. "Co I I

youth today" or "young women want" or Ri ack, atiolvacents svek" or "middle class

youtht are vesptrik-neink,,. . . 2'and "todays, kirlnv4s wanit". Ohbvi ously there is a

neyed for woro in the w~ay of mult i-variate anlssand wiuch moree ic the way of

k-ntition in bridgiog betwovin linitLed satuplvq to it.:stive k- a -ptjcin

(Cottratlietion van be fouod botween thooncept of lww an d velopmeta

*ittiekal~ated by bohavIoral scvientists4 andi the rentitit-.4 of geneorational related

101Nt ,,t~.~rIt. COwwekptihl ly WO RPe hiltuan dtivk-loptovit au oti-goiig, Process of Villige

in Whit physit-44 , elsio~nal -nlid littel loetual *levAeoisuen p)lUYq only a Soeld

*Irv rote inl titternaillitg tile b~ehavior e003414t'ret ioplrt)priate (or peoptio who

are 4it Jii tervat stalges of the l ife eve Ic. Outr wk-thotiology, Howo'vor, eneivorag&'a

a view of Itultas tvenw tog repreovii illy it serie's of naritrarIly dividedd

411d thearer leally tulrelated age ,-r.,upfiigs. A% .1 iutuqQee we etUM' lowked

into an age 11asted pol ley Uad p.aograwmat ie orlnta %ntablIishling U1hat toay

Int fact he ulldetiivab c .and iiieffivieliet Iiittilitz 1i o le m r OInusa rousnare



needs. lien,-v, we th ink in terms of' vilt icit ago vaIegorlIes for wh ichi types of

tas fufilmni Ls opo- owih types of skills and behaviors for whic~h

kinds oif jobs and responsibilitie.4. This lock step approach denies dIhe faict

that there are numerous tasks and needs which van 1,e handled as wellI by the

young as by those who arc- older--by ma les as welIl as by females. P1articullarly

in at highly technobigica 1ly developed soc loty whvreý work cal I, for less awl

less in tilt way of physical strenpth; igv and ý;e bevome less salient criteria

in the eiffiieint use of human resources. The roa Ilities umore than suggest

the nteed for greater flexibility and it shif t away from outmoded age and sex

stervotyping. We now find, for vxampi e, that thore are laige numbers of

adults who -iare steeking out wid-cairver changes. Rbun and women wishinig to

klp lorv new emp loyment and I I f e styl Ivlt I erna t ivm;. Over thlt paist tenl Years

t here~ has lwev- ak vorv i rarult it, vhango in tilt col lo-tve~ agii poipu tilat ition wit I a

very s igni i Icaut influix of studenui Who firv "ol.r '. ~Years III ?lie. There

has heeuivi similiir mnd eiven amrv improssive vortillm ent tit tile middit- ikged

in imn-s-rtdi t skill and~ imnitvidmil devi' lopmem.'i vokrres .til IigroamNs. At the'

same5 tine. wo finkia tin imr.aso W tilth, propo.r t ios ouf yollkt~g;ip - Wo e w

. . .. . . . . .would vxptt t Io be tit Sthooil dtojivpp bg i'tL u*itIher permatiently. tr tomporarily

in ptirotlti of c ait t-riuiai y wotrkv and l itt ~pe

Periapsb mite pott-vt'ia t otil4 d pairtl ia I uil ut0 Its. iiI iuwt tvrtt aittritlion would

m to ellokirtg the kitil imetvit tit t an ol)l'irtMoro mitit~re, andl more utet tled

meitgtlteht it the tiupkitat I kil. 1hetis may welt be hit-hly quil it ivil aiutd highbly

vmJt tv-ted adultts Wht# Wotulk 11v re.timntaivo fi the lkto~a ti m-eving A tltu litt the

I 4-W. Owgaitt git tunat *uCb 4W Vi iLaI Onld K44106 Cotps . ha1Ve NUuu OR

Iit~ is tavt the oldter voIitivus.er who i 1h mut.t I ljiktj Itio etuletv the requildte

terma tt 44-vv vitthvi', tho ottlei VONt.IL'et' shWtiiw mighe't, k~~ ~tid PrH~~



a greater sense of achievement and satisfaction with the assignment. 1

Yet another important reason for thinking in terms of expanding the

age pool of the military stems from the hard data which makes apparent that

ours is rapidly becoming a society of older people. Nor is there any reason

to expect a shift In this demographic pattern.

Certainly colleges and universities have not been unaware of the impact

of shifting population age. group!ngs upon tho immediat v future of institutions

of higher education. It is not because of altruism alone that more and more

"colleges and universities have liberalized both admissions and curricular

policies. Unlike the armed forces, institutions of higher education do not

currently have available the alternative of compulsory service. At the same

time, universities and the armed forces are confronted with similar problems:

1) how to maximize the recruitment of those rtlients who are essential for

the continuation of the institutton; 2) how to identify and attract new

and different clients; 3) how to minhimize thv attrition of those whom the

institution seeks to retain.

Cont inuing with the discussion of our inability to deal adequaitely with

queost ions of humatn development , I tio have anot her toervoit ionl whi ch may have

some relevantve to the specific conckron of this conferenco.

It. was less than one hundred years ago (1904) that the psychologict,

-. StIan Iey Htall )otined the term adolesetncie as a Soca66t stage of th0 life

course.' Dspite a lick of cOnsnIs. aMOn s1,U 1i6 scint Vtots, adolevsenlce

was and conltinu-es to be viewed as that life stage which fal i between child-

lhood and adlttihood, Tlh' upper bowulariesi oatotusee and the lover

botindalries of adultihooti bIn) r pert'w-ved as the point when the yoking enter into

w• ilhat are ioiitduf to III' thk , Uik i l L CO It r is .* i rr [iagts, -Atiretithood, or full

•tie emlploynt; adulthood b~leti r.'outl Iied itc'• theto litivlduf l lumovel rtwo

tt

• " . .: 3. "..3 • r7t**o :",'.-.t . ,• •" '.*. ". "
-. - . • , . , .. .. $*• . -... . . . • " .,. .. •. , " . ' , .



a posit ion of dependence to one o f i ndependein c

More recently (1970) Kenneth Keniston s ought to add some clarity to

the developmental discussion by suggesting that youth, as opposed to aidoles-

cence, could be viewed as a new "psychological stage of lifv." ~.briefly,

Keniston takes thle position that for many young peLople, matters of depen-

kleuce and independence are neither com Letv nor clea r. There are numlerous

college and graduate stuidents who re-main financially dependent. On the other

hand, there are many 15, 16, 17 year olds who are totally detached from

parents and dependent upon themselves alone for physical survival. similalrly,

there are thirty year olds who are single and ninet-een year olds who are

both married and parents.

Faictors such as social cla~ss. pcroa chieadasca at iokil

process which keeps thle young in tiaining antd In preparation for so-calIled

adult rouls for e-ver extended poriods of time, douti ompirica-l damage to a

dvvelopmental procoss which sees all apv cohorta behaving-it) touch he same

mutner inl all periods of history.

Youth, then, is teen ns a post adolest. vit stago whihI 1may or ma~ly nor

'a oinvide- with varlotis beh~aviors or statuisvs which are normally tisociated

With adil thodo. It Is a terul whiell IS not oatilly tlefin,-dl by thet dlmfellsiolls

of chrotiological ago. Simply sutvtd, at Married dot-toral. grathlat Stuldent,

ilther of two chil1dren, Cannot be -lowed fil 01c, s~aue waimer as hitt 30 yvar

old counterpart whlt is oloploycd fkl I time With (wilt'ra1 Motors. Nour as~ We

haivi colne to learni, van all Id year old vombat vetea ae t4c %s bng

* L-ss tin tidolt thanita 25 yvor old voginoer. Otiv wiluo o V thlt youth volwi'pt

it; that it mak-s Ov1 point Ohat chronlolo);1val ag~ l, n snt~filn

to te'l in Whort~ poopkI at ~ Wi t6ith regard to I beivi ow~i ilvi iopwatt nlor Lot the

*KLCn wich they IhOvI.c~vdstieleot e Imtoirv as Lto how Lthey seek



to connect and interact with their society. With the prolonging of the pre-

adult socialization process has come an e.xtended moratorium on he time period

for which the very young and not so young have -in opportunity to explore,

experience, and test out prior to the making of more permanent commitments.

Deferring of marriage to a later period of life is but one componkent to the

% overall practice of delay. Deferment and delay will also occur in matters

of career choice and career commitment. One consequence of this delay is

higher mobility and less stability in the work and vducational behavior of

Lthe young. Unless there is a dramatic roversal caused by severe economic

coniditions, I see no reason to anticipate a coiange. I would propose, on

the contrary, that given rising expectations of the youing and a declinoe in

career opportunities which match expeotations, an escalat ion In restlessnes-s

and mnobiliIty with more and morv of the yoting t aking more and more, of the i r

life time in dvciding ulton ani atcceptable st-lf concept and an acceptable a-

V01111tioat ion with thvir tioc icty.

Thedelrrii~kstye dvsof' vourse, haviv iuplicat ions For any soc lal

Ins -tint ion, invcliding 010 military. whichl Ia dekpoltidet 11)'m thke yoking. 1) v-

si to hih le el~vs of utiomp 1 ymoot worke~r a~tIr iLIon and abkskMene m.o lvartleki-

kirly ii, the unitter aige 30 grmiluj is high. Liniployerm vomplinki that hugeo trninin,

inivestment costs arv lost becakise of youth inntit-i i~ity. Altt tI il I Volloges

aild mnivversiit hs k-mlnit inne to Clivil WithI ftewv mli an vfwor itlindonts i-mlpletinig

* ~~~~baveaat1iireat e degret, rit etelsWithiin theo tvrod it lena I tourc year poriid.

tihviotis l this same latck of sth tr-r e neto ennusimtmknt-'-Wtil itumeat

"Jupo at it imn riles lit thilt- 41eid forves. We 1114404 not espet' It. th111 a ivittv~ri

Whi ch is tso tevaloot. aioollk tht, V,011ig will hev vatily almkoistttil. I wo ild kgo

aý ýitq) tntilir elnd r+V4.4lahle i ht the ilpti O~lli itl *wiNre Sandiens 1 Mlone Will
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not cause significant reduction in first term attrition. Certainly current

sanctions are not mild and not unknown to members of the armed forces. Be-

yond that we already know that reprimands asi well as threats have not been

terribly effec-tive in altering undesirable or unproductive behavior. Youth

do leave school knowing full well of the financial Investments made by

parents or the student. School attrition increases despite the still popu-

lar belief that educational credentials alone will separate out the high

wage earners from the low. Emhployment is abandoned even when there is no

other career alternative available. Costs may he quite high, financial ly

and emotiona-lly, but the need and desire, to hang loose--to Oxplore--and

therefore to delay--what we have called muaturi ty and soutt litg down--remains

a very important ingrodint:) of the American dtvL*lopmental process.

Recognition of the die f erment-dolay var lahi c woulId su~ggcS a neod for

somne organisational re-arrange-ment in the process by which iorvice persotnel

are rettruited and classified. It, may make some s ense to sabsh run

rules whert, the rcitruiL ia givell a decision t 1111v monaLorium. A peria'l of

timt! in which the recruit as well as the. orjunimusion havv lit opportunity

to wor Out aceptablo vonnectingr Arran~getomits. A period Uf tm. ui~

wh ich I t i s iinde rs t ood thaidt veIt h kr sid, Duty Ohoose to dissolve the re Ia ti on -

ship without pinniahrnen or repritwand. Rvecrut s Wn this~ Initial atage would

o ut be classified ~as being hrill membe.r's kit the armed forcees. It would be

uniderstood that Hervive departure dumring~ this pre-nevyviv Period would n10t

tuititiv the recruit to usual full service. beinefits.

Itased upon what we hove learneod about ymanrthil at tritioni from work and

sehool , it would appear worthiwhile to considtor several other keoollIn out mid

otuA tt sttermogios.



On the enlistment side, we know that decisions to accept emphlloym~ent

or enroll In school are not always based upon rational behavior or systematic

study. Young people (10 react to a variety of influences. A lack of counsel-

iog resources or perceived alternatives may provoke behavior which is neither

in the interest of the individu~al or the r,!cvivtng institution. Wise choices

and a faultless decision making capacity is hardly the norm among adults

and we should therefore not expe-ct more of the young.

To this end, it may be reasonable to consider some process whereby

potential recruits would have an opportunity to re-consider actions taken

during a less than optimal period. Trhe re-thinking designated time period

should. however, he one that will enable the potentiaI recruit to learn more

about the subtle aind less apparent impl ivat ions which will follow from organ-

izational e-ntrance. No mattvr the organi?.at ion, where survivali ae

upon voluntary centrancve there will always ht. a discre'pancy between espoctations

and realities. Seldom are now reciruits, he they students, em~ployees1 or service

personnel, providtod with a complete or realistic pictare of the receiving

argani aa tions expec tat ions. procedurvs, dtitnands, or social climiate. Oine result

*is that we find nokltirots Youth whoi inisist that they worv wisliod. Obviously,

at tack upott or ccitivism tit the reveiving instintution iS to be exPectivd

trow dissatisriedi or disjointie let . ulInre itallov. wIl poplQ

a*dfut that perwonal failore was tho dotomilnont factor inl ones inahility to

sukaeo~sfu1 ly deal withiogn~tln deqinids andl enpene4t.tt on. St ill, thvro

to more than litt he reason to b#. hkove that tit Mowentit of reruittwot lealý

Ill part, stI mulate 1wqoa illg totr' ritiittos sI~ ~

will ,ýjtljvr distort or mtldwijoxo rtlal ky in or~der in uw.et recruit et dnis

4. ogitdlells of' 01v finsitutionial and porsikivl dynornitcs involved. It t dos wake

Heoue to prv othe Potent ial rocruit withi roaoisnnble t ift alid iiforwat ion.



Ultimately, it would seem to me, such an arrangcment would be of cost,

morale, and psychic benefit to both the individual and the receiving organ-

ization. At this point I recognize that my observations may be viewed as

the rhetoric of one who is elther unaware or indifferent to the workings

of formal organizations. I do, of course, appreciate the need for planning

and the fact that every organization must demand compliance to legitimate

rules and regulations. Nor do I operate under the naive assumption that

organizational policies and programs should he determined by novice recruits.

On the contrary, I tend to agree with those who hold the view that we may

have gone too far in stressing the rights and privileges of youthful re-

cruits whether the setting bh work, school, or the military. Privilege and self

determination must bi coupled with responsibility to self,others, and soci-

ety. If anything I would concur with Oue view of Dr. 1. Baunrind who took ex-

caption to certain r,,ouu,•,ndarions mwail by the Panl,, of Youth, a fedoral

government sponsored task force. The report, issued in 1973, placed far

more emphasis on youth ri.ghts and privilege thain upon youth responsibility.

Baumrind makes the following observations:

"Adults who continue to protect the youth in this way or

to reward inoa late adliiec hi1gitc nto'a,

irrational side prolong unduly his period of clildhoeat

.omnilpotenre. The effort on the part of many 'liberatod'
• .adui ti and ronunttie�i)s to provide atd•ht srents with a

plethora of unreli options effect•viely nenutralttiVý he

ie forts tit other adults who would ri-quit'jv of youth that

they rovipr•aate for servives received with Romething of

value and that while dependetntt upon their elders otor sup-

Port and substanco, thtey ad~just to) their lditwyocrallcics

au"• littutations. Adults h,ive the' responuihilily to provide

a youth not wilh ,)a multitudt of ISQI, tkdttlOHibi Iti, but

rathker. with gl4uio &ttitt'io amolgii It &eW ggood apt hts W."
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I W01ld go a sLtejt i'iri'Lein sIuggest I. )that yutiII ul attri t on frm volun-

tary organizations may be enhanced by our failure to stress the saliency of

youthful responsibility and obligation. Surface rhetoric to the contrary youth do

look to adults for the setting of organizational guidelines and procedures.

The prevalent expectation is that those who do operate and control. social

institutions do have the knowledge as to how those institutions should

function. Complaints of inconsistency and inequities do not necessarily

represent a view that control should be turned over to less knowledgeable

and less experienced individuals. On the contrary most youth would accept

the proposition that it is, despite shortcomings, the responsibility and

right of the parent, teacher. employer amd administrator to determine the

direction and process of the training, maiageumentt, and socialization me'chan-

ism. Given thit adults dot have the sovietal rosponsilb11ty and control, it

is not unusuail tot yoouth to expect adults to establish anld ehforce organ-

-I timi'id I groindrtil|es. Whi; t ymong pIlop i do 4cvek is clarity, 'ommunlieLat i,

-•truth, and equity in how t hese orgatleat imIo and institutlons go about the

busimness+t of youth siwiallnation 41nd Youth Vontirul. It may wolt be that in

"our desire to bhe smrt' responsive to' what we- plri'vievv ast; youil lythedS and do-

sires we have pursuied polivlis an)d provtdthrrs whivih are neither coiherent or

consistent. Of eritival Imt- ortanc- Is the pt'ntni Ion of a posture which

.ommunI ates to ie Youngt,. tIlat theinc botwe M -ovl privi loge and rosponsibilIty

iu itimeporable. ti equal Ipmport,wtiev is thie old agotion of evory soclal nsti tu-

tionl and oigmtit-I to pres.4enit a trttlthl +itt ild realist Ic dle.turo. atell ilisti-I . tutilh and urgiiiiltatIon must be I k! o ld e olictu tle fur the0 providiog of aitlilnt ic

data as to purlposoe, goiwls, structuir, prottlls, npruist los eotvtiltiit land

rewards. My emphasios on d+ite i(eed for optiitg tit ltipportutlities ia well open

i9 .
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and full disclosure is not to be confused with issues of organizational

management. Again, I hold the position that in our apparent desire to be

more responsive to the young, we may have done more harm than good. The

task of turning things around will not be a simple matter, made all the

more difficult by a societal climate in which many adults also stress rights
Sand privileges ahead of responsibility and community commitment. Youth

"who are now entering the military are produ,:ts of a variety of institu-

tions and settings which contribute to a youth posture which tends to

negate the importance of responsibility to sell and country. Some recog-

nition of this problem has come to the surface and concern is being ex-

pressed by some institutional representatives,

Recently the Kettering Foundation, following a review of a wide sample

of school publications dealing with student rights and responsibilities,

reported that:

"about 99 perceut of the conitent of thtvs doucumoe.ntt deal

with student rightts and le8s than one pt'reuOt with re-

spolshl iIt iea.

In response, the vommis~sion told out a i t it Wd what it felt Was needed: Ill-

eluding "the respaonibi.11,ty for all adolosesent to prot•e• the Constituti onal

rights of others, to obtly 'rasinablev rules and rogulations established by

the board of education and impleMented by sNhool ndlknlitrotioIs, W YLrfrain,

fruo libel, slandvrous remarks, and obslenity li Verbal and Written vXpres-

shin, aiad LOi undetrtake a soittal tommituient ."While- the vowmitsstnwls reociom-

- o~datis iardly re pr•esnt a bold and start)tltn SAttMttIL itt does 01tandd in

eC~ittA4tL to listitut itite expressions it t-Oe patti detgitde,

Given that the armed lorees mus•, simllar to kiwplura, colleges and

u"livevsiv es, deaill Wtxh tht prodlltwt of earlier n'kocI'll iAt Inn it may maske 1lo0"
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sense to increase the interactions between the three institutional sets.

While admittedly differing in purpose, structure, and process, there are

numerous commonalties. Each must deal with problems of recruitment and

attrition. Each must be sensitive to economic, social, political., and

psychological issues. Each is confronted by problems of training, disci-

pline, morale, productivity, interpersonal relations, race and ethnicity,

and effective strategies of conflict resolution.

A more formalized relationship would nut only enhance the. sharing of

data, but Might also act to alter the image of the military as a highly

isolated and insulated organization.

Seve~i1recnt studies dealing with youth attitudes and pereeptions

report yet another youthful characteristic which holds important implica-

Lions [or Lthe military ais wellI as other youth receiving organizations.

These studies point out that many young pevoplel do not feel it sense of loyal-

t6y or commitwont to massive institutions or territories, Public patriotic

expitissionmt of 6owasitment. tv vaiW" eotiiU ,', ive or city are not theo norm

angyuth. Nor is thore very much to tlwv waiy of 'astrotng sense of atitach-

w ent to ontes univertsity or tines employment organizat ion.

While social cL-ss, age, and educvationl t Cognert soV vLeaIn.cn

temporary youth attitudes do reflept at stemrot sense of turqing Inward--of

personal privatism; a presentation of sevll whivh Inceludc-S rL'jeatiofl kit thinigs

large andt V4o40i114 NY Own research wit i rdltl agt ot ioa~ts a din-

mat it' dePA~rtur how1 that recent period where.ý thje younig were moeen a,4 highly

Altruisit: mic d much VoivuIueId. With probe"11s0 of poverty. vaiIsm, andl social,

in~justic.W. I dunkt It would be -tair 0oc1c0de 1te, filit this% Vgenertiun of

Itigh Wechool and Vollcgu ago Youth dioers14 nt hild Js a1 firSt riot-rity re0tdutiun0 oftQ

.T'I
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;~ro I ems of otg ers oir the probilemls of soviety . Al though not i ndiFfferent to

such issues, the first priority is to ont-se If, onds immediate family, andI

one's closest associates. This emphasis on self and small groups of signifi-

cant others is not necessarily the produict of self-indulgence, denial of the

needs of others, or- the single minded pursuit of at fl uenve, rather.* it rep-

resetnts whhit many people. particit'larl y young' pWOop , S(A' as8 tilt Onl Iy ef f'1-iirlc'

way of rotaining aft-ling of sel-f-worth, sv) 1-fitterminot hue, and self-jul fill-

llt'nt In part , thi)is turning inward,* this Ste) f pri vat I mdovs roil lort. a dv-

sire to escape fromt thle constr~aints and pre-ssures iniposed hy oxterna.l Inst itin-

t iont; oi IWhich youithi have 111411110,11 understandtag, and for whtich thevy show Lit tle

siyapa thy. The end restil It s a postutre of sinrat nei acumwidation i where youth

give little mar* than that whiti 'its requiredl or kexpoted S f l lith-s dat

are hast'd opoll1 ilitt r~t'rows With Ii o) evg, vnrol 11-d a il lid i ft I rte 1wU. viwiled ytuut It

We Shtuld, I propIOStV, exptrt elven I mis in in iioWy of ioteAftltmenin frolfs youth in

inhi' armeod foreos. R Ioth higher efluvat ion a-nd imp) nyment are- seen as legitimate

1111A sovially accepqta~ble *''t lvi tie's. Porn,) ediwa t I iol is * or ekiinwR. roevogni ed

* ~to het- the, p174oVw ftwo4J for prepmt't in titr prodkivt No 4 ulialt roles. Pu] I t lt

vtohployntelnt .0s soen asi the itoxt %at urei step and an1 evhtý -oia) lthe stailin)

r nur Qmvilt . Iýqinh ackt ivitimi4 ajre pst-rretLved iwV t-otith and otlorN its h1 'iliý it'edN

towawd the It iil bent if sowe fidet lalf-b o end. Witth ar%' Vivcl'wd as soi~lye k

unidiwsnd Iti'egit t'ft s. l friun whichr row,.. tilt sW 'rruaI.~ocees airt

-d1 tu kl o ecape. Suchi it 'St 1110p "agt' wifinkl~t i iym;vc atlua

tin r IFOC of: pow".. Therev 1!4 little fin thei ot~fm' itt) itviatv we our oitwhc

*toptk'svtttt.s volt'ttditw' tieiirt o; t lt ry not vlti'.. ereo4 4ii1s It',t 1411bdilo of' legal

$tk olife fii' wil hla )rttmt5te, Whitivi'tvvac to Oiithal,,we mvtinl' 1441n o ofh)l I 14go i f114

for ~ t'siu whok di. viltmr tilt' Miltay.W ito n* liwi' haie vsis41 tt I lk' OPecessary
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dat a 1 wouldi t 1)itk thait in most caists in st'rv i r pevrs do not avt ivet>' at tenmpt

to discourage those who dio soek tO leave the service. Furthe-r, if I might

- project from e-arlier research involvements with the 82nd Airborne Division,

I would speculate that military officers facili tate departure of the dissatisfied

in order to 11m iniwie the nevgat I w' Impact of t hat "ano' bad *appl e". In any eve~nt,

1 would propose that what aIppears to be a significant alienoat ion of youth from

massive bureaucvracies combined with a pr imlarv c~oncern tor self does very little

to en"courage Commitment to the ar-Med forces.%

To thits point I havev sought to identity ct'rtai n youth charac-terist k's,

h-vhiviurs, ;and vali bas which may have io111 impai't uipon qitwst tans of fiIrst-term

attrition. I have aliso attempted to mltke- t ht point that while I am data free

ol i til kirmat i tir. f rom youth who arv of or ha.ýve beeni in the&ev fovivv, I do believe

Othero i. muchl of vz~Iiti.- to learn I rom datta vatledoo fdroma Youth in work and

sehool setitings. Finally, and porianpa, m.Ast r'tpkrtant , I rake the posit till

thatwhie te -rret veuit ntn orth .. uwWaesmch to Ibe desired, there

are IWbL'vmot toi -steps delivrvitig kit eonrsiders: iiiiii and 1 .osshle imptltSQittatitfll.

Som ii thse. trtd444 S and prnoositinnao hiveý bieen identifit'd during itit

vourse of thits dIt-ecussion. Those' whivih t01 low ore. bdat'd againl apent oy own

workt onb expvrivtinr ind ai roven: ly plil ishvid work Ity Ale-and1'dr W4. Aist ii, en-

:trited, Prvn 1 rNdoors Frtetv rwv nW ust twill iet 1nprt'swed me about.:

A~Agtitins. work hi that 'hv Wthatioiioogy is. id tie vitalysista is esnlet , ii

ronevlinitins voncivi with my aiwnt views4. iiiii do) hoe p~llctittw to 4Af instoI-b

tonna' confrooted with problems of youthl attrition. 01Of ul e $w.t liencvy isi lthe

I at w:it Asil 1A.i one ol -thi IOw bhkvoa Stln sswoe~rs h pno

thnat ~digh to muds jl tilt ytoutt pitolslto* is ereeitejt aiulllhttOklowed It 1W i~ti vtA

$5fl~~~~j!mo 3i ttatttt loonrs 4oun It~ is :te i cil Ity i)' ;arnovokoid lIv



those insituItotions which dval with t he young.

As t i n beg i ns his diiscussi on wit List'evra notc-s of vaut Ion: Fi" rst ,that

there are cases whort'early attrit ion Is probably the best course for both

the individual and the institution. Secondly, that this particular inivest-

igation is based upon research conducted with fuill time students enrol led

f or the "irst time in traditional col lege inst,. tut ions. Students who aspire

only to an associate du-gree or to no dvgret wervexet'citudcd.

A critical factor in st4Aident survival is the degree of student involve-

went With the We Ic ad environment ot thet insti tlt ic Lithe greater thet in-

volvewent in organi?.atioual based activities, Lthe greater thet likibood of

program cotln~inuttion.

Astin notes also that "the sktikdonts uierditegrade point average

has a strongevr rvlIatileah ip to dtroppingi oat than anly titlher sinlll Variable".

This relationshtip is found tio exilst even whot' thlt studdents" prior avademnic

back-grotind and ability are, takenl into accounti , thms anything4 that eCill be

done to enhance students aviadomic performance will also txiol to reducee attrition.

A similar coneinsilon cani ho drawnit rom researcht dealing with wo~rk satisfact-4en1

and worker attt rtiuin 1he taore. evidencet, achie~ivemvint and arive vi r'Oni

nition, the groater the, likihtna Iid vin taru hatitfieathtn -nod .ciervvet istability.

No iou1lhIit thiosv f In1i1ng a wo ld have .smit pp itab ItI ity1 1 to0 t ho t armd iorveS'.

Pottsible. ittvvet Inthiqtsaen~tst uoinPrograr'd inStruttluit

fnpeaiI a~l I deveiloprnsut. cotirCb f IMN16'!0411 pW~tlaiig, i4*&litji ttli'T4. NO Umate

tho ntilerviint ion ýtppvo~avl; rho# Vgol would be rtueaioldt :1) to ehac the-.

aehovnvt lvtk f recruitsjj and 4) 1rOVide0. rs'eognitiutt f &WIIIQ VE*IM'Ii

tit aitier to rieltroree the tevOut cflMont Seuth' 0f ptrifcu mid wroltsplighu~intt

liwo Ii With thec tuo ioet&r's2 of iomt 'iuitoulan itv'veottn iegObri

I% Oithir vialvable fotind to vIWY anl Iw-pnrta rle '01 fin attrtlitiol. Mltlo polinto



to bore~dom with courses. Both men and women cite boredom more often than

poor grades, and it is, in fact, the single reason given m~ost frequently

by-male students. Obviously boredom cannot be detached from matters of

involvement or achievement.

As Astin notes, "while boredom ilamy be a socially acceptable rational-

ization for leaving college, it also indicates non-involvement".

Boredom and monotony appear as an explanation frequently offered by

those who leave employment, particulary the young.

:Research dealing with worker alienation indicates clearly that even in

white collar professional job settings boredom, routine, and monotony con-

tribute significantly Lo production sabotage, attrition and absenteeism.

-To offset or perhaps minimize worker alienation some corporations have made

serious a~ttempts in both work setting redesign and employee involvem~ent. I

am not speaking here of the traditional school of management approaches which

have done so little to alter the mood of worker alienation. Models already

exist In this country as well as overseas. Ln~Ightenod management has already

learned that flexibility and choice in job design, length of work week, hours

worked, and forms of compensation can contribute significantly to worker

productivity and satisfactiol. 7

I1, of course, am not in a position to assess just how mucwh flexibility

and change can be brought about in the training work elimate and structure of

the va ri ous armed forces. I would, however, cout end tha L sut'th exper imentat ion

may he of some potential valuv in helping to coun ter tho prob tern of fl trt your

attrition.

- 'A lonig similar lii oe It migh t alliit, moko somv sviise to seek Lo rodtue~ the

size of t be va ri ots with in servive un 1 s in ordet to enhancev it Strolger fueling

Of vommunity. As noted earl icr yummthI are it% n II ned tu shty a~way from large

organ i at ions attachmen0tt With at preference I or smaller anid wuort, cowsive
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groups. Smaller groups are more effective structures for increased communica-

tion, esprit, and self management.

In attempting to minimize attrition, youth dealing institutions have

pursued efforts to identify dropout-prone clients. The object,. of course,

being to screen out, at the entrance stage., thiose least likely to remain with

the nsttuton.If successful in such prediction efforts, the institutio

could no doubt show some benefits both in costs and planning.

Unfortunately, such predictive devices have not been proven to be terribly

effective. Astin makes the following observation:

"Using all the best predictor variables from this study as ad-

mission criteria would make possible only a moderate improve-

ment in predictive accuracy. Thus, a substantial proportion

of the mst dropout-prone students admitted would compl.ete their

program and a sm Iti but signi f i cartt number of the least d~ropout-

prone students would not finish theirs. In short, institutions

can he more flexible in their selectitve admissions without fear

that dropout rates will lie unduly influunced".

Similar findings It,-vq wnt'rgvd f'rom studitos of youth in the labor market;

YOUth1 in voc-itionai-carver training prograws; and youth in Peace Corps and

VISTA. The otyrrent state of affaiirs wouild auggvfst concentrating upon thle

receiving organizat~ion und it's nwthodti of absorption andi Integration as

opposed to at concerted foc~us uponi predict lye duvices,

In conelusion then, with regatrd Lo matters (if fi1rst term attriti it. I

du belie~ve that with certain within inst itutl onal Othangesa improveflents call

be "evompli'ahed. St LI I, given OIL needs and orgattinat ion of fluw mit itury

anti the conidit ions (it Youth and soviety, I doibt. twriouisly If propose-d curets

will1 generAto a signifivivan dentl In I ho prOblm. No matuter the 14topt; taken

by the armed forces, pailcirtiktlrly Inti t lws or rilaitive peace, I do not bolievo

w eiiii anticipate a surioubi viange in ho~w the young will riuSpond Lo suchel
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service. Mi I itary service Is not an activity siipported or viidorsod by a

society committed to social mobility. It is not an activity typically en-

couraged by parents. The armed forces are not an Institution accepted by

many of the youing. Its status as critical only emerges at times of recognized

national crisis. Tt is not viewed1 as a viable alternative to civilian educa-

Li ona I and emplIoymen t organ izatI.ions.

it is for these reasons and others that I hold a f.airly pessimistic

J. view as to the effectiveness of proposed intervention straredgies. My own

inclination, again, for a variety of reasons probably not appropriate for

discussion here, Is that our nation imiplement a program of national citizen

service which would include service in the armed forces.
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Organizational Commitment and Personnel Attrition

Lyman W. Porter
University of California, Irvine

and

Richard M. Steers

University of Oregon

Abstract

This paper focuses on the construct of organizational commitment as

it relates to personnel attrition in organizations. The first part of

the paper reviews the nature of organizational commitment, along with

several individual and organizational ant~ecedents of the construct.

3ased upon this intwoduction, data are reviewed from a recent study that

specifically addressed the coumittment-turnover relatiunship. Following

this, conclusions are drawn concerning the role of organizational

commitment in tho prediction and reduction of employee turnover.
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Organizational Commitment and Personnel Attrition*

In the search for ways to reduce employee turnover in organizations,

increased attention has been focused in recent years on the development of

comprehensive process models of the withdrawal process. Such models are

judged to be superior to static correlations between a set of variables

and turnover at a given point in time (Porter & Steers, 1973). If we can

study turnover from a more dynamic perspective and learn more about the

process. leading up to the turnover decision, administrators will be in a

." .. better position to take the necessary steps to minimize the loss of valued

personnel. This paper attempts to facilitate the development of a process

model of employee turnover by focusing on the concept of organizational

coumiitment and its role in employee retention decisions.

Organizational commitment may be defined as the relative strength

of an individual's identification with and involvement in a particular
: .q organization (Porter, Steers, Mowday, & Boulian, 1974). It can be character-

ized by at least three factors: (a) a strong belief in and acceptance of an

organization's goals and values; (b) a willingness to exert considerable

effort on behalf of the organization; and (c) a strong desire to maintain

membership in the organization. Thus, cosuitmunt, as opposed to simple

attachment or membershAp,, involves an active xelationship between an

employee and his employer in which the employee is willing to give somU-

thing of himself in order to Contribute to the realization of the organiza-

tion's goals.
'rrh l was iUpplorLed by a contract from the

Office of Naval. Rsearulc, No. N Ol4-76-C-064, NK 1.70-812.
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If the concept of organizational commitment is used as a central

variable in the study of the withdrawal process, two important questions

must be answered. First, we need to know which factors seem to enhance

employee commitment. Second, we need to know the specific nature of the

commitment-turnover relationship. Hence, the partial model of commit-

ment and turnover suggested here consists of two parts: antecedents of

organizational commitment and outcomes of organizational commitment

(Steers, 1977).

Antecedents of Organizational Commitment

A great deal has been written about the possible antecedents of

organizational commitment, When the various studies are examined, it

becomes clear that major influences can be found throughout the work

environment. For the sake of parsimony, these influences can be grouped

into three main categories: personal characteristics, job characteristics,

and work experiences.

Personal characteristics. Several individual difference characteristics

have been found to influence commitment. Specifically, commitment has been

found'to be related to age (Hreblniak, 1974; Leo, 1971; Sheldon, 1971;

Steers,i,.press), achievement opportunities (Brown, 1969; Hall, Schneider,

.& Nygren, 1970; Lee, 1971; Patchen, 1970), education (Koch & Steers, 1976),

role tension (rhebiniak & Alutto, 1972), and central life inte•ret6 (Dubin,

Chanpoux 6 Porter, 1975).

Jot Characteristics. Commitment has also been found to be related

to several job characteristics. These include job challenge (Buchanan,

1974; Hall Schneider, 1972), opportunities for social interaction (Sheldon,

1971; Steers, in press), task identity (Stoeer, in press), anid feedback

(Ross 6 Zander• 1957; Steers, in press).
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.Work experiences. Finally, based primarily upon the work of Buchanan

(1974), commitment appears to be influenced by the nature and quality of

the work experiences that occur during an employee's tenure with an organ-

ization. Work experiences are viewed as a major socializing force and as

such represent an important influence on the extent to which psychological

attachments are formed with an organization. Work experiences that have

been found to be related to commitment include group attitudes toward the

organization (Buchanan, 1974; Patchen, 1970; Steers, in press), organiza-

tional dependability and trust (Buchanan, 1974; Hrebiniak, 1974; Steers,

in press), perceptions of personal investment and/or personal importance

to an organization (Buchanan, 1974; Sheldon, 1971; Steers, in press) and

rewards or expectations realizations, (Steers, in press).

When taken together, the findings offer substantial evidence concern-

ing the varied sources of influence on organizational commitment. Even so,

a commin theme runs through many of these variables; that is, the notion

of exchange (March & Simon, 1958). Individuals come to organizations with

certain needs, desires, skills, and so forth, and expect to find a work

environment where they can utilize their abilities and satisfy many of their

basic needs. Where the organization provides such opportunities (e~g,

where it makes etiLctive use of its omployees, is dependable, etc.), the

likelihood of increasing commitment is apparently enhanced. However, where

the organization is not dependable, or where it fails to provide employees

with challenging and meaningful tasks, commitment levels would tenU to

diminish. Moreover, where employees have higher educational levels, it may

be more difficult for an organization to provide sufficient rewards (as

perceived by the individual) to equalize the exchange, Hence, more
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education employees (who are also typically more cosmopolitan) would tend to

be less committed to the organization and perhaps more committed to a pro-

fession or trade.

Commitment ane, Employee Turnover

4: The second aspect of the model discussed here focuses on the impact

commitment has on employee retention. Several recent studies (using both

cross-sectional and longitudinal data) have found a consistent if moderate

correlation between an employee's commitment to an organization and sub-
sequent turnover (Porter et al., 1974; Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976;

Steers, in press; Steers & Koch, 1976). We would like to discuss in some

detail one such study (Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976). The reason for

singling out this particular study for attention is because it contains

certain features that are fairly unique in the turnover literature and

because the findings are suggestive for both further reeearch and for

organizational action.

The features of this study that set it off from the typical turnover

study are the following: (1) the sample is composed of individuals starting

out in managerial careers; most studies dealing with turnover focus almost

exclusively on rank and file employees; (2) the attitude measured is the

individual's commitment to the organization; most other turnover studies

involving employee attitudes deal simply with "Job satisfaction"; and (3)

most importantly, the study is longitudinal; individuals' commitment pat-

terns are tracked from the first day on the job through the end of the

first 15 months of employment. From what we know from other literature on

1 • turnover, this beginning period of membership in an organization is the most

critical period for turnover, since that is where most of it occurs.
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In order to put the findings in context, a few words about the sample

and the methodology are necessary. The sample consisted of 156 management

trainees who were starting employment with a large retail organization.

Of this number, about 25% voluntarily left the organization during their

first 15 months of employment. This group thus was designated the "leaver"

group in our study. The remaining 100+ individuals who remained with

the organization at least through 15 months were termed "stayers". Several

kinds of attitudinal data (including organizational commitment) were col-

lected at each of the following points in time: first day, end of two

weeks, end of 2, 4, 6, 9, 12 and 15 months. The average response rate dur-

ing these periods was about 75% of the possible respondents for a given

b :data collection point. (Since individuals were leaving along the way,

the sample size naturally shrank from the first day to the end of 15 months.)

The basic data analysis consisted of "pairing" each "leaver" with a

"-given "stayer." As noted earlier there were 37 leavers, but the use of

stringent matching criteria left us with an analytical sample of 25 closely

matched pairs of stayers and leavers.

What did the data show? First, and most strikingly significant

(statistically and otherwise), the eventual leavers had significantly

lower attitudes along the way than did the stayers. More specifically,

the eventual leavers were significantly lower in commitment attitudes

than stayers (p. < .05) on the first day on the job, and were even more

separated from the paired stayers in the two tinths period just prior

to leaving (whether they left in the first twnth or so, or in the 12th

or 15th months). Put another way, stayers maintained a fairly constantI •level of commitment throughout the first 15 months on the job, whereas

those who would eventually leave sometime during the first 15 months

started out on the job (first day) with lower coUmitment and their conmuit-
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ment declined (though not statistically significantly so for this relatively

small matched sample) as they got closer to the point of leaving the

organization. These results are based on a strict longitudinal analysis

of the data.

A somewhat different analysis that involved cross-sectional comparisons

demonstrated the same effect. This analysis, however, showed the differences

between the two groups (stayers and leavers) in somewhat more dramatic

form. It used a "last back" technique of analysis. That is, leavers'

commitment attitudes measured within 1-1/2 months of the time they actually

left were compared with those of the matched stayer group at the same point

in time; likewise, leavers' commitment attitudes 3 months prior to leaving

and 5 months prior to leaving were also compared with the attitudes of the

stayer group measured at the same point in time. What this analysis shows

clearly is that the closer an eventual leaver comes to the point of termina-

tion, the more his or her attitudes separate from the comparable stayer.

Thus, if a leaver is within a couple of months of leaving, his or her

attitudes are clearly lower than comparable stayers; on the other hand, if

he or she is at least six months away from leaving, his or her attitudes

are indistinguishable from those of someone who is not going to leave in

six months.

To put the total set of findings from this study in perspective.

The respondents -- that is, the managemunt trainees -- who left the

organization voluntarily sometime during the first 15 months of e•m•ploy-

-mont typically had begun to show a marked decline in cortmitmenL to the

organization prior to avtually leaving it. Some leavers-to-be started

to report this decliue immediately (i.e., the first day on the job) and

thus turned out to be ones who wore likely to leave in the first few
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months of the job. Others, who would eventually leave before 15 months,

maintained relatively high commitment until just a few months before depar-

ture. Of course, still other leavers never did show any drop in commitment

before terminating with the organization. These findings, taken together,

would seem to point to the following conclusion: if an individual member

of an organization begins to show or demonstrate a definite decline in

commitment, it is a clear warning sign that a voluntary termination may

occur within the near future. Termination can occur without this decline,

but if it is there it likely has meaning for subsequent behavior.

A final point on this study: It does not answer questions regarding

cause-effect sequences. We do not know if the typical leaver decided to

terminate and then started expressing lower'comumitment, or whether commit-

ment started to deteriorate and was followed by the decision to leave.

Perhaps some individuals alternated back and forth between tentative deci-

sions to leave and changes in commitment. Also, of course, our study did

not address the question of the possible critical events in the employment

situation that could have started an individual thinking about leaving and/

or that lowered his or her commitment to the organization. It will take

additional longitudinal studies, supplemented by other types of data in

addition to the kind we collected in our study, to help provide answers to

some of these questions. What our limited results do point toward, however,

is that some sort of "early warning" attitude detection system might assist

organizations in identifying the individuals most likely to want to leave

and thus might be able to give organizationu time to tak- action that would

lesson the chances of turnover if that is desired.
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Con clus ions and Recommend: t i-ons

When the above findings are examined, at least two important conclusions

emerge. First, influences on the extent and quality of an employee's com-

mitment to an organization can be found in several areas of organizational

life. We have identified three such areas: (1) personal characteristics

(e.g., age, education, n Achievement); (2) job characteristics (e.g., task

"identity, opportunities for social interaction); and (3) work experiences

(e.g., the extent to which-an employee feels personally important to an

organization and the extent to which he or she feels the organization can

be trusted).

The second conclusion to be drawn from this paper concerns the rela-

tionship between commitment and subsequent turnover. in at least four studies,

organizational commitment was found to be a moderate but consistent predictor

of employee turnover. Moreover, in the longitudinal study discussed above,

measures of commitment Improve it; their predictive powers vis-a-vis turnover

as one approaches the point of termination.

Based on these findings, what kind of recoamendations can bo mcdo con-

cerning ways to improve comitment and reduce turnover? Several courses of

action are possible:

S!1. Organizations can endeavor to build comMtme-nt by placing emrployes

in situations where they hiarv opportwiitics to achieve goals thlat

arc personally meaningful to thea. To the imtent that. Lie orpaniza-

tioni is seen by its moebert as a primta source of neod saLisfaction,

attachment and commitm~cvt should literease.

2. Employeeils must, be shown ttlat their pees afnd wujerior, are truly

concerned about their weltare. Ote pouotblo w4y to show suuch •n-

5;. - U.
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L"ertst is through the use of employee career counseling pro-

grams, where employees are shown the various options available

to then should they remain.

3. In some cases, it may be possible to modify certain aspects

of employees' jobs so they have greater autonomy and respon-

sibility and can identify more with the actual tasks they per-

"' "form,

4. It is important that employees understand and identify with

the objectIvws and goals of the organization. One way in which

this can be accomplishvd is by showing employees how their own

personal goals are congruent with the goals of the organization

and how contributin" to tOh organization helps in their own per-

sonal goal aWtainment. otnher words, ItL wonUld be diirablote

to create an atirtosphwr of mutual trust and sutpport botweon em-

. ployees and the orgaaiation where both contributo something toward

thtt attainment of the other's goals and wheresch anecange Is

made withi ;Adquato conside-ration for theA employee's oneds And

S. flinallyý, it nov bo desirable. in bome vwasc to npaitor int itude

t~r d tho- Job anid organigzation at varioms. intervalts to 14erve as

A" wa:: .:ingsyutnt(Of':tuntAl turuover. Such man .iz . .

a f'ectiNo rteans ig tlrotngh tho o sprio r ci'4fo 'oqs.pior.a U a

dgeis understautgiv)or hms' ubOprdinate% .4vJ feelg rbtolatvtA

Cluitt 'to t~u:hen 141 low gh hould We in a. good -pogitiou to sense chaneus

tn attitudes (fom pesitive to. iCptaLI) in tifto to Atwtempt rcoudiJ

"N-
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In summary, it would appear that one way to reduce personnel turn-

over in organizations is to focus on building employee commitment to the

organization. To the extent that employees identify with the organization

-* 'and are commited to helping it reach its goals, we would expect them to be

inclined to remain in the organization. Thus, while we would not wish to

imply that organizational commitment is a panacea for problems of employee

turnover, it is clearly one vehicle to improving the stability of an or-

ganization' s workforce.
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.1 POST HIGH-SCHOOL DROP-OUTS
(AND STAYERS)

David R. Segal Jerald G. Bachman
University of Maryland University of Michigan

The educated American middle-class, from which our policy-makers
and our social scientists come, has a fairly lock-step notion of what one
should do in the late adolescent and early adult years. The young
American is expected to complete high school, and proceed immediately to
some other gainful investment of one's time: higher education, entrance

into the civilian labor force, or military service. Actually, there are1 ,two different kinds of expectations here. The expectation that an
individual will get a job after high school is tied to the notion of a

work career. It is expected that the first job will lead to a second,
with greater responsibility and remuneration, and so on in a continuing
progression. That is, once the individual enters the labor force, he is
generally expected not to leave it until retirement.

The second expectation posits an additional stage in this progres-
sion. Between high school graduation and entrance into the labor force,
the individual enters an institutional setting that on the one hand
encompasses more of his total life at that point in time, a total
institution (Goffman, 1961), and on the other represents a transitional
state that he will leave when he reenters the common world, and enters
the civilian labor market. The examples that come to mind here are the
university, the monestary, and, in the days of conscription, when we
believed in the citizen-soldier, the armed forces (see, e.g. Kennedy,
1974).

The first expectation runs counter to the dynamics involved in the
individual's search for identity during this stage in the life-cycle,
according to Erikson (1968). In terms of Erikson's developmental
psychology, the adolescent years define the period during which the
individual makes decisions about his or her future life: decisions based
upon free choice, self-actualization, and experimentation. From this
perspective, we should not be surprised to see adolescents and young
adults appear completely indecisive about their futures, or to make
decisions and then change their minds, or to reject the cultural values
and styles of the parental generation.

"Prior to the advent of the all-volunteer military force in America,
the military was seen as a transitional stage by most people who served.
Except for the career nucleus, the services were staffed with "citizen-
soldiers": conscripts, draft-motivated volunteers, reserves, and even
true volunteers who did not intend to spend more than a few years in
uniform. Military service fit the expectation of a transitional phase
between high school and civilian employment very well.

Witht the change to an all-volunteer force, however, the definition
of military roles changed. The assumption was increasingly made that a
volunteer military would he a career military. Driven by recruiting
shortfalls, recruiting and training costs, and projections of declining
"age-eligible cohorts, efforts were made to make the enlistment decision
the first step in a career, rather titan a transitional step in develop-

*1. We are indebted to the Smithsonian Institution and to the Office uf
Naval Research for assistance in the preparation of this paper.
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issues, manifested in concerns as wide-ranging and abstract as Roszak's
(1969) thesis regarding the rejection of America's technocratic culture
by the ascending generation, as specific as the rate at which American
youth were dropping out of high school, and as dramatic as the violent
opposition aimed at the unconventional life-styles of some anti-war
activists on college campuses. One manifestation of this awareness was
the national concern voiced regarding the number of young Americans who
failed to complete high school. Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare Ribicoff, President Kennedy, and President Johnson all expressed
their concern with the high-school drop-out problem.

Early research on high school drop-outs, conducted at the Univers-
ity of Michigan as part of the Youth in Transition project, suggested
that the "drop out rate" measured a symptom, rather than the problem
itself. The problem, at the most basic level, was identified as a
mismatch between the characteristics of some individuals, and the typi-
cal high school environment (Bachman, Green and Wirtanen, 1971). This

-suggestion, in turn, can be viewed as a manifestation of a--mor-e--ge•Pexrj
"contingency approach' to adjustment at various stages in the life-
cycle. From this perspective, individuals differ in the characteristics
they seek from an educational, occupational, or organizational environ-
ment, and the probability of their adjusting to a specific environment is
seen as a direct function of the degree to which the characteristics
sought are in fact provided by any given organizational context (see e.g.
Segal, 1977).

The Youth in Transition Project identified another form of dropping
out as well: slippage between the post-graduation plans of high school
seniors, and their actual post-graduation activities. Three quarters of
the young men in the high school class of 1969 who, in their senior year
had expected to go to work, continue their educations, or enter the
military after graduation, did so. However, there was a difference here
among post-graduation environments. Slightly more than three-quarters
"of those who had expected to enter the civilian labor force or continue
their educations did so. Slightly less than two-thirds of those who had
anticipated entering military service did so. In short, there was a
"drop-out rate" of about 25% for the civilian labor force and higher
education, and a "drop-out rate" of about 37% for military service
immediately after high school graduation (Johnston and Bachman, 1972).

We can looK at these figures from another perspective as well,
Rather than looking at the degree to which plans formulated in high
school were realized after graduation, we can look at whether behaviors
"after graduation were planned in high school. Of those young men in the
Youth in Transition sample who in fact went on to higher education after
high school, 90 percent had planned to continue their educations by their
senior year in high school. Thus, while some people who had planned to
continue school didn't do so, 9 out of 10 of those who went further in
school had planned to do so. This of course reflects the temporal
requirements of the college admissions process: application, testing,
interviews, and so forth.

By contrast, of those young men who went into the armed forces after
ment. This subtle change in definition of the military role, we believe,
has implications for military attrition,

Deviations from developmental expectations have not been well
received in America. The 1960's saw a heightened awareness of these
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.graduation, only 49 percent had planned to do so by their senior year in

high school. That is, over half the young men in the Class of 1969 who
entered the military the year after their high school graduation had not
planned to do so by the Spring of their senior year in high school. Of
course, military conscription had something to do with this.

Those who went into the civilian labor force after high school
"showed an even poorer fit between pre-graduation expectations, and post
high-school behavior. Only 30 percent of the young men who got civilian
jobs the year after graduation had expected to do so by the Spring, 1969
survey. Obviously, the draft alone cannot explain the poor fit between
plans and behaviors.

Research has shown that realistic job expectations are related to
higher retention (Wanous, 1973). If most young men who enter the
military do not expect to do so at all less than a year prior to their
induction, we would anticipate that their expectations regarding spe-
cific characteristics of military service would be likely to be ill-
formed and unrealistic. In turn, as their expectations failed to be
confirmed, they would be likely to experience adjustment problems, and
ultimately to leave the service (Ilgen, 1975). Wiskoff (1976), in a
review of research on career expectations among military personnel in the
Anglo-American nations, found that in fact, prior to service, expecta-
tions tended to be unrealistic and idealistic. Thus, both from the
perspective of ego psychology, and from the anticipated consequences of
expectancy disconfirmation, we should expect, rather than be surprised
by, educational drop-outs, labor-force drop-outs, and military drop-outs
during the first post-high school-year.

DATA BASE

Comparison of the relative dropout rates of military and education-
al environments in the year following high school graduation is possible
with data generated by the University of Michigan's currently ongoing
project, Monitoring the Future. This project consists of a series of
annual national surveys of seniors in high school, which began with the
class of 1975. In addition, annual follow-up surveys are used to track
these classes for the first five years following graduation. Samples are
large-scale and nationally representative.

.... .The initial contact with each cohort takes place in high schools
during the senior year. Each year, a sample of about 125 schools is
drawn so as to be representative of high schools throughout the United
States. As many as 200 or more seniors are surveyed in each school,
yielding a total sample of approximately 16,000. The first data collec-
tion for each class (average age 18) consists of group-administered
questionnaires. Follow-up data collections to average ago 23 involve
mailed questionnaires. The data to be reported here are drawn from the
base year survey of the high school class of 1975, and the first year

follow-up of that class, as well as from the 1976 base-year survey.
Thus, we will be able to look at expectations regarding post-high school
activity reported when our respondents were in their senior year, and
their actual post-high school activities, and well as comparisons
between the 1975 and 1976 cohorts.

...............................- ., :. ..... • ... . .A



MILITARY, WORK, AND EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

Previous analysis of the base year 1975 survey has shown that the
Smiltary is seen in the abstract to be a work place with considerable
opp.rtunity for education and promotion, and little discrimination
against minority groups, but one characterized by rigidity and arbitrar-
iness. When viewed in comparison with other work settings, both men and
women in the class of 1975 reported the military to be the least
acceptable or desirable place to work: slightly below police departients
and educational institutions, and considerably below small businesses,
self-employment, large corporations, and civilian governmental agencies
(Blair, 1977).

While most contemporary discourse on changing military organization
focusses on job-related- characteristics of the armed forces (e.g.
Moskos, 1977), we would like to focus on comparisons with educational
institutions. Despite the shift in the definition of the military from a
transition institution to a post high-school career, the former function
is far more important to many potential recruits. Among the major
motivations for enlistment in the military are the opportunity to get
vocational training, and G.I. educational benefits. In a survey of basic
trainees at Fort Knox in 1974, for example, Kristiansen (1975) reports
that of his sample of 605 men, 24 percent indicated that their primary
reason for enlistment was to get additional education through the Army,
or for G.I, Bill benefits, and 31 percent indicated job training as their
primary motivation. Moreover, when asked about secondary enlistment
motivations, an additional 30 percent indicated education or G.I. Bill
benefits, and an additional 22 percent listed job training. Similarly, a
survey of over 10,000 airmen in 1974 indicated that over 94 percent of
the sample had been influenced to join the Air Force by the perception
that the Air Force offered better opportunities for training and educa-
tion than did the other services (Mullins, et al., 1975:13).

Beyond the motivational factors of education and job training, but
associated with them, we must face the structural reality that the armed
services are in competition for personnel with civilian educational and
training institutions. The civilian institutions are expliditely
designed to play a post-high school transitional role in preparing people
for entry into the civilian labor force. The impact of this competition
for military manpower has been demonstrated in the case of Canada (Pinch
and CottLn, 1976). The empirical question confronting us is whether the
"U.S. Forces can improve their own personnel posture by supplementing the
career force, recruited in competition with civilian industry, with a
short-term force of citizen soldiers. These latter can be brought into
the service with educational and training incentives, in exchange for
which they will serve their councry for a limited number of years as
citizen soldiers. Our own preference is for precisely such a mixed force
of military careerists and citizen soldiers (see Bachman and Blair,
1976). And it is our feeling that if such a force is to be maintained,
the military will have to shed some of the trappings of the occupational
setting that it has begun to take on since the advent of the all-
"volunteer force, and aim at providing a post-high school institutional
environment for a large number of young men and women whose military
service will be only a short phase in their own lives.
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RESULTS

The data from Monitoring the Future clearly show that high school
seniors are more likely. to expect and to desire post-high school ,job
training or education than they ate to expect or to desire to serve in
the military. Table 1 presents, for the 1975 and 1976 base year samples,

.. ... ... -the percentage. of.sr~rpondents who indicated that they probably or
definitely would enter each of five post-high school environments, and
the percentages that would choose to enter those environments if they
could do exactly as they pleased.

.............several interesting findings appear in this table. First, both
expectations of and preferences for military service are lower than
expectations and preferences for vocational school, 2 year colleges, 4

year colleges, and graduate training. The modal response for both 1975
and 1976 indicates that attending a four year college is regarded as'the
next "normal" step after high school graduati~on.

Second, military service and vocational schooling have in common
the fact that slightly more high school seniors would have liked to go on
to such an activity than expected to do so. That is, some respondents
clearly perceived factors that would prevent them from doing what they
would most like to do after graduation. By contrast, at least in 1975,
considerably larger percentages would have liked to graduate from a four
year college and attend graduate school than expected to do so. These
latter activities were clearly regarded as more desirable, but also more
difficult to achieve. On the other hand, fewer high school seniors
wanted to go to two year colleges than expected to. It would seem that

K some seniors who would have preferred to go to four year institutions
were going to settle for two year colleges instead.

Third, while the 1975 and 1976 figures are relatively close, there
are notable declines in preferences for and expectations of four year
college and graduate school. This decline was greater for preferences
than for expectations, so that the gap between preference and expectation

education were rooted in vocational or economic interests rather than

self-actualization, this might reflect a realization that college
degrees were no longer (if they had ever been) guarantees of employment,
and a recognition that after graduate school, many people were experienc-
ing difficulty finding work in their fields. Interestingly, however, the
corresponding increases in expectations of attendance at vocational

V . schools and two year colleges, as well as military service, all of which
might be seen as more employment oriented, are so modest as to be
negligible, and preferences for tjese three activities declined modestly
as well, rather than increasing.

We should note that there were interesting gender differences
regarding preferences and expectations about military service in 1975

(Blair, 1977) and 1976 (Bachman, Blair and Segal, 1977). As Table 2

shows, in each year, more males than females expressed a preference forI
military service, and more males than females expressed an expectation of
military service. However, in both years, more males expected to serve
than really wanted to, while more females wanted to than expected to.
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For the males, we suspect that this reflects, at least in part, a
recognition that jobs in the civilian labor force may not be available to
them, or that they might not qualify for, or be able to afford, higher
education. In any case, it reflects an expectation of being in the armed
forces on the part of some males who would prefer to be doing something
else. For women, on the other hand, we suspect that our findings reflect
a recognition that because women are excluded from combat occupations and
from non-combat jobs in combat units, and because armed forces selection
standards are higher for women than for men, women who aspire to military
service are more likely than are men to have their aspirations unfulf ill-
ed. The findings suggest that if combat specialties, and non-combat jobs
within units, were to be opened to women, there would indeed be women
interested in serving in the armed forces who-are not currently. accomo-
dated.

EXPECTATIONS AND EXPERIENCES

A subsample of the 1975 sample was resurveyed in 1976, and we have
analyzed data on about 2500 cases to determine the fit between expecta-

tions of vocational training, higher education, or military service
expressed during the senior year, and actual activities the following
year. Table 3 presents the data for the males in this subsample.

The first column of Table 3 represents slippage between high school
plans and actual behavior, and this slippage varied considerably among
the four activities. Only eight percent of the males who, in high
school, had expected to attpnd a four year college, had changed their
minds (or had their minds changed for them) a yvar later, By contrast,
forty-one percent of those who had expected to serve in the military
changed their minds in the intervening year. Pre-enrollment attrition
appears to be a greater problem for the armed forces than for educational
and training institutions, and the military drop-out problem seems to be
greater among males in the class of 1975 than it had been in the class of•iI• 1969.

Column 2 of Table 3 presents the degree of fit between expectation
and activity. Again, the differences among the four environments are
clear, and again, four year colleges and military service define the
extremes. Sixty percent of those who had expected to attend a four year
college were doing so a year later. .The comparable figure for military
service was 24 percent.

The third column of Table 3 represents, for those who attended
vocational or technical schools, attrition plus those people who com-
pleted courses of study that took less than one year. For the military,
and for the colleges, it represents first year attrition. The armed
forces obviously have the highest drop out rate, and four year colleges
Shave the least. It should be noted that this survey was conducted prior
to the exodus of college freshmen at the end of the academic year.

Note also that the figures in column 3 are based on the number of
high school seniors who expected to go into each environment. If we
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"recompute the figures on the basis of how many actually did go on to
these environments, the differentials become even greater. If we

ji estimate attrition on the basis of the total of columns 2 and 3, the
rates are 5 percent for four year colleges, 9 percent for two-year
colleges, and 27 percent for the military.

The fourth column of Table 3 indicates the percent with each
-expectation in high school who have not yet done what they expected to,
but still think that they will. The lowest figure here is for two-year
colleges, reflecting the facts that over half of the men with this
expectation had in fact attended such schools (columns 2 and 3), and over
one quarter had changed their minds (column 1). The figures for
vocational schools, military service, and four year colleges are roughly
equal. Follow-up surveys will reveal how subsequent behavior fits with
these continued expectations. The fact that over one quarter of the
people who held these expectations in high school still held them a year
later is itself notable.C We have not presented in tabular form the comparable figures for
female respondents, since very few women from the class of 1975 entered
the military. We have, however, examined these data. Perhaps the most
interesting general finding was the virtual absence of gender differ-
ences in the fit between expectation and experience for those women who
had aspired to two-year or four year college educations. We suspect this
would not have been the case a decade ago, and find here evidence thatp •gender equality can be achieved in social institutions that at one time
were regarded as male bastions.

The vocational/technical school data did show gender differences.
Women were more likely to decide not to go to vocational school than were
men subsequent to their senior year in high school. However, they were
also more likely to attend the year after graduation than were men, and
were more likely to still be in school at the time of the follow-up
survey.

The pattern regarding the armed services revealed even greater
differences between the genders, and reflects, at least in part, con-
tinued differential treatment by the armed forces. Over sixty percent of
the women who, in their senior years had expected to serve in the
military had changed their minds a year later. That is, the pre-
enrollment drop-out rate was 50 percent higher among women than among
men. It should be noted that the percentages for women in the military
are based on relatively small n's, and we do not have reliable estimates
of the number of women who entered military service and left within the
first year.

In our discussion of the Youth in Transition data, we indicated that
three-quarters of the young men in the class of 1969 who had planned to
go to college by their senior year in high school had done so, and that
the comrarable figure for military service was less than two-thirds.
Table 4 presents comparative data for young men in the class of 1975 from
Monitoring the Future, as well as additional data on the 1975 plans of
these men, and their 1976 views about the military and four-year
"colleges. For the armed forces, the 1975 figure is much lower than the

- 1969 figure. Loss than one quarter of those who had expected to serve
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were doing so. For college students, the fit between expectation and
attendance is not quite as high for the class of 1975 as it was for the
class of 1969, but we still find that almost 60 percent of those who had
expected to go to college did so. Expectations of attending college were
fulfilled by behavior more than twice as often as were expectations of
military service.

There are some other interesting findings reflected in Table 5 as
well. one of the criticisms of the all-volunteer military force has been
that it will not attract into the armed forces high quality personnel

A with college educations (Janowitz, 1975). Indeed, among those members of
the class of 1975 who said that they probably or definitely would go to
school or college, over 80 percent reported a year later that they would
not serve in the military. However, we also find a few cases (less than 5
percent) who were serving in the military in 1976. This figure may
incl.ude people who enrolled in R.O.T.C. programs or who are combining
college and military service, as well as those who are serving in the
armed forces to build up G.I. educational benefits to help pay for their
college educations. This latter group is probably also reflected among
the roughly 10 percent of people who aspired to schoo~l or college 'in
1975, and who in 1976 expected that they would serve in the military. We
find evidence of the linkage between the military and higher education as
well among the students who in 1975 expected to serve in the military
who, in 1976, were attending four-year colleges. Indeed, over half the
students who in their senior year in high school expected to enter the
military were either enrolled in college, or planned to enroll, a year
later. In short, there is some structured flow of young men between
post-high school environment, Comparable data for women are not present-
ed because of the great constraint placed on the flow pattern by the
minimal number of women currently absorbed by the armed forces. If we
are to be concerned with the degree! to which our armeO services are
broadly representative of the youth of Amnerica, we must acknowledge at
the outset that women are our most dramatically underrepresented group.

DISCUSSION

This paper has presented a very preliminary overview of the high
school plans and post-high school activities of the class of 1975, drawn
from the Monitoring the Future project. Much recent debate on the

4 attractiveness of the military to members of the ascending generation has
focused on the competition between the military and civilian employers
for skilled personnel. Some spokesmen for the military have rejected the
appropriateness of this characterization because of the institutional
nature of military service. We have elected, in this analysis, to
compare the military to educational environments, in part because of the
structural relationship between the military and educational institu-
tions that expedites and encourages the flow of people from one context
to another, e.g. 1R.O.T.C. and G.I. educational benefits, and in part
because we feel that the success of the volunteer force as an army of
citizen-soldiers is tied to the ability of the force to develop into a
transition institution for large numbers of non-career personnel. Com~-
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parisons between the military and the civilian labor force are, of
'course, possible.

The data from Monitoring the Future show that the military is seen
by American youth as the least desirable of the post-high school work
environments considered. We have not yet had an opportunity to determine
whether this is due to the perceived characteristics of military life,
but again, such analyses can be undertaken.

We have seen that there are gender differences in expectations and
* desires for military service, as well as for actual patterns of service.

There seem to be more women motivated to serve than actually expect to
serve. The opposite relationship holds for men. We have not yet had an
opportunity to compare the background characteristics of women who would
like to serve but don't expect to have the opportunity, and men who don't
really want to serve, but expect to. Such analyses are possible,
however.

We have found that the post-high school environments we have studied - -

vary greatly in the fit between high school plans and post-high school
activities, in rates of slippage after high school, and in rates of
attrition after beginning the activity. Specifically, of those high
school seniors who expected to go to four year colleges, we find that one
year later, most of them are doing just that, few have dropped out, many
who are not yet in school still plan to enroll, and very few have changed
their minds about enrolling. For the armed forces by contrast, the
plurality of seniors who wanted to serve have changed their minds within
a year. Only about one-third of the males follow through on their plans,
and a considerable number of these leave in less than a year. The
figures for women in the military show even greater slippage, in contrast
to four year colleges, which not too many years ago were predominantly
male bastions, but where today we do not find large gender differences.

Overall, the Monitoring the Future data seem to show a considerable
degreE of movement among post-high school environments, particularly in
the context ,f plans formulated in the twelfth grade. Among the
environments :onsidered here, however, there is no question but that the
greatest slippage is associated with the armed services. Moreover,
comparison of the figures from Monitoring the Future with those from
Youth in Transition suggests that such slippago is greater in the class
of 1975 than it was in the classof 1969. j
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"Footnote

I. We must note that in the 1975 base year survey, our questions

regarding the military were toward the end of a very long question-

naire, and we experienced a high non-response rate on these ques-

tions due to respondent atrophy. Thus, we feel that our 1975 base

year results must be interpreted with some caution. This problem
has been corrected in the follow-up survey instruments and in the

subsequent base-year surveys.

A.
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Table 1. Expectations and Preferences of Five Post
High School Activities

Probably or Would Like

Definitely To Do This
Will Do This ________

Attend Vocational School
1975 25.8% 29.4%
1976 26.0% 27.3Z

Serve in the Military
1975 14.2% 17.1%
1976 14.5% 15.8%

Graduate from 2 Year College
1975 30.0% 27.2%
1976- 31.6Z 24.8%

Graduate from.4 Year College
1975 54.5% 65.0%
1976 50.2% 53.0%

Attend Graduate School
1975 33,1% 48.9%
1976 28.5% 33.9%

Total N 12,627 for 1975, 13,331 for 1976

Table 2. Gender Differences in Expcp~tations and
Preferences Regardin& Military Service

Probably or Definitaly Would Like to
Will Serve in the Serve in the
Amied Forces Armed Forces

Hales
1975 22.2% 11.6%
1976 22.02 20.0%

Femaales
1975 8.3% 16.5%
1976 7.0% 12.02,
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Table 3. Expectations During Senior Year, and Activities
One Year Later (Males Only)

Probably or Doing Have Probably/
Expected To: Definitely This Done Definitely
(Probably or Definitely) Won't Do This Now This Will Do This

Attend Vocational/
Technical School 31% 26% 14% 28%

Serve in the
Military 41% 24% 9% 27%

Attend Two-Year
College 28% 48% 5% 18%

Attend Four-Year
College 8% 60% 3Z 29Z

Table 4, Expectations and Experiences for Military Service

and Four Year College Attendance (Males)*

Military Service (1976)

Probably/Definitely Probably/Definitely Now Have Probably/
Will Do This Won't serve Serving Served. Definitely
(1975) __________Will Serve

Vocational/Tech-
nical School 82.2 5.1 1.9 10.8

Serve in Military 40.9 23.8 8.6 26.6
2 Year College 84.5 2.2 2.9 10. 3

4 Year College 84.8 .3.7 2.6 8.9

Four Year Co~lopit (1976)

Probably/Detiaitely N01w Have Probably/
Won't Attend Attending Attended Definitely

W~ill Attend

nical School 74.5 9.3, - 16.1

serve in Hilitary 48.6 23.8 t.0 26.?

2 Year College .41.2 11.0 47.8

4Year College 519 .9 3.1 2.

*Peront e~coo uted by rows. __________
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Individual, Organizational, and Environmental Influences on Turnover

Charles L. H-ulin /

University of Illinois at Urbana-Clhampaign

Organizational researchers have exhib/ted a long standing interest in

affective responses reflecting job satisfaction, tendencies to leave situa-

tions, and recently in attempts to change situations by unionizing or striking.

These three sets of responses are assumed to reflect imperfectly the quality

of work life of individual members of organizations. Job satisfaction is

probably the most frequently observed or inferred response, both because of

its importance in its own right and because of its relations with other behaviors

of interest. Assessment of job satisfaction also frequently represents the line

of least resistance and is one of the more easily and inexpensively observed

variables of interest. Assessments and analysis of antecedents of behaviors

requires efforts, quarantees of anonymity, and identification of individual

subjects which few are able and willing to make.

Even though organizational researchers seem to exhibit a continuing inter-

eat in these variables, there is little agreement about those variables assumed

to be antecedents to or predictors of these responses. The same set of responses

are often "explained" in as many ways as there are researchers with different

backgrounds. Thus, in spite of our common interests in a Put uf responses, our.

intellectual backgrounds and current environments determine in large part those

concepts we use to "explain" observed consistencies in responses.

Consider the topic of this con feorence-- turnover among mtembers of the

civilian workforce and attrition among members of thle United States military

2
organizations. An economist might explain trends or levels of tutnovor in the

civilian workforce by reference to national economic conditiono or the buuiness
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activity cycle. A political scientist might invoke the concept of alienation

of members of the working classes because of the efforts of the "establishment"

to maintain power while simultaneously denying power to other groups. A

sociologist might explain variance in turnover by referring to work values of

lower socio-economic classes; these values conflicting with work values held

by supervisors and by individuals who design and run organizations. This explan-

ation is often extended to include changing work values of younger workers and

other '%ave nots" toward less and less congruence with the values of supervisors.

Such changes would lead to long term trends of increasing conflict and turnover

among this segment of the workforce. A psychologist would probably introduce

concepts such as job satisfaction and organizational commitment as causes of

* 'turnover. It is entirely possible that all of these explanations are basically

* ;'correct, and in fact, may even reflect the same-underlying process; that process

leading to turnover or attrition.

One possibility is that during times of economic expansion and upward

trends in the business activity cycle, individual workers compare their status

:* to that of others and feel relatively deprived. Relative deprivations might be

more acute among members of lower socio-economic groups; groups from which most

blue collar workers and military enlisted personnel are drawn. More colorfully

phrased-

.Discontent ts likely to be highest when misery is bearable;

when conditions have so Improved that an ideal state seems

almost within reach. A grievance is most poignant when al-

most redressed .... It is not actual suffering-but the' taste

of better things which excites people.... (lioffor, 1951)

J.". It is also possible that. during periods of increasing business activity,

civilian organizations attempt to solidify their relative power through expan-

sion. Perceptions by workers (especially the "have nots" who possess little

power) that this happens can lead to changing values. Such changes might well
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involve rejection of those things valued by members of the "establishment" such

A as hard work, restraint, and high quality performance and an adoption of other

values placing greater emphasis on leisure, time, money, consuming, and increased

individuality. These changes place younger workers in conflict with older super-

visors.

Albee (1977) has a somewhat different explanation for the apparently

changing values of younger workers. He notes

We find an ironic paradox. Capitalism, in order to sell its

goods has had to adopt a strategy that undermines its own ethic--

yield to your impulses, buy labor-saving gadgets, indulge your-

self, have fun, spend, don't save. Impulse buying, teenage

charge accounts, installment credit--all of these are directly

contrary to Franklin's advice and Calvin's ethic. (p.158)

He is arguing that the protestant work ethic which was necessary to generate

and promote capitalism was only functional early in the movement. Later it

became dysfunctional and had to be influenced and changed. Direct manipulation

through the television set and not individuals' responses to expansion by

organizations is the reason behind the changing values; changes that are observed

and mourned by those in charge of running our complex organizations.

The processes outlined above might result in increased job dissatisfaction

among some segments (or perhaps even most) of the non-managerial working popula-

tion. Increasing job dissatisfaction combined with the ready availability of

job alternatives should increase turnover. Thus, the different explanations of

the same response tendency outlined above not only may be compatible, they may

depend on the same underlying and unobserved construct. Unfortunately, the

current state of research on organizational problems precludes us from learning

if the different explanations are consistent and compatible. In fact, we may

nover learn this because researchers from different intellectual backgrounds

seldom phrase their research questions and explanations in ways that will allow
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the congruence to be discovered.

An alternative view of this process suggests that the different explana-

tions are simply focussing on different states of the same process. Economists

focus on very macro-level stimuli--changes in business activity--which trigger

increased levels of aspirations among workers. Political scientists focus on

responses to increasing business activity made by organizational policy makers.

These "organizational" responses (expansion) serve as stimuli for perceptions

* that induce .feelings of alienation. Feelings of alienation may in turn result

in rejecting the values of their "exploiters" with the resulting lack of

'.congruence leading to job dissatisfaction, the proximal stimulus for turnover.

*.or attrition.

A problem with invoking such a step by step process is that we know that

we can hold constant variation in business cycles, variation in organizational

01 •expansion, and characteristics of individual workers related to being a "have"

or a "have not" and still observe relationships between measures of job satis-

faction and turnover. Thus, the different explanations may represent indepen-

dent processes which, while not necessarily competing explanations, are explain-

ing nonoverlapping portions of variance in turnover or attrition.

In this paper a review of the literature of influences on turnover and

attrition will be reported. The focus will be mainly on evidence relating

organizational and environmental factors to turnover. Rather than covering

sw, C, the same literature summarized by Porter and Steers (1973), we will only refer

to the studies they reviewed when necessary to supplement our own findings.

1This literature has proven extremely difficult to integrate--probably

because economists, sociologists, and psychologists act and conduct research as

they were carefully taught to do by other economists, sociologists, and

psychologists. Researchers from these different disciplines seldom make attompLs

to examine directly effects of their particular set of explanatory variables

on assumed intervening variables which other researchers use directly as
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explanatory variables. We will be forced to engage in a number of inductive

leaps, often involving invocations of "faith validity" more often then we would

4 .like. The resulting statements will be burdened with caveats.
7/1

Another problem for integration is that researchers have defined their

dependent measure--turnover of one form or another--consistent with their

backgrounds. We have turnover assessed as an individual zesponse, aggregated

to the level of the work group, departments, plants, organizations, industries,

and on some occasions to the level of entire nations. Clearly, such wide

differences in definition and assessment of the "same" dependent variable cani: i

only introduce noise and problems into attempts at any synthesis. To say that

individuals' satisfactions are related to subsequent turnover, when both satis-

faction and turnover decisions have been assessed at the level of the individual,

is somewhat different than saying that turnover and strikes are related to

business activity when both are assessed at the level of an entire nation.

The macro-level literature relating characteristics of the economy to turn-

over will be reviewed first followed by a review of organizational effects and

finally by a review of individual factors relating to turnover. Finally, a

section attempting integration of the trends and findings-will be presented.

Some Assumptions

Aboenteeism and Turnover Both Refleo,t the Swne Process

In order to bring some order to the nearly limitless number of studies

which have examined personnel attrition--both turnover and absenteeism--the

assumption has been made that excessive absenteeism and turnover both represent

forms of job withdrawal behaviors. Absenteeism is regarded as a milder form

of withdrawal that serves as an indication of a decision to leave an organiaa-

tion is imminent.

I clearly am not implying that these two forms of behavior are identical

in terms of their antecedents, meanings or consequences. The best analogy is
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perhaps with behaviors exhibiting different degrees of aggression. Being

verbally abusive represents a milder form of aggression than a physical act

of attacking another person. No one should equate the two in terms of ante-

cedents, consequences, or meanings. Yet the occurance of the :milder verbal

form of aggression often serves as a cue that a stronger physical form of

aggressive behavior if likely to occur. If it is determined empirically that

the same variables that predict verbal aggression are unrelated to behavioral

aggression, this does not seriously question the similarity of the two constructs

since we are far from having a deterministic model that specifies a complete

set of antecedents of both constructs. What WouZd be damaging would be if the

occurance of one was unrelated to the other.

The precise relationship between the two measures will depend on the costs

of the two behaviors to an individual. If an organization imposes costs in

the form of reduced wages, then absenteeism will have a somewhat different

meaning than in a situation where employees are on a salary and incidental

absenteeism is ignored. Similarly, the costs of turnover are imposed by local

job markets, family responsibilities, and individual factors relating to ease

and probability of obtaining another job at a comparable wage rate. Turnover

among workers who can obtain a comparable job with little cost represents much

different decisions than those made by older, unskilled workers with heavy

financial obligations to their families.

The assumption that absenteeism and turnover represent different forms

of withdrawal behavior has received some mixed empirical support in the liter-

ature. Behrend and Pocock (1976) found among a sample of manual workers that

indivi•'uals who subsequently leave a job have a higher level of absences (both

total amount and spells) than those who remained on the job at the end of the

comparison period. They also determined that the rank order correlations be-

,.ween absence spells for two consecutive three year periods was +.56. Not

only was absenteeism related to subsequent turnover, it is also related to
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"subsequent absenteeism. Absenteeism in this group of workers seems to be a

relatively stable form of withdrawing from work.

Waters and Roach (1971) found that a measure of satisfaction with the work

done assessed by the work scale from the Job Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall,

and Hulin; .1969) predicted both turnover (.24) and absenteeism (-.28), Overall

satisfaction was similarly related to both behaviors while turnover and absen-

teeism frequency had a correlation of .32., In this study negative attitudes

or low levels of satisfaction were related to turnover and high frequency

absenteeism; high frequency of absenteeism was related to subsequent turnover.

Waters and Roach (1973) replicated this study with two additional; samples of

female clerical workers in the same and in a different insurance office. They

determined that satisfaction with actual work done, assessed by two different

procedures, aid overall satisfaction were related to both temporary withdrawal

(absenteeism) and permanent withdrawal (quitting) from this particular work

situation. Two years elapsed between questionnaire administration and termin-

ation of the study.

Burke and Wilcox (1972) found subsequent quitting was not significantly

related to total absences but it was related to incidental absences, defined

as any absence period lasting less than 7 days. This relationship was regarded

by the investigators as a form of psychological withdrawal culminating in per-

2 manent job withdrawal by termination. Lyons (1972) concluded following a liter-

ature review that although there were only a few common predictors of absentee-

ism and turnover, the two variable behaviors were related to each other and

there was a progression of behavioral withdrawal from absence to termination.

The few common predictors seem to be job attitudes (job satisfaction).

Attitzudoa Apadiat Behazvior

Another assumption which seems reasonable in this area of research is that

attitudes are related to subsequent behaviors under specified conditions. These
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.- specified circumstances are that the attitudes assessed should be the most

salient of the large number of attitudes which could be assessed and that

validated measures of attitudes be used. It makes little sense to inquire,

using a one item scale, about the satisfaction individuals have with the

color of the walls of their work place and use this attitude to predict any

behavior (with the possible trivial exceptions of wearing dark glasses or

blinders at work.) This particular attitude does not seem important or

salient to much of anything.
A second important condition is that the behavior be under the control

of the individual rather than under control of other members of the work group,

* technology, or external environmental conditions.

The several decades of research attempting to establish a link between

satisfaction and productivity illustrates in part the failure to consider the

relevance of the second circumstance. The large number of studies using unval-

idated measures of satisfaction attempting to predict behaviors, generally with

marginal success at best, illustrates a failure to consider the salience and

psychometric properties of measures of job attitudes used as predictors. In

spite of their popularity, it is not true, in general, that any home grown set

of Likert scales will yield va4id measures of.multiple dimensions of affect

toward one's job.

-.4-p, A recent study by Getmen, Goldberg, and Herman (1976) illustrated the

benefits of the joint occurance of a consideration of both circumstances.

These investigators found that company and union attitudes which existed prior
to the start of the 30 day campaign period could be used to predict the union

A ,or non-union vote for approximately 81% of the workers studied in 33 different

NLIB sanctioned union representation elections. The cross-validated multiple

correlation was .67. Of perhaps even greater significance than the overall

findings are the relationships between the measures of individual's satisfaction
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with different characteristics of their jobs and voting behavior. Satisfaction

with pay, security, and treatment of individual workers, things which could be

changed by the presence of a union, were more strongly related to voting behav-
•': ior than was satisfaction with the type of work, a characteristic which could

not be changed by the presence of a union as a third party negotiator. The

decision to vote one way or the other was completely under the control of the'

individual worker in these NLRB conducted elections.

Another example is a study by Smith (1977) in which attendance at work on

a day of a severe and unexpected snow storm in Chicago was related most strongly

to satisfaction with supervision although significantly related to satisfaction

with other characteristics of the job. In this situation, non-attendance at

work carried no penalties either in the form of reduced wages or sanctions since

the severity of the storm precluded any rational sanctions since the employees

were all managerial personnel. Further, the particular aspect most closely

related to work attendance, satisfaction with one's supervisor, seems (admittedly

in retrospect) to be the characteristic most likely to generate feelings of

loyalty to attend even under hardship conditions. The investigators in both of

these examples used measures that had been carefully constructed with known

measurement properties.

It needs emphasis that these results do not imply a relationship between

satisfaction and absenteeism on any randomly selected day since the base rate

and, hence, the variance in absenteeism would very likely be too low for a

meaningful relationship to be Qbserved. However, if absenteeism were accumulated

over a significant period of time to increase variance or if the observation of

absenteeism were restricted to a particular day during which atLtndance at work

required special effort (to increase the base rate and allow individual pradis-

position to be reflected) the relationship would be expected to be observed.
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Economic Factors and Job Withdrawal

The available empirical evidence indicates consistent relationships between

indicators of economic activity or business cycle and voluntary turnover. This

finding has been documented in the United States as well as in the United Kingdom.

. The form of the relationship is that changes in the business cycle reflecting

expanding opportunities and employment are related to increases in voluntary

turnover. Changes in the business or economic cycle reflecting decreased activity

and employment predict decreases in voluntary turnover. In one of the earlier

ý6 studies based on Bureau of Labor Statistics data, Brissenden and Frankel (1922)

examined the influence of the prevailing business and industrial situation

"- * during the period from 1910 to 1918. They found high mobility rates (turnover)

* ,during 1913 and 1917-18 when the economy was active. Lower mobility rates were

observed during 1914-15 when the economy was inactive. Woytinsky (1942) extended

this earlier study to cover the period from 1910 to 1940. Voluntary turnover

throughout this period was strongly related to economic conditions. Particularly

dramatic was the extreme reduction of turnover In 1928 and 1929 as economic

conditions approached near collapse. Reynolds (1951) further extended the period

analyzed from 1945 to 1949.. Voluntary quit rates in 39 companies declined

steadily from 5.3% in 1946 to 2.0% in 1949. During this same period, the

V4• economy steadily contracted while the cost of living increased from an index of

100 in 1945 to 130 in 1949. Thus, the interpretation of business activity cycles

and turnover in this study is confounded by an increase in the cost of living

accompanying a business contraction. Palmer (1954), in an inquiry into the

* •underlying process, has presented evidence from a sample of 4000 individuals in

each of 6 major cities that suggests when employment is at a high level, volun-

tary job changes outnumber involuntary changes. Moreover, such changes reflect

an improvement in economic poiitions and in the knowledge and skills of workers.

Artmknecht and Early (1972) following a detailed analysis of business and
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turnover cycles have noted that quit rates in manufacturing is one (if tile

better indicators of business cycles. It has been a smooth well. behaved serie3

that has consistently led the business cycle by '15 munths at ilts peak and

nearly coincided with it (lag of one month) at the trough. No overall trend

in quit rate was found. Moore (1975) on the other hand, has noted an increasing

trenid in overall quit rate from. 1960 to 1973 after removing irregutlarities due

to strikes and sampling errors and correctiytg for seasonal variations. Moore

also noted that a sharp decrease in quit rate accompanied every recession or

depression from 1952 to 1973.

ArmIknecht and Early expanded their predictive model to include changes in

the new hire rate in the same and preceding quarter to index availability of

alternatives and bank savings rate to reference "expectations about the condi-

tion of the labor markets." This model accounted for 78¾ of the variance in

quit rate. Arinknecht and E~arly concluded that quit, rates seem to be largely

caused by changes in economic factors as well as expectationa about future

changes. Among industriaa, ltval of earnings (probably reflecting skill and

training levels and thus availability of alternative employment) and net hire

rate, were most important in predicting quit rate. This suggesta that situations

in the particular industry and plant employing a work~er are important in addi-

tion to the overall. bu.siness cycle. The results of Armknecht and Early Also

suggest an increase in the importance of carnings (inferred by an increaselin4

the size of the B-weight) during the 1959 to 1971 period..

Gilroy and Mclntire (1974) studied reltv numbers of job losers, job

lonvers, and job enitran~ts as a function of inutilproduction indicis

Whilte there were increases ini the number of unemployed in all. Croups corspond-

illy to decreases in economic activity, tha smallest incrodass wor'e Wenud in

nawumployment among job luavers. 11%is wall Int'erprd as conat titou with uOrsdf

roluctance to leavea their job% when the economy ib; weaotiog.
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Thomas (1953) and Behrend (1953) have both presented evidence extending

these relationships to labor mobLlity in Great Britain,. Behrend reported

significant reductions occurred in 25 of 30 factories for males and in 15 fi

18 factories for females corresponding to a worsening of the economy during a

two-year period (1951-1952). Moreover, regional differences in turnover were

significantly.related to regional differences in economic conditions. This.

J" latter finding is important since cross-sectional analyses as well as longi-
a-+.

tudinal analyses confirm the importance of economic factors. The authors

conclude that "The data presented here thus suggest that labor turnover as

well as absenteeism are primarily determined by economic forces, namely, the

level of unemployment."(p.79)

These economic activity and behavioral relationships can perhaps best be

summarized by noting Eagly's (1965) article. This article reported the

correlation between voluntary turnover rates. in the United States and economic

coaditions Indexed by neans of unemployment rates in the United Sates for the

years 1931 to 1962. A correlation of -.84 extplaining approximately 70% of the

between year variance in turnover rates was obtained. Pre- and pose-war analysis

indicated that tho correlations from these two periods are equivalent.

The similarity of the busitwas Cycle/turnover relation•ghip and the-business

eyclo/strike act ivity'relationsnip cannot be .overlooked itn this discussion.
A

l4tile perturbations have been introduced into rhe ýuainass cycle/strike relation-

"hip by .the entry oa: the United Stater into ware, rho-$84 .o the thte-rtley -.

tOti, and out exit from wars, the rolarlonwtdip soevos stable tvtra.Srk

activity loads -at paks of the bu.sinesscycle by approxit . .l.y fA ;--mnth- -and

." " " " Ia at troughs by st mnths 1952). -i otrike activity And job with-

drAwal ara aeon as "rte~pts "o Change ' " .p.ea.ant situations. or. vcduc t i"e
.puychoto•ieal .toutla o wtng In. such ,ituai5:Lb4.." conceopts reltingthe

4t tracttivctwss of all alternati1ve iitua-tion to the vya oo~al"l~n~sS. . -. • • . , .. . . ' -. . : .- :.. . . , ... . .. :1--8
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the desired alternative are relevant. Just as prisoners attempt to escape near

the end of their terms and oppressed classes riot and revolt only after their

conditions have been improving and they are approaching the status of their

oppressors, then workers may introduce change--either by striking or withdrawal--

only when the business cycle may be improving their situation significantly.

This is not the only explanation for the relationships discussed since improving

economic conditions also signal increased alternatives for individual workers

as well as increased vulnerability of companies to strike tactics of unions.

This point will be returned to following the discussion of the relationships

between job attitudes and job withdrawal. The relevance of unions and strikes

for non-civilian organizations may not be obvious but it does not strain

credibility to argue they are indeed relevant for consideration.

Organizationl/Environmental Factors and Job Withdrawal

The most striking characteristic of empirical literature relating organiza-

tional/environmental factors to job withdrawal is its scarcity. A related factor

is the somewhat myopic view of the world reflected by a lack of diversity of

environmental and organizational factors considered as predictors of job with-

drawal. We will also note.as a caveat to the readers at this point that no

examples of studies were found in which effects on job withdrawal due to employee

characteristics were removed before examining the effects of more molar organi-

zational/environmental factors on job withdrawal. To the extent that employee

characteristics covary with more molar characteristics, unequivocal interpreta-

tions of trends and effects are impossible. Realizing we may be on thin ice,

we will skate fast and discuss only briefly the few studies in this area.

Katzell, Barrett and Parker (1961) presented an analysis of data from 72

comparable but geographically decentralized warehousing divisions. These data

were subsequently reanalyzed by Cureton and Katzell (1962). Five variables

reflecting unit performance including quantity and quality (f performance,
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profitability, and turnover were included. Five additional variables

summarizing unit and environmental characteristics (unit size, community size,

wage rate, unionization, and proportion of male workers) were also assessed.

The results revealed the presence of two oblique factors (cosine of reference

*, vectors = -. 44) that could explain the interrelationships among these 10

variables. The first factor was associated negatively with division and

community size and positively with productivity and profitability. The second

* was associated inversely with wage rate, unionization, and proportion of male

employees and positively with turnover. The oblique angle between the two

factors suggests that turnover, while most strongly related to the variables

indicated, is also a function of division and community size. Divisions whose

situational characteristics are in the direction of the small town culture

pattern typically have lower rates of turnover.

Kerr, Koppelmeir, and Sullivan (1951) reported data from 892 workers

aggregated to the departmental level (29 departments). Thiese data suggest that

departments with a high degree of turnover were characterized by having many

* •employees, low unexcused rates of absenteeism, incentive work structure, and

little opportunity for conversation among workers. However, there are a number

of problems with these data that suggest the analyses are internally inconsistent.

* The reported negative relationship between absenteeism and turnover is notI"
damaging to the hypothesis that these two xariables are manifestations of the

same underlying process of the analyses are incorrect.

Baumgart'l and Sobol (1959) related absenteeism md a number of organiza-

tional factors including number of employees assigned to the organizational

., unit, job classification, and average seniority within the Job clasHification.

They found within a sample of 3900 nonsupervisory airline employees that size

of the work location (number of employees assigned to Lhe location), and job

classification wore the two Most important factora in absenteeism. These
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Y: effects of job classification were supported even after dividing workers into

male, female, white collar and blue collar groupings. Unfortunately, the size

of the work location very likely covaries with the number of other molar environ-

mental factors including population of the area, degree of urbanization, cultural

heterogeneity, and race and religion of the population. Job classification

is confounded with characteristics of the workers placed in the different

classifications. Thus, interpretation of these findings as supporting the

influence of environmental and organizational influences on absenteeism is

tenuous.

Evan (1963) examined the effects of being an isolate or member of a dyad as

opposed to having at least two peers assigned to the same work location on turnover

of science and engineering trainees. Trainees with two or more peers had a turn-

over rate of 10% while those with no peers or only one peer had turnover rates of

approximately 50%. Controlling for departmental membership and scholastic achieve-

ment had no effects on the trends.

Talacchi ( 1960) hypothesized that organizational size influenced attitudes

and behavior through the process of division of labor and status differentiation.

The causal sequence was hypothesized to be size leading to dissatisfaction leading

to job withdrawal. Satisfaction levels in 93 organizations could be predicted

by company size, city size, and economic activity. The size of the organization

2
was the primary contributor to the observed R of .67 with a partial correlation

between company size and satisfaction of -. 75. However, satisfaction levels

wiithin departments were unrelated to departmental turnover levels. Ilia explanation

for this unexpected finding was that no correlation was observed because where

individuals perceive alternative employment readily available they are less lik.ly

to express dissatisfaction. Unfortunately, the explanation offered is opposite
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to the empirically established relationship. On an individual level of analyses,

satisfaction and absenteeism were inversely related as expected. The possibility

of size being confounded with a number of other variables clouds interpretation

of these results. In a study controlling job classification and city size,

Hulin (1966) found no relationship between work group size and satisfaction among

a sample of 1000 offices.

V,. Goodman and Salipante (1976) and Salipante and Goodman (1976) have presented

evidence on the effects of counseling and training on the hard core unemployed.

Job skills training was positively related to retention while attitudinal training

* was negatively related to retention across a sample of 130 training programs in

114 firms. There were also interactions present in the data. When there was no

counseling, longer training programs led to less retention. When counseling was

used, there was no relationship between length of training period and retention.

Participation in Job-skills training was seen as more likely to provide the

trainees with cues that a job is available after training. Similarly, success in

job-skills training strengthens the belief that the individual can perform the

required job. Attitudinal training through role playing would not provide

experiences that would permit the trainees to infer anything about the existence

of a job nor their ability to perform successfully on the job. Longer training

programs were assumed to generate negative feelings generalized from probable

negative expetience in schools. Goodman and. Salipante (1976) also determined

that the level of pay and structure of pay raises positively affected retention

of the hard core unemployed trainee. Early raisea were assumed to influence

decisions to stay because they affected the trainees' foelivgs of distrust,

beliefs that coming to work led to rewards, and increased the attractiveness of

coming Lo work.
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Ley (1966) and Argyle, Gardner, and Cioffi (1958) have presented evidence

that authoritarianism of supervisors is related to absenteeism and turnover. Ley

found that authoritarian ratings by superiors of 18 plant foremen accounted for

approximately 50% of the variance in turnover rates among the work sections.

Argyle, Gardner, and Cioffi found absenteeism was less under democratic foremen

but turnover was not related to aspects of supervision. Since economic conditions

and costs of job withdrawal in the two studies are unreported, interpretations

of the discrepancy in these findings is difficult.

Individual Factors and Job Withdrawal

Job Attitudras

The literature reviewed previously by Porter and Steers (1973) seems consis-

"tent and reasonably well integrated. Job attitudes, usually in the form of job

satisfaction or oganizational commitment, are related to subsequent withdrawal

4 .behaviors by individuals. Literature which has appeared since the publication

of their review has not signiiicantly changed the overall interpretation. Rather,

recent studies have attempted to specify the general conditions under which one

could expect the relationships between attitudes and behavior to be significant.

Herman (1973), Getman, Goldberg, and Hermaan (1976) and Smith (1977) have discussed

the part played by situational constraints on behaviors in determining observed

attitude-behavior relationships. Briefly, Herman' (1973) has presented an

argument based on freedom of individual choice as a determiner of attitude-behavior

relationships. In situations where individuals are free to behave as they wish,

attitudes indeed predict behavior. Smith (1977) tested this hypothesis using

work attendance on a particular day as his dependent variable. Wit cannot expect

attitudes to be related to withdrawal behaviors universally. Under appropriato

condltions however, the relationships should be observed.
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Bakcground Factors

Information contained in completed standard biographical information

blanks or application blanks seems to have been one of the more popular topics

studied in attempts to predict job withdrawal. The results have generally been

significant although cross-validation attempts are rare and the results

frequently appear to be strongly situationally bound and may lack any generaliza-

* bility.

The trends which emerge from this research can be briefly summarized. The

* icomposite picture of the ideal long tenure employee for many organizations could

* "probably be described as married with children, older rather than younger, not

college educated, infrequent job changes in the past, frequent participation in

activities related to work activities on present job, referred to the company

by a present employee of the company and living close to the place of work. It

must be stressed that most of these data were obtained from samples of clerical

workers and are not terribly exciting psychologically, For representative studies

see Buel (1964), Robinson (1972), Kirchner (1957), Kriedt and Gadel (1953),

Minor (1958), and Mosel and Wade (1951). Schwab and Oliver (1974) have presented

some arguments suggesting the usefulness of biographical information blanks

-, may be overestimated in the literature.

Paraonality •aotors

H[edberg and Baxter (1957), Robbines and King (1961), and Sinaiko (1954)

,,have all presented generally discouraging evidence relating personality factors

to job withdrawal. Hines (1973) in a study conducted in New Zealand did find

"positive correlations between need for achievement and labor mobility. The

general results from this particular area of research reveal minimal levels of

association between most personality factors and job withdrawal behavior.
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Implications and Conclusions

The literature surveyed in this area seems consistent in at least two

specific research areas. Relationships between indicators of economic activity

or business cycles are consistently related to job withdrawal, and strike

activity. When economic activity is high, turnover and strike activity is high.

Both job withdrawal and strikes appear to lead the business cycle at the peak

and either coincide or lag slightly at the trough. Economic indicators, aggregated

by year account for 70% of the variance of voluntary turnover, also aggregated

by year, in the United States (1931-1962). We have also observed consistencies

between measures of job attitudes and job withdrawal behavior. Workers and

managers who are satisfied are less likel1y to leave their jobs, to be absent,

or to attempt to introduce change in the work situation by voting for union

representation.

The large amount of variance in job withdrawal apparently controlled by

economic factors comes as bitter medicine to one who is identified with the

individual differences branch of psychology. With the expected unreliability

of any behavior, explaining 70 percent of the variance in aggregated turnover

by aggregated economic measures might be assumed to explain all of the non-error

variance. However, this cannot be the entire picture since within any fixed time

period, and thus fixed economic conditions, we can note inter-industry differences

in job withdrawal, organizational differences within industry and time, and

individual differences within organizations, industries, and short time periods.

Individual differences in attitudes predict approximately 15 percent of the

differences in job withdrawal holding several relevant individual characteri, tics

(usx, age, marital status, cultural background) as well as organizational factors

constant (Hulin, 1966). The 70 percent variance in aggregated turnover data
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explained by economic conditions very likely is redundant to a certain extent

with the variance explained by job attitudes and organizational factors.

The literature relating organizational characteristics to labor turnover

is much more mixed in its results and the range of variables explored is more

limited. In addition, the very strong possibility of confounding among macro

and micro-level variables must be dealt with. The most consistent organizational

variable related to labor turnover is organization, sub-unit, or work group size.

It is likely that work group size is confounded with type of work. Organizational

sub-unit size may be confounded with city size and other variables. Organizational

size may be confounded with industry differences. In short, unequivocal interpre-

tation ofsize-turnover relationships are not possible given the literature

*. surveyed.

Finally, there appears to be a relationship between biographical background

factors and job withdrawal. The biographical data seem to be tapping which

might be labeled as a "hobo factor" or the tendency to be restless and change

jobs frequently--past and present stability predicts future stability and past

*' job changes predict future job changes. The presence of the hobo factor may

also be inferred by noting that even in 1932, voluntary turnover was not zero

in the civilian work force.

March and Simon (1958) have proposed a model which attempts to reflect
i.

* contributions of both local labor market factors and individual factors. Turn-

over is seen as a function of ease of leaving, determined by economic factors

such as availability of jobs and individual factors relating to employability,

and desirability of leaving, determined by the attractiveness of the current

job assessed by a measure of job satisfaction. Economic conditions are seen as
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influencing turnover through availability of other jobs while individual

factors influence turnover both through availab-ility of other jobs and through

job satisfaction. Unfortunately, while this model seems relatively straight-

forward, we have evidence indicating that local economic conditions have a

direct effect on employees' job~satisfaction (Kendall, 1963; Hulin, 1966) as well.

as an inferred effect on their perceptions of the ease of leaving their current

job. Individual factors of age,. sex, race, education level, job level, and

tenure also covary directly with satisfaction (Hulin and Smith, 1964; 1965) as

well as influencing perceived ease of leaving the present job. Thus, the two

explanatory factors used by March and Simon share many of the same antecedents.

Disentangling the independent contributions to turnover is difficult. To date

we have seen no successful empirical support for the model.

Any attempt at synthesis in this area should take into con.deration three

factors: The effect of the economy on job withdrawal, the relationship between

job satisfaction and job withdrawal, a "hobo factor" which is probably present

in different amounts in all of us. Organizational factors are assumed to effect

job withdrawal through their effects on job satisfaction. The economic factor

is perhaps the most complex. We do not have the data to determine if the

economy influences job withdrawal directly by providing more and better jobs

V for individuals to choose from. The perception of an abundance of other jobs

"may result in workers attempting to upgrade their economic or job status.

Alternatively the economic conditions may influence job withdrawal indirectly

by influencing job satisfaction. We also have evidence of the influence of

job satisfaction on job withdrawal independent of the influence of economic

conditions. The large number of studies sualmarized by Porter and Steers (1973)

that were conducted in one location and over a short period of time provides
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this latter evidence since fixing location and time also holds economic conditions

constant. The indirect explanation of the ef'fects of the economy on job with-

drawal would argue that external events (economic conditions) are perceived and

responded to by workers. These external events that become translated into

different affective responses appear to influence job withdrawal but the direct

or proximal causes are individual differences in job attitudes.

A third explanation is that economic factors act to enhance or moderate

the relationship between job satisfaction and job withdrawal as well as having

a direct effect. This explanation would suggest that during times of recession

the relationship between job satisfaction and job-withdrawal willbe low but

still significant and negative. During times of economic expansion the rela-

Ntionship will be much stronger since it is easier for individuals to translate

small differences in satisfaction into behaviors. However, during times of

economic expansion the level of job withdrawal would be higher (and satisfac-

tion will be lower) as well as the relationship between job withdrawal and job

sat-sfact.u. sing stronger. These three variations of the complex relationship

of the causal factors can be combined into one model. The probably relationships

arp Ps .,:ow• in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

The "hobo factor" is taken into consideration by hypothesizing that even

during times of severe depression, the rate of job withdrawal does not drop to

zero and job satisfaction is still negatively related to job withdrawal. The

tendency to migrate from job to job or from city to city would act to place a

floor uider the .voluntary job withdrawal rate.
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The negative slope from back to front is intended to be steeper than the

negative slope from left to right. The slope at the back of the figure during

times of high economic activity is intended to be steeper than the slope at the

front of the figure to allow for a moderating effect of the economy on relation-

ships between attitudes and turnover. The negative relationship between

economic conditions and job attitudes is not shown.

Some portions of this explanatory model are resting on firm empirical

bases. As noted earlier, job satisfaction has consistently been shown to be

related to job withdrawal independent of economic influences. Economic factors

have been shown to be related to job withdrawal but whether these are direct

effects or are mediated through the effects of economic factors on job satis-

faction is unknown. The presence of the hobo factor is based on an extrapola-

tion of the findings from analyses of biographical information blanks and noting

non-zero valuation in 1931 and 1932. It must be stressed that the entire model

has not been tested empirically. Note also that the model cannot be tested by

collapsing across individuals and examining turnover rates in different industries,

locations, or time periods. This would not allow for the examination of both

the direct and mediated effects of economic factors on job withdrawal. It must

be tested either across time or locations or industries by nesting individuals

within different economic conditions and analyzing the effects of both environ-

mental and individual influences on behaviors as well as examining effects of

environmental characteristics on affective responses made by individuals.
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Footnotes

1. The author would like to thank Lori Weiss, Ralph Katergerg, and Peter Hoom

for their assistance during the literature search phase of preparing this paper.

They also read and commented on an earlier draft of this manuscript. Their

assistance materially improved the final product. This work was supported under

provisions of an Office of Naval Research Contract NO0O 14-75-C-0904, NR170-802

with the University of Illinois, Charles L. Hulin, principal investigator.

2. For the purposes of discussion I am willing to argue that turnover or

attrition in a civilian workforce and among members of a military organization

are end results of the same process--gradual job withdrawal. Further, differences

between an all volunteer military organization and a civilian workforce may be

more apparent than real when the necessary empirical data relating to organiza-

tionally important processes are available for examination.
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Job Sativfacti~on

Figure 1. Hlypothesized relat~ionships aotiop, job satisfaction, job
withdrawal., and econiomic activity.
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A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL ATTRITION IN THE
U.S. MARINE CORPS: PRELIMINARY RECRUIT TRAINING RESULTS

William H. Mobley, Herbert H. Hand, and John E. Logan

University of South Carolina

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the preliminary results of an analysis of

individual and organizational correlates of Marine Corps recruit

training attrition. The primary analyses were based on 1,960 August

1976 Parris Island accessions.

What do new recruits (prior to recruit training) find desirable/

undersirable in a work role? The six highest ranking items were:

learn new skills that will help me later in life; insurance and

V. medical benefits; a job which gives me pride in myself; job that

pays well; good financial benefits; working for an organization

that fulfills its promises. The lowest (most undersirable) charac-

teristics were: job that interferes with marriage-family plans; long

separations from home and family; co-workers who use drugs; job with

little responsibility.

In order to enhance the attraction of the Marine work role,

manpower managers should, to the extent feasible, seek to maximize

the attainment of desirable characteristics and minimize under-

"sirable characteristics.

"What are new recruits' expectations regarding comleti•.n

obliiated service? Some 83% of the new recruits believed they had

better than a 50-50 chance of completing their first term enlist-

ment, the other 17% were less sure. (As will be noted later. this

variable, perceived chances of completing, is ono of the better
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predictors of intention to complete and of actual attrition.) Only

42% of the new recruits saw a greater than 50-50 chance of finding

an acceptable civilian job now. It is well to note that as the

economy improves, the expectancy of finding an acceptable civilian

job will probably increase.

Since these expectancies have been shown to be related to

behavioral intentions and withdrawal behavior, they should receive

the attention of manpower managers. Military manpower managers

cannot influence expectations regarding finding an acceptable

civilian job. However, strategies for enhancing expectancies of

completing the first term enlistment should be explored. One

possibility, to be explored later, would be the experimental

evaluation of a one or two day "orientation-pre-socialization"

program prior to the start of recruit training.

What are new recruit behavioral intentions regarding com~leting

obligated service and reenlistment? Some 80% of the recruits said

they intended to complete their obligation. The remaining 20% (a

figure which closely parallels historical recruit training attrition

rates) said they were uncertain or did not intend to complete.

28% of the now recruits say they plan to reenlist.

Given the increasing body of evidence indicating that

behavioral titentions are among the better predictors of subsequent

behavior, manpower managers and planners should be aware of these

intentions and the variables associated with thaes, inuentions.

• .A.
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What variables are associated with new recruit intentions to

complete their obligated service? Among the variables associated

with intention to complete were: perceived chances (expectancy)

of completing (r - .43); expectancy of finding an acceptable

civilian job (r =-.17);.sum of the chances of attaining 50 work role

outcomes by being a Marine (r .32); education (r .08); AFQT

Mental (r = .13); internal motivation (r .28); expected leader

structure (r = .21).

What variables are absociated with actual recruit train in

-' Vattrition? At the time analyses for this paper were conducted,

11% of the sample had become recruit training attrites. Among

the vnriables associated with recruit training attrition were:

education (r -. 17); AFQT Mental (r w -. 05); expectancy of

completing obligated service (r - -. 19); Marlne'role attraction

(r -. 11); internal motivation (r -. 09).

What are Ole self-reported -reasons for recruit training

at-ritlon? The reasons which had the highest average rating

were: I misnod my family/friends back home; lack of personal

"fro.dom; too much pressure on me; health reasons; rules and regu-

lations too rigid; superiors treated me unfairly. Comparison of

-. self-reported reasons and adminitratively recorded reasons for

attrition Is not yet completed.

What variables tie associated with recruit Cltniim jrEIdwitd es'

intention* to eoi)0lat their ob1nated service? Of thoso who
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graduated from recruit training, 87% said they now intend to

complete, 31% said they intend to reenlist. Amlong the post-recruit

training variables associated with intention to complete were:

AFQT Mental (r =.10); expectancy of completing (r =.2i); leader

structure (r .19); overall sati~sfaction (r .24); pal satisfaction

(r =.20); leader satisfaction (r .19); internal motivation (r .18);

Marine role attraction (r~ .21).

summary:,

How do graduates and attrites differ on the 2re-recruit

training measures? It is evident that pre-recruit training differences

do exist between subsequent graduates and attrites. New recruits

who subsequently graduate have, on the way into recruit training:

higher expectations of completing; higher inteutions of completing;

are more attracted to the Marine role; are moderately higher on the

AFQT and mean education; expect more leader structure; and have higher

internal motivation.

flow do eventual graduates change from the ipre to the 2ýs

measure? Eveatual graduates are more satisfied titan they expected

to be; increase their expectancies of completing and their intentions

to complete; described leaders as being slightly more considerate

and less structured than expected; and percoived slightly less sk-ill variety,

task sisitificance, and dealings with others thani expected. hlow

these and tile other. variables change as a function of further timu



and experience in the Marines and how the variables relate to

subsequent attrition will be dealt with in the continuation of

this longitudinal research.

Possible Management Implications.

Because the results are still preliminary ,caution must be

exercised in drawing generalizations and implications. However,

implications that ma follow from the completed across-validated,

and replicated analyses include the following.

1. Recruiting. Provide recruiters with profiles and or

.expectancy charts of the job outcome desirability rating and

outcome and organizational expectancy ratings that characterize

"successful"s vs. unsuccessful recruits. Armed with this sort of

information, recruiters could help clarify expectations for

potential recruits. (Given the pressure on recruiters to meet

quotas, this "expectaucy clarification" process might best be

handled by a parallel "counseling" function.)

2. Advertisinit. Provide advertising agencies with role out-

come desirability and expectancy data characterizing successful

recruits to supplement the agency's own mark-at research data..

3. Initial Recruit, Pg~ot Orientati~on. Evaluate the cost-

effectiveness of a one or two day low stress orientation at the very

beginning of recruit training. Included in the orientation would

be presentation of materials designed to clarify expectations as

15



well as enhance perceived chances (expectancy) of completing. A

detailed proposal for such an experiment is being prepared.

4. Review recruit training policies, practices, and procedures

in terms of perceived role outcome contingencies that differentiate

graduate and attrites and/or that characterize attrites. If, for

example, perceived pressure and stress is a major contributor to

attrition, could such pressure and stress be scheduled and managed

in such a way as to facilitate military and learning objectives

yet minimize undue attrition.

5. Leadership, group, and job content implications await

further analyses and data collection on the longitudinal sample.
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A Longitudinal Study of Enlisted
Personnel Attrition in the U.S. Marine Corps:

Preliminary Recruit Training Results

Introduction

The results reported in this paper are based on the first phase of

a study of pre-EAOS attrition among first term male enlisted personnel

in the U.S. Marine Corps.. The study possesses the following character-

istics:

1. Seeks to identify individual and organizational variables
associated with pre-EAOS attrition;

2. Longitudinal design;

3. Multivariate analysis;

4. Seeks to evaluate and synthesize "process" models of the
organizational choice process, the withdrawal decision
process, and the socialization process;

5. Seeks to identify manpower management and further research
implications of results.

4_ Preliminary results from the recruit training phase of the study

are presented in this paper.. The results are termed preliminary be-

cause uanumb~erof .individuals in the longitudinal sample have yet to

become attrites or to graduate from recruit training and complete

demographic and criteria-data from the master file are not'yet available.

The. objective of this paper is to briefly summarize the available

recruit-training results in a manner most useable by a management

audience. Detailedl theoretical, methodological, and statistical

materials ~are presented in a separate technkical report to be distributed

nax month
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METHOD

Basic Design

The basic longitudinal design is summarized in Figure 1. Survey

measures were administered at the beginning of basic recruit training.

again at the end of recruit training, near the end of advanced training,

on subsequent duty station, or at the time of attrition.

The portion of the longitudinal study reported here deals with the

*pre and post-recruit training measures and attrition during recruit

training.

Sample

The longitudinal (tracking) sample is composed of Parris Island

male first-term enlisted accessions. The pre-recruit training measure was

administered to now recruits from August 7 to August 28, 1976. The

post-recruit training measure was administered during graduation week

to those, in the tracking sample who completed recruit training. The

post-recruit training data were collected from mid October to the end

of November, 1976. the recruit training attrite measure was administered

from August 7 to December, 1976.

Although the basic design is longitudinal, the survey measures

. . . .. . .... have been administered to individuals who were not in the tracking saimple.

For example-t the attrite measure was given Wo all Parris Island attritus

*from early August to the beginning of December; the post recruit training

measure was given to all recruit training graduates comaplotiag at the
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same time as individuals in the tracking sample; the measure being given

in the formal schools is being completed by all individuals in a school

where one or more of the tracking sample is enrolled. Inclusion of

individuals not in the tracking sample offered a cost-effective procedure

for eubstantially raising sample sizes at each phase of the research

and will facilitate subsequent comparative analysis.

A distinction is made between tracking sample and total sample

in subsequent analyses and results. The tracking sample refers to the

August 1976 accessions being tracked longitudinally. The total sample

refers to all individuals measured at a given phase, whether or not

they are in the tracking sample.

Sample sizes relevant to the recruit training phase of the study

are:,

Pre-recruit training tracking sample, N -1960

Post-recruit training tracking sample, N *1476

Post-rocruit training total sample. N u1764

Recruit training attritos, tracking sample, N n'219 (incomplete)

Recruit training attritee, total sample, N *926

Measures

The measures being used in this study are summarized in figure 2.

Tito -individual level variables of age. mentaL, education, *race, marital

status, and number of dopondente are being collected from the RAUiS com-

putor file.
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The "role atItract ion" imeastires were (c01lec ted via survey and

. iiclttdt Several. coitiponleots:

(a) Fill i sted vi'rsonimci were present~ed a list of 50 role outitortes
Mnd asked to rate thum on a +2 to -2 scale of de'siratb !IiLi y-
itadesirabil liy. The ro i.e outcomes, gec~nrated from previotis
research and interviews, I ad tide suich tliings as ''lear: tg
cd ccer-Asi]is," "separ-at ion from famil1y," "rospoils ib ii y,

et.The tem"Otttcotte" refers to rewa.%rds, costs, and
coindit ions possibly assoc in ted with a job or rol~e.

(b). Role out cotte expec!tanci es: Ma r 1lie: for eachi of the 50 role
role ottCitcom2s, eili sted pe r!-onnol. were asked to rate, onl a
scale of 0 to 1.0, their chanices of attaining that outcome

by being a 'Marline.

(c) Role ouitcomne expeoctancies: Civ ilII an: for oeah of the 50
role outCOmesN, calli SteCd personnol. were akdto rate, on,
Scale1 of 0 to 1 .0, their chances of attLa intiug that outcome

by being inl ii cvilianl job.

(d)) Sii vtiepecylncyJ M~ar hie. enis1-ted pe rstiitiel were ask-ed to
rat theI-bir chances of succassftilly completing thbeir ft ita term

tii Rlexpec tangvy Civilian: cal i ted personlwreakdt
rat o the! r 0%hances ofE findlillg an. acCeptitble CIVIlian job right;
no0W if ihaL Were their goal,

ibsed om rais. cmoe t-hitg, sw~ct'Ul clMwpflpft JilJOK variables arc

o I o.Y Xet taralt, on Mar10ine t he sum of thle iron .prdvivtn of

( o ill. a I VWU tio Civi Iim in I, tho u oxf $ ho vrromj produrta of
(1-1 50 mbiut inaed ev10 11am rol0 Ollteomv ki e m'rny

firt term0 " enli Wilt..

RAI) Vm Porre Ci1viliani to the Vivii inn role. ;atraeiotn tod4ex
w 161 o~.d 6y expeectancy of finfdiJnG. 43 accqwilul elvitliin- job.
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Figure 3 sum..arizes the'generalized role attraction model.

The organizational level variables, as perceived by enlisted

personnel, were assessed with stanJdarzed survey measures. The Leader

3ehavior Description Questionnaire (Stogdill and Coons, 1957) assesses

perceived leader Consideration and Initiating Structure. The Group

Dimension Description Questionnaire ( Hemphill, 1956) assesses 13

dimensions of groups including such things as homogeneity, stability,

and hedonic tone. The Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman and Oldham, 1974)

assesses various dimensions' of job content, e.g. skill variety, task

significance, feedback, etc. (This measure also includes job satisfaction

scales and individual level measures of internal motivation and growth

need.)

For the pre-recruit training administration of the survey measures,

personnel were instructed to respond to the leadership, group, and job

content measures in terms of what they expected. Subsequent administra-

tions called for a descriptive rather than expected response set.

Criteria data collected via survey included behavioral intentions to

complete first term enlistment, behavioral intentions to reenlist, per-

formance goals, and in the case of attrites, self-report ratings on

reasons for their attrition. Criteria data being collected from the H1 C master

file included administrative reasons for attrition and re-cycle infor-

mat ion.
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RESULTS

The preliminary results reported in this paper address the

following questions.

1. a) What is the demographic description of the August, 1976,
Parris Island recruit training longitudinal sample?

b) How does this sample differ on the demographic variables
from the previous 12 month Marine Corps accessions?

2. a) What role outcomes do new recruits consider desirable/
undersirable?

b) What role outcomes do new recruits expect to' attain by
being a Marine? By being in a civilian job?

3. a) What expectations do new recruits have regarding their
ability to successfully complete their first term
enlistment?

b) What are new recruits intentions regarding completing their
first term enlistment and intentions regarding reenlistment?

4. What individual and expected organizational variables are
........... .d to new recruit intentions to complete their first

term enlistment? .

5. What pre-recruit training measures, individual and expected

organizational, are related to actual recruit training

attrition?

.6. What are the self-reported reasons for recruit training
attrition?

7. What individual and perceived organizational variables are
related to o££,t-recruit training intentions to complete first
term enlistment?

"8. What changes are evident in the pre and post-recruit training

measures?

Reporting of the results will be organized around each of these questions.

Sample Cv--ýto

-The pre-recruit training measures were administered to 1,960 new
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recruits at Parris Island between August 7 and August 28, 1976.

Table 1 provides a demographic description of the sample along

with comparison to the previous 12 month Marine Corps male recruit

accessions. Although some of the differences are statistically

significant, (due to the large sample sizes), most of the mean values

are quite similar. The Parris Island tracking sample is slightly

better educated, has slightly higher verbal, arithmetic, mechanical,

radio and shop mechanic scores. Overall, the tracking sample may

be of slightly higher auality than the previous year's accessions,

but the differences are not dramatic.
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TABLE I

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN PARRIS ISLAND TRACKING

SAMPLE AND PREVIOUS YEAR MARINE CORPS ACCESSIONS

Variable (a) (b) (a vs b)
Tracking sample MarIne Corps t
Parris Island Accessions,

Previous Year

XýMean SD Mean SD __

Age 18.89 1,45 190 .12.21*

Yrs.iiigh School 3.62 0.72 3.30 0.98 -12.08**

Dependents 0.06 0.27 0.08 0.32 1.30

Mental. (AF'QT) 60.28 19.12 59.98 18.19 --0.61

ACB Scores
Vurbal 103.67 16.99 102.53ý 17.14 -2.43*

Arithmetic 98.02 17.89 96.60 17.71 -2.94**

Pattern 104.97 18.58 104.97 18.40 -0.00

Cla~sof Ication 102.61 22.80 102.33 23.63 -0.44

Mechan ICal 105.05 16.20 102.40 15.83 -6.14**

Clerical 98.51 16.88 99.35 16.74 1.84

Radio,86.98 23.33 82.53 24.28 67*

General Infor. 96.21 16.32 95.88 15.50 -0.78

Shop Mechanics 99.96 15.12 99.09 15.63 -2.04*

Automotive 99.22 16.10 99.66 16.17 1.00

Elect rlcal 93.59 21.46 92.54 20.97 -1.84

% Caucasian 6N 77% 1,396 79% 41,248

*P<ý05 two tailed, pooled variance Source: RAMS 1`i1.
Sp<.0l two tailed, pooled vi'rlance printout A-10

See Technical Note 1.
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Pre-Recruit Training Role Outcome Desirability and Role Outcome

Expectancy Ratings

The attraction of a work role, be it military or civilian, is

thought to be a function of the extent to which the work role is seen

by incumbents, or possible incumbents, as associated with the attainment

of desired outcomes and not undersirable outcomes. If this is so, it is

necessary to ask several questions of incumbents or possible incumbents,

in this case new recruits. Specifically, what outcomes (rewards, costs,

conditions) do new recruits consider desirable or undersirable in a work

role? What are new recruits perceived chances (role-outcome expectancies)

of attaining the outcomes by being a Marine or by being in a civilian

work role. Data bearing on these questions are presented in Table 2.

It is instructive to look at the outcomes which have the highest

and lowest average desirability ratings. Among the work role outcomes

with the highest (most desirable) mean ratings are:

Learning skills that will help me later in life

C-' Insurance and medical benefits

Job which gives me pride in myself

i I rJob which pays well

Good financial benefits

Organization that fulfills its promises

An exciting job

Job where good performance is recognized
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TABLE 2
MEAN ROLE OUTCOME AND ROLE EXCPECTANCYf RATINGS

?OR PRE-RECRUIlT TRAINING MARINE RECRUITS PG 7

Phase I

TABLE 2

Chances of Chances of
Outcome Desirability (1) Attainment Attainment

Outcome$ Marine (2) Civilian (2)
Rank mean SD. Mean SD' mean SD

1. Being part of an 12 * .0 .4 .7 .21 .58 .30
effective team

2. Respect from friends 11 1.41 .81 .86 .21 .68 .27
and relatives

3. Learning nev skills 7 1."4 . .77- .86 .20 .63 .28

74. Having an exciting job a 1.44 .84 .75 .25 .57 .30

5. Having a dangerous job 43 *0.03 1.10 .60 .30 .44 .31

6. Being in a job where 41 0.03 1108 .78 .28 .47 .31
discipline is strictly
enforced

7. A job that pays will 4 1.5$ .81 .72 .26 .61 .29

8. Long separations from 49 -0.93 1.00 .61 .32 .28 .32
home and family

9. A job that is important 37 0.92 .90 .79 .26 .46 .34
to t~h% countr'"

10. ?air treatment from 16 1.32 .93 .65 .29 .60 .30
superiors

Ti1U. Working with people I like 1s 1.35 .86 .67 .25 .0,5 .27

12. A job where good perfor- 9 1142 .82 .74 .26 .65 .28
oamce is recognized

13. A job that Includes 40 .53 1.14 .66 .27 .37 .31
4 extensive travel

14. A job where duties and 35 .98 .8 .41 .23 .62 .28
orders are clearly defined

15. A job which gives me pride 3 1.59 .78 .84 .23 .62 .31
in myself

16. A job where poor perfor- 41 .27 1.08 .75 .31 .53 .31
mance is penalized

17. Sufficient leisure time to 22 1.26 1.03 .54 .30 .68 .29
pursue your own interests

16, A job with little reapon- 46 -0.59 1.05 .31 .29 *46 .29
sibility

M9 Superiors who are concerned 25 1.21 192 .60 .31 .55 .30
about on as an individual

20. Learning skills that will 1 1.67 0.71. .80 .24 .59 .31
help as in later life

21. Good financial benefits 5 1.55 .79 .77 .25 .58 .30

22. Being in control of your 29 1.14 0.91 .50 .31 .63 .30
ova activities

23. freedom, to make your own 21 1.14 (1.46 .486 A .1.2 .&2 1
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Chances of Chances of

ph"*e I (Cofl't) Attainment Attainment
j POutcome Desirability

marine Civilian
Rank Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

24. Doing a real man's Job 19 1.27 .80 .79 .24 .62 .28

25. Being. part of a well- 34 1.07 .94 .87 .21 .52 .32
discii1ined organization

26. Being part of an elfi- 24 1.23 .86 .85 .23 .60 .29
V acient organization

27. Physically demanding work 39 0.56 .93 .74 .25 .59 .28

28. Specific kinds of training 26 1.18 .84 .66 .27 .51 .31
I want

k, 29. Work under good leadership 14 1.35 .79 .79 .23 .62 .28

30, Working closely with 38 .58 .90 .78 .24 .59 .29
people of another race

31. Being in control of 10 1.41 .31 .55 .34 .72 .30
your own life

32. A high degree of job 21 1.26 .89 .76 .25 .54 .30
security

33. Good insurance and 2 1.57 .77 .87 .21 .56 .32
medical benefits

34. Interferes with marriage/ jO -1.02 1.51 .54 .33 .33 .31
family plans

35. An organization flexible 36 .95 .92 .50 .31 .51 .30
enough tou meet my changing

36. •a•ing clear work goals 33 1.09 .82 .73 .25 .61 .28

37. A high degree of personal 30 1.12 .93 .48 .32 .65 .29
freedom

38. A job where you can "Set 20 1.26 .90 .69 .28 .58 .29
your head together"

39. A job where I can become a 23 1.24 .87 .80 .24 .58 .30
real man

40. Getting away fron a bad 44 -0.11 1.23 .53 .37 .38 .31
home situation

41., A job involving potential 45 .0.20 1.18 .61 .32 .37 .31
physical violence

42. Training opportunities that 17 1.28 .86 .74 .26 .54 .31
will contribute to my
long term career plans

43. A chance to see differentt 27 1.16 .98 .74 .26 .40 .34
parts of the country or
the world

44. Making a lot of new 32 1.12 .86 o80 124 .61 129
friends

45. An organization that ful- 6 1.47 .85 .69 .28 .58 .29
"fills its promises to you

46. Having a leader who is 31 L12 .91 .77 .24 660 28

.W.



Chances of Chances of
Attainment Attainment

Pbasi I (Con't)
Outcome Desirability Marine Civilian

Rank Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

47. Vorking closely with 48 -.93 .l.14 .29 ..29 .45 .32
people who use drugs

48. Having a leader who is'- a 13 1.39 ý.82 .82 .23 .65 .27
well qualified

49. A repetitive job with 47 -.65 1.10 .37 .30 .47 .29
littý.e responsibility

50. Rapid promotional 18 1.7.87 .59 .28 .49 .29
opportunities

CODING NOTE:

(1) Outcome Des~,ability Scale. -2.0 *very undesirable to 2.0 mvery desirable

(2) Outcome Expectancy Scale. Os-No chance of attainment to 1.0 - 100% chance
'Of attainaet.

Max N 1,960 New Recruits

Sourest O.N.RL1U.S.C. Phase I.-Data

August'1976 Parris -Island Accessions

.4 ftriztout .A. - I
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Being part of an effective team.

Being in control of own life.

Respect from friends and relatives.

The lowest (least desirable) mean outcome desirability ratings included:

Job interferes with marriage-family plans

Long separations from home and family

Having co-workers who use drugs

Job with little responsibility

Among the outcomes with more neutral mean desirability ratings were:

A job that includes extensive travel

A dangerous job

A job that is important to the country

Knowledge of what outcomes recruits (and possible recruits) consider

desirable and undesirable should be of value in recruiting, counseling,

and selection (Schneider, 1976). However, it is also necessary to know

the individuald perceived chances of attaining the various outcomes in

military or civilian roles. Such role outcome expectances are included

in Table 2. For each of the outcomes having the highest mean desirability

ratings, the new recruits saw a higher chance of attainment by being in

a Marine role rather than in a civilian role. However, for several of

the outcomes considered undersirable (e.g. interferes with marriage and

family plans, long separations fromz home and family) the new recruits

saw a higher chance of occurance by being in a Marine role rather than

176
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in a civilian role. This, of course, detracts from the relative

attraction of the Marine role.

For each individual, it is possible to generate an overall role

attraction index for the Marine Role and for the civilian roles. This

is done by taking the sum of the cross products of the outcome desira-

bility rating and the role outcome expectancy ratings. When this is done

for the new recruits, the mean Marine role attraction index is 37.26

while the mean civilian role attraction is 29.16. This difference is

statistically and practically significant. As might be expected, new

recruits see the Marine role as more attractive than a civilian role.

We will subsequently. be analyzing whether these role attraction

indexes, along with other individual and organizational variables,

are related to behavioral intentions to complete the first term enlistment,

intentions to reenlist, and actual withdrawal behavior. We will also

analyze how the Marine and civilian role attraction indexes and their

components, change as a function of time and experience in the Marine

Corps.

Role Expectancies, Behavioral Intentions

In addition to role attraction, it is hypothesized that perceived

j chances of attaining or retaining a work role is a determinant of role

choice, behavioral intentions, and withdrawal behavior. Also, it is

hypothesized that behavioral intentions are related to subsequent

behavior (Kraut, 1975; Mobley, 1977; Locke, 1975).
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Table 3 summarizes pre-recruit training expectations regarding

chances of successfully completing the first term enlistment and chances

of finding an acceptable civilian job. Some 83% of the new recruits

see a greater than 50-50 chance of being able to successfully complete

their first Lerm enlistment. Only 42% saw a greater than 50-50 chance

of being able to find an acceptable civilian job. Later we will

want to assess the extent to which these two role expectancy variables

are related to behavioral intentions and actual withdrawal behavior.

Also included in Table 3 are summaries of the pre-recruit training

behavioral intentions to complete the first term enlistment and

intentions to reenlist. It is well to note that 80% of the new recruits

say they intend to complete their first term enlistment. Some eight

perce'.c do not intend to complete and 12% are uncertain. Turning to

intentions to reenlist, 28% of the new recruits say they intend to

reenlist.

Subsequently, we will be analyzing the correlates of both types

of intentions, how these intentions change as a function of time

and experience in the Harine Corps, and how these intentions relate

to actual withdrawal behavior. There is evidence tu the literature

(see e.g. Kraut, 1975; Locke, 1975; tobloy, 1977) that intentions

are predictors of subsequent behavior.

A1
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TABLE~ 3

lPRE-w:ImrU IT RA IN INC Kom.ýEXETA( IE
AND IWIIAV LORAL INTENTIONS

Var iabl~Mean; SD -

Ma u r~o i ) I Expretaulty (Piurli'Ivi'd I'llances .85 .23

Lw. t livil 50u50 c~liance 5%

Cv t-o th t )0 50 viliaatl 83

(1 VIiI .an,1 Roh V"Iwtancsy (vk~vckc I vi OwIloos .54 .33
of i' Iladfing ~an ~avkpl ablo vivil Ilan 3411))1

ii~ I ;~nS-50 chance

C'reator~ tit 5a 0-S0 canceu 422

t 11vlwv for;a I I111vilion~r to (runpla~u lIrtst Tvrm~
F0In .1 VhLawL 4.30 1.02

wvaa bavit fio To Rvvn11L 2  2.9~9 1.07

Yes.%
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j Individual and Organizational Correlates of Pre-Recruit Training

Intentions to Complete First Term Enlistment

Table 4 summarizes the correlations between the various

pre-recruit training measures and behavioral intentions to complete

the first term enlistment. Of the demographic variables, only

education and mental scores were significant.

.IA number of the role attraction indexes were significantly and

fairly strongly related to intention to complete the first term

enlistment. Perceived chances of successfully completing the

enlistment (Marine role expectancy) was the strongest single correlate

of intention to complete (r u .43). Marine role attraction (r = .30);

Marine role force, role attraction weighted by role expectancy (r ..38);

"and the difference in Marine role force and civilian role force

" (r •.36), also were amon& the stronger correlations.

IBoth dimensions of the expected leader behlvior measure were

S.....significantly related to intention to complete. Expected leader

- structure wa the stronger orrelate (r 1).

.On the Jobcontent scale, expected task significance and

feebac frm te' ob erethehigestcorelaes.Theindividual
"level dimensions from this scale, growth need (r .16) ad partti-

cularly internall ativation (r"- .28) exhibited wodarato correlations

with intention to complete.
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Table 4

PRE-RECRUIT TRAINING CORRELATES OF
INTENTION TO COMPLETE FIRST TERM ENLISTMENT4

Variable Correlation Variable Correlation

Demographic Job Content

Skill Variety
Marital Status .01 Task Identity 0*

Number Dependents -.02 Task Signigicance 1*
Age .01 Autonomy 0*

Education .08** Feedback From Job 1*

Mental .13** Feedback From Others . .lO*
Dealing With Others 1*

Role Attraction Internal Motivation 2*
Growth Need 1*

Sum Outcome Desi rabili1ty
Rating .27**Gru
Sum Outcome Expectancies:
Marine .32** Control - .05*
Sum Positive Outcome Stability -1*
Expectancies-Negative: Intimacy 0*
Marine .29** Stratification -.03
Sum Outcome Exceptancies: Hedonic Fone .10**
Civilian Oucme8a** Autonomy 0*
Sum Positive OtoePotency 1A
Expectancies-Negative: Viscidity 1*

civilian -.01 Permeability -

Role Attraction: Marine .30** Participation .0*
Role Attraction: Civilian .07** Polarization 0*
Expectancy of CoMpleting Flexibility -0*

First Term 43** Homogeneity
Expectancy of Finding. - 7*Soletc
Civilian Job __________mtri

Force. Marine Role .38** . Attr-act .15**
Force: Civilian Role -.04 Proficiency .12**
Difference in Force:
Marine-Civilian 3*
Difference in Attraction:
Marine-Civilian 2*
Difference in Expectancy.
Marine-Civilian o .20*

Leadershi
Consderaion 13I

1)~O



Most of the expected group and sociometric dimensions were

4 significantly correlated with intentions but at rather modest levels.

How do the various variables combine in the prediction of

behavioral intention to complete the first term enlistment? Table 5

summarizes the stepwise multiple regression. The multiple correlation

is .51 with four variables and increases very slowly to .54 with

the addition of the thirteenth variable, education. Expectancy of

completing the first term enlistment, expected satisfaction, sum of

the role outcome desirability ratings, and expectancy of finding

an acceptable civilian job (negative weight) were the first four-

variables to enter the prediction equation.

Individual and Organizational Correlates of Actual Recruit Training

Attrition.

This section deals with the prediction of actual recruit training

attrition from the pro-recruit training measures. As noted earlier,

these results are preliminary since all attrition data is not yet in.

At the time of the analyses reported here,llZ of the tracking sample

(219/1960) were known to have become an attrite during recruit

training. Another 13Z had either: not graduated from recruit train-

*, 1Ig or became an attrite due to a variety of reasons including health

problems, legal problems, VA, extended ro-cycle, etc; or had an ID

number that did not match with the 11MC computer file. Thus, the

results reported here deal with the prodiction of the knwn 11Z

S• 
r
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TABLE 5

STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF INTENTION TO COMPLETE FIRST

TERM4 ENLISTMENT ON PRE-RECRUIT TRAINING MEASURES

VARIABLE r R R2

Expectancy of completing first term enlistment .43 .43 .181

Expected overall general satisfaction .32 .48 .228

Sum outcome desirability ratings .27 .50 .246

-Expectancy of finding acceptable civilian -.17 .51 .256

Sum role outcome expectancies: Marine .32 .51 .263

-Expected group stability -.10 .52 .268

Role force: Marine .30 .52 .2724

Internal motivation .28 .53 .276

Difference role attraction: Marine-Civilian .27 .53 .280 i
Difference role force: Marine - Civilian .36 .53 .283 f

-Expected group permeability -.11 .53 .285

Expected leader structure .21 .54 .287J

Education .08 .4 .289

Source: August 1976 Parris Island Accessions, W1I43$ printout A-17.



attrition out of the possible maximum 24% attrition. The subsequent

technical report will provide updated and more complete analyses.

As points of comparison, Parris Island recruit training cohort

attrition was 16.9% for calender year 1974; 23.1% for 1975; projected

15.7% for 1976.

Table 6 summarizes the correlations between the pvc-recruitL

train lug measures and actual attrition. The attrition variable was

coded 0 (non-attrite) and 1 (attrite). Thus, a neaitive correlation

should be interpreted as the higher the value of the predictor

variable, the lower the attrition.

Several of the demographic variables were significantly, but

modestly, correlated with recruit training attrition. The strongest

correlate was education, with higher levels of education associated

with lower aytrition . Marital status (si•gle I.ss likely to attrite)

a-nd muental svore (hig)her loss likely to attrito) oxhibited

weak but significant correlations.

Of the role attraction variablos, expectla.ncy of completiug first

term enl istLment (r -. 19) Marine role force (r -. 15), and the

r " difference between Marino role force and civilian role force were

among the relatively stronger correlatea of actual recruit training

attrition.

"Again, mos of -he epected leadership, job content, and

group variables were signi ficantly corrvlated-with actu•l attrito"n

.Ibut at- rdtir mod-st l.vels.
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TABLE 6

PRE-RECRUIT TRAINING CORRELATES OF RECRUIT TRAINING ATTRITION

VARIABLE .CORRELATION VARIABLE CORRELATION

Demographic Job Content

Skill Variety -0*
Marital Status .06* Task Identify -.00*
Number Dependents .03 Task Significance - .07*
Age .01 'Autonomy -.05*
Education . 7 ~Feedback from Job -. 09**
Mental -.05* Feedback from Others - .05*

Dealing with Others -.05*
Role Attraction Internal Motivation - . O9*

Growth Need -0*
Sum Outcome Desirabilty Ratings -.09**
Sum Outcome Expectancies Marine - .09*
Sum Positive - Negative Outcome -.03**

Expectancies: Marine Control 0*
Sum Outcome Expectanicies: Stability .04

Civilian .04* Intimacy -0*
Sum positive - Negative Outcome Stratification .04

kxpectancles: Civilian -.02 Hedonic Tone -0*
Role Attraction: Marine -.1" Autonomy -.02
Role Attraction: Civilian -.03 Potency :0*
Expectancy of Completing First Viscidity 0*

Term -.19** Permeability .01
Expectancy of Finding Civilian Participation . .02

Job .l0** Polorizatlon 05
Force: Marine Role -.*Th* Flexibility . . O5*
Force: Civilian Role .03 Homogeneity .93
Difference in Force: Marine-

Civilian .1*
Difference in Attraction Marine

Civilian
Difference in Expectancy:
Marine-Civilian . . -1'

Leadershio

Consideration .- .O5*

Initiating Structure-.s
Sociometric

Proficiency.. -.0O3

Source: Aunust Parris Island Acoesiont Kux N*1960 Printout A.-IS

*9 4i .05 .01
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When the predictor variables are submitted to a stepwise multiple

regression, they enter in the order summarized in Table 7. The

picture being painted by this analysis is as follows. Recruits who,

on their way into recruit training, see a higher chance of completing

their first term enlistment have more education, expect the Marine

Corps to lead to more positive than negative outcomes, see a lower

chance of finding an acceptable civilian job, have a greater difference

in Marine role force and civilian role force, and expect to be more

satisfied, turn out to be lower attrition risks.

Self-Reported Reasons for Recruit Training Attrition

Table 8 summarizes the self-reported reasons for attrition from

the total recruit training attrite sample. Reported beside each

possiblu reason is: the mean rating on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree)

to 5, (strongly agree); the rank order of the mean; and the percentage

of attrites who agreed or strongly agreed this was aeong the real

reasons for their leaving the Marine Corps. lihe highest ranking

reasons included:

I missed my family/friweds back home.

Lack of personal freedom

T oo much. pressure on me

Health reasons

Rules and regulations were too rigid.

Superiors treted =a unfairly.

I ."



TABLE 7

STEPWISE MUTIPLE REGRESSION OF RECRUIT TRAINING ATTRITION

ON PRE-RECRUIT TRAINING MEASURES

5'2

VARIABLE r RR

-Expectancy of completing first term enlistment -.19 .19 .035

-Education -.17 .24 .060

-Sum of positive minus negative role outcome

expectancies: Marine -.13 .26 .067

Expectancy of finding acceptable civilian job .10 27 .073

Difference in role force: Marine - Civilian -.15 .28 .075

Difference in Expectancies (Marine-Civilian) -.12 .28 .079

Source: August, 1976 -Parris Island Accessions, N=1143, Printout A-17a



TABLE 8

SELF4~EPORT REASONS FOR RECRUIT TRAINING ATTRITION

Mean Rank Mean % Agree I am leaving the Marine Corps because of:

4 3.09 43% Physical health reasons.

14 2.79 34% Mental health reasons

23 2.61 25% The poorly trained lf.aders I had.

25.5 2.58 26% The inability to make friends with other

Marines.

16 2.75 30% Family problems back home.

2 3.21 45% The lack of personal freedom as a.Marine.

24 2.60 26% Other enlistees picked on me.

20 2.67 29% 1, had trouble learning.

15 2.78 33% Inability to complete a training school.

8 2.95 35% A good Job opportunity as a civilian.

17.5 2.72 29% Inability to get promoted.

12 2.85 33% Being a Marine is too physically demanding.

6 2.97 34% Superiors treated me unfairly.

.3 3.19 43% There was too much pressure on me.

1 3.29 450* 1 missed my familly/friends back home.

27 2.52 24% Getting in trouble was the only way

I could get out of the Marines.

6 3.02 3% The rules and regulations were too rigid.

-28 2.49 23% There wasn't enough discipline.

It 2.86 -33% 1 want to get married.

22 2.62 27% 1 just-couldn't stay out of trouble.

13 2.680, ~ A change in toy religious values.



Mean Rank Mean %Agree I am leaving the Marine Corps because of:

20 2.67 28 Minorities are discriminated against.

20 2.67 29 1 didn't get the location I wanted.

17.5 2.72 28 1 didn't get the training I wanted.

29.5 2.44 26 1 got hung up on drugs.

25.5 2.58 26 1 couldn't get along with members of other
races.

7 2.96 36 There were too many "Mickey Mouse" rules
and regulations.

10 2.89 36 1 was treated like a little child.

29.5 2.44 18 I couldn't get in the unit I wanted.

Source: August-November 1976 Parris Island recruit training attrites Max NV960,
Printout A-16 Scale *1, Strongly Disagree to 5, Strongly Agree.

.4J
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Self reported reasons for attrition are, of course,:suceptable to

considerable response bias. However, if these are the reasons

attrttes comnmunicate to others, e.g. other potential recruits back

home, it is important to know these reasons. Comparisori between

self-reported reasons and administrative reasons will be reported in

the subsequent technical report.

Post Recruit Training Correlates of Intentions To Complete First

Term Enlistment.

This section deals with those who successfully completed recruit

training and their behavioral intentious to complete the first term4

enlistment. Table 9 scmnarizes the percentage distributions: 87% of

the graduates-indicated they intend to complete their enlistment,,

3l1% indicated they intend to reenlist; 92Z saw a greater than SO-SO0

chance of completing their first term enlistment; and 452 saw a

* ~greater than 50-SO chanco of finding an acceptable civilian job now...

Table 10 sunmmarizes the correlations between the post-recruit

training measutos and intautiono to complete the first term onlist-ment. . . .

Table 11 summarizes the stepwise multiple regrassion. The multiple

correlation io .38 with five variables; expectancy of completing first

torm enlistment; ovorallsatisfactions difforenceý in Marine wid civilian

tola attrition; leader structure; and pay saisatiou..

~IYO



TABLE 9

POST RECRUIT TRAINING BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS ANID EXPECTANCIES

Varitable Tracking % Total % Mean SD

Intention to complete first term enlistmentz ,1()9
% No 4 (4)
% Uncertain 9 (9)
Z Yes 87 (87)

Intention to reenlistz
% N o 17 (16) 3.17(l) .98
Z Uncertain 50 (49)
Z Yes 33 (35)

Expectarncy of comipleting first term enl1istment: .92(2) .19
Less than 50-50 3 (3)
50-50 5 (5)
Greater than 50-50 92 (92)

Expectancy of finding an acceptable civilian job ntjw:
Less tha~n 50-50 32 (31) .57(2) .33.

0-023 . (24)
Greater than 50-50 45 (45)

1scale I (definitely not) to 5 (definitely Yes)
2S~3, ~0 (n ctae to 1.0 (cartaitn)

Csoure:i -Post, Rtecruit Xtainiugg Parris. Islau*d Sraduatqs, iittou~ts -,4



Table 10

POST-RECRUIT TRAINING CORRELATES OF INTENTION
TO COMPLETE FIRST TERM EN~LISTMENT

Variable Correlation Variable Correlation

Demographic Job Content

Skill Variety .9
Marital Status -.06* (ask Identity
Number Dependents - 07** Task Significance .10**
Age -0"Autonomy .11 **
Education .03 Feedback from Job .16**
Mental .10** Feedback from Others .13**

Dealing with Others .14**
Role Attraction Internal Motivation .18**

Growth Need .13**
Sum Outcome Desirability
Ratings .17** Satisfaction
Sum Outcome Expectanciest vrl Stsatg
marine .1*OvrlSaifcon.24"*
Sum Positive-Negative Out- Pay Satisfaction .20**J
come Ex4pectancies: Marine .19"* Security Satisfaction
Sum outcome Expectanceis: Interpersonal-social satisfaction .1*
Civilian -..26* Leader Satisfaction .. 9
Sum Posltive-Nesative Out- Growth Staisfaction .17"*

R~ole A~t.raction:. Ktrn .21"* GrouD
Roule Attraction., Civilian.3
-.Expectancy of Compleing Contirol .02

*-*Frs Tpe rmnyo Cpeit .260 Stability -.03

civilian Job Steatification . .06**
Vorcel Marino R~ole .25** Itolonic tone .12"
Forme. Civilian' Role .0Autonomy. .0

.22" ~visciditv .1
Difference int Attraction. ~m~iiy ...- 0
K* H 110n-C 1ViIi aimn igloo patitipatioe .03

Dtft~reet E xlet ctancty: ilitle 0

Leadoxibi-il"

icioetcy ASy

PrnotA.12



Table 11
STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF INTENTIONS TO COMPLETE FIRST

TERM ENLISTMENT ON POST-RECRUIT TRAINING MEASURES

Variable r R

Expectancy of completing first term enlistment .26 .26 .069

Overall satisfaction .24 .34 .112

Difference in role attraction: Marine-civilian .21 .36 .130

Leader structure .19 .37 .138

'Pay satisfaction .20 .38 .142

-Age -. 08 .38 .146

Autonomy .11 .39 .149

Mental .10 .39 .151

Sum of positive-negative role outcome
expectancies .19 .39 .153

Source: October-November 1976 Parris Island Graduates; NaIO68, Printout A-18.
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Correlates of End of Recruit training Satisfaction

On the end of recruit training measure, 75% indicated they

*were satisfied with the Marine Corps, 18% were neutral, and 7%

dissatisfied. Table 12 summarizes the end of recruit training

correlates of overall satisfaction. Table 13 summarizes the step-

wise multiple prediction of overall satisfaction.

As can be seen, growth satisfaction, internal motivation,

the motivating potential score from the Hackman job content

measure, and security satisfaction, taken together lead to a

multiple correlation of .60.

Comparison of Variable Means for Pre-Recruit Training,

Post Recruit Training, and Attrites

This section summarizes the variable means for various phases

and subgroups. Table 14a summarizes the means for the role attraction

and expectancy variables, Table 14b the satisfaction, leadership

and job content measures. Looking first at the differences between

graduates and attrites on the pre-recruit training measure in Table
•-•

14a, it can be seen that eventual graduates, on their recruit

measures, had a higher expectancy of completing the first term,

lower expectancy of finding an acceptable civilian job, had a higher

attraction to the Marine role and civilian role, and had a higher

intention to complete the first term and to reenlist.-
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Table 1.2

POST-RECRUIT TRAINING CORRELATES OF
OVERALL SATISFACTION

Variable Correlation Variable Correlation

Component Satisfactions Job Content

Pay Satisfaction .37 **Skill Variety .34 *

Security Satisfactlon .41 **Task Identity .26 *

Interpersonal Satisfaction .45 **Task Significance .38 *

Leader Satisfaction .42 **Autonomy .25 *

Growth Satisfaction .51 **Feedback from Job .35 *

Feedback from Others .27 *

Role Attraction Dealing with Others .21 *

Sum Outcome Desirabllities .17 **Internal Motivation .46 *

Sum Outcomes Expectancies: Growth Need .26 *

Marine .33 *

Sum Positive-Negative Out-Gru
come Expectancies: Marine .25 **Control - .03

Sum Outcome Expectancies: Stability -.05
Civilian -.01 Intimacy .17 *

Sum Positive-Negative Out- Strati f icati on -.01
come Expectancies:Civilian.02 Hedonic Tone .20 *

Role Attraction: Marine .29 **Autonomy .01
Role Attraction: Civilian I") Potency .18 *

Expectancy of Completing Viscidity .25 *

First Term .1 *Permeabi "lity -.18 *

Expectancy of Finding Participation .04
Civilian Job -.09 Polarization.0

Force: Marine Role .30 **Flexibility -.18 *

Force: Civilian Role .04 Homogeneity -.15 *

Difference in Force:
...... Marine-Civilian .26 ** Sociometric

Difference in Attraction. -- t-trictfon .27 *

Marine-Civilian .23 **Proficiency .23
Difference in Expectancy:

Marine-Civilian .08

Ledrship
~consl deration .22
Initiating Structure .21 *

Demo graph ic

Marital Status -.01
Nunter Dependents -.02
Age .-. 02
Education . .04
Rental .. 06

p,4. 05 -Source: October-Novenbor 1976 Paris Island Graduate-
Sp4.01 P4ax N *1764, Printout A-12
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TABLE 13

STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF OVERALL SATISFACTION ON

POST - RECRUIT TRAINING MEASURES

VARIABLE r R R2

Growth satisfaction .51 .51 .257

Internal motivation .45 .57 .320

Motivating potential score .42 .59 .344

. Security satisfaction .41 .60 .356

Group viscidity .25 .60 .363

Skill variety .34 .61 .369

Interpersonal satisfaction .45 .61 .374

Difference in role force: Marine-Civilian .25 .62 .379

Group hedonic tone .20 .62 .382

Sum role outcome expectancies: Marine .33 .62 .384

Source: October-November 1976 Parris Island graduates, N-1068, Printout A-18.
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As confirmed by the correlations presented earlier, eventual

recruit training graduates and attrites differ on their wyl into

recruit training In expectancy of completing, in attraction to the

Marine role, and in intentions to complete.

Comparing the recruit training graduates pre-measures to their

end of recruit training measures in Table 14a, it can be seen that

"there is an increase: in expectancy of completing the first term and

in finding an acceptable civilian job; in the role attraction of both

Marine and civilian roles but relatively more than in Marine role

attraction; and in intentions to complete the first term and to

reenlist.

Thus, eventual graduates experience an increase in expectancy

of completing, in Marine role attraction, and in intentions to

complete and to reenlist over the course of recruit training.

Comparing the pre and post measures on eventual attrites, just

the opposite occurs.

Table 14b sumarizes the satisfaction, leadership, and job

content measures. Comparing graduates and attrites o the pre-measure,

it can be seen that eventual graduates expect to be more satisfied,

expect more leader consideration and structure, expect more on the

Job content measures, and are higher on internal motivation and

".1 growth need than attrites.

Comparing the eventual graduates pre and post measures, there
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was; an increase in satisfaction; the leader was more considerate

and slightly lower on structure than expected; slightly less skill

variety, task significance, and dealing with others; and slightly

more autonomy and feedback from others than expected.

Summarizing these comparisons, eventual recruit training attrites

do differ on their way into recruit training in terms of their

expectancies, attractions to the Marines, intentions to complete,

expected satisfactions and expected leadership and job content

measures. Further recruit training graduates exhibit higher expec-

tancies of completing, greater Marine role attractions, higher

intentions of completeting, more job satisfactions, and changes in

perceived leadership and job content over the course of recruit

training.

Management Implications and Additional Analyses

The preliminary nature of the results dictates caution in

interpreting and drawing manpower management implications from the

results. However, the preliminary results, together with the

conceptual model upon which the study is based, do permit several

tentative conclusions and possible manpower management implications.

These were summarized in the Management Summary section of the paper

and will not be repeated here.

.... Among the additional analyses being conducted aret inclusion

of .a recruit training performance criterion a platoon level of
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analysis during the recruit training phase; continued tracking of

the longitudinal sample through advanced training and onto duty

stations. The individual and organizational correlates of 4

behavioral intentions and attrition will be analyzed at each step,

changes in the variables as a function time and experience in the

Marine Corps will be analyzed, as will the consequences of such

changes.

TECHNICAL NOTES

1. Complete demographic data is not yet available. At the time
the RAMS file was searched for demographic data on recruits
in the tracking sample, 1,395 cases were located. A second
search of the computer file is in progress in an attempt
to complete the demographic data on the remainder of the
individuals in the sample.

2. In any large survey study, the quality or fidelity of the
responses is of concern. In the present study, 15 consistency
checks were included in the survey. For each individual, a
consistency variable was generated. For the first wave of
criterion related analyses, data were accepted from individuals

A with three or less consistency violations. Subsequent analyses
will compare the impact on results of different levels of
consistency and will explore the correlates of consistency.

3. Recruit training attrite data are incomplete. At the time
the analyses reported in this paper were conducted, 11% of
the tracking sample were known to have become an attrite.
Another 13% either: had neither graduated or become an
attrite, due to health reasons, legal reasons, UA* extended
re-cycle, etc.;, or had an ID number that was not matched
on the first search of the HMC computer file.
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TABLE-14 a

SUMMARY OF ROLE ATTRACTION AND EXPECTANCY

VARIABLES BY PHASE AND SUBGROUP

Variable Pre Recruit Training Post Recruit Training Attrite
Total Grad Attrite Tracking Total Tracking Total

Expectancy:Marine
Role .85 .87 .69 .92 .91 .41 .47

Expectancy:Civi ian
Role .54 .53 .63 .57 .57 .69 .68

""Attraction :Marine
Role 37.26 38.13 30.23 43.34 43.42 24.17 25.47

Attraction:
Civilian Role 29.16 29.43 26.69 32.39 32.42 25.52 26.34

!•..

Force:
Marine Role 32.46 33.78 23.11 40.69 40.54 10.76 13.10

Force:
Civilian Role 16.51 16.58 16.70 19.81 19.78 19.13 19.36

Force Difference:
Marl ne-Cl vi lian
Role 16.25 17.51 7.15 20.90 20.75 -9.29 -6.08

Differences in
Attraction 8.25 8.78 4.33 10.85 10.90 -1.62 -. 92

Differences in
* Expectancies .33 .39 -. 02 .35 .35 -. 34 -. 19

Intention to C•-olete
First Term 4.30 4.40 3,79 4.51 4.52

Intention to
Reenlist 2.99 3.03 2.71 3.17 3.22

Max N 1960 1476 219* 1476 1764 219* 926

Printout A-1 A-8 A-8 A-9 A-2 A-20 A-3

i* Incomplete
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TABLE 14 b

SUMMARY OF SATISFACTION, LEADERSHIP, AND JOB CONTENT MEANS

BY PHASE AND SUBGROUP

Pre Recruit Training Post Recruit Training Attrite

Overal Sa Total Grad Attrite Tracking Total Tracking Total
Overall Satis- 3.38 3.43 3(05 3.59 3.59 2.90 3.05

faction

Pay Satis- 3.50 3.53 3.28 3.66 3.66 3.21 3.27
faction

Security Satis- 3.67 3.73 3.40 3.80 3.79 3.16 3.28
faction

Interpersonal 3.56 3.59 3.43 3.71 3.71 3.31 3.35
i•.::. Satisfaction i

Leader Satis- 3.40 3.44 3.14 3.66 3.67 3.18 3.30
faction

Growth Satis- 3.57 3.60 3.33 3.67 3.68 3.18 3.28
faction

Leader Consi- 43.60 43.65 41.66 50.64 50.81 43.96 45.09

V deration 5. 5 4

Leader 63.85 64.35 62.28 63.00 62.73 58,17 55.27I Structure
Skill Variety 3.27 3.31 3.10 3.20 3.20 2.90 3.00

Task Identity 3.23 3.26 3.11 3.27 3.28 2.95 3.08

Task Signifi- 3.70 3.76 3.46 3.60 3.60 3.01 3.14
cance

I Autonomy 2.57 2.58 2.48 2.86 2.86 2076 2.89

Feedback from 3.40 3.43 3.19 3.47 3.46 3.12 3.14
Job

Feedback from 3.06 2.90 3.09 3.36 3.36 3.01 3.05
Other

Dealing with 3.90 3.93 3.75 3.80 3.80 3.42 3.33
Other 

-.8 1.8 3.42

Internal otil- 3.87 3.91 3.60 3.92 3.90 3.33 3.36
vation

Growth Need 3.78 3.83 3.59 4.00 3.99 3.46 3.27
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EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH
OF

U.S. NAVY MARINE CORPS PERSONNEL
PHASE 1

FACTORS AFFECTING ATTRITION

Marshall G. Greenberg and Gerald McConeghy A
"Booz -Allen & Hamilton, Inc.

I. STUDY OBJECTIVES

This report summarizes the results of a survey of
approximately 1,000 enlisted men and 100 non-commissioned
officers in the Marine Corps and Navy. The survey was
an exploratory research into the causes of attrition of
first-term enlisted men. The research aimed at the fol-
lowing objectives:

* Identify factors, especially military organizational
features, that influence attrition.

* Determine if the causes for attrition are the same
amona recruits and men in operational units (regular
duty).

- Determine why some groups, like non-high school
graduates and blacks, have higher rates of attrition

: than other groups. J

* Compare the views of attriters and supervisors
concerning attrition.

. Evaluate the reaction of attriters and supervisors
to suggested organizational changes aimed at reducing.
attrition.

II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY

Confidential personal interviews were conducted at military
bases by trained civilian women using a structured ques-
tionnaire. Information about experiences before and
after enlisting, attitudes about various ieatures of the
military, and demographic characteristics of respondents
were obtained. The interviews lasted approximately one
hour.
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Altogethier, there were eight groups of enlisted men
interviewed. Recruits and men on regular duty (i.e., in
the fleet or in operational units) were interviewed in
each service. Within each of these groups, attrite-rs
and non-attriters were interviewed.

The survey results were summarized and cross-tabulated
with several key variables. A stepwise multi;31e regres-
sionl analysis was also used to determine the relative influence

¾ of each variable and the cumulative influence of several
variables. The results presented throughout the report
are formatted in conventional cross-tabulation type of

9i~b tables. The more sophisticated multiple regression is
presented in the Appendix. The two presentations are, of
course, consistent.

II.A SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

A. General Findings Concerning Attrition

it should be noted that these tindings and all others
cited in this report are based on data from the sample.
Since certain constraints were placed on the number and
location of respondents, the resulting data are simi-
larly limited.

0 Recruits and regular duty men attrite for different'
reasons. Recruits are often unable to cope -

academic~ally# psychologically, and physir.-ally. At-,
triters from the fleet do not get whait they wanted
out of the service. They see no benefit too and
feel no obligation for, remaining in the service.

* There are many more simnilarities than differences
between Marine and Navy attriters. The differences
that exist apply priic!.Pally to trairn4ng an-d wo.-k
ass ignments..

* Attritloni 'rom regu1~ar durty rately results f rom.
a sinqle problem or exp~eriencs. ýTather, it
foll.ows from continuall~y increased levels a!
dissatisfaction..
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* Among recruits, attrition involves first an
involuntary element and then a voluntary element.
Most recruits accidentally get into trouble, but
after being reprimanded or punished, they decide
they want to leave the service. Regular duty men

usually cause their own attrition by deliberate
misconduct.

* Many attriters are salvageable. A large number

said they would be willing to st.ay if certain
changes were made. About 15% do not want to be
attrited, even under present conditions.

- Most enlisted men now view their service
commitment as a contract. If they do not
receive what they had expected, they feel
justified in not keeping their contractual
obligations.

- Blacks and recruits show a higher interest
in remaining in the sevvice than other
attn.tens.

* There are high levels of dissatisfaction in the
service among botlh attriters and non-attriters.
The? complain about similar problems. Their
experiences in the service are slightly different.
What determines that one will attrite while tie
other remains adjusted seems to involve both a
personality characteristic and some minor dif- . ii

4 ~ferences in the amount of dissatisfying experiences. '

- Although the study did not involve the use 0o
psy:hographics, there are some data that
indicate attriters tend -o be more impulsive•5:. : .. • and have mor'e difficulty communicating theiz'-.

... needs and problems in an authoritarian sotting.

Dif•erences in attrition rates of educational and I
racial groups arc not accounted for by any one or
even a few oryganitational variables. Blacks and non-
high school graduate attriters are not affected
-differently than whites or high school graduate

... 
n. 

.... ..

attriters; rather, they are atffected a liSttle more
.by• -tah of the many factors :causing attrition.-
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. No single organizational factor accounts for a
major portion of attrition. The most important
organizational factors are:

- Supervisor-enlisted man relationships

- Complaint procedures

Regimentation

- Training school attendance

- Job assignment

•'•' *,Non-military factors, such as family problems
and the social life available, are as important,

"or more important,- than any organizational factor
examined.

.* Supervisors and attriters agree on the importance
of several factors in influencing attrition. There
is disagreement between them, however, on the im-
portance of the supervisor's demeanor. The attri-
"tors interviewed often said harassment from super-

-- visors is a major cause of their dissatisfaction and
subsequent attrition. Supervisors, on the other
hand, do not believe harassment is an important factor.

- However, many supervisors in the fleet do
acknowledge that inadequate supervision and
leadership are a cause of problems. This, they-
believe, results from insufficient leadership
training.

- Supervisors of recruits generally feel their'peers
are adequately trained and perform well.

* Supervisors appear receptive to many suggested changes
aimed at reducing attrition. They stress the need for
better recruiting, training, and job assignments.

- However, they are not receptive to suggestions
of a positive reinforcement approach, which is
the preference of attriters.
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a Counseling programs are not widely used by at- j
triters. If counseling is available, most men
are either not aware of it, or they do not consider
it worthwhile.

- However, those men who did have counseling
consider it helpful.

B. Specific Causes

1. Demographic characteristics

" Younger men have higher rates of attrition in
the fleet, but among recruits older men have
higher rates.

I4
Blacks are more likely to attrite than whites.
Some of this difference is accounted for by
differences in pre-service factors.

* Less educated men have higher rates of attritionJ .•in recruit training and in the fleet..

. Level of educational achievement is important

for three reasons:
bI

*"(1) It reflects a personality characteristic
that involves an "impulsive" element.

(2) It limits the choice of service occupa-
tion opportunities.

(3) It is related to the ability to effective-
ly communicate needs and problems.

Men from small towns have lower attrition ratesthan men from large cities.

"e Sailors in the fleet who are married have signifi-
cantly higher attrition rates than their unmarried
peers. In the Marines, marital status is not re-
lated to attrition.
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*.Although there is no evidence indicating that
civilian employment opportunities influence
attrition, attriters are slightly more likely
than adjusted men to have been employed prior
to entering the service. They also feel their
opportunities for civilian employment are good.

* Compared to adjusted men, attriters are more
likely to come from a lower socioeconomic
background.

*0 Even when compared to adjusted men having the
same level of education, attriters appear to be
more deficient in academic skills.

- About 21% of recruit attriters but only 2%
of recruit adjusted have difficulty reading.

* Pre-service arrests are more common among attri-
terns (27% vs 19%).

2. Pre-service preparation

9 Adequate planning and preparation for the service
is a very important factor differentiating attri-
ters and adjusted men. '

- Attriters are much more likely to enlist im-
pulsively. Most do not give more than a month
of forethought to their decision.

- Compared to adjusted men, attriters receive
less information from recruiters about what
to expect in the service.
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* Men who participate in the Delayed Enlist-
4 ,ment Plan are less likely to attrite than non-

participants. This is true regardless of the
amount of forethought to enlisting, or the
level of school completed.

-" Enlistment on the Buddy Plan reduces the prob-
ability of attriting during recruit training.

* Attriters are more likely than adjusted men to
say they were unsure at the time of enlistment

K whether they would complete their enlistment.

e Attriters and adjusted men have similar reasons
for enlisting. To learn a skill or trade is
the primary-reason given by both.

9 There is no difference between adjusted and at-
triters in the encouragement to enlist that they
received from family and friends.

3. Organizational factors

0 The factor cited most often by attriters as a cause
of dissatisfaction and attrition is supervisors'
behavior.

- Harassment, frequent criticism, false accu-
sations, and favoritism are the aspects of the
"supervisors' behavior causing the most problems.

- Complaints are usually directed at NCO's,
rather than officers.

e Most attriters feel the military justice system is
unfair. They feel the system is biased toward career
men and also discriminates against enlisted men.

- Most men, but especially attriters, feel it
would be useless to complain about the miscon-
duct of a supervisor.
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- Most men would prefer to take their problems
4 and complaints directly to a commanding of-

ficer rather than use the chain of command.

This perception of an unfair system of justice
frequently provides attriters their justification
for attriting,

* Regimentation causes more dissatisfaction among
seasoned men in the fleet than among recruits..

* The recruit training program causes problems for
many recruits because they are not prepared for
it. The features of recruit training causing the
most dissatisfaction and leading most often to
attrition are:

- Fast pace

- Regimentation for what is perceived as trivi-
ial matters

- Supervisors' behavior and attitudes

- Classroom pressures (in the Navy)

VO • Physical training, strict rules of authority, and
having personal requests denied cause some dis-
satisfaction but rarely enough to lead to attrition.

* Among marines, men who attend a training school
are less likely to attrite than men who do not.

-Attending a "Class A" school in the Navy
apparently does not affect likelihood of
attriting.

- Not receiving the training that was expected
or promised is a frequent cause of dissatis-
faction and attrition among sailors.
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- Attriters, more often than adjusted men,
are dissatisfied with the sch6ol training

i .. they received, but this, in itself, is rare-.
ly a primary reason for attriting.

e Dissatisfaction with duty assignment is not usual-
ly a cause of attrition.

- The duty assignment experiences and work
schedules of attriters and adjusted men
are similar.

- Concerning the effect on satisfaction, the
most important aspect of a duty assignment A
Sis the supervisor's attitudes.

, Married attriters in the Navy frequently
report their attrition is caused, at least
in part, by being at sea too often.

* The only group that expresses strong dissatisfac-
tion with rank and pay is regular duty Marines,
but they do not mention this as a reason for
attriting.

9 Attriters, as well as adjusted men, feel that
medical care is important, and satisfaction with
thi-s is generally high.

9 Interpersonal conflicts with other enlisted men
are not a major cause of dissatisfaction or
attrition.

-- Administrative problems, such as not receiving'
proper pay, are only occasionally cited as causes

.. of attrition.

4. Non-military factors

a Family problems are a major cause of attrition.
this includes problems with wife as well as
problems with parents and siblings.
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- Many attriters said they went AWOL to
assist their family in an emergency
situation.

e According to the men interviewed, most spouses and
girlfriends are not favorable toward the service,
and many actually encourage their husband or' boyfriend
to try to leave the service.

* The social life available around the base or
in the service generally is a cause of great
disappointment for most men. However, this
-is not often an immediate cause of attrition.

. Drugs or alcohol are involved in-about one
out of six cases of attrition.

C. Factors Differentiating Attriters and Adjusted Men in
Each Segment

Results in this section are based on the stepwise multiple
regression analysis. For each sample segment, the three or
four variables that have the largest independent effect in
differentiating between adjusted men and attriters are pre-
sented. The cumulative variance accounted for "by these
variables is also listed.
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1. Marine Recruits

Factors Differentiating Cumulative Variance
Adjusted Men and Attriters Accounted For

9 Attriters more often believe that
if they complain about misconduct
of a drill instructor, they them- .12
selves would be harassed and nothing
would happen to the drill instructor -

0. Attriters less often participate in
the delayed enlistment program " .16

* Attriters less often have fathers who
are employed in higher level occupa- .20
tional positions such as managers

2. Marine Regular Duty

Factors Differentiating Cumulative Variance
Adjusted Men and Attriters Accounted For

o Attriters are less educated .09

* Attriters more often believe they
would be harassed if they complained .16

* Attriters less often attend training
school .20

9 Attriters less often participate
in the delayed enlistment program .23
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3. Navy Recruits .

Factors Differentiating Cumulative Variance -
Adjusted Men and Attriters Accounted For

*.-Attriters more often believe they
,,would be harassed if they complained .33

* Attriters less often sign up for a
training school .45

* Attriters less often participate in

delayed enlistment program .50

"* Attriters more often have reading

-difficulty .53

4. Navy Regular Duty

Factors Differentiating Cumulative Variance
-Adjusted Men and Attriters Accounted For

*9 Attriters give less ,forethought
to enlisting .12

. Attriters more often believe they
would be harassed if they complain .20

* Attriters are less educated .25

e Attriters are more often married .27
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The study clearly indicates a connection between a
" number of organizational factors and attrition. During the

study, however, certain other factors which appear to be
tied to attrition came to light. These issues could not
be examined further since they are outside the scope of the

4 •study. Since their relationship to the attrition problem
is evident, it seems that further research into these
factors would be productive in the construction of a data
base from which the Navy can develop management options to
gain control of the early attrition problem. These areas
recommended for further ,study are outlined below.

o The study indicates that many first-term enlisted
personnel consider the information they received

from the recruiter about prospects for personal
S.success in the Navy/Marine Corps environment to be

incomplete and/or misleading. They also say thatI they were inadequately prepared for the rigorous
"training and discipline they encountered during
recruit training. In some cases, the serviceman
believes that a breach of promise was made. He
therefore feels this is sufficient moral justifica-
tion for not completing his obligated service.

- The current recruit information and orientation
programs should be closely examined to determine
exactly what information and/or impression are
being conveyed.

o Approximately 60 to 70 percent of the attriters inter-
viewed did not receive counseling when the difficulties
"which led to their attrition first arose. Of this
group, nearly half feel counseling would have been
helpful.

- Research should be conducted into the availability,
administration, and use of counseling programs.
Specifically, the differences in the type and
amount of programs between the units with low
attrition rates and those with high rates should
be compared.
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- The research should include an analysis of the
attitudes of men subsequent to receiving
counseling to determine the effectiveness of
counseling relative to reducing early attrition.

0 The Navy and Marine Corps do not maintain specific and
readily available data banks of information on
attriters relative to both the perceptions of the
individual and his supervisors as to the root
cause of his early attrition. This information
would be helpful in developing management options
to gain control of the early attrition problem.

- A standardized questionnaire should be developed
and administered to attriters who are about to
be separated from the service as part of the
exit procedure. The questionnaire should inquire
into the causes of the attrition and what both
the attriter and his supervisor feel might have
been done to preclude his attrition.

- The data from the questionnaire should then be
compiled and summarized to indicate- common areas
of difficulty, etc.

4 * The study clearly indicates that conflicts with NCO
supervisory personnel contribute to first-term early
attrition. What are commonly identified as personality
conflicts frequently involve disagreements over values,
goals, and especially, norms.

- Research should be conducted to determine the
-. '2 sources of the conflicts, their cognitive elements,

and the perceptions of both groups as to appro-
priate methods of resolution.

, The study indicates that in many instances the inabil-
" ity of the serviceman to effectively communicate his

needs or problems to his supervisor/instructor is a
"catalyst to the attrition process.

- The issue of the communication gap between service-
men and their supervisors should be studied further
to determiro exactly what types of communication
problems exiat. Are the men afraid to express their
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problems/questions? Are they overly aggressive in
their relationships with authority figures? Are
the supervisors themselves open to listening to
problems and questions?

-Once the specific problem areas have been
ascertained, an approach to tailoring a communica-
tion workshop specifically to the needs of the
people involved should be researched.

9 Attriters, both married and unmarried, frequently
feel that resolving family financial problems takes
priority over their obligation to complete their
enlistment.

- Research should be conducted to determine how
adjusted men with" 'similar problems handle their
finances.

- fIn addition, counseling programs should be eval-
uated in terms of their ability to help both the
serviceman and his spouse when financial problems
arise.
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Job Changing Behavior of Young Men in the Civilian Labor Market

Andrew I. Kohen
Madison College

I. An Eclectic Conceptual Framework

The analysis of job mobility by young men in the civilian labor market
may be based on any one of several distinguished traditions in economics. 1

On the one hand, there is the well established model of neoclassical micro-
aconomic theory in which workers are theoretically motivated to move (between
employers, occupations or areas) primarily (if not exclusively) by the
existence of wage differentials. As a counterpoint, there is the more
"institutionalist" school of labor market analysis that explicitly acknowledges
the role of nonwage (noneconomic) factors in stimulating and facilitatirig
job movement by workers. Closely allied to the first approach is human
capital economics in which the mobility decisions and behavior of workers
are conceptualized as (analogous to) decisions and actions of investors.
That is, the decision to change jobs, occupations, or areas is viewed in
terms of (the present value of) its costs and returns.2

Still another relevant perspective on the job changing behavior of
young men may be drawn from the attempt to understand the contemporary
simultaneous occurence of the macroeconomic problems of unemployment and
inflation. This area of inquiry spawned considerable interest in the micro-
economics of job search behavior. 3  Finally, there is the ongoing debate
among economists about the existence and operation of segmented or dual
labor markets in which worker mobility is a central issue. 4

Believi.ng that each of the foregoing approaches has something of
value to contribute to understanding the mobility of young men, this paper
employs an eclectic framework. At the outset it is important to emphasize
that my focus is upon voluntary job shifts, i .e., those to which the theoretical
approaches are most directly applicable. This is not to say the involuntary
job separations by young men are either uninteresting or of no, policy relevance.
In addition, while it is possible to engage in lengthy debate about the
meaning of "voluntary" job separations, use of the tevio.in this paper adheres
to the conventional one employed by the Bureau of. Labor Statistics in definin.
quits. 5

1. For a general review of recent literature on labor mobility see Parnes (1970).

2. See Becker (1964).
3, See, for example, Lippman and McCall (1976) and Parsons (1975).

4. See, for example, Andrisani (1973), Cain (1976), Doerioger and Piore (1970)0
and Edwards et. al. (1975).

5. ror an example of the substantive issues involved in defintint voluntary
separations see Hall (1972) and Wohen et. al. (1917), Chapter 5..
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In the most general terms one can conceive of a young worker's likelihood
of making a voluntary interfirm shift as being the ~result of an interplay
between his propensity to make such a shift and his, opportunities for doing
so. Both a worker's propensity and his opportunities for changing jobs are, q
in turn, functions of characteristics of the individual, characteristics of
the job that he holds, and characteristics of the labor market. For example,
a worker's propensity to move should be expected to be inversely related to
tenure in his current job. First,longer service provides a degree of
protection against involuntary separation (layoff) and often represents a
build up of rights to certain fringe benefits (e.g., vacation time). Second,
"... it is reasonable to believe that the social and psychological bonds to
a particular work place become stronger with the passage of time."e From the
opportunity perspective it may also be argued that increasing tenure is im-
mobilizing to the extent that it represents a build up of Job-specific skills,
which, by definition, are not transferable to other fi rms.7

Other personal characteristics that might be expected to affect the
propensity to quit and the opportunity to do so successfully are various
measures of the skills (or human capital,- of a worker. Thus, on the one
hand, it may be argued that age should inhibit a young man's propensity to
quit by reducing the payoff period for a job change. On the other hand,
it seems reasonable to expect that typical employer preferences, along with
child labor laws will make quitting less risky when a youth is in his twenties
than when he is a teenager. Education is another trait whose theoretical
impact on the likelihood of a voluntary job separation is amb'Viguous. Although
more schooling enhances a young man's attractiveness. to other employers, it
also may represent greater skill in selecting a first job and greater costs
of job search in terms of foregone 2arnings. Alternatively, if labor ma-'ket
segmentation theorists are correct in their assessments, voluntary shifts

7 Inay be relatively more prevalent among both thq very well educated'amd the
vetry poorly educated.I

Poor physical health also should be expected to impact on voluntary
mobility be inhibiting the propensity to move because"... the risk- of a -

leap into tho ukon, which characterizes a job change under any cirCUMStances,
would seem to be more oronounced for Pkin with impairments than for' .those
enjoying good health." Additionally, health pi-oblems should reduce the
opportunity to Wove by making a young ma. less attractive to alternative
em~ployers.

Finally, a young mall's race may be expected to affect both his
propetisity and opportunity to change employers voluntarily First, dcospi te
the prol iferation of laws and s"n changes in social toores, hiring prf c ncos
of employers doubtless still favor whitos. Second, 0ei piurception of- eacia)
discrimination in the. labor market (h'respective -fthe~ accuracy of the

6. Parties et:al. (976)~ P. 02.,

7. * Al though of minior ttlevaoce to yevmng Vien, tenure my, wtetris p~aribis ,
eepresetit deterioration of jlob seArch skilIls Which b tK vv ucesra
Propensity to move and limits thoop0portuftities that lie. di~covev¶.

S. Prties~ et all. 19n~) 03.
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perception) may operate to reduce the proclivity of young blacks to quit their '
jobs, other things being equal.

Apart from the personal traits of a young man, the context in which
he finds himself may be expected to influence the likelihood of his
"-voluntarily changing jobs. First, there are characteristics of the specific
job such as (1) whether the wages and working conditions are the result of
a collective bargaining agreement, (2) the specific occupation, especially .6

insofar as the occupation is incongruent with the worker's education andtraining, and (3) the wage rate itself. The latter should be expected, 7'ceteris aribus, to be inversely related to the probability of quitting

because it represents the cost of search (and/or the reservation wage).

Second, the "tightness" of the general labor market should affect both
a worker's propensity to move by influencing his estimate of the availability
of alternative jobs and by influencing his ,"true" opportunities to move.
Thus, all other things being equal, we should have observed lower quit rates
in 1975 than in, say, 1973. The hypothetical effect of the local area
unemployment rate is rather more ambiguous. On the one hand, young workers
in areas with high unemployment rates surely face fewer opportunities to change
jobs and, therefore, may be more reticent to consider quitting. On the other
hand, young men in these contexts may have relatively greater incentives
than those in tight labor markets to leave the local area which almost
inevitably implies a change of employers,

II. The Published Evidence

Turning to a consideration of published empirical evidence on the job
"changing behavior of young men unfortunately reveals only fragments of
information, and even these are often only tangentially related to the
central issue of why young men leave their first jobs. While the chroniglers
of labor mobility all cite the higher rates of mobility among young men,'-
there are almost no indepth studies that carefully test the hypotheses

* .. included in the framework outlined aboveI. Thus, the empirical findings
presented here are (1) an amalgamation of results from different sources,
(2) not necessarily consistent with one another, and (3) indicative of the
need for more research.

Although it is a well known "fact" that very few young men remain with
their first post-school employer throughout their work lives, relatively
little is known with confidence about when the separation typically occurs or
what the likelihood of its being voluntary is. Using data from the National
Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) on men 20-24 years of age in 1966 who were out of

"9. See Lippmen and McCall (1976), p. 384-85.

10. See, for example, Gallaway (1969) and Parnes (1970).

11.. For example, Ornsteln (1971) analyzes the duration of a young man's first job
rather than the probability of his voluntarily leaving it. While Andrisani(1973) studies the probability of young men leaving their first jobs, his

research focuses on intersectoral mobility rater than on interfirm movement
and does not distinguish between voluntary and involuntary shifts. Although
Kohen and Andrisani (1973) do focus on interfirm shifts according to volun-
tariness, they employ rather crude statistical tools and do not restrict
the analysis to moves from first jobs.
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school, Parnes et al. estimated that about two-fifths of them had l@t their
first employer by 1966 and of this group 77% had moved voluntarily.
Unfortunately, these data are less useful than they might at first appear
because the time span during which the worker could have left his employer
ranges widely from less than one year to as much as 10 years. Ornstein's
analysis of men 30-39 years old in 1968 (whose first jobs were taken as
early as 1945 and as late as 1961) indicates that about 8% of those who
had left their first job by 1968 had done so voluntarily.",

In a study of young male workers in five companies in a large
Northeastern city, Freedman found that about 70% of the movers left the
companies (not necessarily the first jobs) voluntarily.14 Using the
NLS data on men who were 17-27 years of age in 1969 and had been out of
school for at least 3 years, Kohen and Andrisani found that about two-fifths
had voluntarily left their 1967 jobs (not necessarily the first jobs) by
1969 and that voluntary movers constituted about 80% of all the job changers. 15

Finally, a study of jobseeking behavior based on data from a supplement to the
January 1973 CPS revealed that of those who had changed jobs during the
year between January 1972 and January 1973, 65% of thoig 16-19 years of age
and 62% of those 20-24 years of age moved voluntarily. It must be noted,
however, that these figures refer to all young persons, irrespective of school
enrollment status and sex.

The hard evidence on the correlates of voluntary job shifts by young
men is equally fragmentary. Parnes et al. found no racial differences among •1
"20-24 year olds in the probability that leaving the first job was voluntary,
but they did find that increased education was associated with a higher
likelihood that a young worker had quit his first job (given that he had left
it), The latter association prevailed both among those whose first jobs were
in white collar occupations and among those whose initial jobs were as blue
collar workers. Further, the ratio of voluntary to involuntary separations was
over 6-to-l for ihite collar workers whereas it was only 3-to-I for blue
collar workers. 1/

Consistent with the reasoning described in earlier pages, the study of
17-27 year olds in 1969 by Kohen and Andrisani revealed that tenure with an
employer substantially reduces the likelihood of a quit. For example, among
those young white men whose 1967 job was in a nonprofessional white collar

W 12. Parties et al. (1969), pp. 108-109.

.13. Ornstein (1971), p. 345. It should be noted that Ornstein's definition of A
a job is rather peculiar in that it includes both the employer and the
occupation. Thus, promotions within a firm are counted as separations from
the first job.

14. Freedman (1969), p. 19.

15. Kohen and Andrisani (1973), p. 63.

16. Calculated from Rosenfield et al. (1975), Table A-I, p. 19.

17. Parties et al. (1969), PP. 108-1094
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ocupation 50% of those with less than one years tenure (as of 1967) had quit
by 1969, as compared to only 16% of those with three or more years of tenure.
This relationship also prevailed when race, beginning occupation group,
and education were controlled. Thus, the quit rate among white operatives
without high school diplomas was 59% if they had been gn the job less than
a year and 42% if they had been on it 1 year or more.1

However, in contrast to the findings of Parnes et al. cited above,
voluntary separations were found to be less likely among high school graduates
than among dropouts, controlling for occupation, race and tenure. This led
the authors to suggest that "... less-skilled youth may be more venturesome.
in their labor market behavior and perh s more attentive to alternatives
for improving their economic position."' Another interpretation of the
finding is that education serves as a proxy for wage level and, therefore,
(1) the opportunity casts of quitting and searching were lower for the less
well educated and (2) the probability of improvement in wages for this group
was greater. While Ornstein's data indicate that education and length of
service on first job are positively correlated,ý'u' it is not possible to infer
an inverse relationship between education and the likelihood of a quit.
That is, this finding may very well result exclusively because the rate of
Involuntary movement is higher among less educated Young men. Clearly,
these less than completely compatible findings indicate the need for additional
research.

Finally, the only study (as yet unpublished) using multivariate methods
to analyze job changing by young men treats voluntary1 mobility somewhat
peripherally in focusing on unemployment experience." Utilizing the job
as the unit of observation (rather than the individual), this study's results
indicate that during 1970-71 the probability that a young (19-29 year old)
man s job would terminate in a quit was inversely related to the wage rate,
tenure, having a work-limiting health problem, being married, residing in an
area with a low unemployment rate, and to education. (The latter two traits
were not significant among blacks). Many technical and methodological
features of this study make it difficult to generalize the findings, although
most of them are consistent with the conceptual framework described earlier.

III. Preliminary Findings from a New Study,

In response to the dearth of confident conclusions that could be drawn
from existing published research and data, a study focusing directly on the
correlates of the probability of a young man quitting his first post-school
job was bagun. The study uses the NLS data and concentrates on young man

18. Kohen and Andrisani (1973), p. 63.

19. Ibid., p. 130.

20. Ornstein (1971), p. 336.

.21. Kohon et al. (1977), Chapter 5.
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who took their first jobs after 1966 and before 1970. A variety of technical
problems related to computer processing have prevented thestudy from beingcompleted at this writing. However, some ofthe preliminary results are
presented and discussed below.

To begin with, it appears that racial differences in the likelihood
of quitting the first post-school job do exist (Table 1). On the ope hand,
the most poorly educated black youth do appear less likely than their white
counterparts to quit, perhaps reflecting the persistence of discriminatory
treatment in what is often referred to as the secondary labor market.
By contrast, the civil rights movement and/or heightened enforcement of
equal employment opportunity laws seem to have led to a situation wherein
young blacks with high school diplomas or college training were more willing
and able to leave their first jobs voluntarily than were corresponding
young whites.

Another apparent implication of these data is that there is an inverse
association between the level of educational attainment and the probability
"of voluntarily leaving the first job within four years, although the
association is more regular among white than among black youth. However,
the data also indicate the complexity of the interaction among various
personal characteristics.. It can be seen that concluding that there is an
inverse association may be too facile a generalization--i.e., the association
is not independent of the occupation of the first job. Indeed, these data
suggest that the inhibiting effect of education on quits operates only as
long as there is not major incongruence between a worker's skills and the
skill requirements of his job. Thus, increases in the quit rate may be
observed among operatives as education increases from 12 to 13-15 years
and among laborers as education increases from 9-11 to 12 years. By
contrast, the quit rate declines monotonically with rising education among
those whose first job was as a craftsman.,

Also indicating the complex causal network are the data that demonstrate
an association between hourly wage rate on first job and the likelihood of
quitting that job. Among white high school graduates the association is
regular and inverse, as would be suggested by the conceptualization of wages
as the cost of quitting. However, among black high school graduates only
an irregular inverse association appears, and among white high school dropouts
there is no association evident. The data in Table 1 similarly suggest a
complex relationship between the age at which a young man takes his first
post-school job and the probability that he quits that job within the
ensuing few years.

In order to identify more confidently the determinants of voluntary
separations from first jobs, the data are Ming analyzed with multivariate
statistical techniques. Results of the initial application of multiple
(OLS) regression are discussed here, although more refined versions of the
model are in theprocess of being tested. In order to allow for some of the
nonlinearities suggested by the cross-tabular results, some of the explanatory
variables are specified in dunmi variable form. For example, educational
attainment is included in the form of three binary variables representing
completion of less than 9 years of formal schooling, completion of 9-11
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Table 1. Probability of a Young Non-College Graduate Male Voluntarily

Leaving His First Post-School Employer in the Late 1960's,
by Race and Selected Characteristicsa

Whites Blacks

Characteristic N
Total Percent Total Percent

4 Numberb Voluntary Numberb Voluntary
(000's) Quits (000's) Quits

Total 1,526 45.8 -271 60.8

Education
Elementary 101 60.3 -39 58.3
H. S. Dropout 345 59.1 69 80.7
H. S. Graduate 751 42.1 131 54.1

*College Dropout 329 35.6 31 48.3

,Waqe on First Job
Under $1.50 433 53.3 141 64.5
$1.51 - .$2.00 294 51.4 65 72.4
$2.01 - $3.00 607 40.8 45 46.6
$3.01 + 192 29.8 20 29.5

Education and Wage on
"First Job
H. S. Dropout

Under $1.50 131 62.3 48 86.3
$1.51 - $2.00 73 65.3 c c
$2.01 - $3.00 107 63.3 c c

H. S, Graduate
Under $1.50 220 52.5 58 56.1
$1.51 - $2.00 153 42.2 34 66.2
$2.01 - $34.00 300 37.3 27 42.1
$3.01 + 79 31.3 c c

..... ..... Education and Occupation
on First Job
H. S. Dro'pout

Craftsman 57 78.0 C c
Operative 153 61.1 c c ,.i
Laborer 60 45.6 C C

H. S. Graduate
Clerk 70 50,8 c c
Craftsman 91 43.0 cc

Operative 261 32.6 41 46.6 7i.A
Laborer 123 49.7 20 52.3

College Dropout .4,
Craftsman 63 18.9 c c
Operative 57 41.0 c c

(Table continued on next page)
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Tabl e 1 (Con't)

Whites B1 acks

Characteristic
STotal Percent -.Total Percent
Numberb 'Voluntary Numberb Voluntary

(000's) Quits (000's) Quits

Education and Age began
First Job
H. S. Dropout

17 69 71.8 c c
18 235 49.4 49 78.1

H. S. Graduate
17 130 43.7 c c
18 281 38.7 67 55.2
.19 141 43.4 23 44.5
20-21 117 46.7 c c
22+ 83 42.5 c c

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys .. ½

a. Universe consists of males 19-29 in 1971 who took their first jobs between
1966 and 1970, were older than 14 at the time of taking the first job, had
completed less than 16 years of formal schooling, and were employed in
197).

b. Analyses were based on weighted sample cases. For details on sampling
"and weighting see Kohen (1977), Appendix D.

c. Figures not shown where category contains fewer than 15 sample cases,
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Sb

years, and completion of some college, respectively. Thus, the reference
"group is high school graduates who did not attend college and the regression,
coefficient for each dummy variable is interpretable as the net difference
between being a graduate and being in that particular education category.

The other variables included in the regression model considered here
represent both the personal and contextual characteristics hypothesized to
affect the likelihood of quitting the first job. T2se representing personal

J1 -- traits are as follows: a binary variable for race, a (ýqntinuous
measure of the age at which the youth took his first 2 job,,- and a (continuous)
measure of general ability/labor market information. The variables I
representpg contextual factors are as follows: the hourly wage rate on the,
first job6 and two binary variables representing incongruence between the
youth's education and e education "required" by the occupation that he
held on his first job .• The first is coded "l" if the worker was
"overeducated" and the second is coded "1" if he was "undereducated.
Finally, the model contains dummy variables representing the year in which the
'first job was taken, in order to control for the relationship between the
likelihood of a quit and the length of time allowed for it to occur.

all The results of the regression analysis provide support for some, but not
all, of the hypotheses suggested in the conceptual framework presented above
(Table 2). There is strong evidence that the probabilityof quitting is
negatively related to the major monetary cast of search--i.e., the wage --

even controlling for other factors. Specifically, a 50C/hour (or about
25 percent) increase in hourly pay decreased the likelihood of a quit by
about 4 percentage points. There is also confirmation that, ceteris paribus,

22. The variable is coded "l" for whites. Although the NLS data contain a
"limited sample of nonwhite-nonblacks, they have been eliminated from this
analysis.

23. Those who took their first jobs prior to age 15 have been eliminated
from the analysis.

24. The variable is the score on a labor market information test administered
k to the NLS panel in 1966 and has been shown to be highly correlated

with an independent measure of mental ability. See Parnes and Kohen (1975).

25. The wage rate has been adjusted to reflect constant (1966) dollars by
deflating it by the CPI for the year in which the first job was taken,

26. The education "required" is identified as the GED rating of the Census
three-digit occupational category.

27. Alternative definitions of over- and under-educated are being tested.
"The definition used here is based on the absolute difference between
education and education required being greater than 0.4 years.
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Tabl e 2. -Regression Results -Determinants of the
Probability of Voluntarily Quitting the
Fi~rst Post-School ~Job Between 1966 and 17

(Coefficients shown in percentage points)

Variable a ~Coefficient and
absolute value of t-ratio

ELEMENT .. 3.1 . (1.36)

HSDOUT 12.5** . (2.55)

COLDOUT . 5.3 (0.76)

ABILITY. 0.7* (2.20)

RACE *- 13.8** (2.39)

WAGEFST -8.8** (3.48).

AGEFST: -0.5 . (0.00)

FSTJ66 .29.4** (4.86)

FSTJ67 18.8** (2.75)

FSTJ68 .6.6 (0.85)

FSTJ69 10,0* (1.79)

INCONHI .1.6 (0.34)

INCONLO 6.5 (0.39)

CONSTANT 39.9

R2 (adj.) .124

Number of Sample Cases 607

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys

a. For details on variables see text, text footnotes
and Appendix Table.

** Significant at the .01 level

*Significant at the .05 level
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young men with greater mental ability/more information are more likely to
leave their first job voluntarily. By contrast, the net impact of formal
schooling is not monotonic -- i.e., high school dropouts are significantly
more likely than graduates to quit, but neither those with only eleiantAry =
schooling nor those with some college are significantly different from the
diploma holders. This parallels the findings presented in the cross-
tabul ati ons.

The results also indicate that in the late 1960's there was a significantly
lower likelihood that a white youth would quit his first job than would his
black counterpart, other things being equal. This suggests that the
buoyancy of the economy and the civil rights activity of the period out-
weighed the real and/or perceived racial discrimination in the labor market
decisions of young black men. 28  Furthermore, there is no support for the
hypothesis that the older a young man is upon entering his first job the
less likely that he is to quit. Additionally, the measures of incongruence
between the worker's skills and the skill requirements of his job are not
statistically significant. However, more refined and different measurements
of the concepts are being -tested prior to abandonment-of the-hypothesis.

IV. -Implications for Attrition from the Volunteer Armed Forces

All in all, the present state of our knowledge about voluntary job
separations by young male civilians offers only a few implications for
those concerned with manpower policy for the volunteer armed forces. There
is some evidence that improved opportunities in the civilian labor market
for better educated young black men may exacerbate the attrition problem of
the armed forces. That is, the relative attractiveness of military
service as an escape--even if only temporary--from racially discriminatory
treatment may well have declined. Indeed, in the late 1960's young black
workers were more likely than their whIte counterparts to quit first
civilian jobs, all other things equal. Second, there is some evidence
that mismatching the skills of a youth and the skill requirements of his
job assignment lead to an increased likelihood of his quitting. This
may imply that greater care in assessing the occupational abilities (and
interests) of young entrants to military service could reduce voluntary
attrition. In addition, while there is no apparent reason for armed forces
recruiters to focus on any particular age category of youth, data on civilian
job changing do support the emphasis on attracting high school graduates.
Interestingly, the civilian data would also support efforts to recruit from a
group that is currently relatively neglected, namely college dropouts (and/or
graduates of junior colleges). Finally, to the extent that military rates of
pay are "too low," there are definite incentives to opt out of the armed
forces.

28. Of course, the race variable may still be representing unmeasuredcharacteristics (e.g., socio-economic background) that influence quit

behavior, and the inference in the text is therefore speculative.
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V. A Brief Postscript

In reflecting upon the issues raised during the conference and those
addressed in this study, there seem to be two that merit further comment.
First, several of the conferees emphasized the role of attitudes in the
causal nexus underlying the decision to quit a job. While job dissatis-
faction and/or unrealized expectations may be causes of quits, it seems
equally plausible.to argue that such attitudinal measures are mainly
intervening variables that represent the real cause, namely inadequate or
misinformation. The preliminary empirical results of the study reported
here certainly support the important role of information.. However, more
conclusive results must await examination of analyses that contain both
measures of information and attitudes. Furthermore, it is important to
bear in mind that a strong propensity to quit (e.g., in the form of a
strong assertion of dissatisfaction) will not necessarily eventuate in a
quit if the opportunities for improvement do not exist or are not perceived..
the Second, there does seem to be the potential for a true crisis in the
availability of human resources for the U.S. armed forces resulting from
the joint effects of "high" first term attrition and a secular decline
in the population base from which recruits typically have been drawn.
However, the growing civilian labor force participation of young women and
the apparent change irt fertility expectations (plans) may augur well for
this problem, if many armed forces occupations can be made to be seen as
viable options for young women. Of course, this would require some restruct-
uring of the internal organizations of the armed forces along with a
substantial reorientation of recruiting strategies and techniques.
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Appendix Table: Means and Standard Deviations of Variables Used in
the Regression Model to Explain Voluntary Quitting
of First Post-School Jobs by Young Men

Variable Unit of
Name Measurement Mean S.D.

QUIT Binary (1 quit first job) 0.481 0.50
ELEMENT Binary (I less than 9 years of school) 0.08 0,27
HSDOUT Binary (1 9-11 years of school) 0.23 0.42
COLDOUT Binary (1 13-15 years of-school) 0.20 0.40
ABILITY Test score 33.4 7.4

as WAGEFST Dollars 2.09 0.96
AGEFST Years 19.1 2.0
RACE Binary (1 white) 0.85 0.36
FSTJ66 Binary (I first job began 1966) 0.52 0.50
FSTJ67 Binary (I = first job began 1967) 0.13 0.33
FSTJ68 Binary I( first job began 1968) 0.08 0.26
FSTJ69 Binary (1 = first job began 1969) 0.10 0.30
INCONHI Binary (1 overeducated) 0.78 0.41
INCONLO Binary ( undereducated) 0.15 0.36

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys

Note: For more details on variable construction see text and footnotes to text.
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TURNOVER - One Company's Approach

William C. Belknap
Xerox Corporation

My reason for being here is to share with you what one company's approach is

to understanding and correcting a turnover problem--in our case, Sales Rep

turnover.

From what I have heatd in both the formal presentations and in the informal

discussion sessions, American industry shares many of the same issues as does

military in dealing with turnover. These issues are realistic job expectations,

the work itself, quota pressures, performance, quality hires, marginal per-

formers, and management asking us to create "the answer" to solve the turnover

problem.

.WHAT IS TURNOVER? Turnover is anyone who loaves Xerox, This is obviously a

macro-definition; however, it is important to look at 'the macro-definition first

for a couple of reasonst

1. For manpower planning purposes in order to plan hiring activity..

and training activity. -'

2. To force ourselves to deal with the total cost of turnover..

NfOW M0 WE TRACK TURNOVER?

* We track volwntary turnover md. involwita•y t u#ror ini much the amte way.:

you do.

* We aluo look at turnovorb Wye ioent Job Cata..r. 'This"wans we look.-

at Officials and Managers as unuecategjory; l'rofeouionalsas o.anothor:

Technicians as a third; and.£-lou -onsas a..fourthe etc.'.

*- '" also track turnover by 3b titlo. Vhis tells uw what kind of Sales

.L)o is leaving. Is-it an-Area Sal.s UOa-Which i .. u-nw r.cdt7. i 4
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it a Senior Sales Rep or a Sales Exec--one of our more experienced people?

*• This helps us to take a rifle shot approach to the problem job.

I) * We also look at key demographics such as location; i.e., is one part .

of the country having a more serious problem than another?

* We look at it by sex. Are females leaving at a greater rate than males?

* We look at it by race. Are there minority groups that are turning over

faster than non-minority groups?

* We also look at tenure. And by this we mean both Xerox tenure (how

long have they been with the company?) and job tenure (how long have J

they been in their current assignment?).

* We look at performance--are we losing good performers? -

* We also look at age. Are a dispropoxtionate number of older omployees
.leaving versus younger employees?

Fortunately, we are able to got this tracking data fairly easily from our

computerized Personnel Information System.

OTHER SOURCVES THAT GIVE US FLMACK ON II VR. ..

M.r Exit Interview Process. Although it is" 0tter* the fact, we try to

d"tarmino at the time of the exiit interview, what aome of the key

isue0s wore-." that influenced av emplotyee to leAve the business, For

our salestoarninoes, wo send out a qguestionnairo thirty to Qixty dqys .

aftqr they leave the .lniustois. This 30-Gb daiy v•ooting off period"

"helps to. tlitinat wlat might ottlorwic ho btiaed rhsonss te

" qu.itiotinairo, like tw.i exit interview# is geared to give us the

"r"ail riteoisi# it you will, for the poruon .deiidtil) to leavet -t .

business.: We haveý alao ibne somv work with phone interviews, -but:'

,hav.. . .. t. . . .e nhot 1• a . h to W Pa t u . '. .i . . .

di~fflclt to lowato and the work hau to be a e in th ovaqkttqgo.

Ji
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lWe also have a National Trend Attitude Survey which is an ongoing

attitude survey process in which we not only measure the attitudes

of our employees; but we ask them directly whether they plan to be

with Xerox a year from now.

-Now let's talk a little bit about why sales people have been leaving Xerox?

A- -First, the selection process. We find one of the biggest problems in

the selection area is that the sales job is frequently oversold to the

applicant.

The second key problem is one we call orientation. And within the

orientation issue is not only how was the employee oriented into the

"company--welcomed, if you will, (first 30-60 days); but also how was

the orientation into the job. With the selling job, it's very important

that a new Sales Rep be able to sit down with the previous Sales Rep in

the territory he or she is about to receive and go over in great detail

the kinds of accounts, the key contacts, what opportunities exist and

what are the major problems, in order to have a successful orientation.

The third area is the work environment. The key point here is peer group

acceptance. How quickly is a person accepted in the "tennis clique" or
"golf clique"--the more qualitative aspects of the job. This seems to

be a particularly strong issue with minorities and females who leave

-. ., the business. And what comes back to us is the fact they never felt
like they were really accepted by the informal peer group, even though

they may have received excellent orientation into the job and into thie

company.

The fourth area is success in training. This boils down to how well did

they do while they were here at Leesburg. To the extent they have a good

training experience, they are not nearly as prone to leave as tloso who

who did not feel their experience prepared them for their job.
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The fifth area is performance. For our Sales Reps this boils down to "am

I selling and how well."

The sixth area is communications. Here the concern centers around whether
the employee hears more through the grapevine than he does from his manager.

The seventh is management practices. This means how does my manager treat

me as a person. Is he or she supportive? Are my objectives clearly stated?

ýY, 'Does he or she listen with understanding? And is my performance appraisal

fair? And that's an interesting one because it's not an issue of whether

the performance appraisal was a good one, but whether it was fair.. And

that loops back to whether there were clear standards of performance spelled

out for the employee. If there were clear standards of performance spelled

out and the employee doesn't do well against them, he or she is less likely

to feel negative than if the standards were not clearly spelled out and the

employee was surprised by a lower than anticipated performance appraisal

rating.

The last major area is career oportunities. Now good a job does my manager
'do of discussing the management and non-management opportunities; whether or

not I get proper career counseling; or said moro simply, how well does he or

she communicate my chances of progressing within the organization and what

will the requirements be if, indeed, I want to move out of the sales ranks

into a management or staff assignment.

The last thing we really want to talk about is what are some of the things

we have done to correct, the turnover problem.

* The first is that we are going to experiment with a video tape that

addresses the realistic Job provicw issue. This will be a tape that

covers both the good points of the solling job and the bad points.
*"The objctivo of this realistiu job preview is to allow applicants

to select themselves out prior to the final decision to hire and

theroforo. prevont future turnover.
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9 The second action has been to concentrate on improving the interviewing

skills of the managers who conduct the interview.

*.The third area deals with management development and training. Here,

we have developed our management practices program which is specifically -j

geared to deal with those areas that our people tell us our managers

"have difficulty with. For example, setting performance standards and

objectives, being able to give positive as well as negative feedback

to an employee, or how to explain affirmative action, etc.

. The fourth action has been in the area of career planning support.

Here, we have created our Career Information Center which includes

resources at the subordinates' disposal to help them do a better job

of understanding their strengths and weaknesses and devising action

plans to build on strengths and weaknesses. It also contains a video

tape library where an employee can see and hear the manager of a par-

ticular area explain the kinds of responsibilities and career paths in 'I
that area and what the requirements are for coming into the area.

* The last key corrective action has been the implementation of our

Metro-Personnel Manager in seven major metropolitan areas. This is

a full-time person devoted to supporting the branch in the area of

selection and retention of quality Sales Rops.
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¶ Organizational Effectiveness and Military Personnel Attrition:

DOD Management, Policy, Research Issues,

and Some Military Service Alternatives

Ralph R. Canter, Ph.D.

Chief, Personnel Accessions and Utilization Te'chnical Area

U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social

Sciences

This paper discusses some consequences of DOD management, policy,
and research in the volunteer*'force time period, and probable effects
on attrition and retention of military enlisted personnel.

I am attempting to determine if military personnel attrition is
an increasing problem because DOD is not very effective as an organi-
zation in neal~ing with such probisuis. My perspective is Lhat LAWU .is

a TuaitagelheiiL systeLm, which haý certai~n "system consequence~s" as a
result of how it performs its org~nizational functions. I look at
first-term enlisted attrition as a system problem, and therefore as
apoblem which should be examined in the context df how DOD functions.

I am using the concept of organizational effectiveness as a kind
of a rough model for making this examination.

Or~gnnizationa] Effe~ctiveness

4 1 What, then, is meant by organizational effectiveness? OE Senerally
refecrs to a process involving a sat of procedures used to solve orgnni-
zational problems or attain improved performance. (Chart 1.) The pro-
cedures generally are: diagnosis or assessment of an organizational
problem, planning a course of action, implementing the action. and evalu-
ation of tile outcome.

The 0H. process frequently makes uuo of diagnostic ins truments--such
go survey que~tionnaires on attitudes, job problems, barriers to proper
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CHART 1

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A SYSTEMATIC PROCESS:

*.DIAGNOSIS/ASSESSMENT OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEM

* PLANNING A COURSE OF-ACTION (INTERVENTION)

* IMPLEMENTING THE ACTION

* EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES
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j -organizational functioning, and the like. The OE process also involves

intervention strategies, that is--what alternative actions are possible
and then the selection of one or more to implement. Examples are job
enrichment, redesign of jobs policy changes, reorganization, etc. OE
evaluation means comparing the outcomes or effects against independently
developed objectives or goals or criteria.

Let me first sketch out some of the variables, dimensions, and
parameters of my concept of the system problem,.using the OE process as
a kind of a rough model

The Mentality of Economic Incentives A

In the all-volunteer force period we have seen the rise of what I
call the mentality of economic incentives. The immediate OSD and Con-
gressional reaction with the advent of the volunteer force was to decide
that enlistment bonuses were necessary to attract sufficient "quality"
of personnel. In OE terms, there was a diagnosis, an intervention, and
implementa-ion. Let me now show you a viewgraph displaying one analysis
which was performed in 1973 with survey data collected in 1972 (Chart'2).

This display presents a alternative diagnosis of a part of theproblem. You will note that the bonus attracts no "A" students, but "D"

students are definitely attracted by dollars. Thus, as such, it seems
rational, sensible from what we know about the psychology of able, high-
quality youth. Unfortunately, the "economic incentive mentality" that
has dominated in OSD strongly resisted this diagnostic statement of the
problem and pushed hard for combat arms bonuses on the order of $2500
to attract "quality." In our OE framework, the bonus operated as an
"intervention." The facts of first-term attrition show that millions
of dollars of bonus money has been lost; attrition due to failure is

* 'heaviest among the lower aptitude youth. Thus, one kind of evaluation
would be that the intervention did not solve the "quality" problem. If
it had, fe£w bonus receivers would be found in the attrition group.

Of course, the bonus has other objectives, such as attracting sufficient
numbers of applicants so that selection can operate. And indeed I bcli6ve
this may be the case given that--by and large--no serious shortfalls
occurred during the first three years of the all-volunteer force. But the
cost has been largo.

Thus, as usual, the story of a problem, an intervention, and an
,, evaluation makes a mixed picture.

'24
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CHART 2
GILV~IDT YOUTH SUIIVLY MOW~ 1R972

~~~Y,. AVAO [AS I Hi IH SOO
By WE 2 kI SCUMO

QGOV-TPAYS FOR' UP TO0 4 YRS COLLEGE IN ilrICTUN FOR 4 YRS S'-R'/ICE

1B's&C's 13.4
c,3 r. D's 9.I
D's (b b-Aow 0

0WOULD PROVIDE TRAINING INA CIVILIAN SKILL
A'74.

A's Ce B's 10.2 i
0 3 FI0.I
c U Ds 16.9

GOV'T PAYS UP ITO b200 A MONTrH FOR UP 1TO 4 YP-,t. COLLEGE

A's - -19.7

D3's & C's =1
C's(b D's 10.4

W .ck Wow ______________35.6

G BONUS UPTO $3,000 FOR E-NLISTING 3YRS

2 A's C4 's 3.7~
rls FAC's 10.8
C's &D's
D's CA tWtOW -212 .7

NONE

A's L%4 B's

AIký 's
D's 0' L' --low
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Low Aptitude

Let us look at some other issues. In connection with an OSD-funded
research project (Project UTILITY) contracted with the Human Resources
Research Organization in the 1967-1970 time frame, we had an analysis made
of aptitude data in relation to a job performance standard, and eligibility
for reenlistment.

Project UTILITY administered on-the-job performance examinations and
obtained solid evidence of job proficiency of Category IV personnel compared
with Category I, II, and III personnel in 4 Army MOS's. The next two charts

(Chart 3, Chart 4) present these results. 41ý

Several results should be noted in Chart 3. About half the Category 6
IV men are performing satisfactorily, and about two out of three of the

- Category I, TI and III men. Littlq difference existed between the high

P.. .and low IVs in job performance. Hqwever, a larger proportion of high IVs
were eligible to reenlist.

Chart 4 presents the same data displayed by reenlistment eligibility
against the job performance pass-fail criterion. Here one notes that'Category IV personnel are about equally divided in the cells. But note

that--in this 1969 time period--about one-third of those eligible to reenlist
across all the aptitude category breakouts were judged a3 not performing
satisfactorily on the job. (We were not able to find out who did attriL.
and who did reenlist but assuredly some did).

One concludes that our aptitude measure will tell us who is a Category
IV; it will not tell us which one of two is going to go to perform success-
fully. We will do about as well by flipping a coin to make the decision.

In regard to the research stemming from Project 100,000 in the 1966-
72 time frame, some of us discussed what factors were involved in Category
IV performance, especially those who did not complete high school. They
appeared to have very poor work habits, did not know or understand what
is expected of them., did not know what it is they do (what behavior) that

".J . gets them into trouble, have had little or no success experience in school
and with written materials. Yet they seemed to vaguely know they wanted
to belong to something, wanted to contribute, and wanted to succeed.

Again, we had a diagnosis. It appeared that a new kind of intervention
was required by means of research and development to find ways to sort out

these Category IVs, predicting who can succeed and who cannot. I will
-.turn to this point later.
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CHART 3.

PROJECT UTI LITY DATA

APTITUDE IN RELATION TO JOB PERFORMANCE

AND RE-ENLISTMENTELIGIBILITY 'I

%MEN LESS THAN. 19 MONTHS ON -THE JOB-iN 4j ARMY OCCUPATioNs*

DIRECT MEASURE OF Low HIGH CATEGORY

JOB PERFORMANCE hi. .JX.. L...111J111

PASSED MINIMUM STANDARD 48% 50% 69%,

FAILED MINIMUM STANDARD 53 49 31

ELIGIBILITY FOR

ELIGIBLE 5979 9
NOT ELIGIBLE 42 20 3

*ARMOR'CREWMAN. VEHICLE REPAIRMAN, SUPPLY CLERK, COOK
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CHART 4I

.... . . . .. .PROJECT UTILITY DATA

JOB Low HIGH CATEGORY

PEBFO.RMANCE IV IV L. 11illA
ELIGIBLE TO PASSED 29% 41% 6 7
REENL-IST- FAILED 30 38 30

9Noi ELIGIBLE PASSED 19 9 2

To REENLIST FAILED 23 111
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Retention Philosophy

A persisting philosophy in OSD is that the military services must
4, operate with a constant promotion flow, i.e., "up" or "out". The 1976

Report: Defense Manpower by the Defense Manpower Commission, dealt with
this topic as a substantive issue. However, there appears to be a serious
"lack of emphasis upon examining this philosophy from the viewpoint of
those affected. Many scattered comments over the years indicate that a
number of non-promotees believed they were performing quite satisfactorily
at their grade level and would be happy to continue non-promoted until the
age of 60 or so.

For example, E-4 bus or truck drivers leave service to become civilian
bus or truck drivers until their retirment. At the present, all I want
to do is note a diagnosis of "up" or "out" as a source of attrition. It
would appear that differential management of occupations, using different

Y, standards and rules, could be developed and tried as an intervention. In-
tensive and extensive.studies of the subject populations would be required,
with appropriate evaluation procedures. However, the persisting system
operational policy in DOD appears to deny such large-scale research.

The Manpower Requirements Reduction Thrust

Commensurate with the "economic incentive mentality" and the other
ways thU DOD systen functionts, is the perennial thrust to reduce manpower
requirements. The thrust is to reduce overhead, to reduce so-called non-
essential functions, to establish mystical, reified ratios, to create
uniformity in operations, to reduce the "teeth to tail" ratio. However,
as one general officer expressed it, "if we cut off more of our tail, we
are going to fall on our teeth."

A favorite target the last few years has been those positions which
imply "counseling." I need not try to describe the kinds of "horror"
stories portrayed by the requirements analysts, to make these positions
and their duties appear frivolous, non-contributing, unnecessary overhead
functions. Yet these same analysts quite vigorously attack the military
services for having personnel attrition.

The so-called "counseling-type" tasks are the ones that the military
units and organizations call for repeatedly to holp in solving personnel
problems which are involved in attrition. Counseling, too, is an inter-
vention strategy, and one whilch the Services have attempted to preserve
and use.
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The Literacy Question

One particular aspect-in counseling comes to mind. A number of efforts
have been called for and initiated to help solve the problem of low level
of literacy found in many volunteers. Remedial job-related reading training
and counseling programs have been established. Efforts are underway to.
reduce the necessity to use technically-writtcn materials. "iiands-on"
training .ýnd testing methods are being developed and installed.

Again, miuch of this effort is concerned with "cognitive" aspects of
x'iilitary service. I-hat about the "non-cognitive" aspects of literacy?
As observed earlier, we felt that low-aptitude individuals more frequently
got into trouDle because they did not understand what was expected of
them, did not understand what they were supposed to do, and did not under-
stand that the behaviors they exhibited got them into trouble. I suspect
that literacy problems lead to a loss of contact with peers and organizational
functioning, and a general lack of awareness of what is going on. Is
"Iunsuitability" a li.teracy problem, more than something else?

Here. then, I have a possible example of interventions which *rcl i~t
fully relevant to the problem, Before more interventions - "cognative
literacy training" - are undertaken, a much more comprehensive diapvnc,;is,
through a sustained research project, seems required.

P'erhaps underneath, this is what the manpower requirements analyst~s
are really talkinS about.

Measuremnent of Aptitudes for 11ilitary Service

1 now wish to return to the problem of measurement of aptitudes for
qualif~ication, classification, and assignment of the individual in the
military services.

T11 Mid -1975 -h Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and 14'serve
A 'fairs) made a managemmnt policy detertninationi that Lthe Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery in use in the high school testing, coutwolitmg,

* and guidance program ini support of the military recruiting. sygtem, wottld
be used as the sinigle DOD accossioniug qualification, clasaification, and
4 aesittment measure by the military services.

The next chart (Chart 5) provideB strong evidence- that Lthe AMVAI, which
Was llie operatiOnAlly by DOD diV0CtiVV 0EC~eiVO I JanuarVy l97(tv

could be a faulty instrument which is vontirtbuting directly to the ptobieni
of01 attrition. ULUii Chart showu for. Army NtOW.63C (Traeked Vuhttid Mechtalic)
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CHART 5

MOS 63C
(TRACKED VEHICLE MECHANIC)

NUMBER PERCENT PERCEN.T PERCENT

TIME STUDENTS STUDENTS ACADEMIC NONACADEMIC

FRAME INPUT GRADUATED FAILURES LosSES

CY 75
01636 93.7 2.2'4.

02 502 86.7 0.8 32.5

03 541 90.9 0.8$
04 602 91.'4 :148 6.8

TOTAL 2281 C4

*01 992 93.5 1.3 5.2
*02 921 7637.9, -15.7

03 760 79,5 7.2 13.3

Ok4894 8996.53.

TOTAL 3572
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the number of students entered into training courses, percent of students
k 'graduated, percent of academic failures, and percent of nonacademic losses.

This last category includes losses due to disciplinary and motivational
problems, administrative expedience (i.e., Trainee Discharge Program,
Expeditious Discharge Program), physical reasons, persona]. problems, and ,
erroneous enrollment. Most nonacademic losses are losses to the Army.
Some academic failures are losses to the Army, but most are reclassified.

We observe that the percent of students graduated declined notably
from about 91% in 1975 to 85% in 1976. Most of this decline is attributed
to a large increase in academic -failures from 1.4% in 1975 to 5.6% in
1976.. The remainder of this decline is due to a 1.5% increase in non-
academic losses,.

Note that the academic failure rate for the first quarter of 1976
remained very cAose to the overall figure for 1975.' A huge increase in
academic failure rate occurod in the second quarter of 1976 and was
sustained throughout the remainder of the year. Since the ASVAB became
operational in January of 1976, the first recruits who were administered
the ASVAB entered the. 63C .OS course in late March or April--the saume
time frame in which the academic failure rate increased drastically.

The Armor School has indicated that the primary reason for academic
-failures scows to be a lack of suff•itient reading comprehension ability

Lfor Army traiWing literature and tuclitiical publlcaLious, which are WV'iLL,--, "
-to thle eighth 'grade level. Thus, these data sutggesta that the ASVU fiails
-to provide a standardixed moasure of reading compreheosion which was
available in the previously oporational test battery--the 1973 Army.
Classification Battery.

2., •.• In sum, a DOD Sys•tOll need (to have one aUCesSionin1 ingtrumet) 0 as-
diagnosed, and an intervention strategy was implemented. This ono small

- data set indi.e.ats that at% evaluation would show, that the ASVAII is probably

no1t n4", awadeauate solution for that and a -number of other Vrobes
The P.s"It- DeoomuTnadLauin .T)FnLto otv

.V...ievu i t ti normally thought that tih! RU function in the MO.
sy..tem i8 the m•eans by which •ueh a perva•,iv, QyVtem problem (as oinlisted
.attritton appears to be) cal hbi dealt, with on a .,al-e that equals th
site of the Probluk.. I now Wdut to •xawil. Oils view.
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Y
A subcategory of the RDTE budget provides funds for the Training J3

and Personnel Technology Program, amounting to less than 1% of the total
DOD RDTE budget. This R&D program is the only R&D category available -
for the kind of research I have in mind for dealing with attrition as a

DOD system problem. Obviously, in its aggregate, the amount of funding
becomes very small given the numbers and sizes of military "people" problems.

With reference to our organizational effectiveness schema, how well
can this program serve the various disparate functions of diagnosis,
interreation and evaluation?

First, by historic DOD definition, this R&D program is technology -

centered - not problem centered. As a technology it addresses such matters
as measures which can be used in diagnosis, in evaluation, and so on. But
it does not address something as complex and complicated as attrition -
the problem. Here, then, we have that constant serious gap in the inter- 3
face of R&D with the real world problems. We produce technology pieces -
by design; we ara unable to organize a direct attach to do "problem"

V research.

But even within the technology approach constraints, we have problems.
Let me elaborate briefly. The Office of the Director of Defense Research
"and Engineering has promulgated a view that DOD selection and classification
technology is "mature" and that little additional R&D is needed. (Yet we
can observe that we are very likely suffering from a serious problem with
ASVAB')

In the ODDR&E view there appears to be an implicit assumption that
another category of funding - Operations and Maintenance funds - would
be provided to do test improvement work, new validation studies, develop-
ment of new forms, and the like. But no DOD organizational implementation

... (or arrangement for budgeting responsibility) was worked out with the
O&M agencies at the DOD or service levels. This leaves the personnel
"research R&D funding at a questionable level - and the laboratory researchers
"in a hole" because the services' personnel managers demand more research

.. on the attrition problem: the extra effort is not available. What is
*,-provided is at considerable cost to other projects,

V'.x: But even more disconcerting is the inability to mount large-sc'ale
n 'RDTE field research projects designed to look at the entire personnel

A management system with controlled experiments to track the variables which
1,• ,operate in real time to produce attrition, Do we think these cui be sold

at a cost of $2 or 3 million dollars under the heading of "attrition
technology?" We can do small prototype, data-iiitensive, small sample,
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4
empirical work involving micro-managed puckes, but to undertake the major
meaningful efforts seems to be out of the question when RDTE funds are
involved. Perhaps a possible outcome of this conference could be a major
coordinated initiative to launch this kind of large-scale project to
directly address the attrition problem with its many system parameters.

In sum, from the perspective of organizational effectivenesg the RDTE
function of DOD does not appear at present to be very effective in providing
the necessary means to improve the DOD system - it appears to be a signi-
ficant part of the problem.

Other Issues

I now want to list a couple other outstanding issues in the attrition
area which the OE schema helps, identify.'

* DOD, with OSD as the center-piece and the prototype, functions

with all the characteristics attributed to large organizations:
rife with organizational paradoxes, with "back-stabbing," with
power politics. A consequence may have been the demise of'the
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Education.
This office was an active proponent in DOD for maximizing
"cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education to install and use
the "career education" program. Career educatuiu ia a ty w m
approach to the development of skilled youth. As such, it io
attractive as an incentive to a large number of non-college
youth, including a substantial number of high school graduates.
"While some comparable efforts have been initiated by the indi-
vidual services, a DOD-wide program in this area would likely
have had a major effect in increasing the attractiveness of
enlistments. My point here is that a number of youth sav they
leave service becaure they were not getting the "employable
skill" training they wanted. Hence, this intervention strategy
was lost.

* Another complex issue involves personnel management by individuals
vs. management by units. Briefly, it appears that numarous
personnel system management problems can be dealt with more
offectively by having centralized control of assignments of
individuals. Hlowever, a lot of past research and analysis
tells us that "bolonging to a group" is an important inc•ntive.
The disruption caused to the group by constant change in umembers
"omay be a strong negative for continuation In service. It may
be that pours can control attrition, possibly especially of
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higher quality enlistees. Here, I 'proffer an example of a
possible inadequate diagnosis of a factor in the attrition
problem.

Lastly, let me mention simply that we do not have a good

understanding of the interaction effects present in the
dynamics of manpower and personnel management. There is
a serious need to capture and measure these dynamics -

which operate in real time - minute by minute - so that we
can provide tools to policy formulation. In this case, I
am talking again about the ability to diagnose and then to
plan, action strategies and programs.

What to do?

Large-scale, well-designed, long-term, and focused field experiments
equivalent to the HEW "negative income tax" experiments-seem to be needed
to capture the basic problems in attrition and to try to reduce these

problems. What are possible projects?

One is to find alternative processes for the personnel management
system. At the moment I can only suggest some of these possibilities:

(1) A "fast track" for exceptionally able military-career minded
youth which will lead to early leadership training and assignments.

(2) A precise assignment process for those who know what they want,
who qualify handsomely, and who get it.

(3) A flexible accessioning, training, counseling, and assignment
process for those who are uncertain and are searching.

(4) An "assessment center" process for the "marginal" applicants,
"with carefully designed "hands-on performance" measures which
are predictive of various utilitization alternatives.

(5) An exploration of Reserve Components' units as a process for A
bringing qualified personnel to active component assignments.

All of the above make a variety of OH. assumptions - that these diagnoses,
that these intervention strategies - are realistic and can be undertaken.
"Thsoe assumptions - in OE ter, m will have to be "evaluated carefully" with
respect to their possibility of surviving in a climate of "organizational-
ineffectiveness" that is, therefore, Conorally hostile.
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Minimizing Adjustment Problems and Attrition Rates of~

Minority Military First-Term Enlisted Men

Louis E. Jenkins

Pepperdine University

Abstract

The eff~ectiveness of behavior rehearsal as a

resocialization strategy with individuals who

experience adjustment problems and minimal cop-

ing repertoires in militaryj life is explored.

Determinants of attrition are discussed in con-.

nection with theoretical and empirical research.

Special consideration is given to a study that

details the use of behavior rehearsal with high-

risk college freshmen. Salient findings from

this study are related to problems encountered

by minority military first-term enlisted men

in which emphasis is placed on the impleme~nts-

tion of behavior rehearsal.
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Attrition Problems

Frequently, the problems of adjustment and attrition among minority

military first-termers have involved inability to develop a broad-based cop-

"ing repertoire. Several researchers have examined these adjustment problems

to acquire sufficient coping repertoires by study of processes of socializa-

tion and enculturation. It is within these two processes that the develop-

ment of coping skills must be understood. To ensure clarity of understand-

ing, the concepts of socialization and encultxuation used in this paper are

those employed by Friedl (1976), Gilmore (1974), and Slotkin (1952).

According to Slotkin, socialization is the process by which traits are

"individua~ly acquired in response to being reared in certain kinds of social

environments in which each individual learns these traits by himself rather

than adopting them from others (i.e., the child selects and adopts a given

type o1' behavior). Similarl~y, onculturarton, consists of' the processes by

vhich traits are learned from others through social interaction because the

individual is reared in a social group having a culture. Friedl and Gilmore

emphasize socialization to describe the process of learning to be a member

of a society, a process slightly different in every society, whereby at,

individual ia "traiuoWd to participate in his social onvironment.)

i :.
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"tAttrition Problems

These concepts of socialization and enculturation suggestu two important

considerations: (1) that socialization takes place within a particular

social setting (e.g., family, ethnic/cultural reference group), and (2) that

an individual is expected to function as a member of a society and partici-

pate in his social environment (in both `I'ro-macrocosm senses). Given these

two considerations, it seems apparent ..L if an individual's jrocess of

socialization prepares him solely to function in a micro-society, with

limited or no preparation for the macro-society, his coping repertoire will

not be generalizable, but, at best, will be insufficient (i.e., the person

may be able to function expertly on his home turf but beyond those bound-

aries he is confronted by situations in which his coping repertoire is no

longer sufficient). What is created by this condition is the "marginal man"

syndrome. The marginal man is one who finds himself on the fringe between

"two reference groups (Stonequist, 1935).

In-the case of minority military first-ternmrs, they find themselves

between their home community and the military. Confliets and insecurities

are endemic in marginal persons (Kerchoff 4McCor•ick, 1955) because they

are in a situation in which they cannot totally ignore either reference

group. If incompatible, the two reference group, place demando upon the

firat-termers that interfere with their adaptation to the new settinp,,

especially when the coping repertoire neceuayj to moeet the dtunnds of the

new setting iu minimal, which seoms to be the circumatancoi a large number

of cases.

*,:akiug ranitiono from one uettinr to another impoaeu upon an indivi. -

uol certain problimo relative to adjusment.. h.e. everity of the problema
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Attrition Problems

encountered by an individual is a function of the coping repertoire he pos-

sesses. An extended coping repertoire permits easier resociaiization, while

an insufficient one is problematic.

Acquisition of a coping repertoire and the socialization process is

mediated by the socio-economic and the cultural involvement of the person,

which, to a great degree, determines what ie is able to do (Honigmann, 1967).

More pointedly, in order to perform effectively in contemporary society, one

must acquire a series of skills, which differ frow one social group to another -j
1< (Inkeles, 1966). In view of these factors, preparation for military life

involves acquiring skills necessary to function in a military environment.

Very often the adjustment problems experienced by a person are attrib-

uted to the individual (i.e., the problems are presumed to reside within the

person). While this is partially true, if &aceptea in its entirety, impor-

tant environmental factors would be overlooked. Ac emprzhai;ed by Peterson

(1968),.the proper study of man ia not man alone, not situation alone, but

man-in-his-environrent. Tam approach to underGtandin; the ad'a"tment
problems and attrition rates o*" minority miitar first-ter,.ors provides a

or wiolve probi-ter.;..rtitent. 4

broader base from which to investigate the inturaction e.fects ±'prso an

At PatAituation. • t on 1]

Unroool.veu or" uuolvu4 prollexi• :• r,, orte &o de telinun alf

* attrition. At ditleculty QacoOuitevcO tra~ga'rou~ium a*& wcu4"tmjurit throu&t

ano a psychological difficulty. ithk ti•ii " out" ihUnomuna

ceewrs, it o0 'difficult, ifnotinoib , aysge otrutg

1 . . . . . :- ' ". . .. . . . . .. • " • .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . • ... -2'5"5
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Attrition Problemas

f factor.

In order to identify some of the problem areas confronting minority first-

F termers, interviews were conducted with officers and enlisted men on severae±

i .military installations and with former enlisted mien who had dropped out. Al-

p •though the themes of the problems varied, the problems were the same among the

S •.installations. Table 1 shows the areas identified as problems of adjustment.

SA closer examination of the items listed it the table shows that the

problem areas fall into the nonmilitary domain U.,the problems are inter-

personal and situational in nature rather than military [e.g., how to perform

a tactical maneuver or how to use a weLpion or piece of equipment]). If the

problem areas listed are an accurate reflection of reality, then it seems

reasonable to postulate that whiie the militzuy is doing its job well in the

military domain, it is not managing zuffViciently with the nonmilita*y uspects

of the minority first-termers. As was proeviouly mentioned, when these

problems remain unresolved or unsolved they become the deteroinants of "ttrn-

tion.

As is appropriate vith an exploratory investigation, the problem area-

obtained from the interviews. must be iritorpreted with caution. Onlyj with.

-u"- ca be ,.~

replication and experimenta~l atf cam the Plotenzai hanto .t o t~triinbem.

precisely specifiedin a, unalyais of t"e walier¶ %'ate invol-ve.. -W,.hile

t~he problem areas r"ail to proviu&w- Uan * dofn~t!Avv ociti the do stiggest

a direction for research lwi4 tne naeeufea tae.r u4. wetu l ,

•;.... .: . .- . ) . . .----

-:1 empirical fromeworz..
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Attrition Problems

Table 1

A Problems of Ad~justmnent

1. Inability to meet the demands of military life

2. Lack of cultural continuity (mil 'itary life does not relate
or incorporate cultural aspects of the individual's
experience)

3. Feelings of alienation and isolation (intensity dependent
on the location of the duty station).

+.Conflict in life styles

5.Conflict in value systems between the old military personnel
(spit-and-pollsh, R.A. types) and the new military personnel
(volunteer peacetime types)

6.Impu~lsivity rather than impulse control

7.Denigration and discrimination on the part of persons in
command

8 Involvement in asocial behaviors

9.Fear of1 reprisal, getting the runaround, or "blacklisted" by
system if' one crmplaius of inequities

t10, Lach of sophistication in dealing with the military system

U1. -Distrust of nonreference group memburu

12.. .Externul pressurea and influencou from Gienitficant others
(nonwilituary poroono or Witiution5)

$ 25)
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Behavior Rehearsal

One approach to minimize the problems~ of adijustment and attrition involves

beha~vior rehearsal. Behavior rehearsalL, being rieither new nor revolutionary,

is used in a numiber of different kinds of settingz, from clinical treatment

to specialized training progream (Moreno, 1953; Lazarus, 1966; McFall&

Martson, 1970; Goldstein, 1973; Miller, 1959; Gettelmann, 1965; Beifrage,

1964; Corsini, et al., 1961). Behavior rehearsal has several important aspects

that make it a. very viable technique: (1) specifies relevant target behaviors

to be acquired or modified (Goldfried &Pomeranz, 1966); (2) uses a problem-

solving approach through both cognitive and active behavior rehearsal; (3) uses

pre- and post-evaluation of' the problem-solving strategy; (4) involves a

teaching method through modeling and eroup participation; (5) allows the indi-

vidual the opportunity to practioe his responses before repndinZ in real-

lif~e situations (IEfran 4 Korn, 1969; ibauann 4 Grwnus, 1974); (0) serves as an

organizing ftiction in the'in~dividual'a purcoption of' situationa (Jonvu &

Davis, 1968); T provides both direct and vicurioua rQiuforcomeut (D' Zurilla,

1966; BuAdura,, 1969); and ()doveopa~ atid touach-j co-ifit ArltreS10

(Doedekor, 1972).'.0o'~eqxntly, beliAvior relairual ean be wnetuuized azn

a meaus, by which au iudividual lcaruu to~ uu vepvtWi . thv possession of

ktIW14 -a killo, und options CUesnem", for' wi ifdi ilduul to V.0al with~ hir

euvironment. Us sUfu.1Y wit1% .a miuit'%ý o, fai~kuivu c uao to 1der

Acrios -to Cilu.ro (19LW~), thw eolug -.i,44 o n~ n4'

imort~ant utugeg: the abi.ityj to pw wciv ua 4Ltlorl Uvetw~tiy Jj. WaI~i

devui nu i to u.rrivu ut wtoi~tei t,,~ CM "ýVW4 ýAii: t.*if

Newu of 1jhaebiavr i aro4UIal 141 wiý4 w~ ;b!~4tr
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Attrition Problems

fully these stages of the coping process; wid whatever stages an individual has

deficiences, he has opportunity to identily thoL~e del'icienc&es and to convert

them into strengths.

Several attributes for effective coping are uiscuzsseo by Gilm.ore. inde-

pendence, impulse control, ability to organize (afferent pieces of information,

persi.stence, and decisiveness. he resocialization aspect of behavior re-

hearsal allows an individual to learn or develop more fully th ese attributes

and incorporate them into his coping repertoire. Additionally, as the indi-

vidual. acquires these attributes, he increazes niis sense of responsibility,

his sense of security, and his sense of self-worth us a function of being able

to operate effectively in his environmaent.

In addition to providing substantive content. for behavior rehearsal, the

stages of the coping process and the attributoz for effective coping are note-

worthy for two reasons: (1) they provide criteritL ai;aiiwt which the effeeLs of

behavior rehearsal can be documentoue (i.e., tkiey ure apecifiaule target

beniaviora andi are meaurable), aniu (2) tnoy wre vur.'uVjej thut. purmit uioveraont

±r om laborat~orl rozoarch to a cnattwal.iatic Qv Th qu. le, y, thaza vairi-.

ublea provide empiricul.4upport witli w~ii~ J,~enne cefiayo

behavior raheasaul.

. .. .. .. 7e ff-ica 'ofehavior ~

When t pivhehavior rehourcal conwitioiý Lvrýýup .,iQ" -he outajt,ý

thle technique bocomes a. ver"y powerzlal teoo!6o ' t. i 4C beifwokru chunge. A

.3tudy Waai Coad4&etd to illvu.atigato< tilv o."c liviA- o woaaIU

ieiali 'Uti oil utatea i~oi hith-ig ~~ ~Jtm

Outhriti, 1970). T'his raraw wwa curr-vd .o6t C ~~~~ 4~ a =

A5
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4½: • A tit0on Problems

remedial program for freshmen admitteQ to a i rg-e eastern uI .1 versity under a

- special program. These students came from familiej who couilc not provide

financial support; they were students whose level of scnolarship was below

the minimum required for regular admission; and who were unable to support

themselves on financial aid orainarily available to poor but highly promising

;F. students. The population consisted of Bluecks, Whites, anu Puerto Ricans.

A nine-week remedial program in Lngiish, mathematies, science, and read-

ing was developed with addikional help in study habits. The instruction was

calculated to help students reduce some of the deficieacies in acaaemic skills

that had accumulated and that interfered wiTh acanemic performince. The

participants were divided into 20 groups of about 15, with a counselor for

each group. Ten of these groups, ranumon selected, receivea udditional

attention in the form of behavior rvvhers• l of ,;uI4Ucr of auauzioaal sillu,

the absence of which appea•re•d to interfere witr. •:o,+ uc performanee.

During the preceding academic yeur anveuoTual tf4erie had been colletedt

.• .• . ... ......

from students who had been atstd x rviul 3. mnrt V nn, fan

from faculty and staff concerning, probien oncevy 5ic,,hdiby thoo s efwdontsr

pe:,aac in "'- ru -. o" "m

that intorfered with therproICi olg.~wa reu ara6w

Were discovered that indicated that tneoe ;tuzaont u ho mt have, in thketr

coping repertoire, many sitifll meO an ¶ tt t'41 ý-.Ot.L & errAmc of w2O

college ertvironmettit, wsntipy ttfiie AW.lt

-. !i evoAiid o0 1WInjuhge pieblt.

Fgive aqlcific Ureua wore tidenifiec.V~ 1.n' W4. ;t waý 1 LiM-t a~t~oO

'1. t. l~e+leded special trainind ini Orer to QJ" W+itOV+? + • • ue+ntouocr

Tfiese Live 4N0.3 Wre 11ot dQ4t 'witiv. thrsuu 4.0 t.;t~ i 0~ tt~a
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Attrition Problems

and counseling services: (1) ge'vting to know profeisorz, (2) setting primary

goals and objectives, (3) managing noncwnpus contingencies, (4) dormitory

life, and (5) academic perplexities.

Problem situations, using the specific problem areas, were then formu-

lated to provide the structure and the content within which the behavior

training was to be conducted. Ten counselors were selected, based on their

experience, background, and orientation towaru behavior renearsal. General

procedures were outlined to them, and at that time they were asked not to

discuss any of tne information with the counselors of the control groups.

They were also instructed not to discuss; the experiment with their experi-

mental group. Training sessions were conducted for'the counselora and all

procedures standardized. Weekly meetings were held for tiao purpose of

clarifying or handling any unforeseen diffieu4ties. Counselori were given

.. now behavior rehearsal material nesUO woe&.

Several stops were outlined for the oouAielor uua tine roup in t•,•

5 prepar•tion and execution of the beximvior training wwu to uorve aj ua "

of otaudardizing the procedure. (1) each group ot' 15 situderats wa4 to be sub-

divided into three group5s of five, (Z the cwcolr scucer with the total

Croup the problem oituation without mentioning or iudcoutirnc on so~iosn,

(7) the individual groupa o - five ot to dC4VeITic te44- nceaoarj to uo1vo

the problem, (4~) the eounselor worked with eamch roup in order to ;anzure the

grouys did not dupliente identical solutioiw, h ¼ e c~raupu eva'luntd each

othter in teon of the. a•eqw• y of tht siolutio, .- th QUeo.n.c- r u.t e Iaci

"-goup Independen-tl, (7) o"h aoup' wa. rw• a e y . co,, (oy tn, 'oor u'.

direct.d the total group in aW ovaulua ios 3 s on thc t or

2of

.55. i"
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Attrition Problems

noneffectiveness of solutions after each group had role-played, (9) each group

was provided follow-up assignments to be practiced outside of class in real

life, and (10) each counselor discussed and evaluated real-life practice

sessions.

The subjects were presented with problem situations and were to arrive

at solutions to these problems, using the behavior rehearsal method. The

rationale. un~derlying this approach was that the responses; necessary for the

university setting were minimal or absent in the coping repertoires of the N

subjects and, through bebavior rehearsal, these neceusary responses could

be acquired. kmph4azi was placed on those problmm elements considered as

nonintellectual factors related to academic success.

Rating forms were provided each group to rate uacs other. The rating

fosma consisted of three rating categorics- (1) - the problem solved

with no negative consequences to •tie individual, L) ,i the problem solved

but with minimal negative conaequences, and (3) 5i the sowution resulted

in dtire consequences to tine individual.* Rawinga were give I for solutions

"and not for how well the acting was done. huýh coDoslor w4U inItru•ctod to

Kprovide roir.?oroftmont, in the Tor,. of vcitul prui~tý, Ifor a.rfeot~ivo uolutiona.

Xii addition to thu bohavi~w reheursal poea tz, o atuecdenuu were

14 -, " provided puapr/pncil prlhbaen-*ooln. ta•.!a. When thee.t.aka .wer om-C -

Plated, the counselor directed th roup ý;;U etu1 lod evaluut iot of0th

proble" tasks iu ter.of olutions aia ascan.4e .turnatives.

3ovoral wtohoda waor wned to evuIa4te th vo raeva pproaeh

uad to obtain Napotwe =w&W.N,. .4W ?Uo. 3 4OiJO * NWtt tltC of t . .elf-

*.roport quoctionnairo, uneeiodow "ateiai, und crunde palut. avt~ea; fur thu4
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Attrition Problems

first year of college.- Subjects were instructed not to put their names on any

of the self-reporting material or anecdotal material in order to increase the

accuracy of reporting. A c•' •i.• procedure was used to identify each'subject

properly.

An unobtrusive measure was obtained by categorizing students into

conformers and nonconformers. Conformei's were those who met all the requests

of the researcher, and the nonconformers were those who partially met or did

not acquiesce to the researcher's requests. The nonconformers were contacted

numerous times and in a variety of ways but still failed to respond.. It was

assumed that students who completed all the requests of the researcher rep-

"resented those who conformed to the university system by meeting its demands.

Conformity was defined to mean voluntary adherence to the requirements and

requests of an institution; in this sense, resocialization, adaptation, and

conformity are used synonymously.

At the conclusion of the summer program tne students enrolled at the

main campus or at one of several branch campuses located throughout the

state. Follow-up data were collected at the completion of the freshman

year. A 2x2x2x2 analysis of variance design wai used which permitted an

examination of the effects of treatment, race, main or bramnca campus, and

sex. The dependent variables were grae point average and the dichotomy of

whether or not the student remained hi. coliege for the ent.ire year. Some of

the major findings of the study were:

(1) the experimental treatment mace a aignificant difference between

the experimental and control 'roupa at the ,ain campus cut made

no significant difference between the two groups on the oranch

cuap1ASes
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Att~rition Problems

(2) there were no significant dii'ferences by race,

()the attrition rate was not significantly higher in thne control

group than in the experimental group; aria

()the experimental group had a highaer number of conformers than the

control. group. The difference between the conformers and the

nonconformers was not significant.

The findings of the study suggest that behavior rehearsal is a poten-

tially valuable technique for facilitating the resocialization of high-risk

freshmen.

Minority Military First-Termers

In comparison, many minority military first-termer enlisted men and

high-risk freshmen are similar: they come from similar backgrounds and

circumstances; they have limited coping repertoires; they encounter a num~uer

of adjustment problems; and the probabilities are extremely high that they

will dr~p out when they are iinable to solve or resolve trieir problems. Assum-

ing this comparison is valid, it seems roasonable to assume that the first-

termers could be lieped similarly by a special program, winich seeks, through

behavior rehearsal strategies, to train thom to cope with certain c~ruc~ial

demands of' the military world. S3pecial tr~iaining maue a "iffereace with high-

risk freshmen., anu it seems logical taut it Woultl make saif:'erence with)

first-termers.

Aspects of basic training are a "'ora, of' bcaatvilor rohearsial relativl. to

teaching a person how to cope una~r dif'l'ereit u.:.ciitorzS Qi.e, the

exercises are aniticipatory in vivo Ini~ci, :.n d~itior. to) the regular

first cycle of tho basic training p)rogrW1, an iitont two Weoew, at. thle

beginning of basic training, could L)- ,oV~c . LicaL'bi.uv~or rehearoud
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*dealing with the problems of adjustment in order to facilitate the transition

into military life and assist in assuring that the individual acquires the

extended coping repertoire that will enable him to meet. thle new demands.

Supportive individual counseling and group coun.;eling should be an integral

part of the behavior rehearsal program for the purpose of alleviating stress.

It is suggested that behavior rehearsal become an integral part of the

training program for everyone. Those who already possess the appropriate

coping repertoires can, be helpfulU in modeling and reinforcing specific

behaviors as well as learning to understand and be sensitive to the minority

first-termer. Another reason that all first-termers-participate. is to

eliminate the negative consequences that aris from being singled out and

treated differentlyr. With the high-risk freshmen, the behavior rehearsal

was conducted within the natural setting in which the subject population was

involved so there was no awareness of belngý different. The literature

related, to the use of behavior rehearsal seems to suggest tnat a well-

designed behavior rehearsal program will aid to mirim ze both adjustment

problems and attrition rates of minority first tersi enlisted men.

14 It must be kept paramount that the n~ilitury i5 a society of its own

with a culture and folkways which all enliýýtuu nmva mu.3t master, Xdnority

firsýo-termers may need special assiý;tunct to niaotvr tho llvw 1setting wilich

is usually quite alien to the society aau c~iueof the,3e inuividuals,

Successes with the~ use of behavior re1.earsal t.ave beed. con.fined largely

'~to clinical settings or controlled enviromr.ents. Tni .'s.dii. t the k:.ist-

ence of better refined experimcntal, procoduro~l n lin- onl sett.iigt; and the

la~ck of experimental refinement in natural V When rveoaroh is
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Attrition ProbleunL

designed for the natural environment the researcher is confronted with the

dilemma of having to sacrifice experimental precision for social relevancy.

Although this pitfall is present, it should be treated as a challenge rather

than a deterrent. If the challenge to develop rigorous research designs for

"- . •the natural setting is accepted, it seems reasonable to believe that this

*-goal will, in time, be achieved.

The most important resource the United States possesses is human resource.

Every effort must be exerted to develop this resource and minimize its waste.

The skills and talents of individuals who drop out are not being utilized,

which is an all-encompassing loss. Behavior rehearsal is suggested as a

preventative measure worthy of consideration.
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"Psychological Coping Skills and the Reduction of Attrition among Military Personnel"

Irwin G. Sarason

University of Washington

One approach to the topic of attrition among military personnel is to

begin by identifying training program elements believed to be important in

adaptation to the military situation. Three elements seem particularly

important from a psychological perspective:

1. The military situation presents trainees with a novel set of

social relationships. Trainees live at close quarters under a

high level of discipline. For many trainees, their first

military experience provides their first job requirements.

2. In their training a variety of intellective and cognitive skills

are needed in surmounting specific hurdles. These include being

able to think through problems and make choices among alternatives.

3. Military training is stressful in varying degrees. This is true

i:. because the trainees know they are being evaluated. li addition,

the trainees evaluate themselves and their own personal resources

(e.g., their skills and abilities).

The combination of these factors makes for a situation in which the

trainee is expected to reach at least a minimum level of attainment, be

task-oriented in solving problems, and deal with the challenges of adult

social and work relationships, This combination can be expected to elicit

various types of maladaptive behavior in adolescents and post-adolescents

who may never before have been away from home. Maladaptation would be

especially likely among trainees who come from disadvantaged backgrounds

because of the stultifying effects of socio-economic deprivations in

childhood,

Ireparation of this paper was aided by Office of Naval Research contract
N00014-7S-C-0905
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If this analysis is reasonable, a logical first step is to search

for evidence about how problems created by-situational demands (the

novel military situation) and predisposing factors (such as disadvantage-

.ment) can be handled most effectively.

From a psychological standpoint, how someone performs in a given

situation depends on his or her response repertoay, Response repertory

refers to patterns of behavior which an individual is capable of making.

This capability is a function of a number of variables including the

opotunity to observe how other people deal with situations,prccei

dealing with the-situations, and tho r'ewards and punishments that followed

this practice. A paer~or's response repertory is not limited to domains

such as intellective, me~chanical, And motor activity but also includes

areas such as social. adeptness,. assertiveness, and work attitudes.-

Stiengthening Re sponse Repertories

Several examples will now be given of efforts to strengthen response

repertories. Coupion to all..9f them 'is that persons wore given~ the oppor-

tunity to observe adaptive ways oaf coping.with situations relevant to

specific aspects of -their :iivese. -Tf process in~volved in these observational

opportunities is mod2ýi. A responseo repertory can be strengthened

through observing, someone deal effectively with a particular problem (for

example. how to ask t~ho tachor' a questiou or how to decline a request

or demand in a firm, yet c a~tful manner.) There is reason to believe

that modoling is espeqially valuable withiparsons.(such as disadvantaged)

who muay have beon deprived of, opportunitios to- observe, productive behavior
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in other persons (parents, friends). I would like now to review some

relevant research that may provide useful clues to solving partially

the military attrition problem.

Modeling and Juvenile Delinquency

I have carried out a five-year project in which an attempt was made

to apply the ide~a of modeling tv the societally important problem of

juvenile delinquency. The study was conducted at the Cascadia Juvenile

Reception-Diagnostic Center in Tacoma, Washington, an institution for

juvenile delinquents. The idea bdhind the study was that observation and

"imitation of modeled behavior can play an important role in the acquisition

of adaptive behavior. The subjects were boys between the ages of 15 and

.18. They observed models enact specific problems and solutions to prob-

lems. After observing the models, the boys engaged in role-playing.

The ingredients of most of the modeling situations had been suggested

by boys at the institution in response to inquiries about their felt in-

adoquacies and ways in which they would like to be more effective people.

These ingredients were incorporated into scripts which were used in the

modeling sessions. Each session dealt with a specific problem - e.g., how

to present oneself at a job interview, how to cope with peer pressure,

"how to behave less impulsively and more planfully, and how to relate to

authority figured.

The results of the Cascadia study showed that modeling was helpful

to the subjects. Not only did the subjects indicate in their own self-

"reports that they had learned a great deal abont social behavior but

ratings oi their behavior by counselors showed significant improvement

in comparisions with boys in a control group. Perhaps most striking were
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the results of a six-year follow-up which revealed that the recidivism

"rate for the modeling group was approximately one-half that for the

control group. That is, delinquents who had observational opportunities

had a 50% lower probability of comnmting crimes in the future.

Modeling and the Dropout-Prone High School Student

A modeling experiment whose aim was prevention rather than rehab-

ilitation has also been performed. The subjects were high school students

who, using several criteria, appeared to be potential dropouts. Most of

the students at the high school at which the study was conducted were

disadvantaged members of minority groups. Occupational models with simil-

aritics (including ethnic similarity) to the subjects were employed. There

were significant positive changes in the subjects' attitudes toward them-

U6.s school and work. Futhermore, teacher ratings confirmed these changes

okd there were indications of improvement in grade point averages. Those

findings were consistent with results of other research findings reported

%:-hologica1 literature. Available evidence suggests that high

"udents who observe appropriate social and vocational behavior in

others show significant gains in their own behavior in these domains.

What role might modeling and role playing have in educational and

training programs? Most generally perhaps, as a medium for communicating

information about the world in which cite individual lives. Anecdotal

evidence abounds suggesting chat significant others can often dramatically

change the course of the lives of persons who identify with them. A pro-

"vocative study of successful persons in the Watts area of Los Pugtles

compared ghetto persons who were able to demonstrato job stability with a
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comparable group who did not meet this criterion. In general, the

"1successfuls" could be described as identifying with mainstream lite

and the "unsuccessfuls" with street life or gang life. The "successfulsl

were more likely than the "unsuccessfuls' to have had desirable pro-

social models (including teachers) in their lives with whom they could

identify and whos~e behavior and values they could emulate.

The experimental evidence mentioned above suggests that programs

can be devised in which subjects have the opportunity systemati.cally

to observe and then imitate the behavior of models. These specially

designed programs are promising because they may compensate to a significant

extent for the absence of adaptive, pro-social models in the day-to-day lives

of many people,.

Teaiching Connieive and S$ocial Skills to High School Students

We have seen that programs based on the modelivg principle are

useful in strengthening thex.esponse repertories of Juvenile delinquents

and dropout-prone students. For productiva or aduptivu behavior to be

shw in a given situation, it is important that theo person be prepared for......
the specific task requirematits. This preparation. or training must begin

wth the opliortuuity'to obaerve successful adaptation to thu situation.

Practice is wi iwportant second step, and some type of. ruitiforceftnt forI adequate porformatnee can be axpected to acfcelurato progress.
Tito programs describied above involved specal traitting for special

poIpuiatiuons. Can mute gutteral programs, be developed attd used ufeiavoly?

That is, kcan the modeling principle be used systematically ist the educat~ional

procous?
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A project designed to answer these questions is now in progress in

the Seattle Public Schools with high schools. Special emphasis is being

placed on students from disadvantaged backgrounds. The project has pro-

ceeded by identifying deficiencies in students' response repertories.

In determining the programs' content extensive interviews were conducted

with the students, teachers, employers of the students (most of whom work

on a part-time basis). Modules using didactic presentations, modeling

and roie-playing are being developed in a number of areas, including:

(1) How one makes a decision, weighing the relevant alternatives;

(2) Planning one's activities - particularly with regard to long-

term goals;

(3) The meaning of work and meeting job requirements;

(4) Relationships with peers, particularly with regard to resisting

peer pressure;

(5) Concentrating on the task at hand, avoiding distracting thoughts,

focusing on task-relevant talks;

(6) Performing a task under evaluative pressure (for example, taking

a test or giving a talk to a group such as a class);

(7) Dealing with on-the-job frustrations adaptively (for example,

without "blowing up");

(8) Seeking help (for example, asking questions in clas about topics

you are confused about).

Parts of these modules include television tapes. This techeiquo is

used particularly when the topic involves cognitive activity, tht- is, what

a person is thiuking about before, during, and after performitg a partiular.

tak. A "voice over" procedure is used so thaLt the viuwer hears what the

TV actui' i thinking about. Studeots in the program are givenl homdwork
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assignments requiring applications of principles presented in the modules.

In addition, the students' knowledge of the principles stressed in the

modules is assessed.

All Indicators thus far suggest that students find the procedure

interesting and that the content is relevant to their perceived needs.

Several comparison and control groups are being studied1 and there will

be several follow-ups.

Reducing MilitarX Attrition

It seems likely that military attrition is related to cognitive and

social. weaknesses similar to those involved in school dropouts and del-

i nq ue tts. It seems reasuniablu to consider thle possibility that training

proccduros such 'as those described above can be adapted realtively casi-'y

to the military training situation. Training experiments dealing with this

topic would reveal whuther social and cognitive modules in military training.

U iroaso the probility that trainees leave the service preaturely. The

avail~able eviijetio sugg~etts ýthat, this type oai psychological tritinlu can

py nimportant rolQ in pvapariing traineesWi for the comiplex andnol

uxwience of buting a tember Of hthe military servicu. Qwvn the eonolomc C1

ceutis of high attrition rat-is, it would seem prudent to Ntformk and'evaluato

eeetL rainiutg venturesg aimed ~at atrongthunitig th%, responsek rL'Per-

torivik if traitwes who hAve reowdtal biupyiahaloLeal deftcieniesa.

Via r search d ticribed thus.iarý 1Ws dealt Vitl, certAW t ves orf

t~4u~ ~eol~us.Crimu 414d dolnuoee~y oft-%tn are OUtgANWtht5 Oi

the f. iluro to %cope oijictLvlY 'With isttV~i.. .My Itiih schuol hitudutntsI
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drop out of school because of school and family pressures and also

because they are unhappy in a situation (school) which they do not see as

being relevant to their needs and desires.

There are, of course, many other types of stressful situations that

involve danger, time pressure, and compelling job requirements. The

concepts of the response repertory and social and cognitive skills apply

equally well to these types of situations.

Under a ONR contract, I am exploring the possibility of training

people to handle stress as adaptively as possible. My research group and

I are working with two types of stress. On is the stress that grows out

of one's personal life and which may influence performance in other spheres.

We have developed the Life Experiences Survey to assess the composite

of stress in a person's life (e.g. death in the family, marriage).

Because we define life stress in terms of life events, we have constructed

our instrument so as to measure separately presumably desirable life events

(marriages, a promotion) and undesirable onus (death in the family, a

¶ demotion.) The other type of stress is defined by job characteristics

(for example, objectively dangerous tasks which must be performed.)

Ono of the subject populations we have been studying consists of Seattle

police officers. Our method has been similar in some respects tL that

employed in the wbrk dueri•bd earlier. That is, we have interviewed

police officers and their saupervisors about thte job preusureo that seem most

difficult to handle. li addition we have made bohavioral obGervations by

driving with police officeru as ithey poetotm their duiies. We have idun-

tified it series of specific highbly stroossfl stuations, including'. (1)

re!ponding to a family ddstbanue; (2) having to su•rch a builditn at

"night!; (3) situatiotns involving ant armed suspect.
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In addition to identifying specific stressful situations, we have also

focused on specific psychological reactions that are problematic. The two

that stand out most clearly are anxiety and anger. Anxiety is engendered,

for example, by the need to search a building at night. Anger is frequently

elicited by the uncooperative attitude of one or more participants in a

family dispute. We are developing a series of training modules aimed at

strengthening specific relevant psychological skills. These include (1)

planning one's approach on the way to answering a police call; (2)

anticipating one's feelings of anger and self-consciously directing one's

attention to task-relevant activity (rather than "burning up"), (3)

self-monitoring one's behavior "nd thoughts with the aim of gaining

better control over them.

We do not have quantitative results at this point because the work is

in progress. Ultimately we hope to study the effects of training in stress

coping skills with personnel differing in the amount of stress experienced

F• in their personal lives and on the job. Thus far, we are encouraged because

preliminary studies suggest that ability to deal effectively with stress

can be learned to a significant degree.

Training in stress coping skills seems especially important for

persons engaged in high risk dangerous work. Some major risks are not

"necessarily what one might anticipate. For example, major dangers of

police work include death duo to heart attacks and suicide. Police havw

very hliig rates of both these CausOS of death. They aluo have very high

vates of 4ivorce. Coping with stress is not aimply a matter of handling

isolated challenges. There are long erm efects that may be at least as .

important as the imzodiato 0119,.
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Conclusions

It is obvious that job performance is a function of skill in performing

specific task requirements. But that is by no means the whole story.

Specifiable psychological factors also play an important role. There is

growing evidence .that training in cognitive and social skills can con-

tribute to. strengthening inadequate or undesirable response repertories.

With a widening base of scientific knowledge, applications to the military

domain - including the training situation and particularly stressful

work - would seem propitious at this time.
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A METHOD TO SIMULTANEOUSLY REDUCE INVOLUNTARY DISCHARGES
AND INCREASE THE AVAILABLE MANPOWER POOL

Jack R. Dempsey, Jonathan C. Fast and Wayne S. Sellman
Air Force Military Personnel Center

ABSTRACT

The high rate of involuntary attrition that occurs among
military personnel is the subject of growing concern at all levels of
the Department of Defense (DoD). The Defense Manpower Commission
(DMC) in a recent report has noted that DoD incurs an annual cost of
approximately 1 billion dollars because one out of every four DoD
accessions is involuntarily separated prior to completion of the first
term of enlistment.

The services have recognized the problem of attrition for years
and have directed much research Lnto developing better methods to
select candidates for enlistment. Although previous studies have
yielded many valuable insights into the role certain factors play in
determining an individual's likelihood of success and many studies have
employed sophisticated psychometric instruments, aptitude tests and
cutting score combinations, and mathematically intricate weighting
schemes, few have been adopted for use. Because in order to effect
any meaningful reduction in attrition too many potentially successful
applicants would have to be screened out. Thus, the problem reduced
to the inability of the personnel research community to develop a
screening device capable of adequately differentiating between potential
"successes and failures.

Traditionally, researchers have attempted to improve the
estimation of an individual's probability of success using, more classical
statistical techniques such as Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression,
Logit. Probit, correlation analysis et al. However, in order to obtain
any meaningful reduction In attrition, using screening systems based on
these techniques, too many potentially successful candidates had to be
screened out and, consequently, were not used operationally. Therefore,
this report closely examines those techniques from a technical viewpoint
and describes the conceptual and mathematical development of an
alternative statistical technique. Tihe vew technique integrates maxiimum
likelihood estimation methods with economic utility theory to achieve
better diferentiation between potential failures and successe#.
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The model was initially tested at the United States Air Force

Academy. To evaluate the approach in an operational setting, i. e., as

a screening device, a prediction system (utility function and indifference
point) was estimated using the Class of 1977 and applied to the Class of
1979 a priori. Within six months, 491o of the predicted failures had
resigned.

Because the investigations at the Air Force Academy were so

promising, the technique was nexL tested using 15, 000 CY72 Air Force

enlistees. The technique was used to predict first term involuntary

attrition. After estimating and applying a new prediction system, 37%

of the group predicted to fail had been involuntarily discharged prior to

completing their enlistment. This represented 36% of al involuntary

discharges from the sample and reflected a 53% increase over the

accuracy of the traditional Air Force selection procedures.

Currently. this report has provided the impetus for a nationwide

DoD-wide operational test of the procedure to be compatible with the

Army's "REQUEST" system, Navy's "PRIDE" system and the
Air Force's "PROMIS" system.

I,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Background

The high rate of involuntary attrition that occurs among
military personnel is the subject of growing concern at all levels of
the Department of Defense (DOD). The Defense Manpower Commission
(DMC), in a recent report, has noted that DOD incurs an annual cost of

C ~approwdmately one billion dollars because one out of every four DOD
accessions is Involuntarily separated prior to completion of the first
te rm of enlistment. VOther agencies have estimated the cost of
involuntary attrition to be both higher and lower than the DMC estimate,
but the cost of dollars expended is sizeable and certainly has an adverse
impact on DOD manpower, resources, anid operational readiness,

The services have recogn~ized the problem of attrition for years
and have directed much research into developing better methods to
select candidates for enlistment. Previous studies have yielded many
valuable insights into the role certain factors play in determining an
individual's likelihood of success. Many of these studies have employed
sophisticated psychomnetriic inst ruments, aptitude tests, and wveighting
schemes. However, few have been adopted for use. The reason for
this is that to effect any meaningful reduction In attrition too m~any
potentially successful applicants would have to be screened out. Thus,
the problem reduced to the inability of the personnel research
community to develop a screening device capable of adequately dif-

* fer~it~t~ngbetwoee potential successes and f~aiures.

* In an, unfavorable rectuiting environment, where it is inoreas-
ingly difficult to meet recruiting objectives, the services cannot afford
to turn away large nwnbors of p)otentlially successful applicants wan
continu to Meet ManningW qirmns

Wfoose Manpower Commtission, 'Defeive Manpwowert The Rox~tolle
of l Satlon. 11uit~,ý (Wasitington D~. C. Govertment lPtintn Oiffit

April 19IG), p. 201.
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Research Objective

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe the development
of a more precise enlistment selection device which will reduce the
number of involuntary separations and not disqualify an inordinate
number of potentially successful applicants.

II. THE MOTIVATIONAL ATTRITION PREDICTION (MAP) MODEL

Background

The MAP model can be compared to weighting schemes which
have been proposed in the past to the extent that MAP weights traditional
selection criteria such as education level, mental category and so on,
but differs from past proposals in the method used to derive the weights.
Typically, previous studies have used Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression to derive the factor weights. However, it has been noted that
when OLS is used in an analysis involving a dichotomous or succeed/

fail dependent variable several statistical difficulties are encountered.
Moreover, past studies have always assumed a deterministic
relationshp between an individual's lielwihood of success and descriptive
attributes and have made no provision for the increased uncertainty

* associated with forecasting the behavior of a specific individual.
Because of these and other difficulties a different statistical approach
was sought.
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Rationale for Using Madmum Likelihood Estination

"Although Maxdinum. Likelihood
methods for the analysis of qualitative
data have been discussed in literature
for years, econometricians and other
analysts of qualitative socio-economic
data continue to use inappropriate and
overly restrictive methods. ,2/

Application of OLS regression to problems involving dichotomous
dependent variables can yield highly misleading results since the
distributional characteristics of the error term are no longer in con-
sonnance with the classical assumption of normality.

The theoretical formulation of Classical Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) Regression requires that several assumptions be made
with respect to the natuxe of the error term. These assumptions are
stated concisely below:

(i) E =

(ii) E(IN CP

where • is a n x I vector of independent random variables and I is the
Identity mat ri.

In the casoe of a dichotomous regress and, dofined to be I or 0,
the error term must assume a value of either:

I - X'1. (Y observed equals 1)

w A-X .{(Y obsoezvod.equals 0)

Norlove, ,Mart and S. James Proes, Univariato anti Mttltivaritt .
LRIUea adtLoostia~~ (::""tn Uoniaa Ca~iola ra n~~~~~~~d ia~ tanr, O te txot,

-4 Corporation ft-1306-MA/NUI.f, 1.973), p.v.
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Thus, in or-der for to have an expectation of zero its distribu-
tion must be:

fMs
(I- X, P) X'J3 (Y observed equals 1)

-X (-X13 (Y observed equals 0)

where f( ~)equal~s the normal p. d. f. evaluated at which results in a
variance of:

-x'p (l-X'p + (l-X'P) 2 x'p

Because the variance is a function of the expected value of Y,
this implies that the variance varies systematically with the explanatory
variables, X. Hence the assumption of homoskedasticity is untenable.

The Generalized Least Squares (G123) model overcomes this
difficulty by normalizing the variance to a constant by weighting the
estimated Y by:

E(Y) (1 - EMY)

Nuvartheless, th(Ire still rem'ains (1) the problem of the Bernoulli
nature of the error term with respect to hypothesis testiugi (2) the
assumption that the expwetation of the error term equals 0 and (3) the
E(Y) is untnown and has to be estimated. But thermost serious
deficiency springs front the railspeciffeation of the functional form
which does not prevent the estimates from varying outside of ithe unit

inevland presumeas a linear wdatlonshiAp between the explanatory
variables and the true probability function. bMore ovi r, Nu urlove nrdt
Press illustrate that the slope of the estimated ULS regvesso linei
sonsitive to variations -in the pr~oportion of observed I's and 0s.

Consequently, standard tests of signifieaucc, with respect to theQ
estimated coefficients do not apply since the estimates ure biased and
inconsistent. Second, the traditional measure of pertoaniune, the
Multiple U1 is no lon~or roes lnidfu or comparison with non-lutear



estimation methods since the errors are not commensurable. 3
And third, the estimated probabilities can vary outside the unit interval
which make interpretation difficult. Notably, Nerlove concluded that

* we can always imp rove on the least squares estin'.4tian (whethe r o r
not it is corrected for heteroskedasticity) since it is a linear estimator."

M~aximnum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) methods overcome the
statistical problems encountered by OLS in analyzing relationships
involving a dichotomous dependent variable. But, most MLE methods
also assume a deterministic relationship when predicting attrition as
a function of personal attributes and make no provision for the increased
uncertainty in forecasting the behavior of a specific individual (i.e. ,
point estimate). The followingg paragraphs describe a general DUE
method whbich overcomes these deficiencies.

The Conceptual Model

Motivationual attrition from service trainings programs and
the service itself can be considered simply as a change in career
goals on the part of the individuals involved. To the exctent that many
involuntary discharges may possess a significant motivational component
and result from an overt act or demonstration of adverse behavior on the
part of an individual who has no avenue to voluntarily leave, many
involuntar-y separations may be of a voluntary nature. la such eases,
changes in career goals can be viewed through the classical MarshaUllan
framewozik-I'The attractiveness of trade depentla not on Its money
eanxidgs, but its net advantages. "i Wntially the Individual surveys the
alternatives available to him and weighs thp advantages and disadvantages
of each. In his assessmont of the respective alternatives hie considers not
only monetary factors. but also noniironctary factors twuch as job satisfao-
tiou, geographic pt'ufe ronce and pu dilups financial security. NaLturaiy lie
selects the one With the highest net advantages.

Norlove, Marc and S. James Pivaes. Univariate and NitdVaiate
Log-IAttumr and-Togistic, Models. (Sunt Monica, Califoriaw IiW4
OotjiortUioA 1 p3, P..

Marshall, Alfivdo Ptlnelpios of 1Emonoinus, Sth od., (Lwadoaw
NMac-M~lan and Company, 1W0iI), p. 5V'



For purposes of illustration consider the recurring decision
facing an active duty recruit. Assume lie makes an implicit dollar
valuation incorporating all of the advantages and disadvantages of his
current career choice and a similar valuation for an alternative choice,
given his Imowledge of each. So long as his subjective dollar valuation of
his current career choice (his Service utility) is greater than the
subjective doUar valuation of the alternative career being considered
(Alternative utility) he remains in the Service. The decision
is made in terms of the relative difference between the two utilities.
As long as the net difference is positive he will not attrite, if it is
zero he is indifferent and if it is negative he will voluntarily leave the
Service or perfonn in such a way that will achieve this end.

The Mathematical Modell/

Let Y be a dichotomous random variable defined to be 1 if an
event E occurs; and 0 otherwise. Let X be a I x m vector of in explana-
tory variables of Y which may be dichotomous, polytoinous, or continuous. _/
Let f be a m x I vector of coefficients such that X'!1 specifies a linear
function of X. Finally, let ý denote an n x 1 vector of random disturbances
distributed N(0, 1). By hypothesis, Y is related toX' (=11,... ,),

such that:

Observed

Yi= I: when X'P i + i-U (event occurs)

""Yi 0: when X'I i + 4ifUi (event does not occur)

whore Vi reprorsents a n x 1 vector of utilities that the idivlduals
receive from the event not occurring and is NO4(,e

The estimation procedure doesibed it Othis papr has been
-..- programmed in Fortran IV (ASCIU) on a Barroughs $100 copteo r.

To satisfy the asswlUption of nomallty, the value of toe d4,0adent
variabo should be ale to assume -! 30 differout values.

-,- :-287
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Conceptually, when an individual is faced withi two alternative
choices he wvill assign a utility to each. Since wVO assume that thc
individual will act rationally and seek to maximnize his total utility, he
will be expected to select the alternative to which hie assigned the
highest utility. Althoughi, from the individual's point of view, the choice
is purely deterministic, from the observer point of view, the choice has
a systematic component, X'19 i, and a random component, Us.- ý i. If we
attempt to apply utility maxmization to the lInown component we will
predict a fraction of the cases correctly.

Let Pi represent the probability to an, event E occurring such
that:

Piprob MAI i+ý-Ui) prob (X'Aij-Ui - 4 i)
which can be further expressed by (1. U.

(1. ~ ~ ~ Uix 1) P (%11 id.,i

where f( , Uj) is the joint density function of 4 and 1J1.

Since we have a systematic component, X' R j, and a random
componlent, Uj- $ p, we can xvduce (1. 1) to a move m zngcable, level
by making the substitution PI oj-i- $ J. The noxy rutIoui oompoiwat,

4'.is assumed to be distributed N(O,

Tlmeua ~wtos1 (1. 1) reduces to:

Th wnof 4'Is denated by otWlt

anid the VarianC A4 ~dn~tdb ~weo

-a va

ISO



Since we have chosen the no rmal. transformation because of
it3 basis in nature, we then elect,to nornaali7e the integral in (1. 2) by
letting:

dz- dV'

Finally, if we equate the occurrence of event E to an
individual's failure from a training program, Pi represents his
probability of failure as a function of his unique set of personal
characteristics weighted by a vector of coefficients, P . Thus:

(1. 4) Pi F(fi

Befo re s olving fo r the re spective c oefficients we make the
following substitutions for notational convenience:,

(1) Let Ji XP (

(Z) Let rm+1

(3) Let ctk=- -(k 0.,)

(4) Let1i X i +j

The Maximum Likelihood Solution

Let S represent an ordered sample of T observations, where
the first r observations equal zero and the remaining T-r observations
equal one. Without loss of generality, the likelihood of the sample is
given by:

r "T

L15 ]TFI.F(3)IX"FF F(Jj)

In o rde r to ma~dmizo L in toerm s of Ugthe logarithli likelibuod
must be derived and is given in (1. 6):

v '1 (1.6) In L:Z [1.F(ji.)+
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(1.7) where: F(u) e __

and -

(18 (U 1

Let X0 be exactly 1 for all i. Then setting the partial derivatives
* of lnL with respect to ak equal to 0 yields the following system of in + 1

equations:

r T
*(1.9) 'a nL I -f(Ji) Xki + I f Pi) Xki 0

r T
'd IL f -(JiO x~p + I W(J) X'/3 0

These equations are, of course, non-linear but can be solved

simultaneously by the Newton-llaphson method.

Tests of Hypothesib-8/

Tests of hypothesis regardiUng the significance of one or more
of the predictor variables may be accomplished once the parameter
variances and convariances are specified. The respective square roots
of the diagonal elements of the negative inverseof the matrix of second

.1.1 derivatives evaluated at the point of maximum likelihood yields large
sample estimates of the coefficient standard error:. Once computed,
standard tests oi hypotheses for one or more of the predictor variables
can be easily accomplished.

(1. 10) Bt InLI XLtŽ k X; 2' . .1

T2

* -~~ ~/ Teuts of hypoI~oteso m-ay also be accompllishd for any -set (a .. ,a~

by the Wwikeiood liatio Method.



SPrediction

Since we are primarily interested in which alte mative the
i'th individual will choose, rather than characteristic statistics of
the group, we must develop a prediction mechanism whereby we may
infer within some limit which alternative he will choose.

(3 •In estimating /3 we have assumed X to be fixed. We may relax

this constraint as long as we can assume that X is uncorrelated with
/3, • , amd U; such that we consider the conditional probabilities of our

estimators given X. For example: E(bl/Xl) 1/ 1, where X1 is an
n xm vector of given X's and ( , (for i = 1,..., m)represents the
standard deviation of the respective explanatory variables. Moreover,
our estimators still possess the desired properties of efficiency and
consistency. 9/

By relaxing the assumption that X is fixed and realizing that we,
the observers, have no control over what value X assumes, we may say
that the utilities among different individuals for the alternatives choices
are distributed as independent bivariate normal random variables, such
that:

(1. 11) prob (Ii . Ui) = j f(Ii, Ui)dIi d Ui

Using the convolution formula and letting wi=li - Ui we find that the marginal
density is given by:

(1. 12) f (wi) fl(wj+Ui). fZUjdUJ where fl fa e

9/
. -9A simple proof is based on Chebyshev's inequality, which states that

for any random variable Z with a finite mean %, and variance o 2, the

probability of a deviation equal to K times the standard deviation or more
is at most equal to 1/K2•:

P Z-vj K r-4I/K forany -X

in the case of o, and its moan, A the variance is 4 N2 so that the
inequality in brackets becomes

we thus obta•.n
b for any a~

Since g 2/N2 ,oes ta zero as N we may conclude b is a consistow

"estimator of /P
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Thus, the marginal density of wl L- Ui is:

(1. 13) g (wj) I e ýW *)

where ;E( P*) fi(Ii)~ f Uif (U) )0

2 l=Vrar ý(U)+ var $8

and. . e std dev. ofX

We now proceed to interpret the marginal density of w.
Considering that w represents the difference between the respective

utilities, when the sumn equals 0 the individual is said to be indiffe rent
between the two alternative choices. Thus:

g(0)
is the mean point of indifference for all individuals and is estimated by
f (bo), where f(.) is the N(0, 1) probability density function (p. d. f.).

H Howeve r, befo re we make ou r p redictions we must take into
account the uncertainty in (1) the mean point of indifference, (2) the
estimators, and (3) the random disturbances.

First, we construct an upper confidence bound on bo such that.

(1.14) b* o+z (o

U' Second, we construct a lower confidence bound on 1i given Xj
such that:

k Z.0 a' Ivar (bj) Xj+lI
j!O

* . .10/ b0 equals the intercept when X Is In deviation forma.

1Yfor large samples only
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Possessing all the components we now compare F(Ij) to
F(b6) and predict under the following regime:

If F(Vl;) > F(b*) the event is predicted to occur, i. e. Y = I

If F(IPc) : F(b*) the event is predicted not to occur, i.e. Y 0

V where F(s ) is the N(O, 1) Cumulative Density Function (c. d. f.

The results should be interpreted as follows: A candidate with a
given set of personal attributes will be predicted to aitrite if his
estimated utility for his set of alternatives is greater than the estimated
mean point of indifference. The confidence which can be placed in each
prediction of attrition is an option which can be varied along with the
percent of actual attritions identified and the percent false positive (i. e.,
those predicted attritions who actually succeed). These three parameters
can be specified to yield the best result given a user's preferences.

Initial Validation at the United States Air Force Academ,

The model was initially tested at the United States Air Force Academy
because it had a high cost due to attrition, had been studied by others
using classical statistical techniques (which provided a basis for coin-
parison) and had readily available data which avoided an expensive data
collection effort. The objective was to determine whether a more
accurate selection standard could be developed using the MLE model to
weight Academy selection criteria to predict motivational resignations.
The selection standard was derived by estimating a utility function and
indifference point for each member of the Class of 1976. The standard
was cross validated by applying it to the Class of 1977. The results
showed 59% of these cadets predicted to fail did fail within their first two
years, To further evaluate the approach a second selection standard was
estimated using the Class of 1977 and applied a priori to the incoming
Class of 1979. Within six mocths, 49% of the predicted failures had,
voluntarily resigned. 12/ Notably, no previous study using classical
statistical techniques yielded comparable results.

12/
- Dempsey, Jack R., and Jonathan C. Fast, Predicting Attrition: An.
Empirical Stud-y (t the United States Air Force Academy, (Randolph

AFB, TX. Air Force Military Personnel Center, March 1976).
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...1. PACT OF ENLISTMENT STANDARDS ON RECRUITIG AN
•.;":'i ~ATTRITON i!•

Background {
Since the implementation of the AVF, the Services have experienced

little difficulty in meeting their recruiting objectives. The favorable
recruiting market which characterized the first few years of the AVF era

. 'provided ample numbers of qualified volunteers from which the services
• ', could draw to sustain manpower requirements. However, this excess

supply of volunteers was bolstered by several factors which include: a
series of manpower reductions, annual increases in the number of males
"reaching age eighteen (an aftershock of the "baby boom" following

World War 1), and a sluggish national economy accompanied by a high
unemployment rate among the enlistment-eligible aged group. Currently,
"personnel planners are concerned about the apparent reversal in these
factors which have, in the past, promoted a condition of excess supply.
Because recruiting is becoming increasingly difficult and the possibility
of recruiting shortfalls more probable, there is renewed interest in how
"enlistment standards impact the manpower market and recruit quality.

Each Service has defined a unique set of mental standards a potential
enlistee must meet in order to be eligible for enlistment. The Air Force
requires a prospective recruit to achieve the following prerequisites:
a combined total score of 170 on the four Air Force aptitude test com-
posites of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB); a
minimum score of 45 on the General Aptitude Composite of the ASVAB;
and completion of high school if classified as mental category IM or IV
by the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT). The other Services have
similar requirements. Because errorless long range predictions of
human behavior are not within the state-of-the-art, any screening
process (or enlistment standard) will deny enlistment to some applicants
who would succeed (false positive). Also, the enlistment standard will
allow enlistment of some applicants who will later fall (false negative).
These two errors are inextricably associated with the dual problems of
attracting sufficient numbers of recruits and retaining individuals through
the first term of enlistment. Using the Air Force enlistment standard for an
example, only 38 out of every 100 applicants denied enlistment could be
expected to fall. This meaunsthat 62 applicants would be permanently
disqualified for enlistment yho would have otherwise completed their
first term of enlistment.

The example is based upon an analysis in which 14,000 CY 72 accessions
were rescreened using current Air Force mental standards. In the group
"that would not havo been accepted under current Air Force mental
standards, 62% completed their first term of enlistment.
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Using the MAP Model to Derive a More Precise Enlistment Standard

The imprecision of current Service enlistment standards and the
assuring results obtained at the United States Air Force Academy
provided the impetus to investigate whether the MAP Model could be
used to derive a more efficient enlistment standard for the Air Force.

The Samp

The sample population consisted of 14,923 Air Force accessions
who entered the Service between June 1972 and August 1972.,

I •Procedure

The data file, maintained by the Computational Sciences Division,
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, was matched with airman tape
files, maintained by the Air Force Military Personnel Center, to obtain
discharge data. A total of 607 cases in the original population did not
match the official data files, which reduced the sample population to 14,316.
"The loss of these cases is not thought to materially bias the analysis
presented.

Discharge status was determined by official loss code which
identified all personnel who had been separated from the Service during
the first term of enlistment. Loss codes indicating a voluwtary/normal
loss were grouped together as were loss codes indicating a discharge of
an involuntary nature. Based on the specific loss code each individual
was assigned to one of three mutually exclusive groups (Table 1).

TABLE 1
Group Sample Size

I Active Duty 10,002
•I Voluntary Loss 669

III Involuntary Loss 3,645

TOTAL 14,316

Since most voluntary/normal losses do not result from marginal
performance or adverse behavior, voluntary/normal losses were removed
from the sample in order to isolate the effect of enlistment criteria on
involuntary losses exclusively. The removal of this group further
redaced the sample population to 13,647.

Because the MAP Model algorithm restricts the number of
observations to 3, 000 or less, a computational sample of 2,642 was
randomly selected from the sample population (Table 2).

295
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TABLE 2

4'. ~Group Sample Size

I Active Duty 1,992
II Involuntary Loss 650

TOTAL 2,642

MAP Model Specificatioa

After performing a series of preliminary analyses using the
Automatic lute raction Detector (AID) to assist in the identification of
principal first order relationships, the probability of success was
hypothesized to be.14

BiXi d~

where:

X1 ageat enlitment ýh 19 e 19

X3=Administrative & Electrical normalized score
Composite (ASVAB)Li

L4/
Sonquist, J. A. and J. N. Morgan, The Decwectlon of Interaction Effects.

(Anm Arb~or, Michigan. University of Michigan, bInsituate for Social
* Research, 1969).

is/
Because of the high degree of collincarity that exists between the

administrative and electricl composites of the ASVAB the scores were
combined.
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X4 = Military Service Inventory (MSI) 161/ normalized score
VI•; X5 = # Dependents in Household !< 2

X6 Armed Forces Qualifying Test normalized score
"(AFQT)

With the model specified, a utility function and indifference point
were estimated for the computational sample using the MAP Model
(Table 3)

TABLE 3
Estimated Coefficients and T - Value

Variable Coefficient T-Value
bl age .125707 1.87
b2 education level .355775 2.51
b3 Administrative & El -. 037114 1.69
b4 MSI .343853 2.43
b5 # Dependents .283619 1.76
b6 AFQT . 034158 1. 71

Ui (Indifference Point) .52 = -. 650289

C omarative Analysis

Once the utility function and indifference point were estimated
using the MLE method presented earlier, the coefficients and indifference
point were used to weight the appropriate selection data and establish a

cutting score espectively. The original sample of 13,647 CY 72
accessions was then rescreened using this MAP standard. But to make
the results more meaningful with respect to impacts on recruiting and
attrition, the sample population was rescreened using the current Air
Force enlistment standards and several other hypothetical, but tradi-
tionally oriented, enlistment standards (fig 1). The results are presented
in Table 4 and address its impact of each standard on recruiting pass-
rate), attrition (loss-rate), quality (% non-High School, average
ASVAB score, and so on) and force characteristics.

- The Military Service Inventory (MSI) is a 50 question self-report inventory
developed by the Testing and Evaluative Division, Air Force Military
Personnel Center. The development of the MSI was spinoff of a previous
study conducted by LaChar et al. in 1972. They attempted to develop a
psychometric instrument called the History Opinion Inventory (HOI) for the
purpose of identifying airmen who would be unable to adapt to a militaty
environment. The 100 questions contained in the HOI were revalidated against
a criterion of involuntary attrition and restructured into a 50 question
format.
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TABLE 5

Enlistment Standarda Description and Abbreviation

Standard Description Abbreviation

1. Current Air Force Enlistment Standards G45/170
require a minimum combined total of 170
on the four aptitude composites (Mechanical,Administrative, General, and Electrical)
of the Armed Service Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB)

2. Minimum combined total of 165 on the four G40/165/ 18
aptitude composites of the ASVAB; minimum
score of 40 on the General Aptitude composite;
minimum age of 18 years.

3. Minimum combined total of 150 on the four G40/150
aptitude composites of the ASVAB; minimum
score 40 on the General Aptitude composite.

4. Minimum combined total of 165 on the four 165/ 18
aptitude composites of the ASVAB; minimum
age of 18 years.

5. Minimum combined total of 165 on the four 165
aptitude composites of the ASVAB.

6. Standard derived by weighting the factors MAP
described earlier in the paper by the
appropriate coefficients and using a cut
off score of .52.

7. Minimum score of 40 on the General Aptitude G40
composite.

8. Actual standard used for 1972 accession. 72 Overall
Minimum score of 40 on at least two of
the four aptitude composites of the ASVAB.

Note; All standards except MAP assume that if an
applicant is classified as Mental Category
III or IV on the Armed Forces Qualifying
Test he/she must be a high school graduate.

All standards except 72 Overall simulate the
* current Category IV restriction of one per

recruiting detachment per month (i.e.
approximately 40 per month nationwide).
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Discussion of Results

According to the analysis presented in Table 4, the MAP standard
had the highest pass-rate, lowest loss-rate, and did not adversely affect
quality. In fact, 57% of the individuals who would have been denied
enlistment, if a MAP standard had been used in CY 72, were involuntarily
separated prior to completion of their first term of enlistment, This
means that out of every 100 individuals that would have been denied
enlistment under the MAP standard in CY 72, only 43 would have
succeeded. This compares to 62 potentially successful applicants
"turned away under current Air Force enlistment standards. The reduc-
tion in the number of potentially successful applicants erroneously
denied enlistment (43 vs 63) means that the Air Force could have
reduced the number of involuntary losses by 15% and simultaneously
expanded the available manpower pool by 12.1% when the MIAP standard
is compared to current Air Force enlistment standards.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this paper illustrates that the Services
can simultaneously increase the applicant pool and reduce the number of
involuntary losses by appropriately weighting selection criteria in such
a way that the weights reflect the marginal contribution of each criterion
in determining an applicant's likelihood of successful completion of
his first term of enlistment,

Notably, the research described in this paper has prompted a
nationwide DOD-wide operational test of the MAP standard scheduled to
begin February 1, 1977.

In a time of expanding employment opportunities within the
private sector in which it is boeonmbg increasingly difficult to attract
sufficient number of roe ruits to sustain manpower recqul rements the

selvices must not turn away large numbers of potenUtially successful
applicants.

In a time of budgetary stAIngency in Which involhutw attitto.
has drawvn much scrutiny and represents an Immense opcuse in trm•is
of DOD manpower, resources and mission capability, the Sterrices must
make sure enlistment sttudards opeavte to allow enlistment to oldy
those applicants most likely to succeed during their wtlitaty tonure.

Sustaining quality and meeting ,ectuithig goals ar, often com-
peting objectives. The appmoh to enlstment stadards presented
in tifis papOr Is a step toward simlntwwaously achieving, recruiting

quality and quantity objectives.
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NAVY VOLUNTARY RELEASE PILOT PROGRAM

Robert V. Guthrie
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

"Abstract

The Voluntary Release Pilot Program calls for the implementation of volunteer
release measures, on a controlled trial basis with the following objectives:
(a) development of improved recruit screening methods; (b) expediting

discharge of those personnel who are unsuited and/or unproductive for naval
service; (c) reduction of unauthorized absences rates, non-judicial punishments,
and associated costs; and (d) validating the volunteer release concept in
terms of possible Navy-wide applications. The major hypotheses of this
research effort are: (a) a virtual "walk-away provision" at any time after
boot camp but before completing six months of active duty will separate those
people who would eventually become problems, at a time when the Navy has a
minimum investment in them; (b) the volunteor discharge provision will not
produce more prior-EAOS discharges, rather, create earlier and more cost-
effective discharges; and (c) personal and environmental variables associated
with attrition and retention rates can be identified and analyzed for possible
use in recruit screening devices. Two exploratory hypotheses are:
(1) confinement and administrative burdens associated with unauthorized

.. absences and non-judicial punishment rates will reduce in a voluntary release
environment and (2) those individuals who do not exercise voluntary release
options will be productive employees with favorable potential for serving out
their enlistment' contracts.

. . ... . . .. . " : / . . , . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .?. .• . . . . .- .
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Volunteer Release Pilot Program

The Navy lost 43,972 men through "separation for cause" during FY 75.
It was estimated that the great majority of those lost had been only
marginally productive for a significant period of time prior to discharge,
and had also been disciplinary/administrative burdens to their commands.
The .non-productive manpower costs associated with this problem was
substantial. Experience in the Canadian Armed Forces indicated that,
given the opportunity, the same marginal or unsatisfactory performers would
identify themselves and voluntarily leave the service at an early point in
their enlistment and prior to becoming an administrative and disciplinary
burden.

In connection with these concerns, various Navy study groups
identified the following subset of problems:

1. Current recruitment candidate screening devices did not specif-
ically identify those who would not be capable of successfully adapting
to and competing within the naval environment.

2. The use of confinement as a deterrent or corrective device for
individuals convicted of repeated or long periods of unauthorized
absences was ineffective and costly.

3. Current administrative discharge procedures did not always result
in timely release of nonproductive individuals and contained no method by
which an individual could obtain release from an enlistment contract, other
than for reasons of hardship.

On 10 March 1975, a select CNO Task Group on Navy Corrections Systems
noted these problems and made the following recommendations:

1. Assign top priority to personnel research devoted to improvement
of pre-onlistment screening devices.

2. Analyze the most promising "on-the-shelf" screening devices for
. ,i'Hble use in addition to present methods.

3. Establish policies and procedures for timely release of pqrsonnel
1,.,.iuited, by choice and/or performance, for naval service.

.'Hono three recommendations providted the framework and rationale for a

Olnteer roeleas, pilot program. Therefore, this re•sarch pr'ogram is directed

ontptr ning, and analyzing results of such discharge options
Sld tle developoment of a noncognitivo screening device.

* i . 305
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Purpose

4 Objectives

This research effort calls for the implementation of an integrated
program of volunteer release measures, on a controlled, trial basis with the
following objectives:

1. Identification of potential screening methods.

2. Expediting discharge of those personnel who are unsuited and/or

unproductive for naval service.

V. 3. Reduction of unauthorized absence rates, non-judicial punishments,
and associated costs.

4. Validating the volunteer-release concept in tqrms of possible
Navy-wide applications.

Hypotheses

U• .The major hypotheses of this research effort are:

1. A virtual "walk away provision" at any time after boot camp but
before completing six months of active duty will separate those people who
would eventually become problems, at a time when the Navy has a minimum
investment in them.

2. The volunteer discharge provision will not produce more prior-EAOS

discharges, rather, create earlier and more cost-effective discharges.

3. Personal and environmental variables associated with attrition and
retention rates can be identified and analyzed for possible use in recruit
screening devices.

Exploratory Hypotheses

1. Confinement and administrative burdens associated with unauthorized
absences and nonjudicial punishments rates will reduce in a voluntary release

environment.

"2. Those individuals who do not exorcise voluntary release options will
tend to be productive employees with a favorable potential, for serving u ,i
their enlistment contracts.
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Method

Subjects

Individuals with Current Enlistment Dates (CEDs) of 1 January 1976
through 31 January 1976, 4-year, nonprior service, USN, males assigned to
Apprenticeship Training were designated as the experimental group (N = 1,152).
During the apprenticeship training period each member of the experimental
-group was informed of the .program, his eligibility, general instructions
with caveats.

Control group subjects, i.e., those without the option for release,
possessed CEDs of 1 February 1976 through 28 February 1976 (N 960).
This group possessed the same general characteristics (nonprior service,
males, USN, etc.) as the experimental group.

Procedures
2'.

The general procedure for this study utilized data obtained from a
350 character extract of the Master Enlisted Record of all subjects, a
Recruit Background Questionnaire (RBQ), Exit Questionnaire for attritees,
performance evaluations, and disciplinary records from individual commands.
These data will be handled and updated over the entire four year term of
.this study through an interactive data-based management system, and

analyzed within the context of the general multivariate model.

Data instrumentation. A Recruit Background Questionnaire (RBQ) was
administered to both experimental and control group subjects during boot
training at each Recruit Training Center. This instrument contained
sections measuring general background characteriitic.s, attitudes toward

jobs, schools, and the Navy in general.

Exit Questionnaire (EQ). All attritees were given a special question-
naire which allowed them to rate their perceptions of Navy life and express

their reasons for leaving.

Master Enlisted Record Extract (MFR). Basic data onl the characteristics
and current status of subjects were obtained through a 50 field 350 character

extract from the MER obtained from BUPERS on a monthly basis. Those fields
contain subject and group identification data, school and marital status,
sex, race, ethnic origin, home of record, pay grade, job classification,
current activity and address, a record of both Navy assignment and school
history, age, years of edutation, activity type, SCREEN code and score,
"AF"QT score, and all 16 ASVAB scores. In addition, there are several fields
which check on the accuracy of the data or indicate important changes in
subjOect status on a continual monthly basis.

Activity Reports. Performanco evaluations and records on individual
disciplinary actions were obtained from uach subject's current duty station.
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Research Design and Analysis. Initial analyses examined the general
entering characteristics of the experimental and control group cohorts
within the framework of a 3x4x2x2x2 (RTC x Quality Index x Service School
Status x Sex x Condition) incomplete block design. A multivariate
analysis of variance procedure was carried out, employing specific
a priori contrasts within main effects and all non-confounded interaction
"effects on age, years education, SCREEN scores, AFQT scores, ASVAB Scale
Scores, and a series of factor scores obtained from initial analyses of
"RBQ responses. In addition, other independent variables including race,
ethnic origin, marital status, and recruiting area were blocked with those
initial ipdependent variables of particular interest.

As a further means of describing the subject population, a series of
two-way contingency tables were constructed among all independent variables
of interest. Chi-Square tests of significance were carried out on
corresponding frequency distributions. Statistically significant results
will be presented in the form of descriptive histograms. All the above
"analyses will serve to identify any initial lack of equivalency between
the experimental and control groups.

The primary analytic task, as data on attrition, performance, and
disciplinary actions becomes available, will involve the construction of
an analytic and conceptual model, within the framework of multiple
discriminent function analysis to account for attrition as attributable
to sets of both individual differences and situational variables. Special
attention will be paid to possible differences in predicting attrition for
men vs. women, and general detail vs. school drops vs. school graduates.
In addition, the time of attrition will be carefully noted, and attempts
will be made to account for differences between training center drops and
fleet drops. As an appreciable number of subjects reach their first
permanent duty assignment, MANOVA analyses will be carried out for type
duty station vs. attrition vs. condition on scores from the fleet
questionnaire, as well as the other dependent variables already described.

Results

The Voluntary Release Pilot Program is a longitudinal study which has
recently completed its first year of operation. Findings to date include
the following:

1. The experimental group has eiperienuod a higher attrition rate than

the control group.

. The control group continues to have more disciplinary cases and
poorer average performance ratings.

3. There is no indication of tho oxperimental group's losses leveling
out.

4. High "A and B" quality and GED accessions attrition rate indicates
in-service (vice pre-servico) impact of training dcuisions.
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5. Ratings (SN/FN/AN) and place of recruit training show no difference
in,.attrition losses.

* These findings ýre based on first year statistics and in no way should,
be construed as final statement in themselves.

"I•

.,.
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Personnel Effectiveness and Premature Attrition

in the All-Volunteer Navy1

E. K. Eric Gunderson2 and Anne Hoiberg3

Naval Health Research Center
San Diego, California 92152

"With the establishment of the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) in 1973, mili-
*tary manpower planners faced the problem of recruiting sufficient numbers of
qualified personnel to man Navy ships and support systems without the pressure
of the draft. In 1974 Congress imposed the requirement that at least 55% of
enlistees must be high school graduates and no more than 18% could be in

* • Mental Group IV (General Classification Test scores below 42) which further
restricted the pool of potential applicants. With better pay and unfavorable
economic conditions outside the Navy, recruiting quotas have largely been met;
however, the end of the effects of the World War II .,baby boom,, and improved
economic conditions signal recruiting difficulties ahead.

Recently, concern has shifted to problems of personnel attrition.
Attrition can serve the positive function of separating poor performers from
service, but too much turnover wastes recruiting and training investments,
impairs organizational effectiveness, and reduces the number of eligible
career replacements.

In the Navy attrition rate is primarily a function of (1) personnel
quality and (2) organization,1 conditions and practices. A great deal of

",research has been devoted to identifying individual characteristics that pre-
diet attrition but relatively little to organizational factors that affect
attrition. Both of these components or aspects must be considered in efforts
to control attrition. 4 ,

1Report Number 77-16, supported by Naval Medical Research and Develop-
ment Command, Department of the Navy, under Research Work Unit MF51.524.002-
5019. The views presented in this paper are those of the authors. No
endorsement by the Department of the Navy has been given or should be inferred.

2Head, Environmental and Social Medicine Division.
nHcad, Health Care Systems Branch, Environmental and Social 'Medicine

Division.
4 Economic conditions outside the Navy also affect attrition/retention,

but such influences are outside the control of the naval organization and
will not be considered here.
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4.4

Personnel quality and organizational conditions not only affect attrition
but also relate to performance effectiveness. Performance ineffectiveness,
for example, unauthorized absence, is often a precursor of premature attrition.

The purpose of this study is to examine selected indices of personnel
effectiveness and premature attrition during the past decade and, particularly,
to compare Navy enlistees on these indicators before and after establishment of
the AVP. Rates of unauthorized absence, desertion, demotion, advancement,
unfavorable discharge, medical discharge, and overall effectiveness will be con-
sidered for enlistees entering the Navy each year from 1966 through 1975. Major
occupational groups will be examined separately.

The following specific questions will be addressed: Has there been any
change in personnel effectiveness or attrition rate among first-term enlistees
since .AVF? If there has been a change, was the change Navy-wide or limited to
specific occupational groups? Can observed changes in personnel effectiveness
be explained by differences in personnel quality (General Classification Test

-scores)? Are changes in personnel effectiveness paralleled by change in dis-
ease and injury rates? What individual, environmental, and organizational fac-
otors importantly influence personnel effectiveness and premature attrition?

, METHOD

Sample. The sample consisted of 525,121 male Caucasian enlistees who
entered the Navy during calendar years 1966 through 1975. Most of these
individuals were assigned to selected occupational specialties during their
first enlistments, but a large number did not attain a designated specialty
and remained Seamen, Firemen, or Airmen. The specific occupational categories
and the numbers of personnel included are shown in Table 1.

Procedure. The service history data pertaining to occupational classifi-
cation, personnel effectiveness, and attrition were obtained from Bureau of
Naval Personnel computer files reflecting losses and gains from the Navy
Enlisted Master Tape. Copies of these tapes were provided by the Naval Per-
sonnel Research and Development Center, San Diego. Over the 10-year period
this information has been compiled into longitudinal service history records
for all Navy enlisted personnel. This file is used in epidemiological research
and in long-term follow-up of psychiatric and medical conditions. The service
history data used in this study were for the first enlistment only.

Sailors in each occupational category were divided into three groups
according to General Classification Test (OCT) scores. These verbal aptitude
scores are used as the principal basis for assigning personnel to various Navy
schools and occupations and serve here as a general indicator of personnel

* quality. The three OCT groups or levels were: 1 - 20 to S0; 2 - 51 to 57,
and 3 - 58 to 80, These intervals divided the total sample roughly into

-thirds. After dividing each occupational category into the three GOT levels,
percentages or rates were computed for the 30 resulting subgroups (10 occupa-
tional categories X 3 GOCT levels) on each of the personnel effectiveness in-
dices. These indices reflected the percentages of individuals in each group
that mot the specific criterion during the first enlistment. The criteria
were: (1) having one or more unauthorized absences; (2) being declared a
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Table 1.

Percentage Distributions by Occupation, GCT Level,
and Year of Enlistment

Year of Enlistment

Occupational GOT
Group (Specialty) Lel 66 67 686-07 27 47

Deck (BM, QM, SM) 1 35 33 284435 37 393844 16
N 28,974. 2 29 2933 3034 30 2829 2736

3 -36 3839 26 313233 32 2948

ordnance (GM, GMT, GMG) 27 27 26 34 25 30 33 31 33 20

N 10,293. 2 29 283130 3033.29 2734 36

3 44 4543 36 4537 3843 33& 44

Electronics (ET, ETN, ETR) 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1. 2 3 2
N 26,196. 2 10 1212 1616 12 71017 10

3 88 86 86 82 82 87 92 88 80 87

Radio (RM) 1 8 7 91314 1613 1930 33
N 25,612 2 26 28 26 30 35 38 ý35 39 41 33

3 66 6565 57 5146 524228 34

Clerical (YN, PN, SK, DK) 1 18 17 11 22 17 17 18 19 25 19
N 34,993 2 .28 29 26 31 32 29 29 .31 32 35

3 54 54 63 46 51 54 53 50 42 46

Engine. & Hull (MM, EN, BT, BR) 1 27 30 26 29 18 18 22 28 34 21
N 71,972 2 30 30 30 27 21 21 22 27 28 27

3 42 404545 61 62 564538 52

AIA Construction (CU, EA, CL; EQ; WO, 1 30 27 44 44 40 .30 21 24 32 32
CM, B3U, SW, UT) 2 30 3225 24 32 3431,35-3 637
N ý;27,097 3 40 42 31 31 28 36 49 42 31 31

Aviation (AD, ADRO AW , AM1, AMS, 1 26 20 19 30 27 27 33 28 36 22
AMI, AME) 2 34 36 38 39 40 35 33 36 37 40

N 44,244 3 40 44 43 31 33 38. M4 36 27 3a

Medical(11M) 1 11 8 12 15 15 10 10 US 9 8

N 370327 2 26 25 29 32 33 28 28 33 32 30
.3 62 6760 5452 6262 5259 62

Nonrated (SN, FN, AN) I 50 64 64 6 6 6 .55 (2 S8 69 38

N 218,423 2 24 19 19 19 23 24 22 24 1929
3 25 17 17 14 21 202 16 18 11l 33

aGGT I~nturvals were as follows. 1 20 t'o 50; 2 -- S1, to 57; and 3 - .58 to 80.
A1'QT scores were used instead of' GMY scores in 1975,
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y, •deserter; (3) receiving one or more demotions; (4) attaining a pay grade of
E-5 (Petty Officer Second Class), and (5) being classified as ineffective.
Ineffectiveness was defined as (1) premature separation from service because
of unsuitability, unfitness, misconduct, or court-martial, or (2) receiving a
negative recommendation for reenlistment.

Service history data from Bureau of Naval Personnel loss-gain files were
"utilized for the period January 1966 through December 1976. Thus, the follow-
up periods for men who enlisted in 1973 and 1974 were not complete and per-
centages of unauthorized absence, desertion, etc., for 1973 and 1974 acces-
sions were underestimated.

RESULTS

Quality of Personnel. Percentage distributions by GCT level for each
occupational category and each year of enlistment are shown in Table 1. For
example, accessions for 1966 who were assigned to Deck occupational special-
ties were distributed as follows: 35% in Level 1 (low), 29% in Level 2 (mid-
dle), and 36% in Level 3 (high). The quality of enlistees, as measured by
GCT scores, varied considerably among occupational groups but remained rela-
tively stable over time for most specialties. During the 10 years, general
decreases in quality were seen in 1969 and 1974.

When occupational categories were examined separately, only two striking
or distinctive changes in the distributions of GCT scores were noted. During
the decade the Radioman group shifted from one of the highest in quality to
one of the lowest. As contrasted with most other groups, percentages in the
high GOCT level did not decrease in 1969 for the Engineering and Hull group.
In fact, personnel quality was highest for this group during 1970 through
1972.

"Percentages of Unauthorized Absences and Desertiona. Beginning in 1969,
percentages of unauthorized abser • (UA), shown in Table 2, increased stead-
ily for virtually all occupational categories. Prior to that year, values
were mostly in the 2-4% range but by 1973 a high of 28% was reached in the
Engineering and Hull group. Of the major occupational categories, excluding
the Nonrated group, the highest UA rates occurred in 1973 and 1974 in the
Engineering and Hull and Deck specialties, The Engineering and Hull group
showed the largest increase in UA rate over the decade and the largest
increase after AVF (1973 and 1974).

Percentages UA were considerably higher for the Nonrated group than for
the designated occupational groups. The UA rate for Nonrated personnel
increased from approximately 15% in 1966 to slightly more than 40% in 1973.
The smallest increases in UA rate occurred in the Electronics and Hospital
Corisman specialties.

Percentages of men deserting during the first enlistment, shown in Table

the increases were substantially smaller in magnitude. Between 1966 and 1969,
the desetion rate across designated occupational specialties remained rela-tively stable within a narrow range from 0-2%. The desertion rate for Non-
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Table 2

Unauthorized Absence Rate by Occupation,
GCT Level, and Year of Enlist-ment

Year of Enlistment

Occupational GCT
Group (Specialty) Levela 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74

Deck(BM, QM, SM) 1 8 7 7 10 13 10 12 20 15
2 6 6 8 9 12 12 16 18 15
3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 19 13

Ordnance (GM, GMT,. GMG) 1 5 5 5 6 8 13 7 11 7
2 2 6 5 4 8 10-6 14 7
3 2 2 4 5 5 7 12 12 11

Electronics (ET, ETN, ETR) 1

2 0 0 1 2 2 5 5 5 4

3 1 2 1 2 3 4 6 5 4

•Radio (RM) 1 2 2 2 4 4 7 8 14 11
2 1 3 2 4 6 9 9 14 8
3 2 2 2 3 4 6 9 11 7

Clerical (YN, PN, SK) DK) I 1 1 2 4 5 5 8 12 6
2 1 2 2 4 4 S 6 12 8
3 1 1 2 3 3 4 6 9 6

Engine. & Hull (MM, EN, BT, BR) 1 6 6 7 8 10 13 17 28 23
02 8 10 13 19 26 22

"3 3 5 5 5 7 l 14 17 12

Construetion (CU, A, C, EQ,EO, 1 2 2 2 2 5 6 8 9 5

,. CM, BU, SW UT) 2 1 1 2 2 5 7 9 7 4
13 2 1 1 4 4 6 8 4

Aviation (AD, ADR, ADJ, AN, AMS, 1 2 2 2 4 5 6 8 14 ii
AMII, ALE) 2 1 2 2 6 5 6 9 12 10

3 .1 2 2 4 5 7 8 13 8

Medical (11) 1 1 2 4 5 4 5 8 8 S
2 2 3 4 5 5 5 8 6 6

* 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 5 6 4

Nonratod (SN, 'N, AN) 1 15 12 10 34 19 22 35 41 29
2 35 13 1 18 20 23 32 4232
3 11 12 13 15 17 1U 26 37 30

aGur intoivals were as follows: 1 20 to 50; 2 w'51 to 57; and 3 58 to 80.
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rated sailors, on the other hand, was about 7% for the period 1966-1968,
increased to 10% during 1969 and 1970, and increased again rather sharply to
21f/. during 1973.

From 1970 to 1972, only slight increases in desertions occurred in most
specialties but in 1973 definite increases in almost all occupations are
apparent. The largest increase occurred in the Engineering and Hull category,
and it can be seen that this relatively high rate is sustained in 1974 and
1975, even, though the periods of follow-up were shorter for those years. The
smallest percentages were found in the Electronics and Hospital Corpsman spe-
cialties.

Demotion Rates. The percentages receiving demotions during the first
enlistment were computed for all occupational groups, GOCT levels, and years.
The results generally paralleled those for UA and desertion (and are not
shown here) with small increases in demotion rate shown for all occupational
groups from 1966 to 1972 and 1973. The highest demotion rates in .1973 were
in the Nonrated, Engineering and Hull, and Deck categories while the lowest
rates were in the Electronics and Hospital Corpsman specialties.

Advancements. The percentage attaining E~-5 during the first enlistment
was not meaningfully related to other indicators of personnel, effectiveness
but was highly dependent upon OCT level. Within all occupational specialties,
the largest percentages achieving Second Class Petty Officer status during the
first enlistment were in the highest GCT kevels.

Overall Ineffectiveness. The composite indicator of ineffectiveness,
base pn a unAvoal dscharge or a negative recoimmendation for roenlist-

ment, showed large Increases over the 8-year period. Those results are sqhown
in Table 4. For almost all occupations, the-highest rate ofl ineffectiveness
occurred in 1973. The highest rate among designated occupations was ill the
Engineering and Hull group. The Nonrated group reached a high of 7M~ classi-
fied as ineffective In 1973.

Attrition Rates. Increases in premtature attrition during recent Years
aire sMni~n Tab~ These rates are based upon all, enlisted Male Gaucasians
discharged1 during the years Indicated. The rato of Unuitahle typedshre
Iii roasoe almost three-flold while the rate, of Unfit. Undesirable, anet bad Con-
duct discharges douhilod durlng I . period shown, preswnahly refleJcting higher
rates of personnel ineffecitivoness for men onlisting in the early 1970l's. Tito
rate of medical discharges remained stable with a high of 4.6% in 1974..

Hig R-,4 Ovuptiols It fis appatrent from the foregoing rosults that
the Lugineering ond 11n- and Dock occupational groups presenit relatively high
risks with respect to UA avid desertion. Recent studies4 of me0dical. InIi4tient
data have indicated that htospitaliv,%tion rates also tend to hic hl&gg for
Engigneering parsonnel, particularly Boiler Techndicias. lit order to plursue j
this relationsthip further. VA and desertion rates. were examined swpara~olya
for the holler Tocinilcians- included in this study and comalvred with rate.-q for
all; other~ occupaitional groupg combined. These rsl are rhroun ill i fgure 1.
It Pan be qeen that the 11A and desertion rates for Doilir 1'cchnlieatiR wore
much hi aher than the rates for other saitlorez, partioulaely in 1973 and 1974,
afteor the advokit of. AMI~ (Again. it is itoted thlat tho values for 1974 aud
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i5.i Table34

Deser-tion Rate by Occupation, GCT Level,
Year oa Lnlistment

Year of Enlistuent

Oceupationa] GCT
Gru (Specialty) Levela 66 67 68 69 70 71. 72 73 74 7,5

Deck (BN, QN, SM) 1 1 3. 1 1 3 2 2 4 3 8
N 2$,974 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 3 8 7 10

1 1 2 2 1 2 3 8 8 6

Ordnance (CM, GMT, CHO) 1 . 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 7
N 10,283 2 0 1 .1 132264

3 i 1 1 1 3 2 4 5

Electronies (al', E', tE) 1.
N = 26,196 2 -- 1 . 0 T I 1 3 2 0

3 0 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1

witlio (1I) I 1 2 2 4 6 4 2
N 25,612 2 0 1 0 1 2 3 3 6 s5 2

3 0 0 11 2 3 3 5 2

Clerical (NN., PN, SK, DK) 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 ( 3 2
.4 N 340993 2 0 0 1 2 2 2 4 43

30 0 1 1 2 2 5 2

xi•ine. &, ull (Ht, IEN BT, B1R) . 0 1 1 2 3 $ 12 3.4 15
X 71,972 2 1 1 1 2 2 S 7 12 .14 15

C t..(CU.., U C Q, E0, . 1 0 1 ! 1 2 2 2 2 2
cm, o! , ,w ) .2 0 0 1 .2 1 2 3 4 2.
-N 27,097. -0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 3-

SAvvatio (AI), ADIAW, A•INS, 1- .0 0 0 1 2 2.3 4 -4
AN. '. ME) . .2 2 .0 0 Z 4:"
N 44,244 3 0 0 0 1 22 8 4 4 2

A 2 1 1 :1 2 1 3 220
N .423 I .-. 78711111 2 1 i. :-

A.....7 7 7 10' U 11 1U 17 2 .

.. ervaw t f.l .12.-0. 1 o 0 9 31 toM. and U to $ ..0.
APOt steofs iColoustud iiwstoad Of WIA Wtors i 197$.
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Table 4

Rate of Ineffectiveness by Occupation,,:
GOCT Level,,and Year of Enlistme~nt

Year of Enlistment

Occupational QC T
ELMu (Specialty) ,Levela 6 6 6 69 70 '71 '12 73.

Deck (BMi,Qbl, SM) 1--'4A 8 9 9 7 7
-,9-101 11 12 -')15

4 410 1314 151313 18

ordnance (GM, GMT, GMG) 1 4 8. 7 7 9 5 6 -
'2 - 7 9 1011 8 91
34 8 10 9 ý10 10 12'ý '13:

Electronics (ET, ETN, ETR)1- > 12 0 9 0

35 io -1 12 12 10 1,4 10

Radio (RM) 1 4 -9 9 12 15 '12 -13 1.7
2 5 8 1014 17 15, 16 17
3' 4 8 11 14 13. 12:4' ý18

Clerical (YN, PN, SK, DK) 1 3-6 6 7 7 7 1.0 ''

2 .3 6 7 10 10 9 11 14
3 3 6 8 12-9 9 11 15

-Engine. & Hull (MM, EN, EBT, BR) 1 - 4 7 7 11 8 10 16 24
2 5 9 9 1413JS 21. 27
3 5 11 13 15 16 16 18 20

Construction (CY, EA, CE, EQ, EO, 1 2 9 14 17 20.. 15 18 16
ýCM, BU, SW, UT) 2 2 9 9 8 15 14 .19 17

3 -6 8 8 13 112 15 15

Aviation (AD, ADR, ADJ, AM, AMS, 1 5 9 10 14 3.1 30 I S 1
AM1I, ANE) 2 4 7 1-0 I5 14 :12 -17 -3.6

3 4 9 10 15 12 12 1.7 I'S

Medical (H-i) 1 10 18 19 19 17 15 19 22
2 8 13 1.9 21 -16 .15 20 1.5
3 8 13 16 19 14 14.14 113'

Nonrated (SN, F'N, AN) 1, 57 52 59 68 62 49 58 71
-2 56 64 66 -6`7 -00 58 00 .70

3 56 0 69 67 62-60 62 07

_GOT. intervals were as follows: 1 20 to,50; 2 51, to 57; and 3 58 to 80.
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Table 5

Rates (Percents) of Prermature Attrition
-for Navy Enlisted Personnel

by Type of Dischargq and Year of Discharge

M, Year of Discharge

...... Type uf Dischare 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

U ns u it ablIe 5.4 6.7 7.5 7.3 11.3 .15.4

'5,-~ni~Undesirable, Bad Conduct 4.0 6.6 8.6 5.0 -7.3 -8.1

Meia-Di2i~yRetired -4.0 3.8 4,4 4.9 .4.6 4.2

1975 are undere.9timates bacause of the uhoiter. periods of-follow-up for men
etnlisting in those years)

DISCUSSION

The results have shown that personnel ineffetvnsa esrdb UV
and dosertion rates and other indicators, and premature attrition have
Increased sharply among Caucasian enlisted men during, the past- few years.
This general decline in performance effe tivonoss. bean e~e n otne
a fter, .AVF.

.. All. occupzations. 0owed some doeline in effeciees but much greate'r,
* '%'changes wiere ovident in certain occupational groups than others, namely:

ri~ngifieering and Hull ýtnd Deck. The great~est increment in VA and, desertion -

rates for the Engineering ao-d Hull group was dkiring the firrt year of thle7
AVU.-1973, The `)oiler Teceltvcian rating ýgroup particularly isholwed large

X, inreses in UA and desertion rates. In contrast, there was, relatively lit-
tlo -tic Hospita opa group, ..d hu wa teuIly occupatiohadintnol

-* . roup thwl id~,d no ho nreases'i UA axd desertions ait the -begiui~nig of-
AVF,

Trhe. observed changes -in personnel ef-fectiveness cavinot ::W ex.plained by
.,-5*difference~s in ý)ersunnoJ. quality as mmatred by. tCT npvia. There was little,

143 an-, rlationstilp bet~ween GOT level and rates of UA and deexiion. T1a s
witinmos ~c~pt~nalgrupstlrowas n onsitstent asawiwotion between OCT

loeta U or deeto -rateu. Onl iuviy m.the Nof te.au Eninern uiand HuI mIa
vourpltloivil groupsý for 1972 anid -1973', )x0jes~ t'iV'ly t 'VitI f0oe dclarWv a dii?-

- - emoc between lighi and louw GOT-grV i U- ruto. wThis "rew;l IA pehi.

4,4
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Figurv 1 Comparlson of UA and desertion~ fategs fur boiler technivians versus other occupational.
- groups by year of enlistment.
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prising in view of consistent findings over many years that OCT scores corre-
late with ineffective performance. In the present study, however, we are
looking at the relationship within homogeneous occupational groups rather than
across heterogeneous occupational groups. The only performance indicator con-
sistently predicted by OCT level in this study was percent attaining E-5 or
above. Thus, within occupational groups, OCT predicted superior performance
during first enlistment but not ineffective performance (UA or desertion).

There is evidence from recent medical studies that the high rates of UA,
•"9' desertion, and attrition for Boiler Technicians are paralleled by a high rate

of hospital admissions and that the hospitalization rate for this group has
increased since AVF. In 1970-1971 Boiler Technicians had a 20%v higher hospital
admission rate than other enlisted occupations; in 1.974-1975 this differential
"had increased to 36%. These medical findings suggest that job stresses have
increased for Boiler Technicians during recent years.

In current studies of environmental and organizational determinants of
illness and injury rates aboard 18 destroyer-type ships, Boilers and Machinery
(Engineering) and Deck division personnel have been found to have much higher
morbidity rates than other groups. At the same time crew memberst perceptions
of their work environments and organizational climates in these divisions are
quite different from perceptions in other divisions. For example, in Figure 2
it can be seen that Engineering personnel perceived their work environments as
very unfavorable. Mean values for five environmental scales are compared for
four types of departments or divisions--Navigation, Communications, Weap.ons,
and Engineering. Values above the mid-line represent favorable environmental
conditions while values below the mid-line represent unfavorable working con-I . ditions. Engineering personnel report their work areas to be noisy, unsafe,

I hot, and dirty but not crowded.
In Figure 3 working conditions are compared for divisions within two

departments--Weapons and Engineering. Boiler (B) and Machinery (M) divisions
within the Engineering Departmnent reported extremely hot, dirty, noisy, and
unsafe conditions compared with other divisions. Note that the Deck divisions
within the Weapons Department reported relatively favorable environmental con-
ditions on most scales.

In studies of organizational climate aboard ship it has been shown thatI .Boilers and Machinery divisions and Deck divisions--particularly the latter--
tend to have unfavorable division climates. In Figure 4 it can be seen that
Boilers/Machinery and Deck personnel perceived more conflict and ambiguity than
most other divisions; the Deck divisions perceived extremely lol Job Challenge;
Leader Support was perceived as low by Dock division personnel, and both types
of divisions reported very low levels of Workgroup Cooperation, Friendliness,

and Warifth. The latter climate dimensions, Leader Support and Workgroup Coop-
oration, have correlated importantly with measures of division performance
effectiveness. illnesses and injuries, job satisfaction, and reenlistuent
decisions in our studies to date.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the relationship between perceived safety and
actual Injury rat:e for divisions aboard ship. Mean ratings of salety in work
areas for various divisions are plotted on the abscissa and injury rates on
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11g. 2 Habitability Perceptions Deviation From Ship Norms
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Fig. :3VARIATION OF HABITABILITY PERCEPTIONS
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the ordinate. Boilers (B) and Machinery (M) division personnel not only per-
ceived their work areas as very unsafe but in fact during the next 7 months

*• of an overseas deployment incurred relatively high injury rates. The Deck
divisions did not perceive their work areas as unsafe but, nevertheless,S-experienced the highest injury rate of any division. Our interpretation of

these and other results is that physical hazards are the most important deter-
minants of injury rates in Engineering spaces but that unfavorable leadership
and personnel utilization factors may be the most important contributors in

• :Deck division.
-/ On a subsample of seven ships for which disciplinary data were available, ,

it was found that not only illness rates but disciplinary rates and job dis-
-satisfaction were exceptionally high in Boilers, Machinery, and Deck divisions.

The hostile and hazardous nature of their work environment may help

- - .explain why many Boiler Technicians want to avoid their work situations,
including going UA. Similarly, the monotonous nature of routine maintenance
duties (cleaning, painting, and repair), coupled with leadership inexperience
or indifference, could partly account for the high rate of behavioral problems
among Deck personnel.

During the past three decades there has been a great deal of research on
selection or screening techniques to reduce disciplinary and psychiatric prob-
lems and premature separation from the service. For example, 20 years ago the
results of an ONR-supported study of 20,000 recruits who entered service in
1954 showed that age at enlistment, education, GOT, AFQT, and attitude inven-

* tory, called the Navy Delinquency Scale, predicted premature attrition
(Gunderson and Ballard, 1956). A combination of age at enlistment, education,

* and Delinquency score provided probability tables that were moderately useful
for identifying high risk recruits.

Plag and Coffman (1966) studied 10,000 Navy recruits who enlisted in 1960
- and 1961 and developed probability tables, called Odds-for-Effectiveness,
based upon four items: aptitude score, education, suspension or expulsion

-from school, and pre-service arrest record. These tables have been used in
the past by recruiters to screen applicants. The tables recently were revised

Ai; and updated by the .Naval Personnel Research and Development Center in San
Diego, and other studies have been done at NPRDC of biographical and attitu-
"dinal variables that predict delinquency and attrition.

Lockman (1976) recently reported a study of attrition during the first
year of service and showed that education, aptitude score, age at enlistment,
race, and primary dependents were valid predictors.

4 . Many other similar studies have been conducted with highly consistent
results. In this area the problem is not lack of knowledge but rather lack
of utilization or application of this knowledge.

In the area of analysis of situational influences, such as physical
environment and organizational structure and climate, on health, premature
attrition, personnel effectiveness, and reenlistment, a substantial amount
of work has been done during the last few years at the Naval Health Research
Center with the help of an ONR-sponsored team from Texas Christian University
and at the Naval Personnel Research and Development Center with the help o'£
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a team from the University of Michigan. It is clear from our studies aboard
deployed ships in the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets that organizational con-
"ditions have an important impact not only on illness and injury rates but on
personnel effectiveness and retention. It has not been useful to use the
data profile. for the whole ship as the unit of analysis because of the great
variability among different types of divisions within the ship. Deck divisions Y
from different ships are more alike than Deck divisions and other divisions
from the same ship. Thus, the division is the proper unit of analysis for most
of our studies of environmental and organizational influences and is the proper
level to take action with respect to personnel. coordination and control problems i
and prevention of accidents, UA, and premature attrition. . .

SUMMARY

Several indices of personnel effectiveness, including unauthorized
absence, desertion, demotion, advancement, and being classified as ineffective,
and rates of premature attrition were examined for all Navy male Caucasian
enlistees during the period 1966 through 1974. UA and desertion rates increased
for most occupational specialties during 1970 through 1974 and increased sharply
for Engineering and Hull personnel, particularly Boiler Technicians. Boiler
Technicians also have shown increased hospitalization rates over the same period.
Increases in personnel ineffectiveness and premature attrition could not be F

attributed to changes in personnel quality (aptitude scores). Studies of
environmental and organizational conditions aboard operational combat ships have ?
indicated very unfavorable crew members? perceptions of working conditions,

"' including physical environment, leadership support, and personnel utilization
and cooperation, for those occupational groups that have shown greatest
increases in personnel ineffectiveness and premature attrition. More attention
needs to be given to organizational conditions and practices as determinants of
attrition.
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4• A MODEL TO ANALYZE THE COST IMPACT OF

FIRST-TERM ATTRITION IN THE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

by

Daniel Huck

Kenneth Midlam

GENERAL RESEARCH CORPORATION

April 6, 1977 j
BACKGROUND

Under a study funded by the Office of Naval Research, GRC staff have

been developing a computerized user-oriented system for evaluating the

cost of first-term attrition in the Navy and Marine Corps. The methodology

is, of course, extendable to the other Services provided a suitable data

base is available. The data collection and modeling effort of this project

are expected to be completed by next month, at which time a draft final

report will be submitted detailing the specifications of the system and

"the results of test simulations.

In describing the attrition costing system, this briefing is divided

into five parts. The first is a discussion of the methodology employed;

the second describes the input data used and the output measures produced;

"the third section discusses GRC's perception of the value of the system

for decision makers, which is followed by a sample problem using live

* data.

STUDY OBJECTIVE AND CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

The objective of this study is to develop a system which integrates

. :- cost, attrition and effectiveness data to enhance the analysis of man-

power policy alternatives affecting first-term personnel. The approach

.328
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has been to use the concepts inherent in life-cycle costing typically

applied to equipment acquisition decisions and adapt them for use as a

human capital accounting tool in evaluating manpower policies. Since

personnel decisions affecting first-termers entail both present and

future obligations, analyses supporting these decisions should use a

time horizon that encompasses all relevant present and future costs.

The magnitude of these future costs is predicated not only on the wages

.and benefits DOD pays an individual, but also the replacement costs that

will occur due to attrition. Finally, these costs should be evaluated

in the context of the benefits that accrue to DOD from the servicesI > rendered by the first-termer.
Figure 1 shows schematically our conceptual approach to developing

,if a comprehensive attrition costing system. As mentioned before, the inputs

to the system are cost, utility and attrition data. The hackneyed phrase,
"garbage in - garbage out," was very much on our minds when we began

developing the system, and the majority of GRC's contract effort has been

expended in acquiring data sufficiently detailed and accurate to ensure

user confidence in the validity of the results when the system is turned

over to the Services. Output from these data can be displayed in report

form for information purposes or they ,tan be manipulated in the system

"* to produce various benefit cost measures and other indicators useful to
.... . . .management.

SYSTEM INPUT DATA COMPONENTS

Attrition Data

"t GRC, through the cooperation of the Navy, Marine Corps, and HARDAC,

wrote a series of programs to produce attrition data that were suitable

for the model's purpose. The Navy attrition data, as of this date, have

".- been extracted from MARDAC personnel files disaggregated by the categories

"shown on Table 1. The Marine Corps data are currently in the process of

* being extracted. Consequently, the example that will be used in this pre-
A .sentation incorporates only Navy data, but our final report will cover

both Services.
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'-For use in the attrition costing system, these data are converted

'into survival rates for enlistees classified by any demographic combina-

tion displayed on theprevious table. These survival rates are the

probability in any given month of.reaching and completing that month of

service. Figure.2 shows.. Navy survival rates for 3-yea- non A-school

-enlistees and, as IA'm sure, most of you:-are aware, significant differences

in retention-patterns exist for various cohorts., I would like to stress,

however, that it is unwise to set recruiting or assignment policies solely

-onthe basis of the observed,attrition without examining the cost and

'benefit implications-.of those decis.ions.

•, • . ~utility 'Data " -'

Utility oreffectiveness data are another major input to the system.

Use of utility data is optional; however, assumptions madeconcerning the

relative worth of an individual to the Service can be a very important

consideration in making decisions that affect recruitment, training and

retention of personnel.

-'_ Three alternative utility assumptions are possible. The first is

"that utility is not explicitly considered in the system, which implies

that the utility index has a value of 1.0 for all cohorts considered

-through all time periods. The second alternative utility aasumption

would be that utility is proportional to cost. This implies that acqui-

sition and training are the only investments made and that an individual's

value of output is equal tP the cost incurred at each point in time through-

out his first tem, The third alternative utility assumption, which is the

one used in the example that will be discussed later in this paper, is that

utility'is proportional to the degree of on-the-job proficiency attained as

an enlistee progresses through his first term of service. A rough con-

struction of this function for Navy can be made by combining results of

studies by BK Dynamics, Decisions & Designs, CNA, and the RAND Corporation.

for our work, we assumed that for first-tr•mers utility is measured

by ,Job-rulated competence ad. our rdereace poiAn. is a high-school
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graduate mental group I-lilA enlistee with 48 months of service. Assign-

V ••ing him or her a utility of 1.0, and scaling all others relative to that

reference point, leads to curves like those shown on Figure 3. The curve

at the upper left may be considered the reference curve and corresponds

to the utility of a typical A-school graduate. The second curve shows

progressively less improvement in utility over time and is intended to

represent the learning experience of an A-school graduate in mental

'group IIIB. Note that each curve at its origin remains flat over the

first 4 months of service, implying that zero utility is obtained from

an individual while he or she is in training. While studies show that
maximum technical competence is achieved by the 5th or 6th year of service,

increases in overall utility beyond the 4th year accrue in the main by the

exercise of managerial skills and supervisory responsibilities. Thus the

first-term enlistee appreciates in worth to the Navy largely through his
acquisition of a usable productive skill which he perfects within his

first 48 months of service.

Cost Data

"The cost component of the input data includes pay and allowance data

shown here by grade, year of service, and personnel community. All Navy

and Marine Corps skills have been grouped into what are called personnel

communities. There are five personnel communities in the Navy, which are:

* Technical

. Engineering deck/hull

* Aviation

- Administrative supply

*Other

There are four Marine Corps communities-these are:

*Combat

* - e Combat support

9 Ground support

e Aviation

3 3 4

2 1

V . *. .
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Navy pay data were obtained from the military pay stratified sample

-. . for the transition quarter, while the Marine Corps data were obtained

from their MMS file for data from the months covering September, October,

and November for 1976. Data elements include base pay, quarters, sub-

sistence, and special pays.

Training cost data have also been collected, which for the Marine

Corps include basic plus first school training for each entry level MOS

and an average cost for each personnel community. Similar Navy training
cost data were collected for basic plus apprentice or A-school for each

rating and averaged for each personnel community. These data are expressed

in the system in terms of cost per enlistee of various curriculum lengths.

Other cost data available in the system include medical system costs,

travel costs, recruiting and initial processing costs, and corrections and

judicial system costs.

POLICY ANALYSIS CAPABILITY OF THE MODEL

Before describing the actual outputs of the system, I am going to

discuss some of the manpower policies and issues that are addressable by

the system in the hope that these output measures and their use in an

., example, which employs actual data, will be more meaningful to you.

The argument has been put forth by defense officials that enlisting

certain types of individuals will produce a savings in manpower costs,\

even though their initial recruiting costs may be quite high relative to

other supplies of manpower that are more readily available. It has been

on this basis that the recruitment of high school graduates becomes a

cost-effective policy when attrition rates and replacement costs become

part of the decision making process. The example that I will use later in

the presentation will delve further into the subject of cost-effectiveness

and compare various male and female high school graduate enlisted cohorts.

Policies that impact on the rate of attrition, as well as the time of

its occurrence, have cost implications as well and can be readily evaluated
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by the system. The cost-effectiveness of an early release or trainee

discharge program can be evaluated using this system.

The effect of changes in the compensation system can be examined

from a number of different perspectives. The use of the enlistment bonus

is a case in point, where.the cost of the incentive to increase the supply

of enlistees with more favorable retention patterns can be compared to the

savings and replacement costs avoided through lower turnover in the force.

Full scale simulations are also possible with the system to test out

the sensitivity of variations in cost elements and overall cost-effectiveness
results. Virtually any data element in the system can be modified by the

user if he wishes to make his own assumptions about the components of the

system, such as promotion rates, retention rates, salary levels, or utility

indices. From a policy analysis standpoint, this is probably the most

powerful aspect of the system since it permits the user to develop explicit

cost estimates of policies that affect retention in the first-term force.

OUTPUT MEASURES AVAILABLE FROM THE MODEL

In addition to displaying the actual input data in report form, as

Smentioned earlier, a number of key output measures are produced by the

system.

Cumulative Cost

The first output measure that is available is cumulative cost. Table 2

shows the monthly cumulative expenditure of a specific cohort. While the

data have been truncated for display purposes, this is actual cost data.

The $2,250 figure at month 0 is actually the marginal cost of recruiting

an NPS male high school graduate in mental category I-IIIA for the Navy.

This estimate was derived from a recent econometric analysis of the supply

of voluateers under a study funded by the Office Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Manpower. Since many of the decisions policy makers face are

incremental in nature, it was decided that marginal costs, rather than

average costs, would be used for recruiting for groups that are considered

to be supply limited to the military.
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Expected Service

The next output is expected service, and Table 3 shows the number of

months or years that can be expected from a specific cohort recruited.

Again, this is actual data and the cohort displayed on this table is

expected to provide on average 40.1 months of service for a 4-year term

of enlistment.

Expected Cost

Unlike cumulative costs, Table 4 shows those cumulative costs when
adjusted for the likelihood of an individual surviving that month of

service. The monthly cost is simply multiplied by- the survival rate to
yield the expected cost. Note that for this cohort the expected cost is

slightly more than $27,000 over a 4-year enlistment. The cumulative cost
Sshown on Table 2 was approximately $32,000 over the same time period and

for the same cohort when attrition is not considered.

Expected Value and Expected Cost Per Utile

Table 5 shows the method for computing the expected value and ex-
pected cost per utile. A utile in our terminology is considered to be

one fully productive person-year of service to the military. The basis

Vt ' for this utility index was described earlier and, when multiplied by the

survival rate, the expected number of utiles can be computed. The

expected cost per utile is shown at the bottom of the table and is simply

the sum of the expected cost divided by, the sum of the expected utiles.

In this case, each year of fully productive service for the cohort being

considered here costs approximately $12,700.

Investment Cost

Table 6 shows investment cost and is defined as the expected cost

minus expected value in dollar terms. Expected value is assigned a dollar

value simply by multiplying that fraction of a month in service that is

"considered to be fully productive for the cohort and multiplied by the

monthly cost of a fully qualified journeyman. Using this methodology,
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it is assumed that'sa fully qualified journeyman produces a dollar value

of service that precisely equals the cost of service he has provided.

The net iuvestment cost shown at the bottom of the table is the amount

3of money expended on an individual in this cohort for which we have not

y et received a return in service. 'The meaning of the concepts of cumula-

tive and expected costs, expected value, and net investment cost may

become clearer from the following figure. -

Figure 3 shows graphically the four cost and value output measures

that I Just described to you. The upper line is the cumulative cost tor

an individual in this cohort when attritiLon is not considered. The line

below that is the expected cost, and is simply mouthly total costs adjusted

for the likelihood of the individual being in service dur~ing thaL month to

incur those costs. The next line down is investment cost. It, again, is

the amount of money expended for which benefits have not yet been received

to DOD. The lightly shaded area is expected value and, as-is evident from

the graph, is the difference between the expected cost and the investment

cost or, explicitly, it. is the amount of money expended which an equivalernt
dollar value of return in services edrdanbatiitebyD.

The darker-shaded area is the not invinstment cost and, again, i* t~otal

expected cost minus the dollar value of productive services provided*

tNota. that in the first few months of service, major costs incurred are.

investment costs for which no icmediao ireturn in services redrd VeuOs

to DOD. As we move giarther out on the zonth of service line, value uE ver-

Wiet tendered begins to expand., due primarily to c-he increase It% uiit

-associated, vith a more experienced individusl and the "briiak-even point"
iAs reaghed at the 32d fmonth of service. 'It is% at this montit ti t cumulaivo

expected valud -of service provided exceeds the ctmulativ*e xpected invest-

awnt cost. A "break-even point" that ia. eloser to the origin of th~e grAph
(ill~ O mitha of service) io more desirab4#, tince it impltes that far

the eohort aay ed osts have been recouped sooner by "nervicoa rondered.
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Expected Cost to Produce One Person with 48 Months of Service.
"The last model output discussed here is the expected cost to produce

one person with 48 months of service. As we are all aware, unless an in-
dividual has a 0 probability of attriting during his first 48 months of

service, we will have to recruit and train more than one individual to

ensure that at least one is available for reenlistment at the end of his
or her first term. Table 7 essentially shows the cost likely to occur if

one individual in this cohort is to be available for reenlistment. On

average, we must recruit and train 1.5 individuals who are male diploma

41 7 high school graduates in mental groups I-IlIA to ensure that one is avail-

able for reenlistment at the end of his term of service. The cost of this

is approximately $41,100. This cost, however, does not ensure that the

individual will reenlist and if the chances of the individual reenlisting

are one in three, then our expenditures to produce one reenlistment exceed

$120,000, or approximately three times the cost figures shown on this table.

"-SAMPLE PROBLEM

Figure 4 shows the survival rates for three types of cohorts. Re-

cruiting of the male high school graduate in mental groups 1-1liA has been
4 preferred, in part because of the lower attrition expected from these in-

dividuals. While females are being actively recruited by the Navy, they

do experience higher attrition. One issue that could be addressed by ths.

system is, that given the higher attrition associated with females, is it

more cost-effective to recruit, train and retain them when compared to
.• ~their male high school graduate counterparts?•

Results on Table 8 show that while females will on average produce

less expected service and expected utiles as we have defined them,
important cost measures associated with this cohort are lower for females

than for their male counterparts. The one exception to this is the

expected cost to produce one person with 48 months of service, where

it appears tnat a male I11B high school graduate is equivalent in cost

to the female graduate. On the surface, the data suggest that it is

"more cost effective to recruit and train females than males. There
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are, however, a number of assumptions that were made in deriving these

output measures that could be modified by the user to change the overall

results. The first deals with the cost of recruiting these individuals.

it was assumed, for example, that the cost of recruiting a male bi.i.'

school graduate is the marginal cost of $2,250, as described earlier.

For females, the marginal cost is assumed to be zero since they are con-

sidered to be an excess supply and no additions to the recruiting force

need be made to recruit more females. This is probably the single most

significant cost factor that favors the recruitment and retention of

females over males. The other major assumption is that females have

the same utility profile as male high school graduates, mental categories

I-1i1A. Should females achieve proficiency at a slower rate than their

male counterparts, the scale may tip in favor of males as the more cost-

effective cohort to recruit.

3-
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SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF NPRDC ENLISTED ATTRITION R&D

Martin F. Wiskoff
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

The. following overview is termed "selective;" that is, a select number of
studies directly related to enlisted attrition will be addressed. The focus is
on recently completed, ongoing and soon to be started work in three areas of

attrition R&D: (1) descriptive--categorizing or cataloging knowledge of

attrition related phenomena; (2) predictive--seeking to establish quantitative

relationships between demographic and conditions of service variables and

attrition; and, (3) field studies--introduction of some intervention strategy
into the "normal" operational sequence to assess impact upon. attrition. My
purpose is to provide a feel for the types of R&D being conducted by NPRDC,
rather than attempting to be all inclusive in coverage.

I. DESCRIPTIVE ATTRITION R&D

A. Career Expectations

I recently completed a review of Armed Services studies of career expectations
from four nations, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and United States
(Wiskoff, 1977).The/purpose was to assess career expectations as they related to
assimilation into military service.

In the review, career expectations were related to three stages of the
assimilation process%

Anticipatory assimilat ion--recruitment/procurement.
Adjustment-accommodation--expectations related to military service

training, work and conditions.
Identification--military career decision.

Following are some representative. findings, and possible managment act iomo.

" 1. Ipetotion8 Related to Recruitment--Procurement. (Anticipatory Assimi-
lat ion)

a, Youth in member nations hold similar expectations of military
attractions and benefits, focusing on those associated with technical tra inig,
security, and pay. Tempering this general statement is the fividing that there
are expectation differences relating to the unique aspects of the military
services, (e.g., travel for the Navy) and to the specific detographic character-

istics and environmental background of respondents (age, education, geograpIic

location, skill marketability).

b. The anticipatory expettations of pre-service youth tend to be some-

what unrealistic concerning pay, future education., and life goals, with a distinct
tendency toward overestimation of their futura achievement and underestimation of
pay within the tailitary.

* The opinions or assertions contained herein are those of the writer and are not
to be Construed us official or reflecting the ,views of the Navy Department.
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c. A great amount of idealism appears in youth expectations concerning

service life, and leadership.

r/2. Expectations related to Military'Service Training, Work and Conditions

a. Expectations has served often as one of the number of variables

used to explain work motivation, job performance, and military adjustment.. For
example, a Canadian study found that men generally expect suitable work and are
displeased when expectations are not met.

b, Expectations change--mostly in the downward direction--as individuals
progress through the adjustment-accommodation phase (as influenced by service
conditions.) after recruit training.

3. Expectations and the Military Career Decision (Identification)

Porter and Steers (1973) in their extensive review of employee turnover
and absenteeism, comment. "The major turnover findings of this review . . . point
to the centrality of the concept of met .(or unmet) expectations in the withdraw
decision", (page 170).

A consistent finding among the studies is the key role that expectations

play in formulating the career decision, whether or not these expectations are

ns embedded in reality. Furthermore, expectations about the future exert more
influence as a determiner of career intent than present conditions. Some specific
findings were:

a. Expectations of noneconomic benefits (i.e., such intrinsic factors

as satisfaction with job and service life) have the greatest influence on the
positive career decision. Determinants of leaving the military revolve around

pay, assignments, and family separation.

*b. There are distinct subgroup differences in relating expectations to
careers, particularly in regard to demographics, environment priOr to entry, and

conditions of service experienced.

c. The pattern of decreasing career intent during the first service tour
i_011e as coexistent with~ changing expectations and the notion of expectancy

on thle practical side, there are several actions amenable for consideration
by military platinera and practitioners. The major operational implications are:

1. Recruiting appeals must be more flexible and more relectivo of applicant
needs and expectations, and incentivO programs must be tailored to speci ic pop~
ulatiot- subgroups.

2. Greater emphasis shtould be placed on enhancing the accuricy of commu-
icatitin between appl~icants and recruiters. Suggetstions in this regard include

estblihmnt f earer nfomaion klysm to increase the amount and fidelity

of iinfortution available to prosPectivd recurtitt and development of counseling
f pyograuis to eliable better uatchimig of avzkilablo options Witt% expectatious/Ileads
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3. Innovative ways of enhancing the assimilation process should be
considered. Thought should be given to such notions as heightening group
cohesiveness, providing reality-oriented training, and introducing more
accurate leadership expectations.

4, In addition, to becoming more aware of the influence that expect-
ations exercise on careers, the military should examine its own expectations
concerning personnel and their families and the manner in which military service
creates and influences expectations.

II. PREDICTIVE ATTRITION R&D

A. Prediction of Enlisted Tenure-Two Years (POET-2)

The original Odds for Effectiveness (OFE-1) table was developed using data
collected on a sample of nonprior service male enlistees entering the Navy in
1960-61. This table was designed to estimate the probability that a man would
render effedive naval service as a function of: (1) aptitude test score, (2)
number of years of school completed, (3) number of expulsions/suspensions from
school, and (4) number of arrests (Plag and Goffman, 1966).

The OFE-1 table was officially implemented in the beginning of CY 1973.
Navy recruiters, instructed to compute an OFE-I score for each male nonprior
service applicant for enlistment, experienced increasing difficulty in obtain-
ing arrest information. As a result, the Navy Personnel Research and Develop-
ment Center was requested to revise the OFE-1 table and remove the arrest variable.
The resultant OFE-2 table became operational for screening all male nonprior
service applicants as of October 1975 (Sands, 1976).

The OFE-2 table was viewed as an interim solution to a pressing operational
problem. The data used for constructing the table are more than fifteen years
old. In addition, the data were collected during a time when enlistment in the
Navy was influenced to some extent by the pressure of the draft.

The age of these data provided a spur to the development of an updated

system entitled POET-2 (Prediction of Enlisted Tenure). With a similar rationale
to Dr. Lockman's work on SCREEN (Lockman, 1976) the purpose of POET-2 was to
develop effective tools to aid in screening applicants for enlistment. These

,.tools can serve! to reduce the often substantial social, financial and personal
costs of erroneous acceptances. Specifically, we attempted to develop n pro-

cedure which could provide the recruiter with an estimate of an applicant's
Sprobability of surviving two years. Those applicants with a low probability

could be sacreened out, thereby producing a net decreage In premature attrition..
The POET model we have produced is designed to provide these estimates as a
functton of: (1) aptitude test score, (2) number of years of school completed,
-"(3).ago, and (4) ntumbr of primary dependents (Sands, 1977).

She oample• uwed in devloping the model wa4 all nonprior service enlistedma •les with in active duty bast! due, In CY 1973; the Uirot cohort to enter tile
Navy undur" All Voluteetro" Foreo Policy, Over 68,000 wales are-titcludod Att the

study.
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'With this model we were able to produce a total of eighty unique combina-
tions of predictors. For convenience, the eighty probability estimates have
been organized into a single easy to use table. In addition, management-
oriented information was prepared to illustrate the various consequences of
employing alternative cutting scores in selecting applicants., This permits
examination of the tradeoffs involved in setting standards in light of current
supply and demand for nonprior service enlisted males.

The statistical evidence indicates that the POET-2 model is capable of
producing reasonably accurate predictions. With the analyses presented as an
expectancy tradeoff table, showing the consequences of using alternative cutting
scores; the personnel manager is provided with a degree of flexibility he has
seldom had in the past.

B. Recruit Background Questionnaire

Biographical data have long been found to be predictive of tenure in
industrial work situations (Schuh, 1967). For the Navy, we have already dis-
cussed the development of entry screening tools such as OFE, with correlations
in the range of .30 for predicting premature attrition. On the basis of a
number of studies performed at our Center, we felt it would be productive to
develop a background questionnaire to serve as an adjunct to presently used
techniques for screening naval applicants.

In 1974, a number of likely sources were reviewed, and 370 items were
isolated, which were then divided into seven experimental questionnaires. Each
of the questionnaires was administered to recruit training populations and item
analyses were performed against a recruit training attrition criterion. The
eighty-two most promising items were selected for the final form of the Recruit

Background Questionnaire (RBQ). Of those, over.50% were classified into fourI categories; school performance, attitudes and expectations, demographic data,
and employment history. Although clearly related to attrition during recruit
training, the operational effectiveness against criteria of long-term attrition
has not as yet been established (Atwater, Skrobiszewski and Alf, 1976).

Becanuse of the perceived :potential of the RUQ, the instrument was incorporated

-pinto the Voluntary Separation Pilot Program. The program itself is described

more fully by Dr. Guthrie in another section of this report. I will discuss the

RBQ as it is currently constructed for the program.I Tite RUQ has been revised especially to meet the information needs of the
Pilot Program. From the original eighty-two items of the 1974 study, a core of
fourty-four were used to produce a new RJ3Q of 120 items. This revision is designed'

* to more adequately measure constructs related to enlisted turnover. The instrument

now contains the following six constructs:

1. Biograobical-Attitudinal Items

Items refetr to demographic background characteristics, attitudes toward

Joba, school, the Navy in genaral, career plans, and reasons for enlisting.

Items cover expectations of supervision, working conditions, recognition
for rood work, aiud the work- itself,

3. VqeLC(jtiong oftleQpnizationdl caimsto of tile Recruit Tvauining Center

Tito lotua of thtese item'i to on policitit, prActices, torvale, and f~airness
atL hce 16X. Tito Company Comiu.tdor is tte, focus of itotxs dealiog vith, attitudes
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* toward supervision, while the company itself is addressed by items dealing with
operational efficiency, co-worker cooperation, and morale.ý

4. Measures of Achievement Needs

Specific achievement dimensions refer to aspiration level, achieve-
ment behavior, and persistence in high school.

5. A Measure of What Is Often Called the Internal-External Basis of Control

The term "internal" is used to describe an individual who believes he
has some conitrol over his destiny and who perceives contingencies between actions
and outcomes; the term "external" refers to individuals who believe their destiny
is controlled by outside factors.

6. Perceptions of General Living Conditions experienced at the RTC

These requirel the individual to describe general living conditions in
boot camp on a series of semantic differential items; for example, ventilation,
lighting, privacy, etc.

With the exception of climate and perceptions of general living conditions,
the RBQ constructs consist of individual characteristics hypothesized to bc
related to attrition decisions. The climate and living condition items are felt
to involve environmental determinants of attrition.

The instrument was administered in November 1976 at all Recruit Training,
Centers, to over 6,000 people.

At this point, the primary analysis phase for the RBQ is being conducted
against an ear~ly Fleet and A-School attrition criterion. We will determine not
only the predictive power of this now expanded instrument, but also expect to have
solid information on the differential validities of the six major constructs.
Later we will obtain job performance and disciplinary records, and admi.nister a
specially designed exit questionnaire.

C. Reading Tests

Theo topics of reading and literacy have been looked at many times by the
Navy research community. .The most recent revival of intorest has boon. in

1.4 onnetionwiththevolunteer force concept and includes studies of literacy
training, the readability and comprehensibility of written roaterials in the Navy,
and possible reading screening measures (Fletcher; Duffy and Curran 1977). It

* is the latter that 1 wish to discuss, particularly-the rolationsIhip of roading
lovel to attrition.

Data collected at NPRDU indicate tlwt reading deficits iti the Nov affect
&Ai'nificant numbers Of perqonnit1. For example, if a 5ý5 Rending Crude Level
(Rvh), the current reading level deemed necessary ini the Nilavy, were required
for admission into the nervice, 9Z, or 7,800 of thu k'V 1974 recruit populatlue
would havit been rojected.

A iatudy of over 20,000 tun en iering ReCruit Tra-ining Center, Sao Diego)
Wbtwe'en I June 1974 anti 1. February 1975 reportedI a clear Anil ilsyrmtht1.ti

* shipi botwocm reading ability (As Uwasure by tho GamiLOU-#4aGitdi roading test)
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A and hoot camp Attrition (rletcher, et al, 1977), It waa found that the less
than 4th grade readers have a .36 probability of making it through boot camp,
while the probability is .96 that the above 10th graders will make it. These
analyses indicate that the attrition rate system~atically decreases as reading
test performance increases, and this is true across the entire range of reading
levels. When considered in combination with other predictor variables such as
odds for effectiveness, mental level and years of education, reading level
contributes independently to the prediction of attrition.

Interest in the reading level/attrition relationship generated a study to
investigate the feasibility of developing a short reading test for pre-enlistment
screening use, which would focus on the lower levels of reading skill. Using the
Cates-MacGinitie, we produced two forms of a short reading test, each one con-
sisting of twenty-five vocabulary items, and fifteen reading comprehension items
and requiring only one-third the administration time of the long form. It was
found that the short tests evidence adequate reliability, exhibited reasonable
statistical relationships with the longer test and could most appropriately be
used to screen out indiviuduals with reading levels below 4th grade (Cory, 1976).

Subsequent analyses indicated that the Gates-MacGinitie (long-form) was
Pr-.A "-eve of recruit training attrition for three racial groups, whites, blacks

eiix~pinos; the relationship being much greater for whites than for the other

two groups. This finding was more pronounced for the short reading test, i.e.;
although there is a positive relationship for all three racial groups between
low reading test scores and attriting from recruit training, for blacks and
Filipinos considerably more of the people who would be screened out would be
nonattritees than would be attritees.

To further complicate the picture, more recent longitudinal analyses on a
part of thle 1974-1975 data base to investigate the nature of the relationship
between reading level and attrition have found differential effects depending
upon the sample breakout and tile point in service career attrition is measured
(Sachar and Duffy, 1977).

Overall, thle data indicate that lower level readers are more- apt to be
discharged from the Navy, and that this relationship is greater during recruit
training than from recruit Lraining to one year of service.

Readinig grade level seemg more related to discharge during thle four week
* academic phase of recruit training than during thle four week phase devoted more

to phiysical conlditioning and training of military skills. W4hon the sample is
split out into designated pergollnel (tthose who receive specialized training atnd
then work in a speciality area) vesus nondesignated personnel, thle data
indicate~d little relationship between reading level and dischtarge for designate
persoonl otndeignated pergonnel, thle relationship is uueIh that bothk high
and low reading AMill are rlated to hirlh dirleharge rates, Otte possible
explauutioin is that thle reading test iosnerving As a gtineral tenat of abilitY,

i.,low Toaderti Iave dficulty tit perfoftit%, tho job while Mig)% readdrs a~y
* be overqualified.

*it 15 Obvious thfit Wl thust leaaen mror abott rulatongt ip; of rVAdtl% 11radeJ

le'Ilit ttitn an outher biehavioral phntometia -A trial adiiat ratitill of
thle sh1ort rentling tpgt htat bjeen inuobrpoated into 010e voluntary uepiratit oa
Prograt jaid 1twpuftlly attaiyats ofthi d0 t wi~ rovide isom o is&rn Wild
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t believe that we should continue to work toward developing an appropriate measure

of reading for future use as a supplement to existing screening measures. The
potential dollar savings could be very large.

III, FIELD STUDIES

A. Experimental Procedures for the Classification of Naval Personnel

Historically, the Navy classification system has been based upon paper-and-
pencil tests designed to assess the probability that individuals will perform
successfully in formal school training, Studies have shown that this system
functions quite well for the 60 to 70% of the entering enlisted personnel who
go directly into formal school training after completion of recruit training.
For the remaining 30 to 40% of the enterln 6 population, however, these classi-

fication procedures are grossly inadequate and provide little information as to
how individuals may best be utilized when they enter the Fleet. And it is just
this group of individuals, the "General Detail" population who consistently
exhibit the highest attrition rates, as well as disproportionately high desertion
rates, AWOL, sick bay calls and overall behavorial problems. Other studies have
pointed out that a large measure of dissatisfaction is engendered when individuals
have nothing meaningful to do in the job setting.

A pilot study, recently completed, had as its goal the development of a
method for classifying General Detail personnel through the use of a technical
classification assessment center approach (Siegel and Wiesen, 1977). Tihe
method emphasizes exercises which allow the individual to learn and perform
tasks that simulate likely on-the-job learning and performance. Job analysis
were first performed to es.ýablish the requirements of various Navy ratings along
thle learning,psyehophysica•/motor and social/motivational dimensions. Target Navy
ratings were chosen to reflect a wide range of requisite abilities and duties. A
set of exercises were then developed based on the job analyses and Guilford's
struccure-of-Intellect Model,to measure capabilitos in those three dimensions.

.... . . . . ... The exercises were administered in the Fall of 1975 to approximately 140
men, following completion of recruit training, at the Naval Training Center,
San Diego. Total testing time required of each individual being assessed,
including semistructured interview and debriefing feedback by participants
was less titan six houra. Testing team members wore two N•avy. Ctiof Petty Offiiers
and two psychologists.

-RcognitAig that this study represented a pilot program, results were quite
encouraging. The tests themselves evidenced adequate statistical reliability,
rea.onable independence, were practical to Implement, and were employed in a
consigttent fashion by the various staf members from whom the classification

*•:, • : reco=u 0datiout evolved. Of the 140 tmn Involved, 76 were "cla itiabhle" into
One of eight speecalties: Postal Clerk, Storekeeper, Yeoman, Sigoalmanh,
aehinit t'a Nute,. htospital Corpsman.* Eugsineman, and £lecrietau'o t•we.

Of equtal importane•. Individuals as&uiseed considered the multiplo Ao.s.
we n at *othodsJ employed to b! fairer tihan and prl-terabl,. to the usual pape,-and-
pencil ovautiuatt techlniqu&-s. At the. preoent titha, follow-up studies Ofths
i"-dkvidual*i are beintg codueted to obtainu m.easureso of on-job plirtormasUe±
.. h4viotal indties aud attrition intformation,
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A follow-on to this successful pilot demonstration is currently being planned.

As envisioned, it will involve a considerably larger number of individuals, a broad
range of rating groups, and greater control over Fleet utilization of personnel
who are classified by these procedures., This method offers exciting possibilities
for effecting better utilization of personnel capabilities as well as reduction
of behavioral problems experienced in on-job Fleet settings.

IV. FINAL REMAPRKS

This conference has surfaced a considerable body of information, generated
by R&D, about the attrition from service phenomenon. It is my feeling that we
researchers and managers have devoted more energy to collecting and then neglect-
ing data than to truly attemptingl to utilize the potential of existing information,
There is so to speak a lack of an institutional memory. It is certainly far more

glamorous' to create and accumulate than to rehash and integrate, although it is
through the latter that I see the greater immediate potential for management gain.

/ One area that immediately comes to mind is that we do not appropriately
accumulate information on people as a basis for making decisions about their
service fate--i.e., we calculate probability estimates for screening people prior
to service, but do not update the probabilities with service obtained variables.

It is essential that we extend the information gathering process on the
individual and assess capabilities after entry using other than the paper-and-
pencil type tests employed prior to entry.

,.-.. . ...
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USAF ATTRITION TRENDS AND IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH-RISK PERSONNEL

Nancy Guinn
Personnel Research Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

•::•, •Every organization within the military experiences turnover in varying

degrees of intensity. Today with increasing budgetary constraints imposed

on military spending, excessive turnover becomes a critical issue, and the

costs associated:with recruiting and training large numbers of personnel to

fill the vacancies of those who elect to leave the service becomes an impor-

tant matter of concern. In addition to overall replacement costs, such

losses make it difficult to build a career force with the desired experience

and proficiency levels required to maintain organizational effectiveness.

Many basic airmen meet established enlistment standards but are subse-

quently discharged for unsuitability or classified as ineligible to reenlist

upon expiration of their first term of service, A major objective of the

selection and classification program is to develop more precise procedures or

methods which will identify those young men and women not likely to succeed

in their military career. Although discharge for unsuitability may occur

at any time in service, the prediction of unsuitable performance during the

initial tour of enlistment is usually of paramount concern,

Figure I represents the major areas of personnel research being accom-

plished by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. The areas outlined in

red focus on those points in the military life cycle where attrition from the

United States Air Force is most likely to occur.

The problem of excessive attrition troubles all the services. During

the past 15 years, various attempts have been made to develop a screening
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technique which could be used to reduce the number of individuals entering

service who would be eliminated for unsuitability at a later date (Flyer,

1959; Plag & Goffman, 1966). Although some variability exists among the

services in the importance of individual pre-enlistment characteristics,

there is a general consensus that level of education, age, and general

v'•' intelligence level are highly predictive of military adjustment (Flyer,

1959; Fisher, Ward, Lawrence and Holdrege, 1960; Gordon and Bottenberg,

1962; Arthur, 1971; Carpenter and Christal, 1973). A graphic representation

of the relationship between selected factors and first-term losses is shown

in Figures 2-5.

Figure 2 indicates the relationship between mental category and losses-

all types. The sudden upsurge toward the end of the first term as shown in

Figure 2 reflects the early-out policy available to enlisted personnel.

Figure 3 delineates the relationship only for losses-undesirable. Regardless

of type of loss, attrition is seen to be-directly related to mental category.

Figures 4 and 5 further subdivide the mental category groups into high-

school graduates and non-graduates. The losses associated with the high

school non-graduate population are dramatically shown in these figures.

Across all mental categories, high school non-graduates show much greater

loss rates than their high school counterparts. During this period, even

"* the Category IV high school graduates show better retention potential than

the Category I non-graduate. Similar loss curves were found when age was

, . used in combination with- mental category. The younger airmen (17 years old)

reflected higher attrition rates.

Based on the consistent relationships found between variables such as

age, level of education, and general intellectual functioning with overall
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military effectiveness, Air Force medical personnel in 1972 developed an

inventory to be used as a screening technique to identify recruits who are

considered high-risk for problems in adaptation to the military environment.

*• This instrument, an 100-item self-report history opinion inventory (HOI),

"was designed to tap dimensions of school adjustment, family stability, social

orientation,, emotional stability, bodily complaints, motivation and expecta-

tions for achievement, and response toward authority. The initial study

identified 12 percent of the 15,000 recruit population as high risk for mili-

tary adaptation (LaChar, Sparks, and Larsen, 1974). Half of this group labeled

high-risk did, in fact, experience problems in adjustment during basic training,

V,- although their problems did not necessarily result in discharge from service.

Based on these results, further research was accomplished by the Air Force

Human Resources Laboratory on the same population to determine the accuracy

of the HOI in predicting the criterion of in/out of service during the first

two years of enlistment (Guinn, Johnson, and Kantor, 1975). The results of

this follow-up study indiceted that the self-report data contained in the HOI

has some practical usefulness as a rough, preliminary screening device. Follow-

on research is now in progress to develop separate HOI scales for males and

females as well as a unisex scale, and evaluate the potential usefulness of

these scales in identifying high-risk personnel. In April 1977, it is tenta-

tively planned that a full-scale field study of the HOI will be implemented at

the Armed Forces Examining Stations. Results of this effort should further

delineate the usefulness of this instrument in identifying high-risk personnel

:' from all branches of the armed services. Possible implementation of this test

measure at. the initial entrance point would be even more cost-effective than
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identifying high-risk personnel during their basic military tiaining program.

Attrition from a training program also represents a costly expenditure

which might be saved. Each year the Air Force invests millions of dollars

in training to improve the skills of those individuals who enlist in the

Air Force. Air Force planners have always been concerned over training

attrition costs and constantly seek ways to reduce the overall costs by

enlisting those with the highest probability of success in a military

career, One method of control over possible attrition from training is

the use of stringent qualifications for initial enlistment. The main com-

ponents of Air Force enlistment have centered on aptitude, graduation from

high school, and age - the same components found to be related to attrition

in previous research studies.

"While aptitude levels required for enlistment have remained relatively

constant, educational requirements have varied considerably. Today enlist-

ment standards require that each accession qualify on three criteria: (1)

the total score on the four combined aptitude indexes of the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) must be equal to or exceed 170; (2) the

General Aptitude Index score must be 45 or higher; (3) if an enlistee is

classified as Category III or IV on the Armed Forces Qualification Test

(AFQT), that enlistee must be a high school graduate.

An AFHRL study of the impact of enlistment standards on the procurement-

training system highlights the cost avoidance which might be realized by

changing enlistment standards (Vitola, Guinn, and Wilbourn, in press). The

first phase of the study compared a number of proposed standards with the

actual standard used during 1974 as well as the current 1975 standard being
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used today to show the value of these standards using several criteria of

evaluation. The components for the proposed enlistment standards included

various levels of aptitude, educational level, and age (Table 1).

Table 2 presents interesting data on the relationship between age and

attrition from training. It appears that the younger 17 year-olds represent

a high-risk group for possible elimination. In general, 17 year olds demon-

strate lower overall aptitude and represent a majority of the high school

'A' non-graduates. From these data, it appears that a standard including some

type of age requirement would be quite cost-effective. Table 3 presents

comparative data on the actual and 1975 standards along with the proposed

standards. Both cost-avoidance figures and the impapt on the recruiting

market associated with each standard are presented. Based on these results,

"several of the proposed standards appeared to merit further consideration.

Table 4 presents a comparison of several composite standards. While those

standards which include high school graduation as a component indicate

large savings, they reject a large segment of the manpower pool. Only if

the selection ratio were quite favorable would such a stringent requirement

be considered feasible.

Before a final decision was made on the value of one composite standard
compared to another, an evaluation was made which included some indication

of the impact of the proposed standards on the quality of Air Force accessions.

Both the AFQT and ASVAB were used as indicators of quality. Inspection of

Table 5 reveals little difference in the overall means or the percentages in

each mental category among these proposed standards. Similar trends are

found when the mean ASVAB performance is compared among standards (Table 6).
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Little, if any, differences in quality would result from using any of the

proposed standards, while each of the proposed standards provides benefits

not afforded by the stringent 1975 standard.

Based on the data of this study, it was empirically demonstrated that

judicious use of an enlistment reouirements index in the selection process

could result in appreciable savings in basic military and technical training

costs. Further, the value of an enlistment standard must be estimated using

multiple criteria rather than a single criterion of cost alone.

From this investigation, it appears that the MAGE 165/AGE1 /HSC or MAGE

165/HSC standards would be feasible for operational use. When compared to

the 1975 standard currently in use, both the proposed standards offer the

following advantages:

J a, Greater cost avoidance

b. An expanded recruiting market

c. More effective screening of potential BMT eliminees

d. No practical decrement in accession quality

a. Equal opportunity for Black enlistment

Flexibility og enlistment requirements is essential to maintain viable

force levels, minimize eliminee costs, and maintain accession quality; it

is believed that the enlistment standards methodology developed in this study

j provides that flexibility.

Our research efforts in the attrition area also include an investigation

of problems in the security/law enforcement career field. In 1974, the

Security Police Directorate indicated that attrition in that career specialty

had become an acute problem which required immediate attention. An unaccep-

table number of first-term personnel were being identified as non-effective

which necessitated their retraining or separation from service, In response
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to the request for research assistance, the Air Force Human Resources Labora-

tory initiated a project to develop a screening procedure for entry into the

security police career field. The primary objective of the study was to

develop an effective screening procedure which would reduce costs associated

with retraining and/or separation of personnel who cannot adapt or cannot

effectively perform security police duties; a concomitant goal of pre-

screening security police applicants would also provide the additional poten-

tial of greatly improving the quality of security and law enforcement services

for Air Force installations and resources. A sample of 4,501 basic airmen

assigned to the security police AFSCs were administered an experimental

battery consisting of three measures: (1) History Opinion Inventory; (2)

Airman Assessment Inventory; and (3) Vocational Interest Career Examination.

Preliminary regression analyses were accomplished using the intermediate

in/out criterion after completion of technical training, Final analyses

using the in/out criterion after 9-12 months on the job are now in progress.

Results of the preliminary study indicate that all three;experimevtal test

measures along with aptitudinal data should be considered in developing an

effective screening procedure for security screening procedure for security

police personnel. A minimum composite of items developed from the three

tests and aptitude scores resulted in a multiple correlation of .46.

Using the prediction equation for this model, 94 percent of those

individuals were correctly identified as to their actual in/out status

after technical training (Table 7). Only one percent of those individuals

who successfully completed training were identified as potential failures

while 22 percent of the failures would have been identified as high-risk.
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The possible monetary savings to be accrued from implementation of. theI
"experimental Security Police Selection Composite can be demonstrated by

using the sample population as an example. Using the proposed prediction

equation, the total number of security police personnel who were identified

as potential graduates was 4387; 4131 or 94 percent were actually successful

in completing their training program. Assuming that 4164 (the actual number

in the sample population who did graduate) were required to meet operational

commitments, a total-input Qf 4430 would have been required instead of .4501..

Instead of the original number of 337 eliminees, only 266 would not have.

completed the training program. The original number of eliminees (337)

represents an approximate loss of $967,190.1 The lower number of eliminees

which would result from using the prediction composite represents a cost

of $763,420 or a savings of $203,770 over the original number of eliminees.

While the cost avoidance associated with the sample'population is somewhat

small, savings associated with the total input into this .career field (e.g&,

1975 input was 9,268) would make consideration of'-such a screening procedure

worthwhile.

'The final topic of research-focuses on the development of a selection

methodology to identify individuals who-might be. career prospects.-- If it-

were possible to predict an airman's reenlistment potential, such an i•dex

could be used to assign enlisted personnel to the more critical specialty

-as and/or to the more costly training prograMs Lo-maximizo the Air For•c's,

return on training investment.

Cost data furnished by 1Uq.ATC Comptroller
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Research designed to describe and identify careerists has been attempted

in the past by every branch of the armed services. Results of previous

A' "studies done in the Air Force indicate that the relationships of certain

aptitude, attitude, and biographical data to reenlistment decisions were

low but generally significant (Fitzpatrick and Cullen, 1957).

Although researchers have been moderately successful in developing a

measure of reenlistment potential, there is general agreement that the task

of predicting the criterion of reenlistment is quite complex. It is recog-

nized that many factors influence a man's decision to remain in service after

completion of his initial tour (Malone, 1967). Personal characteristics such

as age, aptitude, number of years of education completed, and socio-economic

level may have some effect on career decision. Other factors external to the

individual and unpredictable at enlistment may influence his final decision

such as supply and demand in the civilian job market or unemployment rates at

the time of separation. In-service variables related to job satisfaction,"

training, and experience as a function of his military service also have their .

impact. Marital status and number of dependents may play some part in a

reenlistment decision which cannot be predicted early in an airman's initial

tour. Finally, not to be ignored ate the more subtle influences such as the

attitudes of family and dependents toward the Air Force and an Air Force

career..

Survey response data from 3,062 first-term enlistees who had completed

2½ to 3A years of service were used to develop the proposed Reenlistment

Potential Index. The data base also included aptitudinal scores and final.

disposition at compleLion of initial tour.
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The multiple correlation of the regression equation containing the

biographical, aptitudinal, and attitudinal data listed in Table 8 was .55.

"Upon cross-application of the regression weights to another sample, the )

multiple correlation decreased to .51. Both correlations were significant

at or beyond the .01 level.

To illustrate the practical utility of the Reenlistment Potential

Index, predicted reenlistment scores were generated from the regression

model. Using the computer-determined cutoff score, 81 percent of the sample

population at time of entry could have been correctly identified as to their

ultimate reenlistment status (Table 9 ). While 56 percent of the career

personnel (reenlistees) would have been incorrectly identified, only six

percent of the group who actually elected to leave service would have been

incorrectly identified as possible career personnel. These figures would

,tend to indicate that considerable savings could be realized if personnel

with high retention potential could be assigned to high cost training pro-

grams or to those critical AFSCs which typically experience reenlistment

shortfalls.

This effort represents only our initial investigation in this area.

While our preliminary results appear encouraging, it is realized that

response data obtained after 2½ to 31 years of service may have been

affected by the time interval between survey and actual careoer decision.

Additional areas need to be explored prior to consideration of using such

an index in actual classification and assignment. The reliability and vali-

dity of the prediction system need to be assessed on a volantoer population.

ito applicability of the predictor equation for both males and females needs
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to be confirmed. In addition, an effort should be made to study the different

validities and functional relationships between the predictor composite and

first-term career decisions when specific AFSCs are taken into account.

Should the career-field-specific equations be found to be useful, an

.4' exploratory effort will attempt to combine these data with estimated training

costs for the various training programs to provide another component for use

in the person-job match algorithm. By the interaction value of retention

probability and estimated training cost for any specific AFSC, assignments

:could then take into account a factor to minimize the costs associated with

potential elimination from that particular specialty area.

.

:
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TABLE 1. ENLISTMEfNT STANDARDS. DESCRIPTIONS. AND ABBREVIATIONS

Standard Descrip'tion Abbreviation

1. Actual 'Standard Used for Yearly Input (Actual)

2. 1975 Enlistment Standards (MACE~ 170 or higher; GAIv
45 or higher; if Category III*'or IV on AFQT,. High

* School1 Graduate) (95

3. Composite Standard -High (M WE=175 o~r 'Nigh~er; CAI=45
or higher; if Category III or IV on AFQT, High>School
Graduate) (Comp-ili)

4. omps~te Sandard-Lw (MAGE=165 or higher; GAI-45 or

higher; if Category III. or TV on AFQT, High School
Graduate) (Comp-Lo)

5. Composite of Aptitude Indexes (RAGE-175 or higher) (KAGE=175)

6. Composite of Aptitude Indexes (MALW.-165 or higher) (HAGEv 170)

7. Composite of Aptitude Indexes (HAGEw165 or higher) (MtAGE-165)

8, General Aptitude Index (Gw55 or higher) (GAI-55)

9. General Aptitude Index (6-50 or higher) (GkiwSo)

10. General Aptitude Index (G-45 or higher)
High school Graduates plus AFQT Cat I and 11 (GAI-4 5)

11. Iligh school Non-Graditatas (Ilse)

12. High School Grduate (IISG)

13. tHiaimum Age, IS years (AGE)

.14. Hiniisum Ago, 17 years, 6 wonths and abovo (AGE1)

iS. *om~pos.Ito oi Aptitude Indexes (MtWt*165 Or hig1ior) pluo
toiiiimum age (1bSIAGEO

16. ComopNitu of Aptitude Indvexcs (XA1WC 6Ib or highor), 114gh
Sehool Graduate; plus AFQT Cat 1 and 11 114gh School

17. cotapomito of Aptitude lrtdoxes. (WC0165 ar highdr) pluv
o * 114Ilgh Siihol Graduat~iuti(S/l

18. Cmoi~tt Aptitude loddxeie (NAVI>16 or hight~r),
MtkitaUM AJ1 P.lw AN~T C.At I and 11 Il1gh SCwIto(1ol,~1t1C



Standard Description Abbreviation

19. Aptitude Composite (MAGE=165 or higher), Minimum Age

plus High School Graduation (165/AGEI/HSG)

20. General Aptitude Index (G=45 or higher) and Mimimum Age (CAI 45/AGE1)

21. General Aptitude Index (G=45 or higher) and High School
Graduate and AFQT Cat I and 11 High School Non-Graduates (CAI 45/11SC)

22. General Aptitude Index (G-45 or higher) and High School
Graduation (GAI .45/HSC)

23. General Aptitude lnder (G'=45 or higher), Minimum Age
High School Graduates, and AVQT Cat I and 11 High School
Non-Craduates (CAI 45/ACE1 /HSC)

24, General Aptitude Index (G=45 or higher), Minimum Age
plus High School GLuduaLUN (CAI 45/ACEj/HSC)
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TABLE 2 PERCENTAGE OF ELIMINEES BY AGE GROUP -CY 1974

AGE GROUP PERCENTAGE OF ELIMINEES

BMT TT

17 11 11

17 (17/0-5) 15 14

17 (17/6-.1.) 9 *10

18 8 8

19 .9 10

20 8 10

21 9 9

22 11 1

23 11 10

24+ 13 12

4 374
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TABLE 4.COMPARISON OF COMPOSITE STANDARDS

-Rejected

Standard Cost Avoidance Mi(%) F(%) T(%)

1975 $ 734,600 17 17 17

165/AGE1  1,445,600 12 12 12

165/USC 1,178,200 9 12 9

165/UiSG 2,555,900 15 14 15

165/AGEI/HSC 1,863,200 12 12 12

165/AGE 1 /USG 2,849,100 17 14 17

CAI 45/AGE1  1,220,000 13 5 12

GAI 45/USC 951,100 10 4 9

GAI 45/IiSG 2,324,600 16 6 15

GAL 45/AGEI/IISC 1,780,600 13 4 12

GAL 45/AGEi/IISG 1,854,800 18 6 16

El ~iminates 17 (0-5 mos) year olds
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TABLE 5. ENLISTMENT STANDARDS VERSUS AFQT PERFORMANCE

CY 1974 POPULATION

Enlistment AFQT CAT I CAT II CAT III CAT IV
Standard Mean % ___ %___ %__%

1975 639 4.1 44.2 51.4 .

165/AGE1  62.7 4.1 42.7 53.0 .2

165/HSC . 62.8' 4.0 42.6 53.1 .3

165/HSC 62.8 4.0 39.9 55.7 .4

165/AGEI/HSC 62.9 4.1 43.9 51.8 .2

165/AGE1/HSG 62.9 4.1 43.7 51.9 .3

CAI 45/AGE1  62.5 4.1 42.1 53.4 .4

GA! 45/UiSC 62.6 4.0 42.4 53.4 .2

CAI 45/IISG 62.5 4.0 40.0 55.8 .2

CAI 45/AGEI/HSC 62.7 4.1 42.9 5L.8 .2

CAI 45/AGEj//USG 62.6 4.1 44.0 51.7 .2

-Elimioiate 17 year olds (0-5 munthis)
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TABLE 6. ENLISTMENT STANDARDS VERSUS ASVAB PERFORM4ANCE

CY 1974 POPULATION

Enlistment AS V AB ME A NS
Standard MiECH ADMIN GEN ELEC

1975 59.3 57.9 70.0 67.5

165/AGE 1  59.0 57.0 68.1 66.6

165/HSC 58.9 57.4 68.4 66.0

165/liSC 58.6 57.2 67.9 66.7

165/AGE1/IISC 59.9 57.6 69.0 66.9

1W5AGt1/USC 58.8 57.4 68.3 66.4

GAl 45/AGE1  58.2 56.9 69.0 65.a

GAl 45/11SC 58.4 57.1 69.2 65.9

CAI 45/HSG 58.0 57.2 68.9 65.3

CAI 45/AGE/1/IC 58.5 57.4 69.2 66.0

CAI 45/AG1E1/MlG 58.7 57.1 69.0 65.8

-GL Eliminate& 17 year olds (0-5 m~onths~)
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Table 7. Hit/miss table

r Actual status

Predicted status I u oa

In 4131 99% 256 78% 4387
94% 6% 100%

(hits) (false Dositives')

Ot33 1% 81 22% 114
29% 71% 100%

(misses) (hits)

Total 4164 100% 337 100% 4501
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Table 8. Variabl.es used in regression analysis to develop reenlistment
Z, p otential index

P R ED ICTO0R V AR IABL E S

1. Airman Qualifying Examination mechanical aptitude score
2. Airman Qualifying Examination general aptitude score
3. Airman~ Qualifying Examination electronics aptitude score
4. Air-.aan Qualifying Examination administrative aptitude score
5. Armed Forces Qualification Test score
6. Biographical composite score

*7. Importance/Possibility experimental scores
-- Importance motivators
-- Importance dissatisfiers
P- ossibility dissatisfiers

-- Possibility motivators
-- Total importance
-- Total possibility
-- Total motivatora
-- Total dissatistiers

-.-Diff~rence 1PM
Difference IPD

-- Positive score
* -- Total score

-- Importance/possibility score

C RI T ERI0N V AR IA HL E

1. I/u fservice
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Table 9. Hit/miss table

Actual career status
Predicted status Reenlisted Did not reenlist/separated Total

Reenlisted 358 44% 133 6% 491
(hits) (false positives)

Did not reenlist/ 455 56% 2116 94%
separated(misses) (hits) 27

Total .813 100% 2249, 100% 3062
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PREDICTING ATTRITION:
"A TEST OF ALPERNATIVE APPROACHES

Robert F. Lockman and John T. Warner

Center for Naval Analyses

SLIDE 1

We are going to describe (1) the background of predicting

premature enlisted attrition in the military service, (2) four

competing approaches to predicting this attrition, (3) a test

of these approaches, and (4) the implications of the results for

recruiting policy.

BACKGROUND

The history of predicting premature attrition, that is,

losses before the completion of the first-term of military

service, dates back at least to the early 1960s. At that time,

researchers in the Navy, Army, and Air Force found that the best

pre-service predictors of premature attrition were, in order,

level of education, mental ability, and age (references I, 2,

and 3). The multiple correlation of these three predictors with

various measures of attrition was about .35 for all three services.

[n-service measures of performance and ratings of behavior

increased the predictability of attrition, but they could not be

used for screening out potential recruits who were high loss

risks. Personality tests have also been related to promature
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attrition with varying degrees of success, but they must be

specially administered to applicants if they are to be used for

J. screening purposes.

Criticisms have been made of these past studies and current

ones that employ personal characteristics and entry test scores to

predict premature attrition (reference 4). The low value of the

correlation of the predictors with the stay/"ttrite criterion

has been cited, e.g., the R of .35 mentioned earlier. However

this magnitude of correlation compares favorably with the validity

coefficients of measures used to predict occupational performance

in the civilian and military worlds (reference 5). It has been

said that the low level of predictability is due to a decreasing

diversity of the A')? manpower pool which limits the degree of cor-

relation that can be achieved. But if this were true, the cor-

relation could be corrected foi: such restriction without too much

effort. The use of "static" personal characteristics and entry

test scores has also been criticized because important "dynamic"

situational or organizational variables are ignored. The dosir-

ability of investigating such measures for in-service classification.

and assignment purposes is evident (we ourselves are currently.

uaing this for the 'Navy),. but their reliability and validity for.

predicting attrition in conjunction-with the "Static4 wnasures still

must be demonstrated. Fiknally, it has also beet% said that the-u-se Of~

personal. characteristics and entry test scores results ini self-ful-

filling prophiecies of attrition ii wan are thouyht to be dumb'
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-and uneducated, they will be expected to fail and, therefore, will

fail. There are compelling reasons for not labeling men with educa-

tional levels and mental groups, but at the same time our society

places different values on these characteristics, and it is gra-

tituitous to expect the services to do otherwise.

In any event, attrition, like death and taxes, is always with

us, and today it is with us more than it was during the draft era.

The three to four years premature loss rates in the 1960s ran from

about 25 to 30 percent. Today, the comparable rates are 30 to 40•

percent (references 1, 2, 3, and 6).

SLIDE 2

Costs of premature attrition are up, not only absolutely but

"relatively with the higher pay for today's volunteers and increased

recruiting and training costs. The Navy estimates that it costs

- $1,500 just to "access and dress" a non-prior-service recruit;

j another $1,500 to get him (or her) through 8 weeks of recruit

training; another $400 for two weeks of apprentice training for those

wo do not no to. Class A (technical training) schools; and about

$1,800 for technical training that averages 6 weeks (references 7

and 8).

These stages occur before a man is assigned to the fleet and

becomes a productive member of the Navy. And as men are lost any-

where along the line, the toll mounts up. The costs of administra-

tive and disciplinary discharges, unauthorized absences, desertion,
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disciplinary measures, medical procedures, and the burden of dealing

with unproductive losses-to-be also must be added to the bill.

In sum, then, premature losses, even of the voluntary type

now undergoing experimental review in the Navy, are significant

and expensive. Since personal characteristics and test scores

are useful for screening out loss-prone applicants, the question

is, what is the best approach for doing so?

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

When we talk about the "best" approach for screening out loss-

prone applicants, we mean the most valid and least expensive, sub-

ject to the available supply of manpower. If the pool or potential

"recruits is so small that virtually all applicants have to be taken

to meet manpower requirements, then screening is useful only for

putting a "watch out" tag on a man whose chances of completing an

initial tour are dim. If there is flexibility in whom we can

take, screening becomes more useful in denying entry to the poorer

risks.

There are two bases for screening. The first one is actuarial.

With a sufficiently large recruit cohort, actual loss rates could

be calculated for men with different patterns of characterist cs.

The trouble here, even when data is availablo on hundreds of thousands

of men, is that we cannot be sure which are the most important

"characteristics, and combinations thereof, that relate to losses.
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Statistical approaches to predicting attrition overcome the

drawbacks of the actuarial approach. They let us know what the

significant combinations of characteristics are that relate to

losses and smooth out the projected rates.

SLIDE 3

There are two main but different statistical approaches that

can be taken, with two variants of each. The main approaches are

linear and non-linear in form, with the. variants being the use of

either individual or grouped observations.

The linear approach with individual observations is the most

common. It was used in the early work of Plag, Caylor, and Flyer

for the Navy, Army, and Air Force, respectively. Recently, it has

been applied by the Navy Personnel R&D Center. The grouped

linear and non-linear approaches are ones that I used recently for

the Navy. The individual non-linear approach has been proposed by

Dempsey and Fast to the Air Force.

Let us briefly look at the main features of these approaches

and compare their pros and cons.

The linear approach with individual observations is the most

familiar one. Numerous computer programs for regression analysis

using this approach are available. These programs can easily handle

see the appendix for a technical discussion of these approaches.
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very large samples of men and many predictor variables in a one-

stage analysis. The major disadvantage of the individual linear

approach is that it may not be efficient, especially when the rela-

tionship of the predictors to the chances of attriting is not linear.

Whereas the individual linear approach uses a binary dependent

variable, stay-attrite, the grouped approaches use loss rates

(linear) or the log of the odds of loss rates (non-linear) for

groups of men defined by all possible combinations of the pre-

dictors. An example of a group is recruits with 12 years of educa-

tion, MG II, age 17, Caucasian, and no dependents. The groups are

weighted to take account of their varying size in a regression

analysis that is similar to the one performed with the individual

linear approach.

Both grouped approaches require redefinition or pooling of

groups and an additional regression when a predictor variable is

found not be to significantly related to the dependent variable.

Both also require very large samples with even small numbers of

predictors. Because of the large number of possible combinations

of the predictors, enough men must be found in the groups to pro-
duce reliable loss rates.1

The grouped linear approach has the same major disadvantage

as its individual counterpart when the relationships of predictors

"and loss rates is not linear. The grouped non-linear avoids this

problem.

i1n our case, we have 3 levels of education, 5 of mental group,
3 of age, and 2 each of race and dependents. The product of these
is 180, the number of possible groups.
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All of the approaches so far rely on ordinary least squares

regressions to solve their attrition equations, even the grouped

non-linear approach. The non-linear individual approach is

estimated by a different method, maximum likelihood. It can handle

equations where the dependent variable is not a simple linear com-

bination of the predictors (as can the grouped non-linear). How-

ever, in some cases, it may be the most time-consuming approach

computationally. This is especially true when large numbers of

variables and large samples are used, because of the iterative

searching for the best fit to the data.

In this age of computers and ability to process massive

amounts of data, the major question about the four approaches just

described is, does it make any difference which one is used with

the same data base?

We sought to answer this question by using the same set of

predictors for 67,000 non-prior service males who joined the

regular Navy in calendar 1973, The object was to predict the

attrition experience for these recruits after each one had had the

opportunity to be in the Navy for one year.

SLIDE 4
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PREDICTORS

LT12ED -less than high school graduation

*12ED -high school graduation

GT12ED -more than high school graduation

MGI -mental group AFQT percentiles 93 and above

MGII -mental group AFQT percentiles 65 to 92

*M4GIIIU -mental group AFQT percentiles 49 to 64

MG1IIIIL mental group AFQT percentiles 31 to 48

MGIV -mental group AFQT percentiles 30 and below

AGE17 -17 years old

*AGE18-.l9 -ages 18 and 19

AGE20+ -age 20 or older

*CAUC -Caucasians

NO-CAUC - o-Caucasians

PDEPS -primary dependents (wife, children)

*NDEPS -no primary dependents
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The predictors were all dichotomous or binary variables used

to maintain consistency with current Navy selection procedures.

They are shown on the slide.

RESULTS

We separated the CY 1973 Navy enlisted cohort into two samples

by alternately assigning the individuals in the data file to

validation and cross-validation samples, respectively. The 2

samples were virtually identical in terms of their character-

istics and average first-year attrition rate, which was about 17.5

percent. Then, each of the four approaches or models was estimated

with the validation sample,-producing four fitted equations. 1

q Each of these equations contained the same independent variables

or .predictors previously mentioned.

We then determined how well each equation predicted the attri-

tion in the cross-validation sample. Our procedure for judging

the "goodness of fit" was as follows. First, we used each fitted

equation to predict the probability that each individual in the

cross-validation sample would be a "stayer" rather than an "attriter"

(which is one minus the individual's predicted attrition prob-

ability.) The Navy calls the probability of staying the in-

* .idividual's SCREEN score. SCREEN stands for Success Chances

iThe parameter estimates for the different models are shown in

appendix B.
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for REcruits Entering the Navy. Then we picked a critical SCREEN

cut score, the score that separates people who will be accepted

from those who will be rejected, and looked at the pattern of

results.

SLIDE 5

We looked at:

* ÷ (1) How many of thepredicted stayers actually stayed,

(2) How many of the predicted attriters actually attrited,

(3) How many of the predicted stayers actually attrited,

and, finally,

(4) How many of the predicted attriters actually stayed.

The sum of (1) and (2) is the number of correct predictions, or

"hits." Those who were predicted to stay but who attrite are

called "false positives," and those who were predicted to attrite

but actually stay are called "false negatives." Note that the per-

centage of false positives is the attrition rate the services would

experience if they only took applicants with a SCREEN score above

the cut score.
"The success of each approach is judged by the percentaqes of

hits, false positive and false negative predictions. As we will

see, there is a tradeoff in identifying false positives and false

negatives; you can reduce the percentage of false negative pre-

* dictions only by increasing the percentage of false positive pre-

dictions. The "goodness" of a particualr approach should be judged

* . according to which percentage you are attempting to minimize, as

well as by the percentage of hits.
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We looked at three different cut scores in comparing the

alternative approaches. We will also see that the performance of

the different approaches is crucially dependent upon the cut

score chosen. The first cut score is 80, which was the mid-point

between the average screen score of the actual stayers and the

average score of the actual attriters, This score was chosenI,-oin isi coonventionhose

because this mid-point is conventionally used for classification

purposes. The second cut score is 71, which was chosen because

it is the Navy's current cut score. The third cut score is 76,

which was selected because the Navy is considering raising the

score to 76. In our comparisons, individuals with cut scores of

80 and below, 76 and below, or 71 and below, respectively, will

be labeled attriters, and those with higher scores will be labeled

stayers.

SLIDE 6

Now let us look at specific results. Here are the percen-

tages of the sample that would be labeled attriters and therefore

rejected under the alternative approaches and cut scores. As

you can see, if the cut score is 71, about the same percentage of

the cohort would be labeled attriters and therefore rejected under

all four approaches. However, when the cut score is raised to

76 or 80, some differences between approaches emerge. If cut

scores are based on either of the two linear models, a higher

percentage of individuals would be rejected than when they are

based on either of the two non-linear models. 1

1 see figure B-1 in appendix B.
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SLIDE 7

Let us now examine the percentage of hits, false positives,

and false negatives obtained with pach approach. Look first at

the results for a cut snore of 71. For this cut score the per-

centage of hits, false positives, and false negatives are about

the same for all four approaches. For the higher cut scores, how-

ever, the non-linear models outperform the linear ones in terms

of hits and false negatives. The percentage of hits is higher for

the non-linear approaches. The difference in hits between the

linear and non-linear approach is most pronounced when the cut

score is 80. The percentage of false negatives is slightly lower

at a cut score of 76, but considerably at a score of BO. Remember

that false negatives are those individuals predicted to attrite

* who actually stay.

Let's now look at the false positives. The percentage of

false positives is the attrition rate that would actually be

experienced. It is clear that higher cut scores lead to lower

attrition rates. Now, it does appear that, at given cut scores,

there would be more attrition when a screen table based on the

non-linear approaches is used.. There is a reason for the higher

attrition under the non-linear approachest they admit more people

than the linear approaches, as we saw a few moments ago. The

additional recruits admitted have somewhat :higher attrition chances

:. •than the group already taken, at. this raises the attrition rate

of the selected %ohort. However, this increase in attrition rates

is umall relativ'e to the increased percentage of applicants
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accepted and the decreased percentage of false negative pre-

dictions using the non-linear approaches.

SLIDE 8

Our conclusions are shown on the next slide. If the cut

score is 71, the score currently used by the Navy for general

recruiting purposes, all four approaches will admit about the

samle number of recruits from any given cohort. Further, all four

approaches produce about the same percentages of correct pre-

dictions ("hits"), false positives (predicted stays who attrite),

and false negatives (predicted attrites who stay). At higher cut

scores, the non-linear approaches are slightly better than the

linear ones in that they admit more people from any given cohort,

while yielding at least as high a percentage of correct predictions

("hits") and a lower percentage of false negatives (predicted

attrites who stay), The non-linear approaches do, however, imply

slighly higher actual attrition, since more people would be taken

in using SCREEN tables based on these approaches.

The services aro now under pressure from OSD and Congress to

reduce first-term attrition, and one way to do this is to raise

the cut score. As I mentioned earlier, the Navy is considerinq

raising its out score from 71 to 76. While the results with the

alternative approaches at a cut score of 71 were not very dif-

ferentj, they are at a cut score of 76. Of a cohort of 100,000

applicants, about 2,000 more would be screened out using one

of the linear approaches rather than one of the non-linear
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approaches. Since the supply of manpower is limited and growing

more so all the time, the services do not want to reject more

applicants than is absolutely necessary to achieve some desired

attrition rate. The more stringent the cut score, the better the

non-linear approaches, since they do not unnecessarily screen out

applicants and since they produce-more hits, danfewer false nega-

tives.

Let me close by noting one thing that remains to be done.

This is to identify the optimal cut score. Raising the cut score

is a way of reducing first-term attrition, but such a policy en-

tails the cost of a reduced supply of acceptable manpower. This

way of reducing attrition should be pursued only if the marginal

costs of attrition exceed the costs imposed because end.-strength

goals are not met. Our future work will try to get at these costs

and determine the optimal cut score.
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:•. ~ALTERNATIVE MODELS FOR ESTIMATING ""
• .? ~ATTRITION PROBABILITIES •

< 2.: ~~Given the variables thought to influence attrition, the goal -- "i

is to estimate the probability that an individual will attrite.

7;q t Let X = (Xl,...XK) be the vector of variables (the characteristics

of the individual, such as mental ability and educational level)

thought to affect attrition. Then, with n observations!on in-
dividu~als who have been in military service, of which nI individuals

were a~triters and n 2 = n-n 1 individuals were non-attriters, we

want to estimate an equation for the probability that n individual

with a given set of characteristics (X vector) will a rite. The

estimated equation may then be used for prediction purposes. In

this case, the dependent variable is binary and assumes a value of

\\ 1 if the individual attrites and 0 if he does not. Models that

.ihorporate such dependent variables are called limited dependent

variable models.

There are two classes of limited dependent variable models.

One posits a linear cumulative distribution function; the

other posits an S-shaped or sigmoid cumulative distribution. For

the sake of exposition, we will refer to them as linear and non-

linear models, respectively.

LINEAR MODELS

Linear models are estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
The method is simply to estimate the following regression equation:
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so The dependent variable in this regression, Yi, depends upon whether

the data is grouped or ungrouped.

Individual Linear Probability Model

If the linear model is based. on the individual observations,

the dependent variable is assigned the value 1 if the individual

attrites and the value 0 if he does not. We call this the individual

linear model. This model was used by Plag to estimate attrition

probabilities from:the Navy (reference 1).

The individual inear model is closely related to the linear

discriminant function (LDF), first proposed by Fisher (reference 4)

in 1936 as a means for identifying binary group membership on the

basis of a linear combination (Xlx + xx + ... XX) of known

characteristics. It can be shown that the LDF "best" weights to

place on the characteristics (the X's) are directly proportional

to individual linear regression coefficients. 1  In our case, there-

fore, the discriminant function solution to separating applicants

who belong to thelpopulation called attriters from the applicants

who belong to the population called non-attriters would be based

on a linear regression on a binary dependent variable.

See Maddala (reference 11). The factor of proportionality between
discriminant function weights and OLS regression coefficients is
the residual sum of squares from the OLS regression divided by
n-2.
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The individual linear model is appealing because of the compu-

tational ease of OLS and because OLS is capable of handling very

large sample sizes. On the other hand, it has some shortcomings.

The most frequently cited difficulties are that (1) the error term

(Ei in (.1) above),is not normally distributed, (2) the error term

does not have a constant variance, and (3) there is no restriction

! -to predicting a probability between 0 and-1, although a prediction

outside of this range is inadmissible. The first and third criticisms

are not so serious, 1 but the second criticism implies that even

within the class of linear models, the individual linear approach

! ,'is not a fully efficient estimation procedure.

The first difficulty implies that t tests for significance of
regression coefficients are not exact tests. Maddala (reference 11)
shows that, despite the binary form of the dependent variable in
the linear probability model, the t tests for the regression co-
efficients are exact tests. The third cited difficulty is not
really a problem either. The services would always take individuals
with predicted attrition probabilitieb less than zero and screen
out individuals with predicted probabilities exceeding unity.
With large samples, predictions outside the limits of 0 and .
will occur infrequently anyway.

2 The error variance may be shown to be

' ' :Z ax ii(1-E oiXi)

and is a function of the values of X. Since the error term is not
constant, the OLS estimates of the V's are not the most efficient,
i.e., minimum variance, linear estimates.
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Grouped Linear Probability Model

An alternative to the linear probability model based on the

'individual observations is the grouped linear probability model.

In this model, the indiv7idual observations are grouped into

* cells on the basis of combinations of the X's, and the dependent
a.

variable is the proportion Pi = - of the n. individuals in the ith
A n .2.

cell who were attriters. P. is an estimate of the true probability
-P that individuals with a given set of characteristics will

attrite. The total number of cells is the product, over the number

of variables, of the number of intervals for each variable. Thus,

if there are 3 education categories (e.g., <12 years, 12 years,

>12 years), 5 mental categories (I, II, IIIU, IIIL, IV and V), 3

age categories (<18, 18-19, >19), and 2 race groups (Caucasians and

non-Caucasians), there would be 90 cells. To estimate the O's, Pi

is regressed on categorical, or binary, variables representing the

different levels of each independent variable.

In cells which contain small numbers of observations, Pi mayA 1a

not be a good estimator of the true probability Pi. The variance

of P. is Pi(l-Pi)/ni and is inversely related to ni, the number of
A

observations in the cell. Since P. does not have constant variance,

neither does the error term in the regression, and the regression

"estimates of the O's are not minimum variance estimates. This

problem is handled by multiplying each P by i Pi.
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In cells which contain more observations, P is a lower variance

estimate of the true attrition probability; hence, in the regres-

sion more weight is given to those cells which contain the largest

numbers of observations.

Even if individual linear and grouped linear approaches were

fully efficient linear estimation procedures, they have a potential
k A

shortcoming. A plot of P. = .Xi , where the 8$.s are the
"j-- J J

estimated coefficients, yields a straight line, because the linear

"probability models have linear cumulative distribution functions.

-However, studies have found that the plot of the actual P's (the

cell proportions in the grouped linear model) against Z.
j=l i

frequently takes the form of an S-shaped curve, or sigmoid (reference

12). If the cumulative distribution is S-shaped rather than linear,

.the linear probability models amy provide poor fits to the data.

Models which imply S-shaped cumulative distributions, in which the

probability of attriting is not a simple linear function of its

predictors, may provide more accurate fits to the data.

NON-LINEAR MODELS

Probability distributions which have S-shaped cumulative

distributions can be employed to estimate the B's. The two most

common ones are the logistic and normal distributions. In each

of these distributions, the random variable Z is assumed to be a
"k

linear function of X1., tha is, S - • 8jXj (where 1).
j =0 0
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Individual Logistic Distribution -Z

Since the logistic distribution has the form P - I

the function to be estimated is given in (2).

- exp{-(a0+81 Xi + ... + KXK)}
(2) - l+exp{-(ao+ 1Xi+...+ 8 KXK)} l+exp{% 0+OIX!+...+KK P

Equation (2) is a non-linear equation which may be estimated

by the method of maximum likelihood (ML). To estimate (2), the

likelihood function L is formed, and that set of a's which maximizes

the value of L is found. Since individual observations are used,

this model is called the individual logistic model. The likeli-

hood function is:

1 exp{ EiXi)
jl(3) L ri;,i i• 31L =• +exp{E~iXi) yi•_0 14exp({Zoixi}

Yi=l

Since (3) is not a simple linear expression, the a's have to be

estimated using non-linear techniques.

The other most frequently assumed probability distribution in

* imaximum likelihood is a normal distribution with unit variance.

In this case, the attrition probability is given in (4):

( 4) p =f o IP-t 2 )dt

The likelihood function for the normal distribution is the following;

.*** U _V
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Again, we find the B's that maximize L, and this has to be done

using iterative methods. This model"'is called the probit model.

Since the probit model is based on a normal distribution with
unit variance, the parameters 'I""BK are all scaled by a factor

I/a, where a is the unknown 'standard deviation. a is not separately

estimable, and it is arbitrarily assumed to be unity. The probit

model was used by Dempsey and Fast (reference 3) to estimate attri-

tion probabilities from the Air Force Academy..

While the logit and probit models look different, their cumula-

tive distributions are very similar. Suppose that Z is a random

variable distributed normally with unit variance and Z2 is a random

variable distributed logistically. It may be shown that Z2 has
2

variance '_ . Further, it may be shown that Z2 divided by its
3 f

standard deviation, ., is distributed approximately normally with

unit variance. Therefore; #2 E0jXj need only be multiplied by

Vr37n to be comparable to Z, P Z8i Xi obtained from the probit

model. The estimates differ only by the scale factor !T. There-

fore, ML logit is virtually 'identical to ML probit (and vice

versa).

Grouped Logistic Model

With large amounts of data, the O's in (2) can be estimated

using linear regression. The probability function in (2) can be

transformed into the following log-linear equation, which may be

estimated with OLSs

Oo0



!!i (6) in(l- P =0 + BIXI+2X"' + OKXK

1P 0 +8 1 1 + 02 X2 .. + 8 ~

The dependent variable here is the logarithm of the odds of being

an attriter, estimated by grouping the data into cells, just as

in the grouped linear, and then using ln(Pi/l-Pi) rather than

Pi as the dependent variable in the regression. The grouped

linear regression procedure was utilized by Lockman (reference 2)

to estimate attrition probabilities from the Navy.

The error term in the grouped logit regression is non-constant
1"

and has the variance 1 * Therefore, weighting by thefljPi(l-Pi)

inverse of its estimated standard deviation, ini~i(l-4 j), yields

a model with a constant variance error term. Again, this procedure

places the largest weights on those cells containing the largest

number of observations.

• .,,,



APPENDIX B

THE •1MPIRICAL EQUATIONS OBTAINED WITH ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Table-B-1 contains the parameter estimates obtained by

applying the alternative statistical procedures to the data. The

parameter estimates in the first column labeled individual logit

were obtained by jhe method of maximum likelihood. The parameter

estimates in the other three columns were obtained by the method of

ordinary least squares. The numbers in the first two columns are

/ . estimates of the O's in the logit probability function P 1

The numbers in the last two columns may be interpreted as

estimates of the p's in the linear probalility function P =w jXjp

The "t" values for the different variables are in parentheses.

(The 't" values for the individual logit parameter estimates are

asymtotic "t" values - see Zedlewskl (reference 12)). A "t" value

of 1.96 or greater indicates that the coefficient is significantly

different from zero at the .0& level; a "t" value of 2.58 or greater

indicates significance at the .01 level.
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Research Accomplishments
on a

New Dimension of Army Attrition

M. A. FISCHL

U. S. Army Research Institute
for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences

The basic thrust of this paper is that first term enlisted attri-
tion is not a unitary factor. Attrition during the training phase of
the enlistment--which is all the paper is really concentrating on--falls
into two different families of reasons, one the services have consider-
able experience dealing with and one which seems to bd brand new to the
services and a concomitant of the need to field the largest peacetime,
volunteer, force in history.

The accession testing programs of the services have been built to a
high level of sophistication over more than 50 years of continued im-

provemient and refinement. These tests have had as their objective avoid-
ing attrition for reasons of insufficient ability to learn and do the
literal/technical contents of jobs: tearing down a carburetor, field
stripping an M-16 rifle, typing 50 words per minute, etc. They are deal-
ing with prediction of success in the knowledge and skill aspects of jobs
and job training. In the Army, job training is provided in AIT. In 1972
it estimated that introduction of its then new Army Classification Battery
reduced AIT attrition by about 20 percent over the predecessor battery and
resulted in savings of almost $i,000 per soldier over not using aptitude
tests.

So much for the aptitude testing program, geared to minimize AIT attri-
tion, which is about half the early attrition the Army is experiencing.
The technology exists to manage that half of the trainee attrition, and
its current rate is probably a reasonable trade-off against not filling up
the classrooms.

But the new dimension of attrition, the one for which mitigating tech-
nology is very immature, is attrition for reasons of not adjusting to the
military environment, to military discipline--which the Army calls "wo-

* tivational" reasons. I'll share with you steps the Army Research InstitutQ

has taken in beginning to build a parallel technology, to address attrition
for reasons associated with failure Lo adjust to the military environmCnt.

The original Military Aptitude Predictor (HAP) was assembled in fiscal

year 1974, Its logic was drawn from ARI research in military delinquconcy

"dating back to the Korean War. The first MAP assigned weights to certain
items of biographic information and combined these with aptitude test re-

sults to yield a "whole person" score, between zero and ten, tOe higher
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the score the better the predicted chances for adjustment and completing
the Basic Initial Entry Trainihg phase. The biographic information for
that MAP was age, education, and record of prior civil court convictions.I l The first thing that was learned from administering it was that the quali-
fying cut-off scores that would most successfully screen out potential
attritions would also screen out unduly large numbers of successful sol-

diers.

At this point a personal history questionnaire was added to the MAP.
Called the Early Experience Questionnaire (EEQ), this form inquired about
prior civilian activities such as community and extra-curricular school
activities, participation in sports, reasons for dropping out of school if
applicable, personal activities and civilian job experience. When the EEQ
alone was administered to 1235 enlistees results encouraged continued
development but decidedly pointed against any immediate operational use.
Specifically, although percentage comparisons were favorable--a fourth to
a third of Basic Training attritions and poor soldiers were correctly
identified at a cost of hypothetically keeping out only 14%-15% of satis-
factory performers--in terms of numbers of soldiers, many more good ones
would have been lost than poor. 1  The obvious reason for this is that
there were (and are) so very many more good soldiers than failures: the

'ratio for Basic Training completions to attritions was well over 10:1.

At this point two more developmental steps were taken. First, the
best test to come out of a performance test research program was added
"to the MAP procedures. This test was a calisthenic, "leg-ups", which
indicated physical condition, willingness to push onets self physically,
and was reasonably correlated with success in. Basic Training.

The second developmental step was recognition of the need to-"fence
off" low risk individuals and not expose them to the chance of being

0 screened out by the MAP. In the Spring of 1975 the full MAP, i.e.,
scoring procedure, "leg-ups", and questionnaire, was administered to..
151 Basic Trainees who had been high school dropouts. Forty-nine of
these were being separated frow the service, 102 finishing training
satisfactorily. The MAP flaggod 22% of these attritions, at a cost of

41Z! only 2% of the successes. When the high school diploma graduates in
these training companies were added to the sample, the results were as
shown in Table 1. Specifically, 13% of the attritions would have been
screened out, while 99% of the successes would have allowed to enlist. 2

1A third of the failures in this sample was 34 soldiers; 15% of the
satisfactory soldiers was more than 1,00.

2 1n fairness, the ratio of successes to attritions in that conveniently
available sample was only a little larger than 2:1. More typically,
Army input would have ratios closer to 10:i; which would necessitate
taroful weighing of favorable percentage differences against the sheer
number of applicants rejected. Thirteen per cent of a hundred is
pretty much of a standoff against one per cent of a thousand.
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Later in 1975 a brief operational tryout was made at selected Re-
cruiting Stations, which was informative and useful.

At about the same time a major assault was mounted into improvement
of the questionnaire. New versions of the questionnaire are longer and
much more probing. The best one inquired about high school experiences,
perceptions, participation and achievements; self image; social inter-
actions; work history; history of disciplinary problems; home life and
parents' attitudes about military service. Analyses of that question-
naire as an indicator of early attrition in groups of several thousand
successes and attritions in ratios of about 5:1, yielded cross-validated
correlation coefficients approaching 0.50. This compares vary favorably
with prediction levels attained in the other technology, and suggests

that a cost beneficial AFEES procedure to screen for military adjustment
potential, complementary to job trainability, may not be very far away.

Current Status and Future Portents

Right now that personal history questionnaire I just told you about
is getting what may be a last pre-operational shakedown. Simulating
actual operations, it has been administered to four thousand new acces-
sions in two widely separated parts of the country just before these
accessions began Basic Training. We are tracking these enlistees; their
training phase will end in mid-summer at which time we'll know who was
an attrition and who completed, for comparison back to their pyetraiaiug
questionnaire scores.

Meanwhile, additional questionnaire forms are in tryout, scoring
procedures are being experimented with which build the original MAP
factors (age, education, civil convictions) directly into the question-
naire rather than treating them as separates, the cost-benefit useful-
ness of the performance task ("leg-ups" or some alternates which have

been developed) is to be examined, as is a determination of whether to
integrate the adjustment predictors with the job training predictors or
to treat them as separate hurdles.

Alternates to the high school diploma are being explored for "fencing
off" low risk applicants.

Two efforts of an interdisciplinary nature are in exploratory re-
search and showing promise. It is too soon to speak any more definitively
than to say that if either is succes.sful it could impact on a number of
aspects of AFEES screening,

Finally, what might any of these procedures do for first term enlisted

attrition? We estimate that the average cost to the Army for AFEES pro-

cessing, salary, and training of each early attrition is about $3,500, and
that the Army is taking that loss about 20,000 times a year for roughly
$70 million. Our target is a ao per cent reduction in the early aLtrition
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'C* rate, which would save the human cost (to both the service and the indi- n'1W

viduals concerned) of roughly 4,000 enlistees, and save the fiscal cost
of about $14 million. To do this without deleteriously affecting oppo-
site pressures to meet recruiting goals, is the challenge to all of us.

Table 1

Effect of a Procedure of Qualifying
All Diploma Graduates and

Using MAP Only to Sort the Dropouts

Action Consequences

Attritions Successes
83 100% . _ 10.0%

ENLIST 87% 193 99%

Diploma Grads (34 41%) (93 48%)
Dropouts Passing NAP (38 •46%) , (100 51%)

SCREEN OUT 11 13% 2 1%
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QUALITY OF MARINES:
TEST SCORES, PERSONAL DATA, AND PERFORMANCE

Warren T. Matthews

Center for Naval Analyses

SUMMARY

This analysis examines the mathematical relations between

the performance of first term Marines-and their test scores and

selected personal characteristics. The objective is to predict
performance when only certain test scores and personal character-

istics are known (i.e., at time of application for enlistment).

A step-wise linear multiple regression process is used to identify

the variables which best predict performance. Measures of perform-

ance include early attrition, desertion, early promotion, and rank

achieved. The predictor variables thus identified differ from and

are superior to the variables currently used for enlistment screen-

ing, as measured by the portion of variance (in the performance

measure) explained by the sets of variables. A procedure for

expressing the results in terms of the (new) ASVAB enlistment tests

is provided, and a concept for application of these results to

." •". Marine Corps enlistment screening is presented.

This paper represents the best opinion of

the author at the time of issue. It does
not necessarily represent the opinion of
the Department of the Navy.
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"BACKGROUND

Prior to 1973 the military draft provided many recruits for

the Army each year. Although a few draftees were assigned to the

Marine Corps during the Viet Nam War, the primary effect of the

draft on the Marine Corps was to generate draft-motivated volun-

teers. Draft calls ended in December 1972, and the statutory

authority for them expired on 1 July 1973.

Marine Corps recruiting shortfalls began when the draft

ended. In fiscal year 1974, the Marine Corps enlisted 48,764

regular male recruits. The quota had been 57,800, and the short-

fall of 9,036 amounted to almost 16 percent of the goal (reference

1). During fiscal years 1975 and 1976, Marine Corps recruiting

goals were achieved. However, during the transition quarter and

thus fat into fiscal year 1977, shortfalls have occurred. The

authorized strength of the Marine Corps has been reduced from

196,000 to 192,000, and the actual strength is now about.189,000.

Although scheduled and unscheduled discharges are currently below

the levels which the Marine Corps anticipated this year, the

continuing shortfall in recruiting is a problem affecting manpower

planning and the future grade structure and promotion rates.
4

While recruiting quantity is below the current goal, required

quality is increasing. Technological advances in weaponry, commu-

nications, data processing, and other fields have brought more com-

plax equipment into the inventory.: Many of the newer items require
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operators, technicians, and repairmen who are more highly trained

. and more capable than the men they will replace. This trend will

no doubt continue to require relatively more men with higher mental

aptitudes.

Other current trends also will have an impact on future

quality and quantity of Marine Corps enlistments. For instance, as a

result of fluctuations in the U.S. birthrate in the 1950's and

1960's, the population of 17-21 year old candidates for the military

service will begin to decline after 1978. The population of young

men in age group 17-21 will decline from 10.7 million in 1978 to 9

million in 1990. Several current surveys show the Marine Corps to

be the least popular of the services among young men who are consid-

ering military service. As relatively more young men attend college

or tradq school, the number actually available to the Marine Corps

may decline even more. If Marine Corps manpower requirements remain

fixed at current levels and if the percentage of the population

entering the Marine Corps remains constant, the declining population

will magnify the Marine Corps manpower shortfall in the years ahead.

These trends may lead the Marine Corps to more serious man-

power shortfalls of both quantity and quality. The Marine Corps has

responded by conducting research to develop attractive enlistment

guarantees, to improve recruiting efficiency, to factor manpower

requirements into the hardware design process, and to improve reten-

tion.

423
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While each of these efforts is required to help the Marine

Corps adapt to the all-volunteer environment, success depends in

part on the screening of applicants for enlistment and reenlistment.

* • It is essential to have the ability to predict which candidates are

likely to succeed and to orient the recruiting and training estab-

lishment to those candidates. This paper will describe a method of

-satisfying that requirement.

OBJECTIVE

-The objective of this analysis is to develop a method of

converting the information available about an applicant for enlist-

ment into an estimate of the quality of service that man will pro-

vide if enlisted. Manpower quality will be measured by desertion,

attrition and promotion during the first two years of service.

Attrition or desertion identify those whose problems were so severe

that they could not or would not fit into the scheme of things in

the Marine Corps. These measures are appealing because they provide

an acid test of individual quality tempered by the needs of the
* . service and the judgment of unit commanders.

In order to identify the factors related to quality of ser-

vice, many test scores, personal characteristics, and other data
will be examined. The correlation of these variables will show

which data can be used to predict quality of service as well as

the relative importance of different variables. The application

of this analysis is to show how the limited information available

424
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about applicants fot enlistment can best be used by the recruiter

in deciding to accept or reject the individual applicant.

DATA

The data used in this analysis include most information avail-

able about applicants prior to enlistment. (No attempt is made to

consider the desirability of collecting new data for the recruiter's

use; such considerations, while possibly useful, are beyond the

scope of this analysis). The variables are lis'ed at table 1, and

-the mean and standard deviation of each variable is shown at appen-

dix A.

The data used in this analysis were collected from the Marine

Corps Manpower Management System (MMS) and the Recruit Accession

Management System (RAMS). Included in the data are 49,540 regular,

male, nonprior service enlistees who reported for recruit training

during fiscal year 1974. Each man was tracked for twenty-four

months, and his performance in terms of early attrition and desor-

tion was recorded. Incomplete records numbered 3,592 or 7 percent,

leaving 45,948 records upon which this analysis is based.

V:'• Each fiscal year 1974 enlistee was required to attain an AFQT

mental group percentile score of twenty-one or more. This restric,

tion of range in mental group can affect the analysis results by

introducing bias into fhe coefficicats. Thus, these data have beoca
corrected for range restriction so they approximnate the, mobilization

ýt7 :population. Tho. procedure is described ;at appendix 11.
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TABLE 1

LIST OF VARIABLES

Variable Values

Desertion or early attrition 0 if neither
1 if either or both

Early attrition 0 if no
1 if yes

Desertion 0 if no
1 if yes

Recruit training attrition 0 if no
1 if yes

Xank achieved 1 if E-1
2 if E-2
3 if E-3
4 if E-4
S if E-5

Promoted 0 if not promoted during rocruit
training

-V1 if promoted

Enlistment guarantee 0 if no enlistment guarantee
1 if cash guarantee
2 if non cash guarantee

Age 0 if ago 17-20 upon reporting for
active duty
1 if age 21 or more

Marital status. 0* if not married upon reporting
for active duty
1 if married

*Recruit training depot 6 if recruit training-at Par'ris.
Island
7 if recruit training at San Diego

Reomddial trainin~g at, depot. 0 if never asigned to remedial
ta'ainifl# at depot
1 if assignied to remodial training

4146



TABLE 1 (CONT'D)

Variable Values

High school 0 if not a diploma graduate
(including GED)

1 if a diploma graduate

Correctional custody at depot 0 if never assigned to custody
at depot

1 if assigned once or more

Motivation platoon at. depot 0 if never assigned to motivation
platoon

I if assigned

-Race 1 if white
2 if non-white

Number of dependents 0 if no dependents
1 if one or more depen .efits

ACB-61 test scores (standard
score): Range: 40-160

Verbal (VE)
-Arithmetic (AR)
.- Pattern analysis (PA)

Classification inventory (CI)
Mechanical aptitude (MA)
Army coding speed (ARS)
Army radio code (ARC)
General information (GIT)
Shop information (SM)
Automotive information (Al)
Electronics information (ELI)
General classification test (GCT) (VE+AR4PA)/3
General technical (VE+AR)/Z

Armed Forces Qualification Test

(percentile score)
Mental group score (AFQT) Range: 0-100

I.
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"-. This sample was selected for two reasons.,-.- All o•;!of these men

" enlisted in an all volunteer environment and are therefore thought

to be more- representative of future enlist~ees than -were earlier
cohorts. However,..they have been in.`-the Marine Corps long"-enough

':. to be evaluated, on the lbasis of their--.performance in .Fleet Marine
. "Force jos Actual job performance should be the fundamental and

final criterion ofmanpower quality. - .

Measures of Effective Service

Both positive:-and negative measures of manpower quality are

. - uged in,.-this analysis. Subjective measures such as fitness- ratings,

"technical proficiency or. conduct marks, course grades or peer

ratings were'not available for this analysis. While subjective

measures can often provide insight into manpower quality questions,

the objective, measures of quality to be described below are thought

-. to be.appropriate for this analysis.

The positive measures of quality useo are rank achieved and

superior recruit training performance. The negative measures in-

clude desertion and early attrition from the Marine Corps during

the first twenty-four months of service.

Ex lanatory Variables

-.The available explanatory data consist of personal character-

istics and aptitude test scores. Personal characteristics included

are education, race, age, .and marital statuý. The test scores

available are from the At-med Forcesý 'Qualitifact[ion Test (AFQT) and

the Army Classification Battery (ACB-61). :The 45,948-Marines in

428
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this sample, who began their active duty during fiscal year 1974,

took the AFQT mental group test as a condition of enlistment. Upon

arrival at a recruit training depot, they took the ACB-61, which

includes eleven subtests (see table 1). The quality of service of

the Marines in the sample (measures of effective service) will be

analyzed in terms of these explanatory variables.

Some of the personal characteristics available in the data

must be grouped for analysis while others have only two natural

values. For instance, marital status is clearly a yes or no value.

The age of men in the sample ranged from 17 years to more than 22

years. The educational levels ranged from less than eight years
through the college graduate level. In order to decide how to

group these two variables for the remainder of the analysis, the

two year early attrition rates for twenty-four subgroups of men

were computed. Table 2 shows the results. In terms of age upon

reporting for initial recruit training, those 21 years old or older

have a 38 percent loss rate (within two years). While the 17-year

old group has almost as high a failure rate, it is largely due to

the educational (and mental group) distribution of men in that age

group. Since 17 year old men will soon be 18, the feasibility of

treating them differently is low. Therefore, the age variable has

boon grouped about the twenty-first ,Irthday.

Education is originally available as many values. Table 2

shows that the high school graduates, trade school graduates and

colloge-trained Marines have similar and below average loss rates.
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TABLE 2

TWO YEAR EARLY ATTRITION RATES BY
AGE AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

Age at enlistment

Educational 21 Total
level 17 18-19 20 or more all ages

1-10 years 41% 43% 51% 61% 43%

11 years 32 33 40 47 34

General Equivalency

Diploma (GED) 32 33 41 37 38

High school graduate 17 17 24 28 19

Trade school graduate a 9 16 29 20

Some college training 43 21 23 26 25

Total, all educational

levels 34 26 31 38 30

aToo few for statistical comparison.
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These men were grouped together for the analysis. The men with

GED perform very much like other non-high school gra'duates. Men

with GED were classified with non-graduates for the analysis.

The aptitude tests used for Marine Corps enlistment screening

and classification have been revised and changed periodically. The

test used prior to enlistment during fiscal year 1974, when the

Marines in this sample were enlisted, was the AFQT. In July 1974

the ASVAB, form 3 was adopted and used until December-1974. At

that time, forms 6 and 7 of ASVAB were adopted for enlistment

screening. ASVAB 6/7 now provides 'the only test scores available

for use in enlistment screening.

For purposes of occupational classification, the Marine Corps

administers an aptitude test battery to recruits soon after their

arrival at recruit training. Prior to September 1976, the test

battery used for recruit classification was the Army Classification

Battery-61 (ACB-61). In September 1976 the ASVAB 6/7 was adopted

for this purpose. Each recruit is administered the ASVAB form 6 or

7 which he did not take prior to enlistment. The ACB-61 scores of

the men in this sample are included in this analysis.

The objective of this analysis is to produce results which

can be used for enlistment screening. Therefore, these results

must be stated in torms of the test scores and other data currently

available about applicants for enlistment. Those test scores which

are currently available prior to enlistment are the ASVAB 6/7

scores. Of course, the men in this sample took not the ASVAB 6/7
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but the AFQT and ACB-61. A procedure to scale the results from,

ACB-61 to ASVAB 6/7 has been developed. The result§ of this

analysis; will be presented first in terms of ACB-61 scores and then

scaled to the currently available ASVAB 6/7 scores. The scaling

procedure is described in appendix C.

METHODOLOGY

The method of analysis is multiple linear regression of the

explanatory variables described above on several measures of man-

: . . power quality. A step-wise regression procedure will be used to

identify the order of explanatory power of the variables and to

"determine which linear combination of variables best predicts

quality. The coefficients of correlation between each pair of

variables, corrected for range restriction, are shown in appendix

D. The linear function of the explanatory variables which best

predictSquality of service will be determined. This function will

be used to compute quality ratio tables which show the probability

of effective service for men with every combination of the test

scores and other significant attributes. These probabilities can

be used by the Marine Corps to screen applicants for enlistment.

They can be easily adjusted by the Marine Corps as manpower policy,

demand, or supply change and as the basic data are updated.

"The linear regression model was validated by estimating the

coefficients with a random half of the sample and using the resulting

coefficients to estimate the success of men in the other half of

the sample. Four critical values of the screening criteria were

used. The procedure and results are discussed in appendix L.
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W •REGRESSION RESULTS

This analysis is designed to identify the mathematical rela-

tions between test scores and personal characteristics and each of

several measures of manpower quality. Once known, these relations

can be used to predict the various quality measures in terms of the.

available test scores and personal characteristics. A typical.

application of this knowledge would be to predict the effect on the

desertion rate of a 10 percent increase in the-proportion of high

school-graduates among all enlistees.

The result of a regression computation is the regression or

prediction equation the equati.on expresses the predicted value of

the dependent variable (such as probability of attrition) as a

linear combination of several independent variable (such as edu-

cation and test scores). The coefficients of the independent

variables establish the relative importance or weight each vari-

able in predicting the dependent variable. The sign of the coef-

ficient shows the direction of the effect. That is, a negative

coefficient shows that higher (lower) values of the independent

variable are associated with lower (higher) values of the depen-

dent variable.

"There are several statistics which indicate the quality of

J ithe regression equation. The partial F statistic associated with

"each independent variable is a measure of the significance of that

variable in predicting the dependent variable. All of the vari-

ables reported in this analysis have high anough partial F ratios
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that we can be 99 percent sure that they appear in the regression

equation due to statistical association with the dependent variable

and not due to chance. The R statistic is a measure of the portion

of all variation in the dependent variable explained by the variables

in the regression equation. The value of R. ranges from 0 to 1.

For instance, a regression of base pay on pay grade and length of

- service would yield an value of 1.0 since all of the variation

1.5 in base pay is due to grade and length of service. In predicting

attrition and promotion, lower R values are achieved indicating

that, less of the variation in these quality measures can be explained

* by the data available in a linear model. Non-linear-models have been

shown to increase the fit of the model to similar Navy attrition

data only slightly (see reference 4). The fit of the linear model

can be improved by grouping of the data. This method then predicts

the percentage attrition of a large number of men with similar

characteristics. The operational usefulness of this apparently

better fitting model is not different from the individual model

used in this analysis (see reference 4).

The regressions used here are based on a step-wise procedure.

This procedure considers all variables and selects variables into

the regression equation in the order of their joint value in pre-

dicting the dependent variable. The first variable selected is the
single best predictor of the dependent variable. The second vari-

"able selected is the single variable which adds the most predictive
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power to the regression equation after the first variable is con-

sidered. This procedure continues in steps as long as added vari-

2ables are statistically significant. The cumulative R values
shown in this analysis increase at a decreasing rate as more vari-

ables are added to the equation. The decision of where to cut off

a regression equation is based on the significance of the variables,

the increase in cumulative R provided by each additional variable,

and the operational usefulness of the variables. The standard error

of the estinates will be provided with the .regression results.

Desertion

Desertion is an indication of manpower quality which is

widely accepted and used for inter-unit and inter-service compari-

'sons. Of the 45,948 men in our sample with complete records, 11.3

percent deserted, although many were returned to duty. Table 3

shows the regression results on desertion of the available measured

variables. High school education, listed first, is the single

variable which best predicts desertion. The negative coefficient

indicates that non-high school graduates including those with a

general equivalency diploma (high school value 0) are more likely
17• to desert (value 1). The coefficient value of -.1139 indicates

that when all other variables (test scores, race, etc.) are held

constant, the ,probability that a high school graduate will desert

is .11 less than the probability that a non-graduate will desert.

(The F value shows that high school is in fact a statistically

significant variable in predicting desertion. This sample is large

enough that we can be 95 percent confident that any variable with
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TABLE 3

REGRESSION RESULTS: DESERTION

Explanatory

variable Coefficient Cumulative R Partial F

High school -. 1144 .042 1,374

GCT -. 0012 .047 204

Marital
status +.2012 .047 15

Race -. 0116 .047 9

(Constant) +.2806

Variables excluded:

AFQT
CI

Age
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an F value of at least 3.84 is statistically significant). Once

education is known, the arithmetic reasoning test score (AR) is

the next best predictor of desertion. The negative sign of the

coefficient indicates that men with higher AR scores are slightly

less likely to desert. The remaining coefficients of table 1 show

that higher desertion rates are associated with Parris Island

trained recruits, men with lower PA and VE test scores., married

men, and Caucasians. Variables which were considered but found to

be not useful in predicting desertion include the remaining test

scores, age at enlistment, and an enlistment guarantee. Some of

these excluded variables may be associated with desertion, but

their correlation with variables already included in the prediction

equation reduces the additional predictive power which they could

bring to the prediction equation.

Early, Attrition

Another quality variable used in this analysis is early attri-

tion during the first 24 months of service. Table 4 shows the

regression results for early attrition. Again, high school educa-

tion is the single best predictor. The second variable in this

equation is the classification inventory test CI), a psychological

test of interests thought to be related to military service. Note

that pattern analysis (PA) is high on this list. Pattern analysis

is a non-verbal test of reasoning ability forming a part of the

score which defines mental group. Those men enlisting at age Zi

or more are identified as poorer risks.
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TABLE 4

REGRESSION RESULTS: EARLY ATTRITION

Explanatory 2
variable Coefficient Cumulative R Partial F

High school -.1446 .050 1096

CI -.0019 .081 420

PA -.0017 .091 165

Age +.1028 .096 220

Enlistment
guarantee -.0467 .098 133

GIT -.0015 .099 80

IAFQT +.0007 .100 30

Race -.0246 .100 20

AR -.0010 .101 39

VE -.0010 .101 38

-- Marital status +.0292 .101 14

(Constant) +.8268

Variables excluded:

MA
ACS
ARC
Al

EL I

SN
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Rank Achieved

A positive measure of manpower quality is the rank achieved

within twenty-four months. The men in this sample ranged in termi-

nal rank from El (private) to ES (sergeant). A step-wise regression

of rank (1 through 5) on subtest scores and personal characteristics

is shown by table S. Table 6 shows a similar regression in which

the composite test score GCT replaced its component subtests (AR,

E•, and PA). High school education proved to be the single test

predictor of rank achieved in each regression. Classification

*" inventory score (CI) also contributed to each regression equation.

In the regression shown by table 5, the arithmetic (AR) and pattern

analysis scores (PA) are significant variables. The remaining

ACB-61 test scores were found to be less useful predictors of rank

achieved. Since the general classification composite score (GCT)

is widely used for occupational classification, it was included in

the regression reported by table 6. GCT is composed of equal

weights of VE, AR and PA, which were excluded from the table 6

regression. The inclusion of GCT shows it to be a valuable predic-

tor of this positive measure of manpower quality, along with educa-

tion, CI and age at time of enlistment.

Superior Recruit Training Performance

The first opportunity a young recruit has to excel is during

recruit training. Approximately IS percent of the Marines in each

recruit training class are selected for promotion to grade Ug.at
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TABLE 5

REGRESSION RESULTS: RANK ACHIEVED WIT11 SUBTEST
SCORES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Explanatory2
variable Coefficieftt Cumulative R2  Partial F

High school +.6379 .1Z8 3,804

AR *.00S3 .174 281

CI +.004S .185 462

PA +.00S5 .191 33Z

(Constant) +.7416

TABLE 6

REGRESSION RESULTS: RANK ACHIEVED WITH G.CT, CI
AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Explanatory rti

variable Coefficient Cumulative R PrilF

High school +.6399 .128 3,788

GCT +.0109 .183 1,218

CI 4.0042 .189 -367
Ago ~~-.2213 .9 8

Age ~ ~ . .. 1. 8



.\..

the end ofrecruit training..---We, have correlated this measure of

quality-with the test .scores and other--data~available,. -Tables 7

- and 8 show the. results. Again,, high school education .and, Cl are
"significant variables." When GCT- was included 'among, the variables

(tableU7) it became the single best-predictor of recruit training

Pronot-ion and i tbrought: .age-into the-eq3pation~ as a significant

variable..

"-1 n. summary, analysis of both positive and negative measures

.of manpower qaality identifies some ofý`the same predictor variables.

High school education and GCT (or its components) are identified

--.as predictors of each of these four quality measures (tables 3, 4,

,-.6 -and-8). The psychological test of attitude, CI, and age at time

- , o£-enlistment were selected'as significant predictors of both rank

actýiieved.-(tab-le 6) and early attrition (table 4). One quality

-. . measure (or one-combination of them) must be selected for applica-

- tion-of -these results. The finding, that several-variables are key
_ ". predictors of both positive and negative measures of manpower

-quality reduces the da-nger of excluding a key variable ýby the selec-

tiQn of a particular quality,'measure.-

k.:, "t " J
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TABLE 7

REGRESSION RESULTS: SUPERIOR RECRUIT TRAINING PERFORMANCE
WITH ACB-6l SUBTESTS AND OTHER VARIABLES

Explanatory

variable Coefficient CumulatieR Partial F

CI +.0016 .042 589

ARC 4.0016 .058 487

High school +.0636 .066 339

AFQT +.0010 .069 136

(Constant) -.2222

TABLE 8

REGRESSION RESULTS: SUPERIOR RECRUIT TRAINING
PERFORMANCE WITH GCT AND OTHER VARIABLES

A.Explanatory 2
Jvariable Coefficient Cumulative R Partial F

GCT .0033 .046 879

High school .0622 .05Z 300

Race .047S .054 116

AFQT .0008 A0S5 62

Age -.0199 .056 13

(Constant) -.3073
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"Aggregate Quality Measure

In order to define an aggregate manpower quality variable,

desertion and early attrition have been combined. Each man in the

sample who ever deserted or who left the service early during his

first twenty-four months of service was identified. Table 9 shows

the results of that regression. High school education remains the

single most useful predictor variable and explains more than half

of the variance in attrition and desertion which can be explained

by the available data (6.7 percent of the 11.3 percent). The PA,

CI, and age variables are also important predictors. The CI was

not used for enlistment screening but was used with other variables

in assigning men to the infantry field. Note that the variables

VE and AR, which together make up the general technical composite

score, add little to the prediction equation after education and

the other variables are considered. However, general technical is

now used as a key variable in enlistment screening and in assign-

ment to occupational fields. Note that the AFQT test score is not

useful in predicting this measure of quality.
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TABLE 9

REGRESSION RESULTS: QUALITY WITH TEST SCORES

Explanatory
variable Coefficient Cumulative R2  Partial F

High school -.1902 .067 1832

PA -.0017 .095 161

CI -.0017 .106 322

Age +.1078 .110 244

'GIT -.0014 .112 72

AR -.0010 .112 43

VE +.0008 .113 24

(Constant) +.9019

Variables excluded:

AFQT
MA
ACS
ARC
SM
AI
ELI
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In order to compare the predictive power of this equation

with the variables used for Marine Corps enlistment screening dur-

ing fiscal year 1974, a regression on the same quality variable

"was computed. Table 10 shows the regression results based on AFQT

and high school education. Education remains the leading variable.

AFQT is a significant variable, but the predictive power of the

equation (r .075) is not as great as the equation on table 4

2 .13.Ti2oprsno h(r 113). This comparison of the r values of each set of vari-

ables reveals that the variables identified in table 4 could have

been more powerful as screening criteria than the variables which

were actually used. If the variables shown on table 4 had been

"used during fiscal year 1974, the Marine Corps would have experienced

less early attrition and desertion than was observed.

Three of the significant variables shown by table 9 are PA,

AR, and VE. These variables make up the GCT composite and are

parallel to the three components of the traditional mental group

score of both the AFQT and ASVAB 6/7. A regression including GCT

can be expressed in terms of menta'4 group score, which has tradi-

tionally been used in enlistment screening. The results of such a

regression are shown by table 11. The four variables considered

wore education, age, CI score, and GCT (PA+AR+VE). This equation

explains as much of the variance in the quality measure (r. .110)

as do the first four variables of table 4, and it offers the advan-

tage of a link to mental group scoic. Those variables also offer
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TABLE 10

REGRESSION RESULTS: QUALITY WITH 1974 VARIABLES

Explanatory2

variable Coefficient Cumulativ,e .1 Partial F

High school -.Z317 .067 2954

AFQT -.0020 .075

(Constant) +.5613

TABLE 11

REGRESSION RESULTS: QUALITY WITH SELECTED VARIABLES

Expl1anatory
variable Coefficient Cumulative R Partial F

High school -.1870 .067 .1798

GCT* -.0029 .098 483

CI -.0017 .105 352

Age +.1090 .110 249.

(Constant) +.8694
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a higher r than thb previously used variables described by table

2
5 (r .075). The remainder of this analysis will be based on

the regression equation of table 11.

Z.i The variables identified by this analysis are important pre-

dictors of both positive and negative measures of manpower quality.

A~ :High school education has been a significant predictor in every

N -regression of both the-positive and negative measures-of quality.

General classification test score (GCT) or its components (VE, AR,

PA) have been highly correlated with each positive and negative

quality measure. The unique test of personality or attitude, clas-

sification inventory (CI), has been also a consistent correlate of

quality. The finding of the usefulness of a psychological test

for screening is potentially important. This is true because such

a test is not now used in screening at all and it is generally

acknowledged by Marines that attitude or motivation is a key element

"of' success both in recruit training and in subsequent duty assign-
ments. Age at time of enlistment proved to be a significant pre-

dictor of both positive measures used and each negative measure

exc.-' t desertion.

We can easily demonstrate the discrimination powers oi those

four variables in grouping applicants for enlistment. The regret,

sion equation of table 11 was computed for groups of applicants

.,with a wide range of these variables. Tables 12 through IS show

the results. The numbers in the body of eachi table show the pro-

dictod percentage of successful Marines among cach subgroup of

- -.- s447
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TABL 12

PREDICTED SUCCESS RATES
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, AGE 17-20

General Classification-
Classification Test Score (GCT)

Inventory Score
(CI) 110 100 90 80 70 60

110 .82 .80 .77 .74 .71 .68

100 .81 .78 .75 .72 .69 .66

90 .79 .76 .73 .70 .67 .65

80 .77 .74 .72 .69 .66 .63

70 .76 .73 .70 .67 .64 .61

60 .74 .71 .68 .65 .62 .Sý

Predicted success *-.187HS -. 0OZ9GCT

-.0017C1 .1O9AGE +.8694
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TABLE 13

PREDICTED SUCCESS RATES

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, AGE 21 OR MORE

General Classification
Classification Test Score (GCT)
Inventory Score

(C)110 100 90 80 70 60

10.72 .69 .66 .63 .60 .57

100 .70 .67 .64 .61 .58 .55

90 .68 .65 .62 .59 .S7 .54

:80, .66 .64 .61 .58 .55 .52

- 70 .65 .62 .59 .56 .S3 .50

60.63 .60 .57 .54 .51 .49

Prodictod success ~ .18711S -. 0029GCT -. 0017C1

*+.1O9AGfL + .8694

1449
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TABLE 14

PREDICTED SUCCESS RATES

NON-GRADUATES, AGE 17-20

General Classification
Classification Test Score (GCT)

Inventory Score
C(CI) 110 100 90 80 70 60

110 .64 .61 .58 .55 .52 .49

100 .62 .59 .S6 53 .S0 .48

90 .60 .S7 .55 S2 .49 .46

80 .59 .56 .S3 .50 .47 .44

70 .S7 .54 .51 .48 .45 .42

60 .SS .52 .49 .47 .44 .41

Predicted success w-.18711S -. 0029GCT -. 0017CI

+.,1O9AGLU + .8694
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TABLE 15

PREDICTED SUCCESS RATES

NON-GRADUATES, AGE 21 OR MORE

General Classification
Classification Test Score (GCT)

Inventory Score
(CI) 110 100 90 80 70 60

110 .53 .S0 .47 .4S .41 .38

100 .51 .48 .45 .43 .40 .37

90 .49 .47 .44 .41 .38 .35

80 .48 .45 .42 .40 .56 .33

70 .46 .43 .40 .38 .34 .32

60 .44 .41 .39 .36 .33 .30

Predicted success - .18714S -. 0029GCT -. 0017CI

+.109AGE + .8694
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applicants. Subgroups are defined by education, age, CI and GCT

scores. For instance, table 12 shows that 82 percent of a (large)

group of applicants with CI and GCT scores of 110 who are high

school graduates aged 17 through 20 can be expected to perform

satisfactorily (i.e., not desert or be discharged early during the

first twenty-four months of service). At the other extreme with

the high school graduate, age 17 through 20 group, men with both

test scores of 60 can be expected to succeed at a rate of 59 per-

cent. Tables 13, 14 and 15 show the same results for non-graduates

in both age categories (age 17 through 20 and age Z2 or more).

The standard error of the individual predictions given by

the equation of table 11 is .44. The standard error of the mean

for a group of 500 applicants with identical test scores and other

characteristics is .02. The interpretation of this result is that

the predicted success rates shown by tables 12 through iS are

accurate within .02 with a probability of 68 percent (1 standard

"error about the mean) and within .04 with a probability of 9S

percent (2 standard errors about the near). These accuracy estimates

are based on groups of 500 men with similar characteristics (i.e.,

with each cell).

These tables also show the importance of including several

variables in a screening device rather than only otio or two. Table

12 shows that even among younger high school graduates with a GCT

score of 110, the chances of -success vary from .82 to .74 as Ct

score .varies from .110 to 60. This analysis allows us to kivow the

Lg52
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trade-off between variables. For instance, the predicted success

rates of younger graduates with GCT of only 80 and CI of 110 are

the same as the predicted success rate of younger graduates with

GCT scores of 110 but CI of only 60 (predicted success if .74 for

each subgroup).

Scaling to the ASVAB 6/7 Test Scores

The regression reported by table 11 provided a prediction

equation in terms of education, age, CI, and GCT:

Quality measure -.187H-S - .0029GCT -. 0017CI
+.lO9AGE + .8694 (1)

This equation can be expressed in terms of the education, age, and

the ASVAB 6/7 tests which are parallel to CI and GCT (see appendix

B):

Quality measure -.18715 - D0S3MG - OOS98CC

-.lO9AGE + .6442 (2)

The-quality measure should be interpreted as the probability that

an applicant with a certain combination of-test scores, age, and

S education level will become ineffective duo to-early attrition or

desertion during the first twenty-iour months of service. The use-

fulness of this measure is not to predict the quality of service

of individuals but to screen or rank different applicants in a

logical manner. Such~ an application of those results can separate

applicants with higher und lower chances of serving satisfactorily

N-and should result iW lower attrition ratos, desertion rates, anid

associated sub- standard ruw ce
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The results reported here reveal the mathematical relations

between the available personal data of applicants for enlistment

and the quality of their subsequent service. These results permit

the identification of applicants with high or low chances of

serving satisfactorily. If those with lower chances of providing

quality service are excluded from enlistment, attrition rates and

desertion rates will be reduced, and recruiters will have bettev

guidance as to the characteristics of the preferred applicant.

The regression results in terms of the ASVAB 6/7 tests

(equation 2) have been used to compute tables of quality ratios.

Tables 16 through 19 show the quality ratios for each of the four

groups of applicants defined by education and age. Each quality

ratio is simply the proportion of applicants with corresponding

test scores, ago, and education levels that can be expected to

serve satisfactorily. The primary use of these ratios should be

not to predict the quality of any individual but to rank or group

applicants according to predicted quality. Applicants with low

. •: -chances of performing well. can be excluded, and those with higher

chances can be accepted.

"The quality ratio tables .are presented here in terms of

ieducation, age. CC, and ASVAB wental group score. Since tile men

Sin the fiscal year 1974 cohort group did not take the ASVAM, we

)have estimated the ASVA. scores based on recorded ACB-61-seores.

This technique retains tie use of twonty-four months perforiance

454.
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as the measure of e-ffective service but does introduce error into

the quality ratios. The analysis should be updated when the Marines

w ho took the ASVAB have served longer in the Fleet Marine Force.

"The resulting analysis can then predict manpower effectiveness

directly in terms of the variables available prior to enlistment.

This methodology can be used to tailor enlistment criteria

to the relative importance of certain test scores and other data.

The result will contribute to Marine Corps efforts to reduce early

attrition and disciplinary problems and will orient the recruiting

establishment toward a few more good men.
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APPENDIX A

MEANS AND STANDARD .DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES

Standard
Variable Mean deviation

Quality measure .3282 N/A

Early attrition .2891 N/A
Desertion .1130 N/A

Recruit training attrition .1118 N/A

Rank achieved 2.5738 N/A
Promoted after training .1617 N/A

High school graduate (diploma) .4865 N/A

Enlistment guarantee .5322 N/A

Age upon entrance .1009 N/A
Marital status upon entrance 1.0706 N/A

Recruit training depot 6.5432 N/A

Recycled at depot .1868 N/A

Correctional custody at depot .0211 N/A

Motivation platoon at depot .0277 N/A

Race 1.2247 N/A
Number of dependents .1135 N/A

"ACB-61 test scores:

VE 100.2190 22.9649
AR 95.8324 22.3711

PA 105.5268 22.3827

CI 96.0695 27.5743
MA 99.3176 19.7982

ACS 97.5904 20.3177

ARC 83.8106 25.8739

GIT 93.2583 20.0883

SM 96.2610 19.0195

Al 99.0146 19.2821

ELI 92.6454 23.6465

GCT (VE+AR+PA)/3 100.S260 20.0046

GT (VE+AR)/2 98.2718 21.1535

AFQT Montal group (percentile
score) 58.9270 N/A
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APPENDIX B

SCALING FROM ACB-61 TEST SCORES TO ASVAB 6/7 TEST SCORES

The most useful prediction equation of the quality measure

was shown to be (equation 1):

Quality measure = -. 1870HS -. 0029GCT -. 0017Ce

+.1090AGE +.8694 (3-1)

r2 .110

F = 1,413

N = 45,948

This equation is expressed in terms of scores from the Army Classi-

fitation Battery (ACB-61) which is no longer administered. The

test now used for pre-enlistment screening is the Armed Services

•.; Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB 6/7). A procedure to scale CI

and GCT to the parallel scores of the ASVAB 6/7 is described below.

The ASVAB 6/7 is composed of seventeen subtests. One of these,

combat scale (CC), is designed to measure the aptitude measured by

CI of the ACB-61. The ASVAB 6/7 mental group score (MG) is based on

three tests: 'word knowledge (WK), arithmetic reasoning (AR), and

spatial perception (SP). These three tests parallel the VE, AR, and

PA tests of the ACB-61. A scaling technique was devised to convert

equation (1) to a function of education, age, CC, and ASVAB mental

group score.

During December 1975 and January 1976, recruits arriving at

the Marine Corps Recruit Depots, Parris Island and San Diego, were
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administered two test batteries. The 3,081 men took both the ACB-61

and ASVAB 6/7. Approximately the same number of men were tested

at each depot, and half of each group took the ACB-61 test first.

Testing conditions were monitored and designed to produced cornsis-

tent results. The analysis of the correlation between the tests of

these two batteries has been published (see reference 2). The re-

levant correlations produced in that analysis are shown here:

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION

ACB-61 ASVAB 6/7

"CI GCT CC MG

ACB-61: CI .4313 ..r6l7 .4044

GCT .3435 .8679

ASVAB 6/7: CC .3568

MG
e.

These correlations were used to derive prediction equation

n• for CI and GCT. in terms of the ASVAB 6/7 tests. The results are:

CI 3.s16CC+ 40.475 (B-2)

nd 2
r - .32

"F * 1,419

GCT " 1.12MG+ 53.942 (B-3)

r .75

F * 9,400
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Substituting in equation (B-I) and solving:

Quality measure-= -. 187HS -. 00325MG -. 00598CC"

+.109AGE +.6442 (B-4)

The interpretation of the quality measure is the probability that

an applicant with a given vector of test scores and levels of age

and education will be lost to the Marine Corps within twenty-four

months due to desertion or early attrition. In order to use a

positive measure of manpower quality in. the application of these

results, a quality ratio is defined:

Quality ratio 1- [quality measure] (B-S)

The interpretation of the quality ratio is the probability

that an applicant (or the percentage of a group of applicants)

with a given vector of test scores and levels of age and education

will provide satisfactory service for twenty four months as meas-

ured by desertion and early attrition.
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APPENDIX C

CORRECTION FOR RANGE RESTRICTION

All Marine Corps enlistees in fiscal year 1974 were required

to pass the AFQT mental group test at the twentieth percentile.

Those failing the test were excluded from enlistment and are,

therefore, not in the 45,000 man sample. Since mental group may be

an important variable in explaining attrition and performance, it

is prudent to correct the data for this restriction in range.

In recent years the Marine Corps has enjoyed the benefits of

double testing enlistees. Applicants were given the AFQT test

prior to enlistment. Successful applicants were then given the

ACB-61 test upon arrival at recruit training. The AFQT score,

composed of verbal, arithmeticand pattern analysis components,

defines mental group. The ACB-61 test also includes word know-

ledge, arithmetic, and spatial perception sub-tests which form GCT

score. During fiscal year 1974, an apparent discrepancy between

AFQT mental group scores and the subsequent ACB-61 scores of en-

listees developed. It appears that a sizable number of fiscal year

1974 enlistees were credited with much higher AFQT mental group

scores than would be expected based on their ACR-61 scores. The

ACB-61 test, administered at the Recruit Depots under controlled

conditions, is thought to be a better measure of the verbal, arith-

metic-and spatial perceptions of the men in the sample. Therefore,

the correction for range restriction is applied based on GCT score.
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Reference (a) provides an estimate of the GCT distribution

of the mobilization population. This GCT distribution was compared,

with the actual GCT distribution of the 45,000 man sample, and

weights were computed for each of seven portions of the GCT range.

The weights were then applied to each man in the 45,000 man sample

to produce the table of correlation coefficients shown at appendix

D. These coefficients were used to conduct the regression analysis

of this report. Table C-. shows the relevant GCT distribution and

•'' the derived weights.

. -TABLE C-1

GCT DISTRIBUTIONS AND WEIGHTS

Mobilization Fiscal year 1974
population Marine Corps Weight

GCT Range . distribution distribution (2)+(31

SC1) (2) C(3) (4)

V 130-160 6.9241 2.320% 2.984

.110-129 29.954 24.832 1.206

100-109 18.394 23.343 .788

90- 99 16.734 21.664 .772

80-*89 12.801 15.126 .846

65- 79 12.921 10.613 1.217
1- 64 2.273 2.104 1.080

Total 100. 100.
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APPENDIX E

CROSS VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

The sample of 45,948 men was divided at random into two

samples, A and B. Table E-1 shows the mean values of selected

variables in each sample. Using the quality measure of either

early attrition or desertion, a regression equation was predicted

for each sample. The regressions were first computed with all

variables available. The results of this stepwise regression are

shown at table E-2. Note that the significant variables are the

same, the order of the variables is the same with one exception,

and the coefficients are comparable. A second regression was

computed for each sample which included GCT, the composite test

which is composed of PA, AR, and VE and is similar in structure to

the ASVAB mental group composite score. The results of the second

set of regressions are shown at table E-3. Again, the coefficients

are similar and each equation is statistically significant.

To cross validate the model, the regression equation of

sample A was computed for each man in sample B. Then the predicted

and actual quality measures for the men in sample B were computed.

The comparisons wore based on three passing scores of the quality

measure: .25, .35, and .50. Note that .33 is near the sample

mean. The performance of the prediction model can be considered

by determining the number of correct and incorrect predictions.

:ach category, can be grouped into those that passed or failed.

Table |i-4 shows this grouping. Clach man in sample B is predicted

469
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TABLE E-1

MEAN VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES
IN TWO MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE RANDOM SAMPLES'

Me an

Selected variables Sample A Sample B

Quality measure .3255 .3309

Early attrition .2870 ...2913

Desertion .1111 .1150

Early promotion .1617 .1618

Rank achieved 2.5774 2.5703

Race 1.2275 1.2218

Marital status 1.0688 1.0724

Age .1010 .1007

Education .4861 .4869

AFQT 59.0143 58.8392

V E 100.3362 100.1012

AR 95.8911 9S.7734

PA 105.5450 105.5085

CI 96.0029 96.1363

GT (VE+AR)/Z 98.3622 98.1319

GCT (VE.AR+PA)/3 100.5908 100.4610

(N) (23,025) (22v923)

* ~ Nj~> .*j~*' '~ .4 '0



TABLE E-2

REGRESSION RESULTS: QUALITY MEASURE
WITH ALL VARIABLES IN EACH SAMPLE

Sample A Sample B
Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient

High school - .18S High school - .182

PA -.002 CI -.002

CI -.002 PA -.002

Age +.103 Age +.110

Enlistment Enlistment
guarantee -.039 guarantee -.054 '

GIT -.001 GIT -.002

Race -.028 Race -.028

ARC -.001 AFQT +.001

(Constant) +.943 (Constant) 99

Variables excluded Variables excluded

Marital status Marital status

AFQT Vii
VE. AR

Alt MA

MA ACS

ACS ARC

SM SM

AlI. Al
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TABLE. E-3

REGRESSION RESULTS: QUALITY MEASURE

WITH SELECTED VARIABLES IN EACH SAMYPLE

Sample ASample B

Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient

High school -.188 High school -.186

GCT -.003 GCT -.003

C1 -.002 CI -.002

Age +.105 Age +.102

(Constant) +.864 (Constant) +.874

r .109 *.110

F 707 F *706

41
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a I

to "pass" unless his predicted quality maeasure equals or exceeds

.25, .33, or .50, respectively. With a maximum "pass" score of

.33, 63 percent of the men in sample B are correctly predicted.
A

Specifically 39 percent were predicted to pass (Q < .33) and did

pass (Q = 0), while 24 percent were predicted to attrite (Q > .33)

and did so (Q = 1). Analysis of the erroneous predictions reveals

that 9 percent of the men were predicted to pass but failed while

28 percent of them were predicted to fail but passed. These results

are consistent with the results reported by Lockman and Warner,

(reference 4). Their linear model used individual data for 60,000

Navy enlisted men who were tracked for one year and who had a loss

rate of .17. Their cross validation at a maximum passing score of

20 (minimum failing score of 80) resulted in 65 percent accurate

predictions, 7 percent predicted "passes" of men who attritod and

28 percent predicted attritions for men who did not.
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INCREASING THE RETENTION OF ARMY VOLUNTEERS:

M4EANINGFUL WORK MAY BE AN ANSWER

Robert F. Holz and E. M. Schreiber

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

ABSTRACT

This study is concerned with the determination of career intentions

among volunteer enlisted men and noncommissioned offLicers in the US Army.

Three basic issues were examined. First, are military personnel from

lower socioeconomic backgrounds, lower educational levels of attainment

and from racial or ethnic minorities more likely to seek a career in

the Army? Second, are military personnel who have experlenced

delinquency or discipline problems either as civilians or in the

military more likely to seek a career in Lthe Army? Third, are mtilitary

personnel who vioet their work enivironmunt iu the Armay favorab'ly more

likely to seek a career in the Army? Survey data from 696 first and

non-first term volunteer males were used in an attempt to answer these

questions. Our analysis yielded a negative answer~, with qualifications,

to tho first two quustiona and a positive~ answeir Lo tilt third.

The views je~posed in this paper are the 414thors' and do 11t Vic flth'
insLtiutiulid position of either the lVopatocaut of the Araky or tho Army.1oerhluttw



BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE~

The question of the determinants of occupational choice became of

no snail significance tc the US Army on July 1, 1973) for it was on

that day that the Army lost its ability to meet its personnel needs

via the draft and instead became dependent on voluntcers and voluntary

reenlistments to man the force. The present investigation addresses

the question of Army career intentions among enlisted men and non-

commilssioned officers and is directed toward learning what factors

are related to a favorable view of the US Army as a career. The

larger question into which this inquiry can be placed is in the ability

of dn organization to maintain. via retention of those already among

ics uwambers, its strength through non-coercive means.

Most of the traditional policies that Were intended Lo stimulate

reenilistwent among military servicemen emnphasized remunerative rewards

(068.b increased pay, reenlistment bonuses, as vell as direct dopendent

botnefits such as medical care, life insiratice, and survivor benefit&)

aud were b4e onl the aasumption that by raking the financial And

benefits packagL Of 1,he militavy more attractive the idea of a milita-ry

cAreer might also becma more attractive (Presildent 'i Comiasiol, 1970)0

As such, tho £waplefflntation of the voiwtiteer force cotwecqt provided an

Opportunity for critics to orgu.o that, amt'nj other thiolts, a volunteer

Army would draw d sproportionately It not watinly onl the Peoilomically

and soucially digdv )trgd atrata of 0hQ Pupkilation. m~ore gjecifieahly

it Vag thought othatia Americut Aroy that. reid all voiuwatry enlistmots
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would be heavily composed of servicemen who were Black, poor, or other-

wise disadvantaged (Marmion, 1971). The assumed causal sequence was

that persons are attracted to the Army because of economic benefits-,

to attract more persons the quantity of economic benefits must be

increased, and the persons most likely to be attracted by these economic

benefits will be those who are disadvantaged (i.e., Blacks, poor and

less educated). An obvious qtiestion to ask, then, Is whether the poor,

the less well educated and racial minorities do in fact find the idea

of a career in the Army more attractive than their counterparts.

A summary of previous research conducted on the reenlistment in-

tentions of draftees (Wool, 1971) indicated that roenlistees were

diaproportionately less well educated, Black as oppo~ed to white, trom

the South, and from lower socioeconomic status families. In this sawe

COntUst, however, it is OL IRLorect to note that previous investigations

into the question of reenlistment intentions and behavior (Wool, 1971)

also point to the importance of factovrs linked to non-economic considera-

tions. A study of tho quality of life in the -Army amongx first-term

enlisted'voluntears (11olz and Gitter, 1974) found that the roenliatment

Intentions of these individuals were in large part dependent, uopn their

Itaving a favorable view of the Atmy's "o~aoilClituteu (0.6#1

boiig retedasa person, oppovtunitius for advancement. meafingful

work, qualified leadors), whitle other eonwiderationa (e&S%9 pay, quAISvy

of living quarters, quality of food, types of post facilitio.4) laeked

mownstrablo affect Oil Veeiulistmout intentiolls. Such tiditiga ato. not

uunii~e to tio Americau Army. A td fthe Australlian tegol~ar Axtoy



(Owens, 1969) indicated that factors associated with the military work

role (e.g., sense of self improvement, quality of training, opportunity

for promotion), as opposed to, for example, remunerative rewards, were

significant determinants of intentions to reenlist. The general con-

clusion to which these studies all point is that rewards by themselves

are not sufficient factors or even the major factors in determining

the reenlistment of Army servicemen.

This conclusion provides a basis for the approach taken here.

the consideration of reenlistment intentions ns a special case of career/

occupational choice and a focus on non-rcatunerative rewards as primary

factors in determinins those reenlistment intentions.

The exposition of the functional theory of social stratification

(Davis and Moore, 1945), critiqueg (Tumin, 1953), plus subsequent

comments and amupl ificat ions (Davia, 1953; Wrong, 1959), while ostensibly

directed toward aiccounting for social stratification in industrial

societies, also. provide a useful starting point for a discusaion of

occupational and carer choice within the Army. The major points to bo

&leaned from the discussions of the functional theory is that while

monetary reward is a consequential factor in making a position attractive,

it is by ito moansa the only factor. Indood,' iii their discuotsions of Lihe

kinds of rewards that accrue to different positions in a soeial stratifi-

cation system (Davis and Moore,. 1945:. 243), considerations such as humor

and divoraton and nelf respect waere cosiadeirod to be important enough to.
werit rankinigo equoal to convidcrations b.se onsseac n o rt.

n trwords,- an occupatioon that provides a good deal of ýpsyechic rowor



but low income may be seen (by some) as more attractive than one that

provides for high income but low psychic reward.

The implications here then are that quite apart from the individual's

capabilities and training, the sorting out of persons into different

occupations and careers is a product of a mix of factors: accordingly,

the amount of monetary reward is likely to be but one of many considera-

tions. Why might someone wish to make a career of serving in the Army?

The previous discussion of the functional theory of stratification plus

the findings of studies of the reenlistuient question alert the investi-

gator to consider characteristics of the occupational environment

(Katenbrink, 1969: 163-189) as well as the criteris for entry (requisite

training) and the notion that the A.my constitutes an occupation of •

upward mobility (Mation, 1971: 37-41) for those whose mobility in the

civilian sector is problematic. These issues can be loosely grouped

under three broad headings& Army environment, alternative choices, and

mobility.

The environmnt factor refers to the Impact of conditions within

the Army (or that part of the At-y that the sorvicemen experiences) on

career ititoutons. Thiii leads to the oxpoetation that the move cong•n.ial

-the servicewat seea his .lmdiatue surroundingti. the more likoly hli i .

to wish to atay lit the Army.

Tito aleroativw choie [factor refers to che role of tho. Arty (anid

Cho military tin gonral) in providing a place of emplo ro-t for those

i......dividual u ly have experienced difftculty. lt securintl iewjloy•etu-

in the civilian Vector (eigo, as ovidoeteod by a lack of eduet too, or

.... . .. . . .
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marketable skills, difficulty in keeping a job, or trouble with police

or other authority figures). Such persons are likely to seek the Army

as attractive because it provides relatively steady employment and a

possi.ble "career" with few questions asked.

The mobility factor refers to the opportunities provided by thle

Army for a person to improve his place in the social pecking order,

both in terms of symbols of status (e.g.. wearing a uniform) and material

goods, (egguaranteed income). The general assumption here is that

persons from relatively disadvaiataged backgrounds (e.g., lower socio-

economic StatS, non-whites) will be more likely to see thle Army's

offerings as attractive.

Theo foregoing discussion suggests three general hypotheses to

account for variation in expressed intentions to pursue a career in)

the Army. Specifically, Army career intentions should invrease with:

(1) disadvantaged civilian background. (2) history of probleMA with

authorities, (3) perceived congeniality of thle Arny environment.

SAME~, MnUOIJ AMNI VRU4CEIWhW

To test these hypotheses, data coltte vi an annzssrvy

frm smleof1564 tewlinod woo and twon-cowualosoned of Mtie~rs in

tile IIS Army were subjected to a numbor of antalytses. TIIe resfponjdenjt

were drawn from US Army coozando ion th contiguous United Sitates

Alaska and UWet Crtornn and wvor z~uwetýypd betuvon Novowber 1973 a1nd

January 97.Tho units4 atanpkdv ~and thle reopondences within thle"

wais.wor slected with imatetotoul of WAtIWil~to the spl .s' ropro-.

N scatativouh~ub ybo-a-yb tiw Us Army.. lHowever, Vic this attempt at
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representation was not based on probabilistic sampling procedures, one

ought not be cavalier about generalizing results based on this sample

to the US Army as a whole.

The original sample was founed to be both heterogeneous in terms

of length of service and conditions of entry. Included in the sample,

,, for example, were both raw recruits in Basic Combat Training and career

soldiers some of whose years of Army experience exceeded the ages of

the new recruit.. The sample also included draftees, draft-motivated

-volunteers and true volunteers. The expectation would be that these

respondents would differ quite dramatically in their intentions to

"pursue a career iu the Army. It seems reasonable to assume that a

volunteer would be more likely to consider making a career of the Army

than a draftee. Similarly, servicemen who are still on their first tour

would be less likely to intend an Army career than those who had already

reenlisted one or more times.

Differentiation of the sample by condition of entry (volunteer,

draftee) and length of service, (first term, non-first term)revealed wide

* variation in stated career intentions (see Table 1). The range is from.

4% intending Army careers among first term draftees to 65% among non-

"first term volunteers. The major relationship that omerged was that

servicemen, regardless of conditions of entry, who wore in their first

tour of duty were far less likely to intend an Army career than those

who had already reenlisted one or more times.

Since the analyses we wore concerned with in this report addresses

the career intentions of volunteers in the Army, those respondents who
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indicated that they entered the Army because of the draft or volunteered

because of pressures from the draft were excluded from the subsequent

analyses. This filtering process reduced the total number of cases of

first term true volunteers to 460 and non-first term true volunteers

to 236. While the number of cases that remained following this filtering

process is roughly half of the original sample, this total is composed

of those "core cases" for which analysis is more likely ':ove fruitful;

volunteers who were not from National Guard units and who reported that

they did not volunteer because of the possibility of being drafted.

Insert Table I about here

,,FINDINGS

PI keeping with the introductory discussion and hypotheses, the

variables selected to predict career intentions were first grouped into

three categories: social background characteristics, reported pro-service

delinquency and Army discipline problems, and subjective measures of the

respondent's perception of the military environment. These variables

were first correlated with the expressed career intentions for first term

and non-first term volunteers and then a series of regression analyses

were carried out in order to ascertain which variables "best" predicted

career intentions. The correlation coefficients for each variable with

career intentions fov first and noo-first term volunteers are portrayed

in Table 2. Tie regressiont coefficients for first and non-first term

volunteers are present•ed in Table 3.
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Inspection of the data in Table 2 indicate that none of the social

background measures were found to be significantly associated with career

intentions for the first term volunteers. For the non-first termers,

however, Army career intentions varied inversely with parental socio-

economic status (r=-.30), father's education (r=-.21), and mother's

education (r=-.19). Two observations based on these correlations can be

noted here. The first of these is the nonsignificant relationship between

race and regio)pof origin on career intentions for both the sample of first

termers and non-first termers. The second is that among first term volun-

teers, sampled in this survey, socioeconowic status, level of education

of the respondent and parental educational level had no relationship with

career intentions. Assuming that intentions are translated, at least for

some, into subsequent behavior, the results obtained here suggest that

there is no reason to expect that reenlistments among first term volunteers

will be disproportionately drawn from the Southern, non-white, less affluent,

or less educated strata of the eligible population.

Insert Table 2 about here

Of the six measures of pre-service (civilian) delinquency, minor pre-

service delinquency ws found to be significantly related to career

intentions for both first and non-first term personnel (r's-.19, -. 25),

while major pro-service delinquency was correlated with career intentions

only for the non-first tormors surveyed (r--.21). Of the other pro-service

delinquency measures, only oumber of school suspensions was found to be

correlated with career Intentions for non-first termters (r--.17), while

none were found to be related to career intentions among the first term
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volunteers. It is important to note, however, that all of these pre-service

rbll.delinquency measures were negatively related to career intentions. That

is, volunteers, whether on their first tour of duty or not, who reported

delinquency related activities as civilians were less likely to intend to

pursue an Army career than those who reported no such problems.

All three measures of military delinquency (number Of times AWOL,

number of Articles 15 [a form of administrative punishment], and number

of times reduced in rank) were significantly and negatively related to

Army career intentions among the first term volunteers (r's-'-.l4, -.17,-.17),

while none were found to be so related among the nun-first term volunte~ers

surveyed, Once again it is noted that increased delinquency, within the

military, is either unrelated or negatively related to intending a career

in the Arm~y.

The largest relationship between career intentions and the "discipline"

measures for both first and %ion-first term servicemen was obtained from

j the Acceptance of Authority Scale. Unlike the other delinquency/discipline

variables, this scale is les's a measure of behavior thau of attitudes toward

authority -- military and non military alike. This scale was intended to

ýA measure the respondent'sasubmissiveness toward authority, both generalized

and in the military. The relatively high correlations between responses

to this monsure and Army career intentions for both first tern (Y-.32)

and nton-first term servicemen (r-.44) suggest that the more a serviceman

adheres to thlt view that hlis own acts should hie subservient to the wishes

of the orp~anization, thr greater the likelihood chat lie will aec.k to remainl

a part of that organiziation.
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' ,!Of the fourteen measures of the Army "environment", eleven were

found to be significantly related to career intentions among the first

term soldiers and eight for the non-first termers. The measure that

exhibited the largest relationship that was consistent for both first

and non-first term personuel was the Military Work Role (e.g., job

satisfaction) scale, with a correlation of +.48 for both groups.

Of lesser importance vis-a-vis securing correlates of career in-

tentions, but consistent for both the first and non-first term service-

men surveyed, were the responses to the Esprit de Corps Scale (r's-.18,

.33), the Leadership Scale (r's-.38, .27), and the responses to the

Recreational Interest Index (r's-.16, .26). The major divergence

between first and non-first term personnel, both in terms of magnitude

of relationship and statistical significance, was rank, which was found

to be negatively related to career intentions among first terms

(r--.22) and positively related (r=.53) to career Intentions for the

non-first termers. Among non-first term personnel the relationship

makes intuitive sense: the higher the rank (i.e., by one measure, the

more successful one has been in the Army), the more likely a serviceman

f }is to intend to'make a career of the Army. The explanation for the

neogative relationship between rank and career intentions for the first

tormors is not so obvious. One possible interpretation Is that type

of unit (training versus non-training) and number of months left to

serve on first tour are both related to career ilntentions among'first

toem personnel. Separate analyses of the careor intentions for first

term trainees and those who had "graduated" to a regular unit confirmed

thits.
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The response to the I11OS, (Military Occupational Specialty) related

variable revealed a significant correlation (r=-.19) with career iuten-

tions for first termers, but not for non-first termers (r=- .11). The

negative correlation of career intentions with this variable indicates

that intention to pursue a career in the Army is inversely related to

the assignment of an individual to tasks outside the job for which hie

was trained. This finding is in accord with those reported elsewhere

(Drexler, 1975).

Of the remaining variables, not being bothered by financial problems

was significantly related (r--.21) to career intentions for non-first

term servicemen but not for first termers (r--.08). Satisfaction with

livinA quarters wAs modestly related to career intentions for first

termers (r-.15) but not for non-first termers (ra.O9). AmonA first tormers,

being stationed in the contiguous US as opposed to Alaska or West Germany

was modestly related (Y--.17) to career intention. This relationship,

however, was not found for non-first term personnel.

The regression analyses, conducted in order to secure informlation on

which variables '.'bst" predicted car~eer intentions among the samples of

first and non-first term volunteers, indicated that tile "best" predictors

of career Intentions for both samples consisted of the responses to tile

Military Work Role Scale (Table 3). This measure accounted for 231 of tile

variance in thle criteria for both groups. Knowing thle servicemoin's

orientation toward working in a highly structured organization (thle Accep-

tance of Authority measure) as well as his perceptiono of leadership in

hIII Unit. WitilQ JUdin to the regreSiOll equation, providk-d little addi-

t ioaal understanding vis-a-vis thle criteria moasure.
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Insert Table 3 about here

DISCUSSION

In terms of the hypotheses posed at the onset of this analysis, the

data point to perceptions of the organizational climate - particul.arly

as related to work activities - as far more important determinants of

career intentions than civilian background. On the matter of the volun-

teer Army being disproportionately poor and non-white, the data secured

in this investigation providd no support for the thesis that non-whites

intend Army careers more than whites and only limited support for the

assumption that those from poor socioeconomic backgrounds intend Army

careers more than the non poor.

These results are at variance with previously reported evidence on

the correlates of actual (as opposed to intentions of) reenlistment

(Wool, 1971: 82-84). It will be recalled that of the four variables

related to career intentions (education, race, region, and socioeconomic

status), none were found to be significantly related to career intentions

among first term volunteers, and only socioeconomic status was sisnifi-

cantly related to career iritentions among the non-first erimers.

Several possible explanations for these differences can be suggested.

The reenlistment evidence provided in earlier inquiries was baued on the

pro-volunteer Army, an Army that was composed of both volunteers and

4 draftees (Wool, 1971: 83). From what we know of Army manpower and re-

cruitmont during the draft era, the more highly educated were more likely

to have been drafted, the less educated to have volunteered. We also
know that draftees were less likely to have reenlisted. The Implication

I
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here, then, is that the earlier reported relationships found to be

associated with reenlistment behavior may have been created, in part,

by the presence of draftees and draft-motivated volunteers in those

previous inquires,

The other set of variables that emerged as important in terms

of the initial hypotheses was pre-service delinquency, which was

found to be negatively related to Army career intentions among both

first and non-first term volunteers. These findings, it should be

pointed out, are opposite of the prediction that those who were

delinquent as civilians would be more likely to intend an Army career.

What this indicates is that persons with disciplinary problems,

whetner as civilians or as servicemen, are if anything less likely

to intend to remain in the Army beyond their initial tour of duty.

Perhaps the single most important result that emerged from

othe analyses performed is the major contribution to career intentions

of variables relating to the Army environment. Of the environmental

measures, military work role emerged as the most important variable.

This suggests that one of Chei major determinants of career intentions,

regardless of whether or not one is in one's first tour, is how one

sees onself in terms of the work one does in the Army: and the more

favorable one's view, the more likely one is to intend to make the
. Army a-career. This is a useful finding both for what it includes
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While the implementation of some of these recommendations may

try the creativity of military leaders, the implications of inaction

are clear. When the military moved into the all-volunteer era, it

did so with the full recognition that changes would be needed in the

"organization in order to meet its personnel requirements. While recent

economic conditions within the society have provided the military

with a hiatus in which changing the work life of the soldier was not

iimediately perceived as necessary, the ability of the military to

attract and maintain a quality force will undoubtedly rest on its

capability to meet the challenges posed by young men and women who

arc turning to the military as an occupation and profession.

' " 
i

--- -- - -i
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TABLE 1

Sample Classification by Career Intention

Total Sample
N--1564 -

Positive Career Intention

32%1

Volunteers Draftees Other2l
(A) N--1211 N=205 a=56

28% 31% 41%

Not Draf t Draf t
71Induced Induced

W-864 L N'336

31% 20%,

Not~
First Termi istT u Not First Term' Not i'rs(C) 'iFirst Term irit i9

Firs Term1 To=72i Tr

15% 65% 13% 48% 41453

_ _ I
67% 13% 51% 3% 57%

I Percontages are thove of. the N who reported 11M.-finitely yes" or "Probably
yes" to the questikon oil intviilion to pursue a career in the Army.
Thus, 32% of the total sample indicated a positive inteontion. of pursuing
a career in the Armky beyond their current tours

2 "Other" refers to individuals who were members of the N~ational Guard or
Reserve forces.

3o"First torta" for volunteer was de~fined as thone who reported up to three
years of evrvicel for draftoes, "first torill" wa*s defined ars those -with
up) to two yeArs of service.

4. Tile "C inild %samp ellcnqst of those perzonnel ill trailuiii ultit~.' support
uni~ts, and Comba~t units.
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TABLE 2

Correlates of Army Career Intentions for First Term and Nonfirst Term Volunteers

Background Characteristics First Term Nonfirst Term

(W~429-458) (W-234-245)

Origin-rogion (nonSOUth, south) -.01.
Origin-place (nonf arm, farm) .08 -.07
Race (white, nonwhite) .-. 11 .09
Socio-Economic Status -.03 -3*
Education-father 01Ol-.1
Education-mother -.01
Education-respondent -.05 .09
Parents married and together (yes,no) -.04 -.04

Delinnuoncy/Discipliue Measures

Numer of school suspensions -.09
Number of school expulsions -.03 -.16
Number of pre-service arrests -.12 -.10
Number of pre-service convictions -.04 -.08.
Minor Pre-service Delinquency Inde~x -.j9~**-2*
M ~ajor Pre-Service Delinquency Index -.02-.1

Number of times AO1401 -.14* -.06
Number of comm~endation~s .06 .8*
Number of Articles 15 -.17** .01
Number of rank reductions .7.0

'Acceptance of Authority Scale .32* .44**

ArMy InvironmentnI Mesre

Place (riot CONUS, CONUS) -.7*.03
Unit (non-Lraining, training) . .29** Iap.Rak(el to E9) ... ~
Monthn to servo .31ft .1
Militatry Work Role Scale . .48** .48ft
Esprit do Corps Scale .18** ~ .33ft
AssignedI tasks outside WOS ~.
Leadership Scale .. 38** s2*
BoLthered by financial probloms -. 08 .

lteere~tattow-i Interest Indox 2l6 6
Sktisfactiun With livingP 4uarLers .15* .09

tifatitiwith nexual opportunities .06 .15
Spouse living onpost: (no or tioL isarriedl yes) .04t9
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TABLE 3

Regression of Career Intentions on Background,

Delinquency/Discipline and Military Environment Measures

f or First and Non-First Term Volunteers

Military Work Role .48 .23
First Term.. Leadership .38 .06

N-460 Acceptance of Authority .32 .02

No-Frs Trm Mil~itary Work Role .48 .23
No-Frs Tr Acceptance of Authority .44 .08

Number of commendations .38 .03
Socio-economic. Status -.30 .03
Leadership ~27 .01
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SUMMARIZING REMARKS

COL Henry L. Taylor, USAF
Office of the Director, Defense Research and Engineering

The concern at this conference has been focused on first term attri-
tion, its costs, and what can be done about it. It is clear that attrition
is part of the larger, serious problem of manning the predicted force
structure in the mid-1980's with adequately trained, motivated Individuals.
The personnel planners in the Services view attrition and manning the
force as a serious problem. They also believe that policies and programs
will be developed to handle the problem. As these policies and programs
are developed and evaluated, help from the DoD research and development
community will be required.

At the present, much of our training and personnel technology R&D is
reactive. A large part of the program responds to demand pull-i.e., to
user requirements. The objective of this conference was to look at things
that can be done to reduce the need for a reactive R&D program and to
develop a programmatic thrust which will provide data and demonstrations
to assist planners in. making manning decisions.

At the present time we know much more about possible solutions to
manpower and personnel problems than is being utilized. Application of
this knowledge is called for, perhaps In the form of field demonstrations
or try-outs of new policies. Examples of things that have been discussed
but not tested are: the furloughling of would-be attritees Instead of dis-
charging them, lateral entry of experienced personnel to fill needs and
reduce costs, recruiting and advertising approaches which deal with the
expectancy mismatch, one-station training and job-related training, tech-
nical assessment and classification centers, modifying the mix of males
and females, and "opt-out" programs. In field experiments, complications
are Introduced by the need for substantial administrative support by
operational commands. Personnel have to be provided as experimental sub-
jects, others may be required as observers, and resources and facillties
"must be dedicated to the effort. Above all, operational commanders will

-have to cooperate In allowing data to be collected. The Issue of the need
for field experimentation has been raised repeatedly, and field experimen-
tation clearly seems to be the way of the future, It Is a way to test the
value of existing findings, and It is a necessary precursor~to Implementing.
them.

The R&D community should have the opportunity to examine policy alter-..
natives being considered by personnel planners so that its own plannln- '
can be more relevant. In that way, the R&D program can be structured so
that empirical data can be provided to reduce as much as possible the
constraints and untested assumptions that go into our policy models and
decision-making process.

It appears useful to review the funding trends of Training and Person-
nel Technology R&D. From a base level of $30-$50 million for the fiscal

•, , :• . ~ ~495 ":"" . !
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1970-1972 time frame, the fiscal 1978 request to Congress for this area
has increased to $140M. Of this amount, $104M was for technology base
work while $36M was for engineering development for prototype training
devices and simulators. The fiscal 1978 request included $12M for basic
research (6.1), $47M for exploratory development (6.2), and $45SM for
advanced development (6.3A,Advanced Technology Demonstration). This
represents a tremendous change when we consider that DoD funded no
advanced development efforts in this area prior to fiscal 1967. The point
of reviewing the funding trends is to indicate that the DoD planning and
programming system is responsive to manpower problems. This is not to
say, however, that there is always new money to be had, but to say that
funding levels requested and planned are generally adequate to meet
demonstrated needs.

in terms of program trends, our present investment strategy would
indicate a shift of emphasis away from the more traditional and mature
selection and classification R&D concerned with entry level assessment, to
less developed fields, e.g.: intervention strategies, with special atten-
tion to training alternatives; and assignment and career development
systems concerned with job-person match. Also, muLch more information has
to be developed about the differential performance mrong individuals and
their relative costs. What Is the cost of retaining poor performers?
How much does remedlat ion cost?

As a follow-on to this conference, it may be effective to create an
ad hoc working group that would review deficiencies in our knowledge about
attrition and assess the need for new research.
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"SUMMARIZING REMARKS

I. M. Greenberg
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Manpower and Reserve Affairs)

Within OSD, the staffs of ASD(M&RA) and ODDR&E have evolved a cooper-
ative arrangement in which the former identifies problem areas in need of
solution and the latter works toward enlisting the support of the research

J ,community in focusing its efforts on those problems. Management of R&D
programs continues to be the prerogative of the individual Services.

Specifically, speaking to the theme of this conference, many ideas and
hypotheses about attrition and how to deal with attrition have surfaced.
There is a need to consider those hypotheses carefully, to identify those
that appear to be the most promising, and to test them experimentally.
All of this will require close cooperation between research managers and
personnel managers, and it may require a shifting of priorities and
resources. (Real, not fictional, shifts are called for; don't apply
"attrition" labels to irrelevant work.) It will also be necessary to
share efforts across the Services.

Putting the attrition problem in perspective, one concludes that

current loss rates are costly but they have not prevented DoD from main-
taining force levels. If attrition continues at Its current rate, however,
DoD will find it difficult to support a volunteer force In the face of a
diminishing manpower supply. But reducing attrition is only one manage-
ment option for dealing with a lessened supply. It is possible to increase
the supply for enlistment (e.g., more women) or to reduce enlistment
standards. Incidentally, quality has not diminished, contrary to some
views: since 1941 the proportion of Mental Group IV's has dropped from 15%
to 5%, after peaking at 25% in 1969, and the proportion of Mental Groups I
and II has Increased from 47%*to 54%. The .percentage of high school
graduates has been remarkably stable, i.e., about.68% throughout DoD, and
In some Services It has Increased dramatically. It cannot be concluded
from these figures that low quality underlies attrition; If necessary,

standards can be adjusted downward without serious detriment. It Is also
possible to apply economic incentives, i.e., bonuses, and this has long
been the policy for recruiting doctors, for example. Another policy
option Is to modify manpower requirements, e.g., shift some duties from
uniformed personnel to civilians, either civil servants or contractors.

Changing the labor force mix Is a very complicated option, however, and it
should be approached with caution.

The success of the volunteer force will require Institutional change
as well. The military tends to resist change; but when committed to
change, the military Is very effective at implementing the change. This

Is because the military has good managers and a groat deal of control Is

possible.

Much more attention needs to be paid to the Reserves because they

have become the most vulnerable aspect of the volunteer force. We need
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to know how to influence the reserve system in a positive way. Attrition
from active force ranks hurts the Reserves because with fewer veterans
there are fewer people eligible for the Ready Reserve. Further, men who
have attrited from the active force are Ineligible for the Individual
Ready Reserve.

In examining solutions to our attrition problem-and other personnel

problems--it is necessary to evaluate the cost implications of each alter-
- native. In developing cost estimates it is essential that we use standard,

acceptable costing methods. In addition, care must be taken to avoid
spurious data. In some studies the error rates in the cost estimates for
a given course of action are greater than the differences in~cost between
alternatives. The research community should learn to use cost data in
presenting alternatives to managers.

There are no easy:solutions to attrition-or, for that matter, to
any of the big-problems facing DoD's manpower system. I am sure that this
conference wil-I help provide the manpower manager with ideas to solve the
attrition problem.
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